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Abstract 

Techniques for the construction of probabilistic expert systems comprising both 

discrete and continuous random variables are presented. In particular we are 

concerned with how continuous random variables may be incorporated into an 

expert system - an area which has previously received relatively little attention. 
We investigate and extend the numeric techniques of other authors, and develop 

two new approaches. The first approach makes use of computer algebra. This 

exact technique enables a probability distribution to be expressed and manipulated 
in terms of its algebraic formula resulting in no loss of information. 

Our second approach is an approximate method based upon cubic spline inter- 

polation. We constrain the probability density function of a continuous variable 
to a finite set of points at which we have both function values and first deriva- 

tives. These values may then be held in a potential table and treated in an almost 
identical fashion to discrete variables. While symbolic techniques are shown to be 

only appropriate in special cases, cubic spline interpolation, though less accurate, 
is widely applicable. 

We combine these techniques to form a hybrid methodology in which discrete 

variables, symbolic continuous variables, and spline interpolated continuous vari- 

ables may exist not only in the same junction tree, but also in the same universe. 
We show how propagation algorithms may be constructed for these various cases 

and investigate how the means, variances and probability density functions of the 

marginal distributions in the system may be generated. It is shown how evidence 
of either a numeric or a symbolic nature may be incorporated into such systems 
and how simulation studies may be performed. The techniques we develop are 
implemented in the computer language Mathematica and an outline of how this 

may be accomplished is presented. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The work described here considers a variety of techniques useful in the construction 

of Probabilistic Expert Systems. Ng & Abramson (1990) define an Expert System 

to be "a computer program which makes reasoned judgements that are at least 

on a par with a human expert, using a database that has been designed with 
the help of a human expert to tackle a particular, and often narrow, problem. 
Such programs are designed to be used when a human expert is not available, or 
to assist when the complexity of the problem at hand may make him fallible". 

If the problem at hand contains some form of uncertainty it will make sense to 

represent this uncertainty in a probabilistic way. We will then need to consider 

which random variables govern our problem, how may we represent them, and 
how do they interact with each other? With the addition of probability theory to 

our model it will be quite flexible in structure, but this increased flexibility may 
have a trade off in increased complexity. If the model comprises a large number 

of variables, has a large number of interactions, or if the random variables take 

complex probability distributions, then the model is likely to become too unwieldy 
for a human expert to manage without the aid of a computer. Computers bring 

their own problems to bear on our model. While they may be faster, more reliable 
and more accurate than their human counterpart, their approach to a problem 
is entirely dependent upon their programming. We will therefore require some 
structured way in which to build our model. A probabilistic expert system (PES) 

provides an appropriate framework on which to construct our methodology. A PES 
is an expert system which provides a method for the specification and handling of 
the joint distribution of a finite set of random variables (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 
1988). 
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1.1 Probabilistic Expert Systems 

In Chapter 2 we will review the current theory surrounding PESs where this theory 

will be a necessary requirement for the development of our new methodology. We 

will specify a PES as a graph consisting of a finite set of nodes and a finite set 

of edges. Each node will correspond to a random variable in our model and each 

edge will represent some form of relationship between the two variables it joins. A 

directed edge between two variables will be used to represent a causal relationship 
in that the level of one variable will be assumed to have been caused by the level 

of the other. Similarly, an undirected edge will be used to represent some form 

of symmetric relationship between the two variables it joins. We will assume that 

the variables and their connections have been predefined by some "expert" and we 

will therefore not be concerned with the details of their construction. The network 
formed by the nodes and edges will be shown to fully express the conditional 
independence properties (or Markov properties) of the random variables in the 

model. It will also provide a way in which the joint distribution of the random 
variables in our model may be factorised. We will consider networks consisting of 
directed edges (directed graphs), undirected edges (undirected graphs) or a mixture 

of both (chain graphs). The random variables underlying our model may be a set 
of discrete random variables, a set of continuous random variables, or a set of both 
discrete and continuous variables. The graphs corresponding to these variable sets 
will be termed discrete, continuous and mixed respectively. We will, in the main, 
concentrate on problems concerning mixed directed graphs, however, most of the 
techniques we develop may be applied to any type of graph. 

We will show how an undirected graph may be derived from a directed or 
chain graph such that the original graph possesses the Markov properties of its 

associated undirected graph. We will then be able to show how an undirected 
graph, and hence directed and chain graphs, may be compiled to form a higher 
level structure termed a junction tree. A junction tree will consist of a finite set of 
nodes termed cliques joined by a finite set of undirected edges termed separators. 
Associated with the cliques and separators there will be sets of random variables 
derived from the associated undirected graph and potential functions derived from 

the probability distributions of these random variables. We will term a clique or a 
separator a universe. We will show how a junction tree retains all the conditional 
independence properties of the underlying undirected graph. A junction tree will 
provide a simple structured way in which we may deal with our random variables. 
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We will show how a propagation algorithm, which utilises the properties of the 

junction tree, can be employed to set the potential function of every universe in 

the tree equal to the joint probability density function of the variables in that 

universe. We will also show how we may update these probability distributions 

given evidence on a collection of the random variables. 

1.2 Numeric Techniques 

Chapter 3 discusses the use of numeric techniques. We consider the discrete exact 

case which is the archetype of a PES. It consists of discrete random variables only. 
These are defined by a list of possible configurations and their associated weights. 
We introduce a class of distributions termed Conditional Gaussian distributions 

(Lauritzen & Wermuth, 1989), which possess properties which make them partic- 

ularly suitable for use in PESs. Lauritzen (1992) presents a scheme which enables 
these distributions to be modelled and allows for the derivation of the probabil- 
ities, means and variances of the marginal distributions of the random variables. 
Implementations of this methodology have been made for HUGIN (Olesen, 1991) 

and CAPRES (Gammerman et al., 1991). We will present and prove Lauritzen's 

methodology and extend it to show how simulation exercises may be carried out. 
We will use this scheme as an introduction to the construction of PESs. The 

länguage we will use will be Mathematica. This is a very versatile language which 
has several advantageous features making it an ideal development environment. 
These features include a convenient data structure, numeric and graphical capa- 
bilities and in particular the ability to handle symbolic expressions. It is this 
latter feature which we will find particularly useful later on. Chapter 3 introduces 

Lauritzen's "waste incinerator problem". This theoretical example seeks to model 
the processes occurring in a waste incinerator plant. The model comprises a set 

of multinomial discrete variables and conditionally normal continuous variables. 
We will be using this model to demonstrate the techniques we develop in later 

chapters and to compare the results of using our different methods. 

1.3 Symbolic Techniques 

In Chapter 4 , we attempt to improve the amount of information we can gain from 

our model by taking a different approach to Lauritzen (1992). Instead of using nu- 
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meric techniques to compute probabilities, means and variances we seek to develop 

a methodology by which computer algebra can be used to manipulate probabil- 
ity distributions directly through their formulae. We will collectively term these 

methods symbolic techniques. We devise a symbolic propagation algorithm. This 

is an extension of the standard, numeric, propagation algorithm which uses com- 

puter algebra to propagate potential functions in the form of algebraic formulae. 

It results in no loss of information. Any statistics or graphs required may then 

be deduced from the potential functions following propagation. A by-product of 

this approach is the fact that symbolic evidence may be entered into the system. 
In other words a dummy variable may be entered as evidence on some continu- 

ous random variable and then be propagated throughout the system. Statistics 

and probability distributions relating to the other random variables will then be 

expressed as functions of the dummy variable. This will enable us to determine 

the effect of evidence on the system more easily. We present two purely discrete 

networks and show how symbolic techniques may be used to model them. 

1.4 Spline Approximation Techniques 

A drawback of symbolic techniques is that they will only work in special cases. In 

models which contain continuous random variables we will require every necessary 

marginalisation with respect to a continuous random variable to be expressible 
in terms of an integral which may be solved in closed form. Of course even if 

the integral actually is solvable in closed form it will need to be one which our 

system recognises. These generalities will be difficult to fulfil and we will often be 

forced to resort to approximation techniques. In Chapter 5 we present a method 
for the cubic spline approximation of the probability density functions of contin- 

uous random variables and show how such approximations may be used to build 

probabilistic expert systems consisting of both discrete and continuous random 

variables. We show how the cubic spline functions we form can be represented in 

a simple tabular form consisting of function values and first derivatives, and how 

these tables may be treated in an almost identical way to discrete variables. We 

demonstrate how these representations may be propagated throughout a junction 

tree and show how the means, variances, probabilities, and marginal probability 
density functions of the random variables concerned may be generated. In addi- 
tion we consider how we may display our results graphically. We will term these 

methods spline approximation techniques. 
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1.5 Hybrid Techniques 

In Chapter 6 we seek to unite the methodology developed in previous chapters by 

describing how hybrid techniques may be used to mix both symbolic and spline 

approximation techniques in the same model. The data structures required for 

each technique blend together in a natural fashion allowing hybrid universes to be 

built in contrast to the scheme described by Dawid, Kjaerulff, & Lauritzen (1993) 

which allows for hybrid trees but non-hybrid universes. We describe how a hy- 
brid propagation scheme may be set up for a probabilistic expert system in which 
the discrete random variables are assumed to be multinomially distributed and 

may have no continuous parents. The continuous variables are partitioned into 

spline interpolated variables and symbolic variables. The methods we develop can 
in theory, by suitable partitioning of the continuous variables, be applied to any 

mixed PES given the constraints on the discrete variables. Despite this implied 

flexibility a generally robust partitioning is difficult to provide. We thus illustrate 

our methodology by one possible partitioning based on the existence of a set of 
conditional Gaussian distributions. The usual techniques for the addition of evi- 
dence and the construction of means, variances, probabilities, marginal probability 
density functions, and graphical representations are also provided. 

1.6 Conclusions 

The final chapter in this work summarises our conclusions on the material pre- 
sented and considers what additional theory should be developed in the future to 
improve and extend our results. 
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Chapter 2 

Probabilistic Expert Systems 

2.1 Introduction 

This introductory chapter seeks to review some of the current theory surrounding 
the construction of probabilistic expert systems (PESs) and as such much of it is 

derived from standard text. The theory we shall present, however, will attempt 
to provide enough background information to enable the development of our new 

methodology. We will start by defining conditional independence and reviewing 

graph theory - these concepts will give us the building blocks we require for PES 

construction. We will specify a PES for a model as a graph consisting of a finite 

set of nodes and a finite set of edges. Each node will correspond to a random 

variable in our model and'each edge, whether directed or undirected, will represent 

some form of relationship between the two nodes it joins. We will assume that the 

variables and their connections have been predefined by some "expert" and we will 
therefore not be too concerned with the details of their construction. We will show 
that the network formed by the nodes and edges fully expresses the conditional 
independence properties (or Markov properties) of the random variables in the 

model and provides a way in which their joint distribution may be factorised. 

The networks we will consider will consist of directed edges (directed graphs), 
undirected edges (undirected graphs) or a mixture of both (chain graphs). The 

random variables underlying our model may be a set of discrete random variables 
(discrete graphs), a set of continuous random variables (continuous graphs), or a 
set of both discrete and continuous variables (mixed graphs). We will show how 

an undirected graph may be derived from both directed and chain graphs such 
that the Markov properties of the original graph are contained in that undirected 
graph. We will then show how an undirected graph, and hence any graph, may be 
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compiled to form a higher level structure termed a junction tree. We will show how 

a junction tree retains the Markov properties of the underlying undirected graph. 
A junction tree will provide a simple structured way in which we may deal with 

our random variables. We will show how a propagation algorithm, which utilises 
the properties of the junction tree, can be employed to set the potential function 

of every universe in the tree equal to the joint probability density function of the 

variables in that universe. We will also show how we may update these probability 
distributions given evidence on a collection of the random variables. 

2.2 Conditional Independence 

We begin by considering how a set of random variables may interact. What we are 
seeking is some concept which will enable us to simplify the modelling of the joint 
distribution of a set of random variables by partitioning that joint distribution 
into a series of simpler distributions each of which will be easier to handle than 
the joint distribution of the entire set. We will introduce some key concepts in this 

area. Let us first define X and Y to be random variables (possibly vectors) and let 
fx, y(x, y) denote the joint probability density of X and Y. If X and Y are both 
discrete then fx, y(x, y) denotes the joint probability function P(X = x, Y= y). 
We may define a property termed independence as follows: 

Definition 1 Independence: X and Y are said to be independent if and only 
if.. 

fx, Y(x, y) = fx(x)fy(y) for all x, y. 

This may be denoted X 11 Y. 

Equivalently: 

XuYa fxly(x; y) = fx(x) for all x; for ally such that fy(y) >0 

where fxly(x; y) is the conditional distribution of X given Y i. e. fxly(x; y) = 
fx, Y (x, y)/fy (y) 

" 

In order to determine whether variables are independent or not we need only 
determine whether their joint density factorises or not. This is made clear in the 

following proposition. 
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Proposition 1 Factorisation Criterion for Independence: The random vec- 
tors X and Y are independent if and only if there exist two functions g and h such 
that: 

fx, y(x, y) = g(x)h(y) for all x, y. 

Proof The implication is by the definition of independence (Definition 1) with 

g= fx, h= fy. The converse is proved by marginalising with respect to x and y 

separately giving: 

fy(y) °c h(y) 
, 

fx(x) x 9(x) 

Thus: "ý, 

fx, Y(x, y) = g(x)h(y) « fx(x)fy(y) 

Marginalising with respect to both x and y gives fx, y(x, y) = fx(x) fy(y). 

1: 1 

We also introduce the concept of reduction as follows: 

Proposition 2 Reduction: Joint independence implies marginal independence 
(but not conversely). If (X, Y, Z) is a partitioned random vector then: 

X JL (Y, Z) =>X 11 Y and X JL Z. 

Proof X JL (Y, Z) = fx, y, z(x, y, z) = fx(x) fy, z(y, z) by definition. Marginalising 

with respect to Z gives: 

fx, Y(x, y) = fx(x)fy(y) i. e. X !LY 

And similarly marginalising with respect to Y gives: 

fx, z(x, z) = fx(x) fz(z) i. e. X IL Z 

Related to the concept of independence is that of conditional independence which 
is defined as follows: 

Definition 2 Conditional Independence: X and Y are said to be condition- 
ally independent given Z, if and only if. 

fx, Ylz(x, y; z) = fxiz(x; z)fylz(y; z) 
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for all x, y; for all z such that fz(z) > 0. This is written as X 1LY I Z. 

Equivalently, for all x, y; for all z such that fz(z) > 0: 

XJY1Za fxIY, z(X; y, z) = fxIz(X; z) 

X 1LY Z <* fx, Y, z(x, y, z) -_ 
fx, z(x, z). fY, z(y, z) 

fz(z) 

We then have the following propositions for conditional independence: 

Proposition 3 Factorisation Criterion for Conditional Independence: 

The random vectors X and Y are conditionally independent given Z, if and only 
if there exist functions g, h such that: 

fx, Y, z(x, y, z) = g(x, z)h(y, z) for all x, y; for all z such that fz(z) >0 

Proof The implication is by the definition of conditional independence (Definition 

2) with g= fxlz and h= fylzfz or g= fxlzfz and h= fylz. The converse may 
be proved by marginalising with respect to x and y separately giving: 

fy, z(y, z) °C g(z) h (y, z) fx, z(x, z) oc 9(x, z)h'(z) 

Thus: 

fx, Y, z(x, y, z) = 9(x, z)h(y, z) a 
fx, z(g 'z) 

fyz (y, z) 
() 

Marginalising with respect to both x and y gives: 

fx, Y, Z(xe YI z) = 
fx, z(x, z)fy, z(y, z) 

fz(z) 

13 

Proposition 4 Reduction: If (X, Y1, Y2, Z) is a partitioned random vector then: 

X1L(Y1, Y2)I Z=XJLYiI ZandXJLY2I Z 

Proof X IL (Y1, Y2) IZ fx, Y1, Y21 z(x, yi, y2; z) = fxlz(x; z)fYy, Yziz(yi, y2; z) by 

definition. Marginalising with respect to Y2 gives: 

fx, Y, lz(x, Yi; z) = fxlz(x; z)fyilz(yi; z) i. e. X JL Y1 Z 

And similarly marginalising with respect to Yl gives: ., 
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fx, Y21z(x, y2, z) = fxlz(x; z)fY2lz(y2; z) i. e. X JL-Y2 IZ 

13 

Proposition 5 Block Independence: If (X, Y1, Y2, Z) is a partitioned random 

vector and fx, y , y2, z is positive then: 

X JL (Yl, Y2) IZsX 11 Yl I (Y2, Z) and X 1L Y2 I (Yl, Z) 

Proof XJL(Y1, Y2) 1Z= 

fx, Yi, Y2, Z(x, Yi, Y2, z) = go(x, z)ho(yi, Y2, z) 

9i (x, Y2, z)ho(yi, Y2, z) 

92(x, yi, z) ho(yl, Y2, z) 

XJtYlI(Y2, Z) 

X 1L Y2 I (Yi, Z) 

Conversely X 11 Yl I (Y2, Z) = 

fx, Yi, Y2, Z(x, yl, y2, z) = 91(x, y2, z)ho(yi, y2) z) 

and X1LY2 I (Yi, Z) = 

91(x, y2, Z)': -- 93(x, z)94(y2, z) 

fx, yi, Y2, Z(x, yl)y2, z) = 93(x, z)94(y2, z)ho(yl, y2, z) 

= 93(x, z)hi(yi, Y2, z) 

X 1L (Y1i Y2) 1Z 
0 

Putting block independence and reduction together we get: 

X Y1 I (Y29 Z) 
aX 1L 

X. 1L Y1 IZ 

X. ll. Y2 I (Yi, Z) 
(Yl, Y2) Z 

XJLY2 IZ 

Thus: 

X2LY1 I (Y2, Z) XJLYI IZ 
XJLY2 I (Y1, Z) X1LY2 IZ 

and: 

X IL(Y1iY2) (Z #' 
XJLY1 IZ 

X JL Y2 I (Y1, Z) 

Thus it is clear that if we use the conditional independence properties of a 

set of random variables we may factorise their joint distribution into a series of 

simpler distributions. This gives us an insight into how we might proceed to 

model a complex system more conveniently. Further discussions of conditional 
independence may be found in Dawid (1979a, 1979b). 
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2.3 Graph Theory 

In this section we will review the notation and basics of graph theory. Graph theory 

provides both a structured way in which we may represent a complex system and, 

as we will discover, a structured way in which we may tackle the modelling of that 

system 

A graph g is defined as a pair (K, E), where K represents a finite set of vertices 

and the edges E are a subset of the set KxK of ordered pairs of distinct vertices. 
The graphs we will be concerned with are termed simple since they may contain 

no multiple edges or loops. If a pair (a, b) EE and (b, a) EE then we have an 

undirected edge, or line 
, 

between a and b. This is denoted a-b. If, however, 

(a, b) EE but (b, a) E then we have a directed edge, or arrow, between a and 
b. This is denoted a --ý b. Special types of graphs are defined by the relationships 

contained within them. An undirected graph, for example, is one which has only 

undirected edges while a directed graph has only directed edges. Figure 2.1 shows 

a directed graph, Figure 2.2 shows an undirected graph, and Figure 2.3 shows a 

graph which contains both directed and undirected edges. All three graphs have 

the same vertex set K= {1,2,3,4,5} and have relationships between the same 

variables yet these relationships are different for the three types of graph, since 
they have different edge sets. They therefore have different meanings. 

324324 

1S1S 

Figure 2.1: A directed graph. Figure 2.2: An undirected graph. 

0Z4 
15ý,. 

Figure 2.3: A graph containing both directed and undirected edges. 
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The symmetrisation Q~ of a graph 9 represents the undirected graph corre- 

sponding to the graph This may be obtained from G by substituting lines 

for all the existing arrows. We can therefore see that Figure 2.2 represents the 

symmetrisation of both Figures 2.1 and 2.3 and, trivially, of itself. If A' CK is a 

subset of the vertex set then it induces a subgraph GA = (A, EA), with edge set 
EA =E fl (A x A). In other words the induced subgraph is obtained from by 

keeping the vertices in A and the edges with both endpoints belonging to A. 

A complete graph is one. in which every vertex is joined to every other vertex 
by either an arrow or a line. Thus, the symmetrisation of a complete graph with 

n vertices has (2) lines. A complete subset is a subset that induces a complete 

subgraph in the symmetrisation C~ of 9. In Figures 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 the subsets 
{2,4} and {4} are just two of the complete subsets of {1,2,3,4,5} the latter case 
being trivial. This enables us to define the concept of a clique which is a complete 

subset that is maximal with respect to the number of vertices it contains. {2,4} 

is therefore a clique yet {4} is not. 

Relationships of vertices to one another may also be defined. A vertex a is 

said to be a parent of b if an arrow from a points towards b. Similarly b is then 

termed the child of a. Vertices a and b are said to be adjacent or neighbours if a 
line exists between a, and b. This is denoted by a ti b. Hence if we consider Figure 

2.3 we may note that 2 is a parent of both 3 and 5.3 and 5 are children of 2 and 
4 is a neighbour of 2. We also use the terms pa(a) for the parents of a, ch(a) for 

the children of a and ne(a) for the neighbours of a. Similar notation exists for 

subsets where we define the corresponding relationships for a given subset A with 

members a thus: 

pa(A) =U pa(a)\A 
aEA 

ch(A) =U ch(a)\A 
aEA 

ne(A) = -U ne(a)\A 
aEA 

This notation trivially applies for subsets with only 'a single member i. e. in 

the case of a single vertex. In the above we take the notation K\A to be the 

remaining vertices in the vertex set K when the set of vertices A is removed. The 
boundary of a subset A is the set of vertices in K\A that are either parents or 
neighbours to vertices in A i. e. 
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bd(A) = pa(A) U ne(A) 

A related concept is the closure of A which is defined: 

cl(A) =AU bd(A) 

and a subset A is thus termed closed if A= cl(A). If we consider the graph in 

Figure 2.3 and define a subset S= 12,5} of K then pa(S) = {1}, ne(S) = {4}, 

ch(S) = {3}. Also we have bd(S) = {1,4} and cl(S) = {1,2,4,5}, ' so S is not 

closed. Considering the trivial case of K we notice that the boundary of K is 

empty and hence K is closed. 

Figure 2.4: A second graph containing both directed and undirected edges. 

A path of length n from a to bis defined to be a sequence a= ao, a,,;.., an= b 

of n+1 distinct vertices such that (aß_1, a; ) EE for all i=1,2, ...,, n. A path 
is termed short if no proper subset of the path is also a path from a to b. A 

vertex a leads to a second vertex b if a path exists from a to b. This is denoted 

a b. In Figure 2.4 1 1-+ 6. This is facilitated through two possible paths, 
one of length two (1,7,6), and one of length three (1,5,7,6). The ancestors of 
b, an(b), are the set of vertices aEE such that a -* b. The descendants of a, 
de(a), are the set of vertices bEE such that a ý-+ b. The non-descendants of 

a are defined nd(a) = K\[de(a) U {a}]. Thus in Figure 2.4 an(1) = {2,5,6,7}, 

de(1) = {3,4,5,6,7} and nd(1) = {2} 
.A set of vertices A is said to be ancestral if 

an(A) C A. In Figure 2.4 the set {1,2,5,6,7} is ancestral, and, trivially, so is the 

set {2}. The intersection B, say, of two ancestral sets is also ancestral assuming . 
B is well-defined. 

Nodes a and b are said to connect if both a i--+ b and b ý-+ a, denoted a b. 

Thus 1 and 6 connect in Figure 2.4, as do '1 and 5. The connectivity component 
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co(a) of a graph C for aEK is the set of variables which connect to a. Thus 

bE co(a) qa '0 b. In Figure 2.4 co(1) = {1,5,6,7}, co(3) = 13,4}, and 

co(2) = {2}. These connectivity components are illustrated in Figure 2.5. If 

aEACK then co(a)A denotes the connectivity component of a in cA. Hence if 

A= {2,3,4} then co(3)A (or co(4)A ) denotes the connectivity component {3,4} 

in cA. 

Figure 2.5: The connectivity components of the graph in Figure 2.4. 

A walk of length n from a to b is a sequence a= ao, al, ... , an= b of distinct 

vertices such that at-1 -+ ai or ai -+ at-1, for i=1,2,.. ., n. There are thus 3 

possible walks from 1 to 2 in Figure 2.4. These are the sequences (1,3,4,2), (1,5,2) 

and (1,7,5,2). A subset of vertices separates two vertices, a and b, if every path 
joining the two vertices contains at least one vertex from the separating subset. A 

subset S separates A from B if all walks from vertices aEA to bEB intersect S. 

In Figure 2.4 11,5} separates 16,7} from {2,3,4}. An n-cycle is a path of length 

n with the modification that a=bi. e. it begins and ends at the same point. In 

Figure 2.4 the sequence (1,5,7,1) is a 3-cycle. An n-cycle is said to be directed if 
it contains an arrow. 

Further details of graph theory may be found in Lauritzen (1989). 

2.4 Independence Graphs 

We will now consider how a graph may be used to represent the conditional inde- 

pendence structure of a set of random variables. Let X= (X1, X2,... ' Xk) denote 

a vector of k random variables, let K= {1,2, 
... , k} denote a corresponding set 

of vertices, and let E be an edge set. Then the graph g= (K, E) is a condi- 
tional independence graph or independence graph if there exists no edge between 
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two vertices whenever the corresponding pair of variables is independent given all 
the remaining variables which we will term the rest. We may use the shorthand 

notation 1 IL 2 {3,4} for X111 X2 (X3, X4). The independence of Xi and Xi 

given the rest may thus be written Xi 
-L 

XX I rest or i 1L jI K\ {i, j}. Whittaker 
(1990) makes the following definition: 

Definition 3 The conditional independence graph of X is the undirected graph 
9= (K, E) where K= {1,2,. 

.., k} and (i, j) is not in the edge set E if and only 
if Xi 

-IL 
Xj I XK\{t, 

j}" 

We have thus defined the set of graphs which may be used to represent the 

symmetric associations that exist between pairs of variables. Let us consider a 
density function: 

(`2.1ý fX 
(x) = exp(u + xl + xlx2 + x2x3x4) 

for X= (XI, X2, X3i X4), where u is a constant which ensures that the density 
integrates to 1. Then, since fx(x) >0 we may apply the factorisation criterion 
(Proposition 3) which implies that: 

Xl JL X4 I (X2, X3) and X11L X3 I (X2, X4) 

We thus derive the independence graph of Figure 2.6, with cliques {1,2} and 
{2,3,4}, which clearly shows the relationships that exist between the four vari- 

ables. It can be seen that 1 is neither adjacent to 3 nor 4 expressing the conditional 
independences implied. 

Figure 2.6: The independence graph for Equation 2.1. 
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2.5 Separation 

Recall our definition of separation from above. Two vertices i and j are said to be 

separated by a subset, if every path joining the two vertices contains at least one 

vertex from the separating subset. The importance of separation is shown by the 

separation theorem which states that non-adjacent variables are independent given 
the separating set alone. We are thus able to break up our independence graph 
into subgraphs simplifying our problems. We introduce the following lemmas 
(see Whittaker, 1990) to enable us to prove the separation theorem for random 

variables with a positive joint probability density function. 

Lemma 1 Suppose that the vertex set K= {1,2, 
... , k} can be partitioned into 

two sets B and C where in the independence graph of K there is no path between 

any vertex in C with any vertex in B. Then: 

iJLj IA for all iEB andj EC 

for any subset A of K not containing i or j. 

Proof 
--p----- ------------I ----- ---I 

1O 1 C1 

1 I I 1 
1 

I 1 J 1 
1 I 1 

1 1 1 
1 I 1 

1 I I 1 
1 I I 1 
1 I 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 
I 1 1 

1 1 p 

I. 

/------ ----a-------1 1---- ---ýA I I 

Figure 2.7: An independence graph to illustrate Lemma 1. 

Consider Figure 2.7. Let us suppose two vertices i and j are not connected 
(i. e. not linked by a path) and let us select some arbitrary vertex p in C but not 

4, in AU {j}. By our construction of an independence graph we know that: 

'i 1L jI K\{i, j} and i JL pI K\{i, p} 
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Since the random variables possess a positive joint density we may apply block 

independence. It follows that: 

i 11 { j, p} I K\{i, j, p} 

and by reduction: 

i JL jI K\{i, j, p} 

Thus we have eliminated vertex p from our conditioning set. This independence 

statement will hold for all iEB, jEC such that j#p. Thus the independence 

graph for the k-1 vertices K\{p} has no edge between any vertex in B and any 
vertex in C\{p}. 

So, we may repeat this argument, at each stage removing a vertex p0j in C 
but not in AU {j} until only those in AU {j} remain. We may then proceed by 

removing vertices p#i in B but not in AU {i} until only those in AU {i} remain. 
We are left with i 11 jIA, as required. 

It should be noted that if A were empty all the vertices except i and j would 
be removed and we would have i 11 j. 

0 

Lemma 2 If A is any subset of vertices of K that separates two vertices i and j 

then i 11 jIA, or more precisely, Xi JL Xj I XA. 

Proof If i and j are not connected then the result follows immediately from 

Lemma 1. Consider, therefore, the case when i and j are connected. By hypoth- 

esis the vertices i and j are separated by A. The remaining vertices are either 

connected or not connected to AU {i, j}. If a vertex is connected to AU {i, j} 

then it is either separated from i by A or from j by A or both otherwise there 

would be a path from i to j not having a vertex in A. We may therefore partition 
the remaining vertices into subsets B and C as in Figure 2.8 where: 

B={l; 1 is not connected to AU {i, j} or l is separated from j by A} 

C={l; l is not in B and 1 is separated from i by A} 

Now let us map the independence graph of X into the blocked graph of Figure 

2.9 with vertices {i, j, A, B, C}. We draw an edge between any pair if an edge can 

exist between the elements of that pair in the original independence graph. No 
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Figure 2.8: An independence graph to illustrate Lemma 2. 

1I 
1I 
1I 
1I 
ýB 

--, iý 
ýý 
ii 
iý 
iý C, 

Figure 2.9: A blocked graph to illustrate Lemma 2. 

edge may exist between i and j by hypothesis, and by, construction no edges'may 

exist between i and C, j and B, or B and C. 

Consider two vertices p and q in C for p0q, and one vertex rEB. The 

construction of the independence graph implies that: 

i1Lj I K\{i, j} 

i JL pI K\{i, p} 
iJLq I K\{i, q} 

p1Lr I K\{p, r} 

q1L rI K\{q, r} 

So by the application of block independence and reduction we have: 

i 1L jI K\{i, j} 
i 1L { j, p} I K\{i, j, p} i JL jI K\{i, j, p} 

iJLp I K\{i, p} 

i 1L pI K\{i; p} =i 1L {p, q} I K\{i, p, q} =i IL qI K\{i, p, q} i JL qI K\{i, q} 
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j1Lr I K\{j, r} 
r11 jj, p} I K\{j, p, r} r1Lj I K\{j, p, r} 

pJ1 rI K\{p, r} 

p1Lr I K\{p, r} 
r1L{p, q} I K\{p, q, r} r1Lq I K\{p, q, r} 

q1L rI K\{q, r} 

Thus in the independence graph of K\{p} there is no edge induced between i 

and j, nor between i and any element in C\{p}, nor between j and any element in 
B, nor between any element in B and any element in C\{p}. Thus the structure 
is unchanged on removing the vertex p. 

Repeating this argument with further vertices p in C and then, equivalently, 
with vertices p in B we may remove all the vertices from B and C to leave i 1L jIA. 

13 

Since the construction of Lemma 2 works equally well with random vectors 
(i. e. sets of vertices) rather than single variables it immediately generalises for XB 

and XC replacing Xi and X3. We have thus proved: 

Theorem 1 The Separation Theorem: If XA, XB and Xc are vectors con- 
taining disjoint subsets of variables from X, and if, in the independence graph of 
X, each vertex in B is separated from each vertex in C by the subset A then: 

XB JL XC I XA 

assuming that X has a positive joint density. 

0000 

Figure 2.10: An independence graph to illustrate the separation theorem. 

Redundancies may exist in the conditioning variables in conditional indepen- 

dence relationships. A conditional independence between a pair of variables is said 
to be minimal if it is not possible to apply the separation theorem to eliminate any 

variable from the conditioning set. The separating set is then termed a minimal 

separating subset. Consider the example of Whittaker (1990). The conditional 
independence statements in the graph of Figure 2.10 are as follows: 
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111 3 112,4}, 114 112,3}, and 2 1L 4 111,3} 

But, the minimal independences by application of the separation theorem are 

simply: 

1 JL 312,111 4 12,1 1L 4 13, and 211.4 13 

2.6 Markov Properties 

In this section we introduce three different conditional independence properties 

which an independence graphs might possess. These are the local, pairwise and 

global Markov properties (see Whittaker, 1990; Lauritzen et al., 1990). 

Local Markov Property The local Markov property expresses the independence 

statements in a graph in terms of a specified vertex and its nearest neighbours 
in the boundary set. A random vector with graph is said to possess the local 

Markov property, if, for every vertex i with boundary A. = bd(i), and B the set of 

remaining vertices, then: 

Xi1LXB I XA where B= K\({i} U A) 

This may be written i 
_LL rest I boundary. We thus have k independence state- 

ments about the joint distribution of all k variables since {i} UAUB=K. This 

list of independences may, however, contain some redundancies. Consider the ex- 

ample of Whittaker (1990). We have an undirected graph with five vertices (see 

Figure 2.11). 

Figure 2.11: A graph to illustrate the local, pairwise and global Markov properties. 

By the local Markov property we may express the following independences: 

1 JL {3,4,5} 12 (i) 3 JL {1,5} {2,4} (ii) 

4 1L 1112,3,5} (iii) 5 JL {1,3} 112,4} _ (iv) 
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But there is redundancy here since the independence between X3 and X5 given 
{X2, X4} occurs in both (ii) and (iv). Similarly (iv) implies that X1 1L X5 

(X2, X4) but (i) implies that X, 11 X5 ( X2. So we have a further redundancy. 

Pairwise Markov Property The pairwise Markov property applies to pairs of 

non-adjacent vertices i, j in the vertex set K. A graph G is said to possess the 

pairwise Markov property if for all such pairs i, j: 

X; 1LX, I XA where A= K\{i, j} 

For the graph of Figure 2.11 we have the following pairwise independences: 

1JL3 112,4,5} 11L4 {2,3,5} 

1JL5 I {2,3,4} 31L5 1 {1,2,4} 

Global Markov Property The global Markov property holds for a graph C if 

for all disjoint subsets A, B, C of K, where B and C are separated by A in the 

graph, XB and Xc are independent given XA alone: 

XB JL XC I XA 

For the graph of Figure 2.11 we have the following global independences: 

11L3 12 1JL4 12 

11L5 13 31L5 1 {2,4} 

Theorem 2 The three Markov properties: pairwise Markov, local Markov and 

global Markov, are equivalent. 

Proof Since the boundary set of a vertex i is always a separating subset the global 
Markov property implies the local Markov property. 

The local Markov property implies the pairwise Markov property because if 

our graph with vertices K= {1,2, 
... , k} satisfies the local Markov property then 

for every vertex i with boundary set A= bd(i) 

Xi -L 
XB I XA where B= K\({i} U A) 
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Selecting any vertex j that is not adjacent to i then jEB. Letting C= B\{j} _ 
K\({i, j} U A) then: 

XJL(X, Xc)IXA 
But, assuming the joint density of X is positive, by block independence this is 

equivalent to: 

X; JL Xj I (XA, Xc) and X; I XX I (XA, Xi 

However, AUC = K\{i, j} so the first independence statement is just the pairwise 
independence property. 

Finally, the separation theorem asserts that the pairwise conditional indepen- 

dence property implies the global Markov property. Hence the three properties 

are equivalent. 

2.7 Directed Acyclic Independence Graphs 

We have so far considered only independence graphs with undirected edges be- 

tween vertices. Such graphs may only be used to express symmetric associations 
between pairs of variables. Consider the case for example where we are measuring 
the interaction of two hormones in the body. It may be that these regulate each 

other and the level of one thus controls the level of the other and vice versa. In 

this case it would be perfectly justifiable to expect a symmetric association to ex- 
ist between them. There are many examples, however, where we may not contain 
ourselves to this symmetry, where the roles played by the variables correspond to 

a notion of causality in that if X causes Y then Y cannot cause X. Consider, 
for example, the presence of lung cancer in a patient and whether he smokes or 
not. It is reasonable to expect smoking to cause lung cancer but not for lung 

cancer to cause smoking. We therefore require a method of incorporating such 
asymmetries and this is provided by the use of a directed independence graph. A 

graph C= (K, E) has a directed edge, indicating a causal relationship, from a to 
b if (a, b) EE and (b, a) ý E. The directed graphs with edge sets {1,2} and {2,1} 

are shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 respectively. 

We are unable to include directed cycles in our graphs since there is, in general, 
no suitable joint probability to model such a relationship and we thus confine 
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O--O 
Figure 2.12: The directed acyclic 

graph with edge set {1,2}. 

04---0 

Figure 2.13: The directed acyclic 

graph with edge set 12,11. 

ourselves to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). The removal of directed cycles is 

equivalent to supposing that the vertices of the graph may be well-numbered. The 

vertices of a graph C= (K, E) are said to be well-numbered if for every pair of 
distinct vertices {i, j} EKi<j if and only if i is an ancestor of J. 

Lemma 3A directed graph is acyclic if and only if the vertices can be well num- 
bered. 

Proof If a graph can be well-numbered then it must be acyclic, since if a directed 

cycle exists then we may find a vertex i that leads to itself so we may derive i<i 

which is clearly not true. 

For the converse we may well number an acyclic graph as follows: A DAG 

must have at least one root node (that is a node with no parents) and one leaf 

node (that is one with no children). Choose a root node and label it 1. Delete it 

from the graph C to obtain the DAG W. We may then repeat our argument by 

choosing a root node of ! 9', labelling it 2, and deleting it. Continuing in this way 

an ordering which is well-numbered may be deduced from an unnumbered graph. 
Alternatively we could have chosen leaf nodes and labelled them k, k-1, 

..., 1 
deleting them in turn. 

We will now introduce the precedence operator -<. If i and j are two distinct 

vertices in a DAG 9 then i -< j indicates that i is an ancestor of j. We term the 

DAG completely ordered since it may be well-numbered. If 9 is well-numbered 
then i<j also. 

Definition 4 The directed independence graph (recursive graph) of a vector of 

random variables X= (Xi, X2, -- -, 
Xk) is the directed graph G= (K, E) where 

K= {1,2,. 
.., 

k}, K(j) = {1,2,..., j} and the edge (i, j), with i --} j, is not in 

the edge set E if and only if j1Li I K(j)\{i, j}. 
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This is the same definition as that which we used for undirected independence 

graphs except we have modified our conditioning set to comprise of just the `past' 

as opposed to the `past' and `future' we previously termed the `rest'. This se- 

quential conditioning allows us to form the joint distribution of X by use of the 

recursive factorisation identity (or chain rule): 

f1,2,..., k = fklK(k)\{k}fk-11K(k-1)\{k-1} 
."" 

f2Ilfl 

2.7.1 Moralisation 

We require a method of connecting our undirected independence graph theory to 

that of our directed independence graph theory. This will allow us to simplify 

our problems by enabling us to work with undirected graphs alone. We therefore 

introduce the concept of a moral graph. 

Definition 5 The moral graph associated with the directed graph G= (K, E) 

is the undirected graph Cm = (K, Em) on the same vertex set and with an edge 

set obtained by including all the edges in E together with all the edges formed by 

marrying parents in G. 

23ý3 
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Figure 2.14: A directed acyclic graph and its corresponding moral graph. 

Figure 2.14 shows a directed acyclic graph and its corresponding moral graph. 
The importance of moral graphs is expressed in the following theorem: 

Theorem 3 The directed independence graph G possesses the Markov properties 
of its associated moral graph 9'. 

Proof Consider the recursive factorisation identity: 

f1,2,..., k = fklK(k)\{k}fk-1IK(k-1)\{k-1} 
""" 

f2l1f1 

k 

= 1l 11 fjlK(j)\{j} 
9=2 

k 

= f1 II f pa(j) 
k 

= 91 fJ 9jupa(j) 
j=2 
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For appropriate functions g. We thus have an expansion of the joint density in 

terms of functions gA, which are functions of xA for A= {1}, {2} Upa(2),... , 
{k} U 

pa(k). We may now apply the factorisation criterion (see Proposition 3) to deduce 

all pairwise conditional independence statements of the form i 11 jI rest, i. e.: 

fK = ... giupa(i) ... gjupa(j) ... 

i1L jI (pa(i) U pa(j))\{i, j} for all i# j 

i1Lj I K\{i, j} 

So the edges of the undirected independence graph for fK are characterised as 

edges between a vertex j and each of its parents, and edges between the members 

of each pair of parents of j. That is, the edge set of the moral graph, 
13 

So as a consequence of Theorem 3 we may concern ourselves with the moral 

graph 9' of our directed independence graph C9 and thus need only work in the 

undirected case. 

2.8 Chain Graphs 

We have so far considered independence graphs which possess either undirected or 
directed edges. We now wish to extend our theory to cover graphs which contain a 

mixture of both undirected and directed edges. This will provide a generalisation 

of our independence graph theory which contains both of our special cases. 

We assume that our vertex set will satisfy a partial ordering, as opposed to the 

complete ordering we imposed on directed graphs. We suppose that our vertex set 
K may be partitioned into subsets B1, B21 .... Bm, called blocks, and that these 
blocks are well-numbered and form a chain. Within a particular block we have 

no directed edges. Therefore, two elements from different blocks may only be 

joined by an arrow, and two elements from the same block may only be joined 

by a line. The parents of a vertex i in a block Br are drawn from the `past', 

Bl U B2 U ... U B,. 
_1, and are joined to i by directed edges. The elements in Bl 

are the potential causes of the elements in B2, the elements in Bl U B2 are the 

potential causes of the elements in B3, and so on. We may also use the operators 

.< (as defined above) and -{ to define our partial ordering. If i -< j then i and j 

are in the same block. The induced partial order on the vertices of K is such that 

i -< j whenever iEB, -, jEB, and r<s; and i --< j whenever i, jE Br. 
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Figure 2.15: Two graphs which may not be represented as chain graphs. 

We have, by construction, included the directed independence graph case. That 

is where blocks have only one element contained within them. The undirected case 
has also been dealt with, since this would consist of a chain graph with only one 
block. We have also excluded graphs with cycles containing at least one directed 

edge (see Frydenberg, 1989). These do not admit a reasonable factorisation of 
the joint density function and would require at least one vertex to exist in more 
than one block. In Figure 2.15 we consider two disallowed configurations of the 

vertex set K= {1,2,3}. In the first graph we cannot form a complete ordering 

of our blocks since we have a cycle, so this type of graph is not allowed. In the 

second graph vertex 3 would need to be contained in both blocks which again is 

not permitted by our construction. 

We may now define the chain independence graph from the pairwise condi- 
tional independences taking the conditioning set for each statement as K(i) - the 

concurrent past. This consists of all the `past' and `present' variables defined with 
respect to a vertex i as K(i) = Bl U B2 U ... U Br(j) where r(i) is the index of the 
block containing i. 

Definition 6 The chain independence graph of a random vector X= (X1, 
X2,..., Xk) is the graph C= (K, E), where K= {1,2.... 

, 
k}, K(i) = U1<r(t) B1, 

and the edge (i, j), with i -ý j, is not in the edge set Eif and only ifj 1L i 
K(j)\{i, j}. If this condition fails and i j, then the edge is directed so (i, j) EE 

and (j, i) V E; otherwise it is undirected and both (i, j) EE and (j, i) E E. 

Such graphs are also called block recursive by Lauritzen & Wermuth (1984, 

1989). An alternative approach to the definition for a chain graph is to allow a 
mixture of directed and undirected edges subject to the constraint that no cycle 
containing one or more directed edge is permitted. We then have the following 
definition: 
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Definition 7A chain graph is a graph whose vertex set K can be partitioned 
into a series of m numbered subsets B1, B2,..., B.. These subsets form a depen- 

dence chain K= B1UB2U... UB,,, such that all edges between vertices in the same 

subset are undirected and all edges between different subsets are directed, pointing 
from the set with lower number to the one with higher number. 

Such a block structure is not unique as may be seen in Figure 2.16. 

B'O 

BO BO 

OO 

O 

B2 

O 

B3 

O 

B 

31L 2ý1 31L 211 112 ý3 

3 .11.1 12 31L 112 11L 3ý2 

1112 21L1 2113 1 

Figure 2.16: Three alternative block structures with common vertex and edge sets. 

We also notice that the initial pairwise independences are different. It has 
been shown by Frydenberg (1989) that all consistent block representations are 
probabilistically equivalent. He also shows that it is the connectivity components 
(see earlier) that form the finest possible partitioning of the graphs. This means 
that the connectivity components are the chain components of the graph, i. e. the 

subsets B1, B2, ... , Bm. Chain components can be most easily found by removing 
all the arrows from the graph before taking the connectivity components. 

2.8.1 Markov Properties of Chain Graphs 

Recall from earlier that in order to form the undirected graph corresponding to 

a directed graph we first married the parents of each vertex in the graph. This 

condition is extended for chain graphs by including in the set of parents all the 

parents of a connected subset of children. 

Definition 8 The moral graph G' of a chain graph G is defined to be the undi- 

rected graph with the same vertex set as G but with i and j adjacent in g' if and 

only if either i -+ j or j -+ i or if there exists p, q, connected, in the same chain 

component such that i -+ p and j -+ q. 

Thus in the chain independence graph of Figure 2.17 we must marry vertices 
1 and 2, since they are the parents of the connected children 3 and 5, to form the 

associated moral graph. 
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Figure 2.17: A chain independence graph and its corresponding moral graph. 

In the chain independence graph of Figure 2.18 in order to form the associated 

moralised graph we must marry vertices 3 and 4 since they are parents of vertex 
5, but vertices 1 and 2 are not married since vertices 3 and 4 are not connected. 
Recall our earlier example of Figure 2.5 here we add a link between vertices 1 and 
2 to form the moral graph of Figure 2.19. 

Figure 2.18: A chain independence graph and its corresponding moral graph. 

Figure 2.19: The moral graph corresponding to the graph in Figure 2.5. 

We may define the recursive factorisation identity (or chain rule) in terms of 
the blocks of our chain graphs thus: 

m 
fl, 

2,..., k = fK = fBl 11 f BrIB1UB2U... UBr_1 
r=2 

Theorem 4 The chain independence graph possesses the Markov properties of 
its associated moral graph gm 

. 
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Proof Let = (K, E) where K= {1,2,. 
.., k} and let BI, B29 .... B�, be the 

blocks of g. Now consider two arbitrary vertices i and j of K and let us assume 

either i -< j or i -< j. Then, by construction, either iEB,., and jE B� with 

r<s, or both i, jE Br. Where an edge exists between i and j it will be an arrow 
in the first case and a line in the second. We will let C' = (K, Em) denote the 

moral graph of C and this moral graph will be undirected. 

Let us consider the properties that gt will need to possess in order that all 
its Markov properties apply to C. Firstly all the edges in G will need to be 

preserved in ggm. This is because if the structure of fBrIB1UB2U... UBF_, does not 
permit a factorisation of j from i then, by the recursive factorisation identity, 

such a factorisation is also prohibited for fK. Therefore if j and i are joined by 

an edge in g then they must be connected in C'". 

Now suppose we have connected the pairs of vertices joined by edges in C. 
Which other lines do we need to add to Gm? Suppose that currently the edge 
between i and j is missing in G' we need only add it if there is some block r such 
that fBrIB, UB2U... UBr_, prevents the factorisation of i and j. Let i be the parent of 
some vertex pE Br and j be the parent of some vertex qE Br. Then if p and 
q are not connected we may partition Br into two sets, Cl containing p and C2 

containing q, such that: 

fBrIB1UB2U... 
UBr_1 = fCl IBiUB2U... UB,. _1 

fC2IBiUB2U... 
UB,. _1 

Since i is a parent of p and not of q then fC IBiUB2u... uar_, is a function of i 
but not of j. Similarly, since j is a parent of q and not of p then fc2IaluB2u... uB _, 
is a function of j but not of i. So fBIIB1ua2u... UBr_1 factorises into the product of 
a function of i and a function of j hence i and j need not be connected. 

If p and q are connected, however, we may not factorise fB, IB1UB2U... UBF_, into 

the product of a function of p and a function of q and hence we cannot factorise 

it into the product of a function of i and a function of j. An edge is therefore 

required between i and j. The same will trivially apply if p=q. 

But our moral graph was defined in Definition 8 with exactly this construction. 
Hence the proof. 

13 
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Since all the Markov properties of the moral graph apply to the chain graph 

we need only concern ourselves with an undirected graph once moralisation has 

taken place. 

Further details of graphical chain models may be found in Wermuth & Lau- 

ritzen (1989) and Whittaker (1990). 

2.9 Marked Graphs 

We have so far only concerned ourselves with the type of edges that join the vertices 

of our graphs and have not dealt with the types of variables that are associated with 
those vertices. We now introduce the concept of a marked graph where our vertex 

set is partitioned into two groups: one containing all the discrete (qualitative) 

variables, the other containing the continuous (quantitative) variables. We write 
this partition as follows: 

K=our 

where 0 is the set of discrete variables and r is the set of continuous variables. 
A special case of a marked graph is one which contains only one sort of variable 
(either all discrete, or all continuous), this we term a pure graph. We represent the 
different types of variables with different symbols. Discrete vertices are represented 
by dots (filled circles) and continuous vertices are represented by circles. Figure 

2.20 shows a mixed chain graph. Our notation is equally valid in directed and 

undirected graphs also. 

Figure 2.20: A marked graph, 

In Figure 2.20 vertices a, b and c represent discrete variables, while x and y 
represent continuous variables. The chain (connectivity) components {a}, {b, x} 
and {c, y} are also shown. 
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The partitioning of variables into discrete or continuous type has no effect on 

our concepts of conditional independence as previously defined so no extensions 

are required to our existing theory. 

2.10 Decomposable Models 

2.10.1 Weak Decompositions and Weakly Decomposable 

Graphs 

First let us consider undirected graphs whose vertex set is either marked or pure. 
Lauritzen (1989) defines a weak decomposition to be as follows: 

Definition 9A triple (A, B, C) of disjoint subsets of the vertex set K of an undi- 

rected graph G is said to form a weak decomposition of C if K=AUBUC 

and the following conditions both hold: 

i) C separates A from B. 

ii) C is a complete subset of K. 

Note that we allow some of the sets in the triple (A, B, C) to be empty. If 
both A and B are non-empty then the weak decomposition is termed a proper 
weak decomposition. If C9 forms a weak decomposition then it is said to be re- 
ducible. Otherwise it is irreducible. In Figure 2.21 the triple (A, B, C) forms a 
weak decomposition of C. C weakly decomposes into the components cAuc and 
cauo since C is a complete subset of K and separates A from B. Also, since both 
A and B are non-empty this weak decomposition is proper. In Figure 2.22 the 

triple (A, B, C) is not a weak decomposition since the separating set C is not a 
complete subset of K. 

Figure 2.21: A graph which forms Figure 2.22: A graph which does not 

a weak decomposition {A, B, Q. form a weak decomposition {A, B, Cl. 
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Related to the concept of a weak decomposition are weakly decomposable graphs 

and triangulated graphs. 

Definition 10 An undirected graph is said to be a weakly decomposable 

graph if it is complete, or if there exists a proper weak decomposition (A, B, C) 

into weakly decomposable subgraphs cAuC and cBUC. 

or, equivalently: 

Definition 11 A k-dimensional random vector X, or its density function, is 

weakly decomposable if and only if there exists a sequence of decompositions 

to complete irreducible components. 

Pearl (1988) defines a triangulated graph (or chordal graph) as follows: 

Definition 12 An undirected graph C= (K, E) is said to be triangulated or 

chordal if every cycle of length four or more has a chord, i. e. an edge joining 

two nonconsecutive vertices. 

The connection between weakly decomposable graphs and triangulated graphs 
is elucidated in the following theorem: 

Theorem 5 The Triangulation Theorem The 'random vector X (or its den- 

sity function) is weakly decomposable if and only if its independence graph C is 

triangulated. 

Proof We shall assume that g is connected, or else we may apply the proof to 

each of the connected subgraphs of !9 separately. 

Assume that C is not triangulated then there exists a chordless n-cycle of G 

such that n>3. Let u and v be two non-adjacent vertices in this n-cycle and 

suppose the other distinct vertices are Q= {ql, q2, .... q7z} and R= In, r2, .... rp} 
(see Figure 2.23). Consider weakly decomposing any graph containing the n-cycle 
into two subgraphs A and B where uEA and vEB. For the conditional 
independence property AJL BIC to hold A must include ql since it is adjacent to 

u and on a path from u to v. Similarly, B must include qm. The same argument 

may be applied to q2 and g7z_1 leading us to add these to A and B respectively. 
We may continue in this way until there is an overlap in the assignment of Q to A 

and B, i. e. CCQ. Now we may repeat this exercise on the other path from u to 

v which passes through R. The separating subset C thus formed must include at 

BIEL 
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Figure 2.23: A graph to illustrate Theorem 5. 

least one qi EQ and rj E R. But since there is no chord in the n-cycle q; and r3 

are not connected and hence C is not complete. Therefore no weak decomposition 

of a graph may destroy an n-cycle where n>3. Trivially if n=3 then since 
all three vertices in the 3-cycle are adjacent it too may not be broken by a weak 
decomposition. Thus if we weakly decompose g we will eventually end up with a 

subgraph containing the n-cycle which is irreducible but not complete. Hence if 

G is not triangulated then !g is not decomposable. 

Now suppose G is triangulated so there are no chordless n-cycles where n>3 
in G. If C is complete then it is decomposable by definition. Otherwise con- 

sider two non-adjacent vertices u and v in C. Let Q= {ql, q2i .... q,,, } and 
R= {rl, r 2, -- ., r,, 

} be two short paths from u to v. Then if G is triangulated 

ql must be adjacent to rl otherwise a chordless cycle with at least four elements 

would exist. Let C consist of the set of vertices adjacent to u on short paths 
from u to v then C will be complete since each of its vertices are adjacent. Let A 

consist of u and those vertices with paths to u which do not intersect C. Finally 
let B= K\(A U C) so A, B and C are three disjoint subsets of K=AUBUC. 

Since is connected any vertex in A has a path to u, any vertex in B has a path 
to v and, by construction u only has a path to v via C. So C separates A from 

B and hence (A, B, C) forms a weak decomposition of G into subgraphs GAuc 

and GBuc. Since G was triangulated and n-cycles where n>3 are preserved 

under weak-decomposition then the two subgraphs are triangulated also. If both 

subgraphs are complete then is weakly decomposable. Otherwise repeat the ar- 

gument to any non-complete subgraph until the process terminates at which stage 

all subgraphs will be complete and irreducible. Hence C is decomposable if c is 

triangulated. 

The following definition and theorem (proof omitted) come from Jensen (1996): 
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Definition 13 A node A is eliminated by adding links such that all of its neigh- 
bours are pairwise linked and then removing A together with its links. 

Theorem 6A graph is triangulated if and only if all of its nodes can be eliminated 

one by one without adding any link. 

Theorem 6 provides a method for triangulation and a test to check whether a 

graph is triangulated. The nodes of a graph should be eliminated in some order 
(adding links if necessary) and the graph will then be triangulated. Kjaerulff (1990) 

discusses the appropriateness of different elimination orderings. 

2.10.2 Strong Decompositions and Strongly Decomposable 

Graphs 

We will now extend the concept of a weak decomposition by considering the de- 

composition of a marked graph C introduced by Leimer (1989). Frydenberg & 

Lauritzen (1989) define a strong decomposition or decomposition as follows: 

Definition 14 A triple (A, B, C) of disjoint subsets of the vertex set K of an 

undirected, marked graph C is said to form a decomposition or strong decom- 

position of 9 if K=AUBUC and the following conditions all hold: 

i) C separates A from B. 

ii) C is a complete subset of K. 

iii) CCAVBcr. 

We note that if G forms a decomposition then it also forms a weak decomposi- 

tion since Definition 14 is the same as Definition 9 with the addition of condition 
(iii). In Figures 2.24 and 2.25 the triple (A, B, C) decomposes 9 into the compo- 
nents cAuc and CBUC. In both, C separates A from B and C is a complete subset 
of K. In Figure 2.24 the separating set C contains only discrete variables, while 
in Figure 2.25 A contains only continuous variables. 

Related to the concept of a decomposition are decomposable or strongly tri- 

angulated graphs. Frydenberg & Lauritzen (1989) make the following, recursive, 
definition: 

Definition 15 An undirected, marked graph is said to be decomposable or 
strongly triangulated if it is complete, or if there exists a proper decomposition 
(A, B, C) into decomposable subgraphs GAuc and caua" 
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Figure 2.24: A graph forming a Figure 2.25: A second graph forming 

strong decomposition {A, B, C}. a strong decomposition {A, B, C}. 

Again we note that since a decomposition is also a weak decomposition a 
decomposable graph is also weakly decomposable. Leimer (1989) proposes the 
following to be the case: 

Theorem 7 An undirected marked graph is decomposable if and only if it is tri- 

angulated and does not contain any path (Sl = ao,... , a� = S2) between two 

non-adjacent discrete vertices passing through only continuous vertices. 

Proof By Theorem 5a graph G is weakly decomposable if and only if it is trian- 

gulated. Hence g may only be decomposable if it is triangulated. 

Let us suppose that C is triangulated and let it be connected or we may re- 
peatedly apply our logic to connected subgraphs of 9. Consider two non-adjacent 
discrete vertices c1 and ö2. Since Sl and S2 are non-adjacent, if C is to be de- 

composable then C, or a graph decomposed from C, will be required to form 

a decomposition (A, B, C), with 51 EA and S2 E B. Since G is triangulated 
(A, B, C) will, at the very least, form a weak decomposition. 

Now suppose that Q contains a path (Sl = ao) ... , an = 82) between Sl and 
S2 which passes through only continuous vertices. Then there exists a short path 
between Si and S2 which passes through only continuous vertices. Hence any C 

which separates A from B must contain at least one continuous vertex. Thus 

CA and since Si and S2 are discrete Ag I' and BZP. So (A, B, C) cannot 
be a strong decomposition. 

Suppose, however, that there is no path between two non-adjacent discrete 

vertices bl and 52 which passes through only continuous vertices. Then any short 

path between two non-adjacent discrete vertices will pass through only discrete 

vertices. Thus any separating subset C must have the property CC0 and hence 

52 

ACB ACB 



(A, B, C) is a strong decomposition. Let C consist of the set of vertices adjacent 
to öl on short paths from 81 to 52i let A consist of S and those vertices with paths 
to 81 which do not intersect C and let B= K\(A U C). If we apply this procedure 

repeatedly to C, and any decompositions of 9 thus formed, we will eventually 

obtain a set of subgraphs which are either complete and hence decomposable or 
have no non-adjacent discrete vertices. Let (K', E') be a subgraph of this 
latter type with discrete vertices A'. 

If C' is pure then any decomposition of G' will be strong since BCF. If 

has either only one or two discrete vertices then either A or B or both will 
not contain any discrete vertices. Therefore either ACP or BCr, or both 

so g' is decomposable. If W has three or more discrete vertices then since 3- 

cycles are preserved under weak decompositions either 0' CC and hence BC I'; 

or 0' CA and hence BC I'; or 0' CB and hence ACF. Thus C' forms 

a strong decomposition. Repeating this argument we may show that any 9' is 

decomposable, and hence g is decomposable. 
13 

2.11 Junction Trees 

We have shown how directed acyclic graphs and 'chain graphs may be moralised 
to form undirected graphs, and how these undirected graphs may then be triangu- 

lated (or strongly triangulated) to form weakly decomposable (or decomposable) 

graphs. In this section we will consider how we may form a higher level struc- 
ture from these weakly decomposable graphs. First let use consider an example 
from Pearl (1988) which demonstrates a desirable property of a particular type of 

structure. 

Suppose we have a distribution P(xl, ... , x4) with a Markov network C in the 
form of a chain (see Figure 2.26). 

Figure 2.26: A Markov network which forms a chain. 

Then by the recursive factorisation identity (chain rule): 

P(xl, x2, x3, x4) = P(xl)P(x2 I xl)P(x3 I x1, x2)P(x4 I x1)x2, x3) 
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and using the conditional independence statements of the chain: 

P(xi, x2, x3, x4) = P(x1)P(x2 I xl)P(x3 I x2)P(x4 I X3) 

P(xl)P(xl, x2)P(x2, x3)P(x3, x4) 

P(xl)P(x2)P(x3) 

_ 
P(xl, x2)P(x2, x3)P(x3i x4) 

P(x2)P(x3) 

This is equivalent to expressing the joint distribution as the product of the 

marginal distributions on the edges divided by the product of the intermediate 

nodes. But the edges of the chain graph are the cliques of the graph and the inter- 

mediate nodes, which we will call separators, are the intersections of neighbouring 

cliques. Thus if we represent C in the form of a chain of cliques with separators 

on the edges joining them as in Figure 2.27 then this chain will give us an easily 

accessible factorisation of P(xl, ... , x4). 

SE2X2X3X3X4 

Figure 2.27: A clique chain. 

Thus the clique chain is advantageous in determining the joint distribution of 
X as a product of joint distributions of smaller state-space. It would be desirable 

if we could determine a structure derived from a weakly decomposable (and hence 

decomposable) graph for which this property will hold. 

Pearl (1988) defines a junction tree or join tree for an undirected graph CJ = 
(K, E) as follows: 

Definition 16 A junction tree T is one with the cliques of C as vertices, such 
that for every vertex u of G, if we remove from 'f all cliques not containing u, the 

remaining subtree remains connected. In other words, any two cliques containing 

u are either adjacent in T or connected by a path made entirely of cliques that 

contain u. 

Related to this we define the junction tree property: 

Definition 17 Junction Tree Property: For any pair of cliques Cl and C2 

of C then whenever uE Cl fl C2, then u is contained in every clique on the path 

joining C1 and C2. 
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We now present two theorems from Pearl (1988) which demonstrate the link 

between junction trees and weakly decomposable graphs. 

Theorem 8 If an undirected graph G possesses a junction tree T then Q is weakly 
decomposable. 

Proof Holds trivially if C consists of just one clique. Otherwise, suppose true for 

all proper subgraphs of G. Take two cliques Cl and C2 adjacent in T and separate 
the link between them to form two subtrees Tl and T2. Let Gi be the union of the 

cliques in Ti (i = 1,2), the cliques in Ti are then the cliques in g i. Ti are then 

the junction trees for C;, which are proper subgraphs of C, hence C; are weakly 
decomposable. Suppose uE C1 n C2i then there exists a clique C' of Gt (i = 1,2) 

with uEC. Clearly the path in T joining C1 and C2 passes through both Cl 

and C2 therefore uE Cl n c, so 01 n! 92 c Cl n C2. Since Cl n c, C 91n! 92, 

C1 n C2 = Cl n C2 = S, say, is complete. Now take uE G1\S, vE ! 92\S, and 

suppose there exists a path u, w1, w2i ... , wk, v with each w; ý S. There exists a 

clique C containing the complete set {u, wl}. Clearly CC c1, so wl E Q1, hence 

wl E g1\S. Repeat the argument to deduce w2 E ! 91\S, 
... ,vE 

g1\S, which is 

a contradiction. So S separates C1\S from ! 92\S, and (91\S, ! 92\S, S) is a weak 
decomposition of G. 

Theorem 9 If g is weakly decomposable, then C possesses a junction tree T. 

Proof Trivial if g is a single clique. Otherwise suppose true for proper subgraphs 

of C. Let (C1\S, g2\S, S), where S= 91 (1 C2, be a weak decomposition of C, 

then at least one of C1 and g2i say 91, has the form U{C :CE Ci}, with C1 CC 

where C is the set of cliques in T; and then we may redefine ! 92 = U{C :CE C2} 
(C2 = C\C1) and still have (C1\S, Q2\S, S) a weak decomposition. Let Ci E C; 

satisfy SC Ci. By hypothesis we have a junction tree Ti for G;. T may be formed 
by linking C1 E Ti to C2 E T2. Let uEK. If U V! 92, then all cliques containing 
u are in C1, and so are connected in Ti, and hence in T. If uV C1, similarly. 
Otherwise if uE g1 and uE 92 then uES. The cliques in Ci containing u are 

connected in Ti and include C;. Since Cl and C2 are connected in T the result 
follows. 

13 

The following algorithm (adapted from Pearl, 1988 and Golumbic, 1980) may 
be used to assemble the junction tree of an undirected graph: 
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Definition 18 An Algorithm to Assemble a Junction Tree 

i) Assume that C= (K, E) is an undirected graph with k vertices and that g is 

connected or we can apply the algorithm to connected subgraphs of C. Generate a 

chordal graph C9' from C (if C is chordal then c' = g). 

ii) Choose an arbitrary vertex of C9' and label it 1. For i=2,3,..., k repeat the 

following algorithm: Let Li be the set of vertices already labelled. Let Ut = K\L; 

be the vertices which have not yet been labelled. Give label i to the vertex in Ut 

which has the most neighbours already labelled, with an arbitrary choice between 

vertices that tie on this criterion. Let Di be the neighbours of i with lower labels. 

Since C9' is triangulated Li fl Di will be a complete subset. 

iii) Let ir; be the number of vertices in Li fl Di. Vertex i is termed a ladder node 
if i=k or if i<k and 7r; +l <1+ it. There is a1: 1 correspondence between the 
ladder nodes and the cliques. The jth clique consists of the jth ladder node, i say, 
together with Li fl Di. Therefore the maximum number of cliques is k. Assume we 
have t cliques. 

iv) Order the cliques C1, C2,. 
.., Ct by rank of the highest labelled vertex in each 

clique. 

v) Form the junction tree by connecting each C, to a predecessor C1(1 > j) sharing 
the highest number of vertices with C,,. 

Consider the chordal graph of Figure 2.28 below. We determine its cliques to 
be (A, B, C) , 

(B, C, D) , and (C, E). We may thus construct the junction trees 

of Figure 2.29 from it by the above algorithm. Hence junction trees are shown not 
to be unique. 

Figure 2.28: A chordal graph. 

Now let us consider the separation properties of the junction tree. 
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ABC 

BCD 

CE 

Figure 2.29: Two possible junction trees for the chordal graph of Figure 2.28. 

Theorem 10 If a separator S is removed from a connected junction tree T, pro- 
ducing two connected subtrees TA and %B, containing variables A and B, say, 
then AIL BIS. 

Proof Consider any two nodes u and v in cliques Cl and C2, say, of TA and TB 

respectively. Then by construction of TA and TB, S joins two cliques CA and 
CB, say, in TA and TB respectively and S=AnB= CA fl CB. Now, since TA 

and TB are both connected subtrees of T there must exist paths between Ci and 
CA and between CB and C2. Hence there is a path between u and v which passes 
through S. See Figure 2.30. 

Figure 2.30: A junction tree to illustrate Theorem 10. 

Now let us assume that a path exists from u to v which does not pass through 
S. Then on our path between u and v we must have cliques CÄ C TA and 
CB 9 'TB , say, joined by a separator S' = CA fl C. See Figure 2.31. 

We thus have two paths from u to v: one which passes through S' but not 
through S, and one which passes through S but not through S'. But this means 
we have a loop in our tree structure with both S and S' joining the connected 
subtrees TA and TB which contradicts our tree structure. Thus every path that 

exists between any two nodes uEA and vEB must pass through S=A fl B, so 
A1LBI S. 
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Figure 2.31: A second junction tree to illustrate Theorem 10. 

0 

Theorem 11 Separation Theorem: Consider a junction tree T with neigh- 
bouring cliques C; and C3 joined by a separator S=C; fl C� then: 

CJLC; IS 

Proof Recall from Theorem 10 that if a separator S is removed from a connected 
junction tree T producing two connected subtrees TA and TB, containing variables 
A and B, say, then A JL BIS. Thus if S=C; fl C1, then either C; CA and Cj CB 

or C; CB and CC C A. Without loss of generality let C; CA and C5 CB then 

using the reduction lemma: 

AILBIS 

(c� A\c; ) IL (c� B\c, ) IS 
= Ci1LC; IS 

11 

Theorem 12 If T is a junction tree with cliques CCC and separators SC 

S, formed from a weakly decomposable graph C= (K, E) for a set of random 

variables X= (XI, X2,. - -, Xk), then the joint distribution function of X is the 

product of the marginal distribution functions of the cliques divided by the marginal 
distribution functions of the separators. 

Proof We showed in Theorem 10 that if a separator S is removed from a connected 
junction tree T producing two connected subtrees TA and TB, containing variables 
A and B, say, then A IL BIS. We may therefore express the joint distribution 

function fx(x) of X as follows: 

"... 
fX(x) = 

fA(XA)fB(XB) 

is(xs) 
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We may repeat this logic on TA and TB and any subtrees formed thereafter until 
all the separators have been removed and the t subtrees formed consist of a single 

clique each. Each time a separator is removed from a subtree the denominator of 

our factorisation of fx(x) is multiplied by the marginal distribution function of 
the separator, and a term in the numerator becomes a product of two marginal 
distributions. Thus the numerator in our factorisation of fx(x) will eventually 
consist of the product of the marginals on all the cliques, and the denominator 

will consist of the product of the marginals on all the separators, i. e.: 

. 
fx(x) - 

Ilc, cc . 
fc (xci) 

Ils; cs A(xsj) 
13 

So junction trees may be formed from weakly decomposable (and hence decom- 

posable) graphs and they provide a simple factorisation of the joint probability 
density function of the random variables they represent. We now introduce a 

property particular to junction trees formed from a strongly decomposable graph. 

Theorem 13, A junction tree T formed from a strongly decomposable graph 9= 
(K, E) has at least one strong root. Where a clique R on a junction tree is 

termed a strong root if any pair A, B of neighbouring cliques on the tree with A 

closer to R than B satisfies: 

(B\A) CPV (B n A) c0 

For proof see Leimer (1989). 

2.12 Propagation in a Junction Tree 

We have shown how we may form a junction tree, T, from an original graph C and 
that for such a tree the joint distribution on all the variables may be expressed 
as the product of the joint distributions on the cliques divided by the product of 
the joint distributions on the separators. We now consider a strategy which will 
ensure that our junction tree holds this representation. Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 
(1988) present such a scheme defined explicitly for discrete variables. An object- 
orientated version of their scheme may be found in Jensen et al. (1990), and 
a generalisation of this method is presented in Dawid (1992). The approach we 
present here makes the simple generalisation of allowing mixed networks and hence 
includes the two pure cases. 
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2.12.1 Propagation 

Suppose we have an independence graph C= (K, E) for a set of random variables 

X= (Xl, X2 i ... , Xk) such that each vertex aEK corresponds to a random 

variable Xa. Let us partition K into a set of discrete vertices 0 and a set of 

continuous vertices P such that K=0UP. Let Is, for SEA, denote a particular 
discrete variable Xa and let Y1, for ry E I', denote a particular continuous variable 
X 1. Then Is takes values in a discrete space Xs =I and Yy takes real values in 

a continuous space X., = R. For any ACK we write XA for the space XaEAXa 

and in particular: 

XA = XaEAXa = IA X YA = (X5EAnAX8) X (XyEAnr24) 

We abbreviate XK to X. If x= (xa.: aE K), then we let xA = (xa :aE A). A 

typical component x of the joint state space of discrete and continuous variables 
X may be written in terms of its discrete and continuous components thus: 

X= (Xa)aEK = (i, Y) = 
((i5)5EO 

7 
(Y'Y)ryEr) 

We will similarly write a typical component xA of the state space XA as: 

XA = (Xa)aEA = (ZA) YA) _ 
((Z5)3EAnA 

I 
(Y'Y). 

EArr) 

Associated with 9 we may determine a junction tree T possibly by moralising 

and weakly triangulating 9 first. Let T, have vertex-set C and edge-set S. Asso- 

ciated with any CEC is a subset of K, which we will also denote C. Such subsets 

are the cliques of the junction tree as defined earlier. The union of all the cliques 
is K. Associated with an edge SES is a subset of K, which we will also denote 

by S and term a separator. The separator which joins any two cliques C and C' 

is S=C fl C'. We collectively term cliques and separators universes. The joint 

density (probability mass function) fK of the random variables X may, by virtue 

of the factorisation criterion, be written in the form: 

fK(x) = II ac(xc) (2.2) 
CEC 

where each ac is a known non-negative real function on XC. If we have non- 

negative real functions bs on XS such that bs =1 then we may trivially write: 

. 
fx(X) = 

IJCEC ac(xc) (2.3) 
IIsES bs(xs) 
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We will term any collection of non-negative real functions k= ({ac :CE C}, 

{bs :SE S}) on the various cliques and separators a charge on T. The individual 

functions ac and bs are termed potentials. When Equation 2.3 holds we call 1C a 

representation for f on T. For any charge, the expression on the right-hand side 

of Equation 2.3 is interpreted as 0 if the denominator is 0 and the function is then 

termed the contraction of 1C. A non-negative function f is said to factorise on T 

if and only if there exists a representation for f on T. 

We shall also write Equation 2.3 more generally as: 

_ 
11CEC ac f 
IISES bS 

where we do not restrict f to be a density. 

(2.4) 

The first phase of our probability propagation algorithm is the initialisation 

phase. We may initialise the system by arbitrarily defining the potentials ac such 
that they match the form of Equation 2.2 and then, if we put bs = 1, K will be 

a representation. The second phase is the propagation phase. In this phase we 

wish to determine a way in which we may alter our potentials so that they each 
become equal to the marginal density of the variables they represent. We will 

also require the overall joint density to remain the same. Four basic operations 
(extension, multiplication, division, and marginalisation) will be required to form 

our propagation algorithm. We will define these as follows: 

Definition 19 Extension: Let UCVCK and «(xU) = «(iu, yu) be a potential 
function defined on XU = lu x Yu. Let rl(xv) be the extension of cb(xu) to V, 

where 7](xv) is a potential function defined on Xv = Tv x Yv = (Zu X Zv\v) x 
(Yu x Yv\u), if.. 

ý(xv) = r1 (iu, iv\u, yu, yv\u) = q5(iu, Yu) = «(xu) 

Where it is clear from the context we need not distinguish between a potential 
function and its extension. 

Definition 20 Multiplication: Let 0 and rt be two potential functions defined 

on the spaces XU and Xv respectively with UCK and VCK. Then the 

multiplication of 0 and rt, denoted 0x rt, defined on the space Xuuv is: 

(0 x77) (Xuuv) =0 (Xuuv) 77 (Xuuv) 

where 0 and rt on the right-hand side have first been extended to occupy Xuuv. 
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Definition 21 Division: Let 0 and rt be two potential functions defined on the 

spaces Xu and Xv respectively with UCK and VCK. Then the division of 0 

by ri, denoted 0/77, defined on the space Xvuv is: 

(0/71) (XUUV) -_ 
(c (Xuuv) /i (xvuv)) if rl (XUuv) 00 

0 ifil(xvuv)=0 

where 0 and 77 on the right-hand side have first been extended to occupy XUuV. 

In general, where we may avoid confusion, we will use the summation oper- 

ator E as a shorthand notation for the process of marginalisation which may in 

fact involve both integration and summation. We thus define marginalisation as 
follows: 

Definition 22 Marginalisation: Let UCVCK and «(xv) = «(iv, yv) = 
«(iu, iv\u, yu, yv\u) be a potential function defined on Xv = -Tv x Yv = (Zu x 
Iv\u) x(Yu x Yv\u)" Then we will let the expression Ev\ucb(xv) denote the 

marginalisation of «(xv), with respect to (Iv\u, Yv\u), to a function rt(xu) de- 
fined on the space Xu where: 

77(xu) =E «(xv) =fE «(xv) dyv\u 
V\U yv\u 1v\u 

We will define a function fA as follows: 

fA - Zf 
K\A 

As stated earlier we need not restrict f to be a density. In particular, we shall 
not require >K f=1. When f is a joint density for X, however, then fA is the 
implied joint density of XA. fA will, in general, be termed the sum-margin, or 

margin, of f on A. 

The propagation algorithm Jensen et al. present consists of a series of flows 

between neighbouring cliques in the junction tree. Each flow affects the potentials 

on exactly one clique and one separator and is composed of the basic operations 
just discussed. 

Definition 23 Let Cl and C2 be adjacent cliques in a junction tree T which are 
joined by a separator So. Then a flow passing from Cl (the source) to C2 (the 

sink) replaces an original charge K= ({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}), by a new 

charge K* = ({aC :CE C}, {b* :SE S}) , where: 
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b* _E acs so 
Cl \So 

a`c2 = acz x Aso 
bso(xso)lbso(xso) if bso(xso) >0 

ilso = 
0 ifbso(xso)=0 

(2.5) 

and all other potentials are unaltered. 

In line with Dawid (1992) this flow is also known as a sum-flow since the 

marginalisation operator is used. Aso is termed the update factor carried by the 

flow along So to C2. 

Lemma 4 The passage of a flow does not affect the contraction of a charge. 

Proof Consider passing a flow between two adjacent cliques Cl and C2 via a 

separator So. Let f and f* be the respective contractions of .C and 1K*, the 

charges before and after the passage of the flow. Then, since the passage of the 

flow will, by definition, only affect the potential functions ace and bso, in order to 

show that f* (x) =f (x) for all xEX we must show that ac2l bso = a, 2 
/b%. We 

may distinguish three cases: 

(i) b50 >0 and bs0 > 0. In this case: 

bs 
ace 

_ 
ac, x Aso 

= 
aC2 x bso 

= 
ac, 

bso bso b% bso 

so f*(x) = f(x) for all xEX. 

(ii) bs0 >0 and bs0 = 0. Since ac, is non-negative if bS0 => ail =0 then 
C1\SO 

ac, = 0, hence f (x) =0 for all xEX. But, since bs0 =0 following the definitions 

of the respective operators: 

a-Z 
_aC2x( 

bb ) 
a°2x(bso) 

ac2x0 0_ 
0 

b* so b% so 00 0 

so f *(x) =0 also. Thus f *(x) =f (x) for all xEX. 
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(iii) bso = 0. Thus ac2l bso = 0, by definition of division, and so f (x) =0 for all 

xEX. Similarly: 

6' 

a* 
aC, x bsa CZ o 

bso bso 
aczx0_ 0 

_0 bso b'so 

so f *(x) =0 also. Thus f *(x) =f (x) for all xEX. 
11 

We now define an operation termed absorption which consists of a series of 
flows. 

Definition 24 Suppose we have a junction tree T with cliques C and separators 
S. Let CEC and let C1,... Cm be a collection of m neighbours of C joined to C 

by separators S1,.. 
., 

S,,, respectively. Then C is said to absorb from Cl,..., Cm 

if a flow is passed from each C; to C through Si for all i=1,... M. 

A schedule is an ordered list of directed edges on T, specifying which flows 

are to be passed and in what order. A flow is termed active if before it is sent 
the source has itself received active flows from all its neighbours in T, with the 

possible exception of the sink, and it is the first flow in the list with this property. 
Using this definition the first active flow must originate in a leaf of T., A schedule 
is termed active if it contains only active flows. A schedule is full if it contains an 
active flow in each direction along every edge of T. The schedule is fully active if 
it is both full and active. A fully active schedule may be obtained from any full 

schedule by omitting all inactive flows. 

Proposition 6 For any tree T, there exists a fully active schedule. 

Proof If T consists of a single clique then the result is vacuously true. Otherwise 

we may form a fully active schedule for T if we apply the following strategy: 

(i) Start with an empty schedule and a connected tree T with n separators, say. 
Let l=1andTi =T. 

(ii) Select a leaf from T:. Let C0,1 denote the leaf, So,, denote the edge joining Co, 1 
to the rest of Ti and C1,1 denote the clique it is joined to. 

(iii) Let the l-th flow in the schedule be from Co, 1 to C1,1 via S011, and the (n + 
1- l)-th flow in the schedule be from C1,1 to C0,1 via S0,1. 

(iv) Drop Co,, and So,: from Tt to form a subtree T:, o of Tt. 
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(v) If Ti, o consists of a single clique then end. Otherwise let l=l+1, Ti = Tt_l, o 
and repeat the algorithm from step (ii). 

Since there are n separators in T and each stage of our algorithm removes one 

separator and adds two flows there are n stages in the algorithm and 2n flows in 

the schedule thus formed. Consider a stage l in which we have a tree Ti with a 
leaf Co, 1 joined to a clique C1,1 by an edge So, 1. Assume that there exists a fully 

active schedule for the subtree TI, o formed as in step (iv). Then, by assumption, 

we may form a fully active subtree for TI by adding a flow from Co, 1 to Cl, 1 via So, t 
at the beginning of this schedule, and a flow from C1,1 to C0,1 via So, 1 at the end 
of this schedule. At the end of the final stage n, the tree T,,, o is a single clique. 
The schedule for this clique is empty and hence fully active. Thus by induction 

we may form a fully active schedule for T. We notice that the flows we need to 

add form the same order as described in our algorithm. 
11 

The algorithm in the proof of Proposition 6 defines a fully active schedule which 

may be termed palindromic in that it comprises two schedules each consisting 

of n flows with the second schedule being an exact reversal of the first in both 

order and direction. Jensen et al. (1990) propose a schedule which defines two 

phases- a collect evidence phase and a distribute evidence phase. In the collect 

evidence phase active flows are passed along edges which are directed towards 

some arbitrary root-clique C* E C. In the distribute evidence phase starting 
from C* active flows are passed back towards the periphery. Notice that the two 

schedules of our palindromic schedule may be used to define the collect evidence 
and distribute evidence phases of propagation. 

Let T' be a subtree of T, with vertices C' CC and edges S' C S. The base of 
T' is defined to be K' = U{C :CE C'}, the collection of variables associated with 
T'. If )C = ({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}) is a charge for T then its restriction to T' 
is ICy' = ({ac :CE C'}, {bs :SE S'}), and its potential on ' is the contraction 
of 1C7-,. With respect to a given schedule of flows, a subtree T' is said to be live 

at a certain stage of the schedule if it has already received active flows from all its 

neighbours. This property is then, obviously, retained throughout the remainder 
of the schedule. 

Theorem 14 Suppose that we start with a representation K° ({a° :CE 
C}, {b° :SE S}) for a function f which factorises on T, and progressively' modify 
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it by passing a sequence of flows according to some schedule. Then whenever T' 

is live, the potential on 7' is the margin fK' off on K'. 

Proof By Lemma 4 we have a representation for f on T at all stages during the 

passage of the schedule. If T' =T then, since f factorises on T, the potential 

on T' is f= fK = fK'. Otherwise, suppose that T' is a subtree of T such that 

T' # T. 

Let T' be live and let C* be the last neighbour of T' to have passed a flow 

into V. We shall assume that C* is joined to T' by a separator S*. Let T* be 

the subtree of T obtained by adding C* and S* to T'. We shall let C*, S* and 
K* denote the cliques, separators and base of T*. By the junction tree property 
S* = C* fl K' so C* = CU {C*}, S* = S' U {S*}, and K* = K' U C*. Let 

1C' _ ({' :CE C}, {b'5 :SE S}) be the representation for f just before the last 

flow from C* into V. 

Assume the result is true for T`. Then just before the last flow from C* into 

T': 

ac. X IICEC' ao ýK" = bS. X ABES' bs 

is the the margin of f on K*. So, by Definition 23, just after the last flow from 

C* into T' the potential on T' is: 

As. x Ilcec, ac 
IIsES' bs 

where As. is the update factor. But since the margin of f on K' is: 

E fx" _ 
c"\s" 

IICEC' ac xE ac. 
C"\S- 

IISES'bs x bs. 
AS* x IICEC' ac 

IISES' bs 

the potential on T' is the margin of f on K', so the result is true by induction. 

cl 

If we consider a directed edge C -+ C' where C and C' are adjacent cliques 
in T connected by a separator S, then removing S from T leaves two disjoint 

subtrees, the tail and head of S containing C and C' respectively. 
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Corollary 1 Let S be a directed edge out of a clique C, having head T+ with base 

K+, and let K* =CU K+. Then at any time after C has received active flows 

from all its neighbours in the tail T- of S, the potential on C satisfies: 

ac 
_ 

fc 
= 

fK* 
(2.6) 

E ac , 
fs 

, 
fK+ 

cis 

Proof C has received active flows from all its neighbours in T- so T* is live 

and, by Theorem 14, the potential on T* is the margin of f on K* which may be 

written as: 

ac X [ICIEC+ ac, 

bs x IIS'ES+ bs, 

T+ will be live following the passage of a further flow out of C and along S. The 

potential on T+ will then be the margin of f on K+ which may be written as: 

As X IIcgEC+ ac, fK+ _ [Is'ES+ bs, 

Hence: 

. 
fK ac/bs 

_ 
ac/bs ac (2.7) 

, 
fx+ As > ac/bs > ac 

cis cis 

But, by Theorem 10, since S separates C\S from T*\S we may apply the 

factorisation criterion for conditional independence (Proposition 3) to fK. and 
hence: 

1K' = fs, C\s, K+\s -fS, 
C\ 

Is 
h+\s .f fs 

K+ (2.8) 

Thus putting Equations 2.7 and 2.8 together we obtain Equation 2.6. 

0 

Corollary 2 Whenever a clique is live, its potential is fc. 

Proof Follows directly from Theorem 14 if we put 1' = C. 

0 

Corollary 3 Any time after active flows have passed in both directions across an 
edge in T, the potential for the associated separator is fs. 
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Proof Consider two subtrees T' and T* of T for which s= T' (1 T*. Let C- and 

C* be the cliques in T' and T* respectively which are joined by S. Without loss 

of generality let us assume that the first active flow across S passes from C' to C* 

then C* will have received active flows from its neighbour C' in T'. Just before the 

second active flow passes across S, this time from C* to C', C* must have received 

active flows from all its neighbours in T*. Therefore C* has received active flows 

from all its neighbours in T. In other words C* is live. But by Corollary 2 since 
C* is live its potential is fc". Thus when the second active flow is passed across 
S the potential bs on S is: 

bs = fc" = Is 
c"\s 

Hence the result. 
0 

Corollary 4 After passage of a full schedule of flows, the resulting charge is the 

marginal charge 1C f of f. 

Proof After the passage of a full schedule of flows an active flow will, by definition, 
have passed along every edge of T hence by Corollary 3 every separator SES 

will have potential fs. Furthermore every clique CEC will be live since it will 
have received active flows from each of its neighbours. Thus, by Corollary 2, every 
clique C will have potential fc. Hence the result. 

Corollary 5 Suppose that f factorises on T. Then kf is a representation for f, 

and thus: 

_ 
HCEC fC 

ILSES fS (2.9) 

Proof If f factorises on T then, by definition, there exists a representation 1C = 
({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}) for f on T. Now consider passing a full schedule of 
flows as defined by Equation 2.5 then by Corollary 4 the resulting charge is the 

marginal charge )C f of f. But, by Lemma 4, since the passage of a flow does not 

affect the contraction of a charge then Kf is a representation for f. But since 1C f 
is a representation for f then f factorises on T and hence, Equation 2.9 holds. 

11 
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Definition 25 Let C' and C* be two cliques of a junction tree T with potentials 
ac, and ac. respectively. Suppose that S, the separator joining C' and C*, has 

potential bs. Then C' and C* are said to be consistent if., 

E ac, a bs aE ac. 
C'\S C*\s 

The tree of cliques is said to be locally consistent if all mutual neighbours in 

the tree are consistent. A stronger form of consistency is that of calibration. 

Definition 26 Let C' and C* be two cliques of a junction tree T with potentials 
ac, and ac. respectively. Suppose that S, the separator joining C' and C*, has 

potential bs. Then C' and C* are said to be calibrated if. 

E ac, = bs =E ac 
C'\S C*\S 

Theorem 15 If a flow is passed across a separator which joins two mutually 
calibrated cliques then the potentials of the cliques and separator are invariant to 
the flow. 

Proof Let S be a separator joining two mutually calibrated cliques C' and C*. Let 
bs, ac, and ac. denote the potentials associated with S, C' and C* respectively. 
Without loss of generality let us consider the passage of a flow from C' to C* then 
by definition the potential on ac, is unchanged. The new potential b* on S is: 

bs ac, = bs 
C'\S 

and the update factor AS equals one so ac. is unaffected by the passage of the 
flow also. 

13 
When a full schedule of flows has been passed, every pair of neighbouring 

cliques will be calibrated and hence no additional flow will affect the potentials 
comprising the charge. The system is thus said to have reached equilibrium. 

2.12.2 Evidence Entry 

We will now consider how we may incorporate evidence into a probabilistic expert 
system. The exact methodology will depend upon the way in which the functions 

concerned are being modelled. This is a subject will be considered in more depth 
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in latter chapters. We will, however, introduce some of the basic concepts here. 

We will consider how evidence may be entered on a variable X, which is modelled 

through the use of algebraic formulae which are functions of a symbolic variable 

Xa. A continuous variable defined by its probability density function may be 

represented in this way. Similarly a discrete random variable which can not be 

partitioned into a finite range of possible states may be modelled similarly (for 

example, a Poisson distribution might be treated in this way). We shall say that 

such variables have been represented symbolically. The second type of functional 

representation we shall consider is that which may be applied to a discrete random 

variable which may be constrained to a finite range of possible states (for example 

a multinomial distribution or a truncated Poisson). In this case the functions on 

the random variables are represented by potential tables where each cell of the table 

holds a function value for a particular realisation of the random variables which 
have been constrained to finite states. Each function value may be a function of 
the variables in that potential which have been represented symbolically. 

Let f= fK be the joint density describing the initial uncertainty about the 

variables X= (Xl, X2i ... , 
Xk) in the system. Suppose that new evidence of 

the form E: X,, = x4 is observed for all aE K* C K, then we will wish to 

update our uncertainty appropriately. This will require us to calculate the joint 

conditional density of X given E. Let Ea denote the partial evidence that Xa = xä 
for aE K* CK and let ea, be some function which enters the evidence £a. 

Suppose that Xa is a random variable which is symbolically represented then 

the corresponding function ea will need to replace every xQ in the system with xä. 
Consider some potential function «(xKº) for which xKº _ {xKº\a, xa} then we may 

write cb(xKº) as «(XKº\a, xa, ). The evidence function ea is thus defined to be: 

ea(cb(XK'\a9 Xa)) _ 4(XK'\a9 xa) 

Assuming that «(SKI) = fK,, the joint density of the random variables XK,, 

then e,, (cb(xKl)) = fxxsIxa=xä X fxa=x; where fx, 
=x.. is a constant. We may 

determine fx, =x.. 
by marginalising ea(«(xKs)) over the random variables XK, \Q. 

Thus the required conditional density of Xx, \a, I E. may be calculated as follows: 

f_ 
XKdIXa=xä - 

ea (fKs) 

( EKýýa ealfK, 

fx, -x; is termed a normalisation constant. 
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Thus our strategy for the entry of evidence on symbolically represented vari- 

ables into the system must first involve the replacement of every xa with x* for 

aE K* CK using the functions ea. This must take place in every clique and 

separator potential which is a function of at least one Xa for aE K*. 

Now consider how we may enter evidence on a random variable Xa which is 

represented by a potential table. Let ea be an evidence vector defined on X. such 

that ea, (xa) =1 if xa = xä, and 0 otherwise. Consider multiplying fK by ea the 

resulting function fk, say, will be zero for x,, xä and for Xa = xä be equal to 

the product of fxK\aIxa-X: and fx, =x,. = P(Xa = xä). Hence, in order to enter 

evidence on a variable Xa, represented by a potential table we need only multiply 

one of the clique potentials which is a function of xa by the evidence vector ea. 
We may normalise the system to obtain the function fxx\alxa=x: by marginalising 

to determine the normalisation constant P(Xa = xä) and then dividing by it. 

Now suppose that the evidence E has been entered into the system using either 

evidence functions, evidence vectors or a combination of the two then the derived 

function fx&e is not a density (since it does not marginalise to one) and the cliques 

are not necessarily mutually calibrated. We must therefore pass a propagation 

schedule through the tree in order to calibrate the cliques. Marginalising any 

clique or separator with respect to all the random variables it contains we are 

able to determine the normalisation constant and hence divide every clique and 

separator potential by it. The charge on T is now a representation for fxle as 

required and the potential function on any clique CEC (or separator SES) is 

the margin of fxle on C (or S ). 

It should be noted that if the evidence £ consists of purely discrete evidence 
then the normalisation constant represents the probability P(E) of that collection 

of evidence. If continuous evidence is being added then the normalisation constant 
is less informative. 

2.13 Discussion 

Causal probabilistic networks have a long history in statistics and decision making. 
It was not until the early 1980s, however, that they were applied to the field of 

expert systems by Pearl (1982). Propagation algorithms which operate on causal 

probabilistic networks may be found in Pearl (1988). Such algorithms are primarily 
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restricted to work on singly connected networks, although Pearl has made several 

extensions to his scheme. 

In this chapter we have concentrated on the representation of probabilistic 

expert systems by junction trees. The purpose of this is that junction trees allow 
the application of the propagation algorithm devised by Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 
(1988). This method, by converting the problem to an undirected tree structure, 
avoids the problems associated with nonsingly connected networks. 
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Chapter 3 

Numeric Techniques 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter seeks to introduce numeric methodologies which enable the construc- 
tion of PESs. Two classes of PES are described. The first is the archetypical PES 

termed the discrete exact case (see Dawid et al., 1993). In this model random 

variables are assumed to take discrete distributions which possess a finite number 

of states. The joint probability distribution of n such variables may then be ex- 

pressed as an n-dimensional probability table. Each cell in the table corresponds 
to a particular combination of states of the random variables. The entry in each 

cell is a pure number representing the exact probability of obtaining that particular 

combination of states. We show how a rule-based expert system may be thought 

of as a special form of the discrete exact case. A standard model composed of 
bernoulli random variables is presented to illustrate the discrete exact case. We 

consider how such models may be programmed using a numeric language such as 
Dyalog APL or one which possesses numeric features such as Mathematica, and 

explore the range of functions that will be required. Two extensions of the prop- 

agation scheme are also described. One technique termed maximisation identifies 

the most likely realisation(s) of the joint state space. The second technique, termed 

simulation, provides random realisations of the joint state space which have been 

generated in a way which is consistent with the underlying independence network. 

It should be noted that this class of models is not the only "discrete exact 
case" if the term is to be taken literally. In fact other models composed solely 
of discrete variables which are manipulated using exact techniques may also be 

constructed. These do, however, employ the use of exact formulae which will, 
in an automated system, require the use computer algebra rather than computer 
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arithmetic. Their key distinction from the discrete exact case is either that they 

model discrete variables with a non-finite state space or that they comprise some 

unknown parameter which has to be represented symbolically. Examples of such 

models will be presented in Chapter 4. 

The second class of PES we investigate in this chapter is a mixed model com- 

posed of both discrete and continuous variables. The discrete variables are as- 

sumed to possess a finite number of states and have no continuous parents. The 

continuous variables are conditionally normal given their parents which may be 
discrete and/or continuous. We present Lauritzen's scheme (Lauritzen, 1992) for 
dealing with this model. It too is an exact methodology, however, it does not 
allow the full information available on the continuous random variables to be rep- 
resented. Instead it only enables the propagation of the probabilities, means and 
variances of the underlying variables. A standard example, Lauritzen's "waste 
incinerator problem", is presented to illustrate this scheme. This example seeks 
to model the processes occurring in a waste incinerator plant. We show how an 
expert system based on Lauritzen's scheme may perhaps be an oversimplification 
of this model. We extend Lauritzen's scheme to provide a methodology for sim- 
ulation in mixed graphical association models and show how this may be used to 

either overcome or identify some of the limitations of the scheme. 

3.2 Discrete Exact Case 

Suppose we are given an independence graph G= (K, E) for a set of random 
variables X= (Xl, X2,. .., Xk) such that each vertex aEK corresponds to a 
random variable Xa. Further suppose that no random variable is dependent upon 
an unknown parameter. Then if, for every aEK, Xa takes values Xa in a finite 
discrete space X,, the PES thus defined is an example of the discrete exact case. 
The marginal density of each Xa takes the form: 

P(Xa = xa) = pa(xa) for xa E X. 

where pa(xa, ) is a real number and EX, EXo Pa(xa) = 1. Similarly the conditional 

probability distribution, X. I Xpa(a), of any random variable X, given its parents, 
Xpa(a), may be defined as: 

P(Xa = xa I Xpd(a) = xpa(a)) = po(xa; xpa(a)) for xa E Xa and xpa(a)E Xpa(a) 

(3.1) 
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where pa(xa; xpa(a)) is a real number and ExaExa pa(xa; xpa(a)) = 1. 

The discrete exact case is the archetype of a PES and the simplest form which 

may be devised. Like a rule-based expert system it enables the storage and appli- 

cation of categorical knowledge by virtue of the fact that all the random variables 

are discrete. The conditional distribution of any random variable Xa given its 

parents Xpa(a) as defined by Equation 3.1 may be represented by a table of prob- 

abilities. Each dimension in the table corresponds to exactly one of the set of 

variables {Xa,, Xpa, (4)}. The number of dimensions in the table is thus one plus 
the number of parents of X0. Every cell in the table corresponds to a different 

realisation of the space X(a, pa(a)). A table of probabilities is the most natural way 
in which a probability distribution may be represented in the discrete exact case. 

3.3 The Chest Clinic Example 

In this section we will define the chest clinic example which was first introduced 

by Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter (1988). This simple problem seeks to model a small 

piece of fictitious medical `knowledge': 

Shortness-of-breath (dyspnoea) may be due to tuberculosis, lung 

cancer or bronchitis, or none of them, or more than one of them. A 

recent visit to Asia increases the chances of tuberculosis, while smoking 
is known to be a risk factor for both lung cancer and bronchitis. The 

results of a single X-ray do not discriminate between lung cancer and 
tuberculosis, as neither does the presence or absence of dyspnoea. 

We will use this example to illustrate how the discrete exact case may be 

programmed using a computer language. In particular the way in which potential 
functions for the discrete exact case may be represented, and how the computations 

required by a propagation scheme may be constructed. 

In line with Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter a random variable and its corresponding 

node are both denoted by a single lower case Greek letter. The equivalent lower 

case Latin letter is used to denote a positive response to the random variable, while 

a negative response is denoted by overlining this lower case Latin letter. Eight 
binary variables are used to illustrate the problem. These comprise: a "visit to 
Asia? ", 0 "bronchitis? ", S "dyspnoea? ", e "either tuberculosis or lung cancer? ", 

A "lung cancer? ", a "smoking? ", r "tuberculosis? ", and C "positive X-ray? ". The 
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directed acyclic graph describing the scheme is given in Figure 3.1. Further details 

as to its construction may be found in Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter. It should be 

noted that the binary variable e is a logical variable rather than a random variable. 

visit to Asia? 
(a) 

tuberculosis? 
(ti) 

either tub. or 
lung cancer? 

(£) 
-, 

positive X-ray? 

(4) / 

lung cancer? 
(X) 

dyspnoea? 
(S) 

smoking? (a) 

bronchitis 
(ß) 

Figure 3.1: The directed acyclic graph illustrating the chest clinic example. 

The junction tree formed from the directed acyclic graph in Figure 3.1 is given 
in Figure 3.2. The set of cliques C= {{a, T}, {ß, S, e}, {Q, c, A}, {#, A, a}, If, A, T}, 
{e, f }} are shown as ovals. The set of separators S c}, {/3, A}, {c}, {e, A}, 
{T}} are shown as squares. 

Figure 3.2: A junction tree for the chest clinic example. 
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a: 

8 1P, E. 

Ala: 

a 

a 0.99 0.01 

ß E d d 

b e 0.90 0.10 

e 0.30 0.70 

b e 0.20 0.80 

b e 0.10 0.90 

o ll 

0.99 0.01 

s 0.90 '0.10 
1, 'r, 

na: T 

a it 

0.99 0.01 

a 0.95 0.05 

Q 

Q bb 

0.70 0.30 

s 0.40 0.60 

A r e 
e 

e 

l t 1 0 

l t 0 1 

1 1 0 1 

l t 0 1 

a: ss 

0.50 0.50 

elf: 
e xx 

0.95 0.05 

e 0.02 0.98 

Table 3.1: Marginal and conditional probability tables for the chest clinic example. 

The marginal and conditional probability distributions for the example are 

presented as probability tables in Table 3.1. We will let p(a) denote P(a = a). The 

probability density faHeAa rý of the variables {a, /3, b, E, A, a, T, ý} may, by virtue of 
the factorisation criterion, be written in the form: 

fap 7r{ = p(aß8¬Ao rý) 

= p(a)p(0 1 o)P(s 1 ß, E)p(E 1 A, T)P(A 1 a)p(o)P(T 1 a)p(e 1 E) 

ßlc: 

EI A, T: 
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In general we may arbitrarily assign the initial distribution of a variable to 

a potential function ac on one of the cliques CEC providing that the clique 

contains all the variables necessary to define the distribution. In the chest clinic 

example there is only one such assignment. It is as follows: 

at r(arý = p(a)p(r I a) 

a, ý (cý) = P(ý I E) 
ackr(fAr) = P(E I A, T) 
aßEa(ßcA) =1 

aß,, (Q)o) = p(Q I o)p(A I a)p(a) 
aßs, (ß6E) = p(61 3, e) 

3.4 Programming Probabilistic Expert Systems 

We shall now turn to the problem of how a probabilistic expert system may be 

represented in a computer program. Several different languages were investigated 

as to their suitability for this task. The most important ingredient which a suitable 

programming language must possess is an appropriate data structure which will 
enable the representation of a multivariate distribution. Code complexity may 
be reduced and interpretabilty improved by a good choice of data structure. The 

chest clinic example was successfully programmed in three languages: Dyalog APL, 
C, and Mathematica. These three languages are very different in structure, each 
having its own strengths and weaknesses as far as the PES builder is concerned. 
All three are, however, function based languages -a feature which can improve 

the structure of the underlying code. 

Dyalog APL is a mathematical programming language similar in structure to 
APL (A Programming Language) but with additional features. Notable amongst 
these is its inclusion of a tensor data structure. It is a very high-level numeric 
language characterised by its use of symbols to denote powerful commands. This 

results in very compact code which is interpreted at run-time rather than com- 

piled. The lack of a compilation feature and shortcomings in the front-end de- 

partment make Dyalog APL only really useful for ad hoc research projects rather 
than stand-alone applications. The high-level nature of Dyalog APL may make 
it inappropriate for the implementation of symbolic techniques although string- 

manipulation features do exist. 
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C may be termed a programmer's programming language. It is suitable for 

both systems and applications programming. It is not as high-level as either Dya- 

log APL or Mathematica but contains all the basic building blocks necessary to 

build complex functions -a feature which may often be more desirable. One of 
the most useful characteristics of C is its rich choice of data structures. These 

may be customised by combining together different elements into one data struc- 
ture. Thus, while C does not explicitly possess a tensor structure it may be 

programmed such that it interprets an array as one. While C is relatively easy 
to program to perform numeric calculations it is harder, though not impossible, 

to program it to perform symbolic manipulations. C is, afterall, the chosen lan- 

guage of many a compiler builder. Both Lex (a lexical analyser generator, Lesk, 

1975) and Yacc (yet another compiler-compiler Johnson, 1975) are written in C 

and may be used to write routines accessible by C which will perform the sort of 

symbolic manipulations which we will require. C code must be compiled before 

it is run. This results in the generation of stand-alone executable code. 

Mathematica is a general computer system and language intended for math- 

ematical and other applications (Wolfram, 1991). Although it is all too often 

viewed as just a powerful calculator useful for interactive work, it is actually a 
flexible programming language with three key capabilities. It performs numerical, 

symbolic and graphical computations. Mathematica is a very high-level program- 

ming language. While most traditional programming languages may have up to 

30 mathematical functions built in, Mathematica boasts over 750. It is thus very 

useful as a research tool. Mathematica is quite limited in terms of the data struc- 
tures it provides, however, the basic data structure in Mathematica is a list which 
is in fact the only data structure which we actually require. Mathematica is one 

of the few computer languages which will perform symbolic computations without 

additional programming (see also MACSYMA, REDUCE, and muMATH). Indi- 

vidual data elements may thus be either numbers or equations. Mathematica will 
handle these elements in a unified way, thus numeric and symbolic elements may 
be included in the same structure and mathematical functions may be applied to 

elements of either type. Mathematica's symbolic capabilities coupled with its pow- 

erful graphical routines make it the ideal environment in which to program PESs 

comprising continuous random variables. The main drawbacks to Mathematica 

are that it is relatively slow since functions are interpreted at run-time rather 
than being compiled and it can not be used to build stand alone applications. 
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In view of the comments made above it was decided that Mathematica pos- 

sessed the best combination of features for our purposes. Most of the code written 

for the examples in this thesis have been programmed in it. Mathematica may be 

seen as the best research language of the three due to its symbolic, graphical and 

interactive features. Of the three, however, C is probably the best choice for the 

creation of a stand-alone PES implementing our techniques. 

3.5 Data Structures 

We shall briefly identify possible data structures which may be used to represent 

a discrete exact PES in each of the three main programming languages considered 

- Dyalog APL, C, and Mathematica. The data structures required fall into two 

distinct categories. The first requirement is a structure which may be used to rep- 

resent a potential table for either a clique or a separator. The second requirement 
is a structure which may be used to represent a junction tree itself. It should be 

noted that simpler structures would first be needed if one wishes to perform the 

compilation phase, in which an initial graph is moralised and triangulated to form 

a junction tree, and the initialisation phase, in which the initial clique potentials 

are formed. These details will be neglected at this time however. 

Dyalog APL has a much richer data structure than APL which provides a 

superior environment for the PES builder. Three features of particular interest 

are: that it allows both strings and numbers to be represented in the same data 

structure; it allows the representation of tensors in addition to arrays; and tensors 

composed of elements of different types and dimensions may be constructed. All 

three of these features will be exploited in our example data structures. There 

follows a Dyalog APL definition of one of the initial clique potentials (ßAo) in the 

chest clinic example. 

POTS 4- (1 3p `BETA' `LAMBDA' 'SIGMA') (2 22p0.3465 0.18 

0.0035 0.02 0.1485 0.27 0.0015 0.03) 

Figure 3.3 gives a graphical representation of the defined structure in which each 
box corresponds to an array. 

The clique potential structure thus defined is an array of two elements. The 

first element identifies the variables in the clique. The second element contains the 
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numeric data pertaining to that clique potential, in otherwords it is the potential 
table. The list of variables is represented by an array each element of which is 

a character array giving the name of a particular variable. The ordering of the 

list of variables corresponds to the ordering of the potential table. The potential 
table is a multi-dimensional array (or tensor). It is structured in layers. Each 

layer corresponds to a variable and is an array with elements which denote the 
different levels of that variable. The innermost element of all the layers for a given 

combination of levels of variables is a number corresponding to the potential put 

on that realisation. The first variable name in the list of variables represents the 

outermost layer of the potential table. Each proceeding variable name represents 
the next inner layer of the potential table. 

BETA LAMBDA SIGMA 0.3465 0.18 
0 0035 0 02 . . 

0.1485 0.27 
0.0015 0.03 

Figure 3.3: A graphical representation of a clique potential. 

Separator potentials may be represented in a similar fashion. It should be noted 
however, that since separators do not necessarily contain a unique combination 

of variables an additional indicator is required to identify each one. A possible 

solution to this is to number each separator arbitrarily. Thus a separator for ßa 

may be defined as: 

SEP4E- ((1 2p `BETA' `LAMBDA')(4))(2 2p 1) 

Figure 3.4 gives a graphical representation of this separator. 

BETA 
ULAMBDA 

411 11 

Figure 3.4: A graphical representation of a separator potential. 

The structure of a junction tree is explicitly contained in its propagation sched- 

ule. If a palindromic propagation schedule is employed then we need only define 
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the first half of this schedule to define our junction tree structure. Each flow in the 

schedule may be represented by an array the first element of which identifies the 

source clique, the third element of which identifies the sink clique and the associ- 

ated separator is denoted by the second element. The first flow may be defined 

thus: 

FLOW1 E- (1 2p `ALPHA' `TAU') 

((`TAU')(1))(1 3p `EPSILON' 'LAMBDA'. 'TAU') 

It is represented in Figure 3.5. 

ALPHA TAU FTAU I EPSILON LAMBDA TAU 

Figure 3.5: A graphical representation of a flow. 

C not only supports built-in data types but also user-defined data types which 
allow the programmer to tailor the data representation to the application. A 

user-defined data type which groups together variables of different data types 
is known as a structure and is defined by the command struct. There follows 

a suitable definition for two structures which together may be used to define a 
clique potential: 

typedef struct variable-name { 

char name[MAXCHARS]; 
} VARIABLE NAME; 

typedef struct clique{ 
VARIABLE. NAME var [MAXVARS] ; 
int num; 
int level [MAXVARS] ; 
float data[MAXDATA] ; 

} CLIQUE; 

CLIQUE is a structure composed of four distinct elements: var, num, level, and 
data. var is an array of character arrays. Each component character array, name, 
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say, holds the name of a variable with maximum length MAXCHARS. MAXVARS is the 

maximum number of variables allowable in a clique. The order of the variables 
in var determines the order by which the other data structures are interpreted. 

num is an integer holding the number of variables in the clique. level is an 
integer array of length MAXVARS the n-th element of which gives the number of 
levels of the n-th variable in var. data is an array of floats (a float is a number 
from approximately 10-38 to 1038 in absolute value). It may be used to store the 

potential table despite the fact that it is flat in structure. For example, suppose 

a clique contains N variables X= (X1, X2, ... XN) and let each variable X; take 
levels 0,1,... , Ni for i=1,2,. .., N. The potential corresponding to a realisation 

x= (xl, x2) ... , XN) may be stored at the p-th position of an array where: 
N i-1 

p=xi+> x; f Nj 
; _2 j=1 

and 0 denotes the first position in the array. The following piece of C-code defines 

the initial potential of clique ßAo : 

main() { 

CLIQUE bis; 

strcpy(bls. var[1], "BETA"); 

strcpy(bls. var[2], "LAMBDA"); 

strcpy (bls . var [3] 
, "SIGMA") ; 

bls. num = 3; 

bls. level [1] = 2; 

bls. level [2] = 2; 

bls. level [3] = 2; 

bls. data[1] = 0.3465; 

bls. data[2] = 0.1485; 

bls. data[3] = 0.0035; 

bls. data[4] = 0.0015; 

bls. data[5] = 0.18; 

bls. data[6] = 0.27; 

bls. data[7] = 0.02; 

bls. data[8] = 0.03; 

/* (b=0,1=0, s=0) 
/* (b=1,1=0, s=0) */ 
/* (b=0,1=1, s=0) */ 
/* (b=1,1=1, s=0) */ 
/* (b=0,1=0, s=1) 
/* (b=1,1=0, s=1) */ 
/* (b=0,1=1, s=1) */ 

/* (b=1,1=1, s=1) */ 

} 
Separators may be defined in a similar way to cliques using the struct con- 

struct. As discussed above an additional variable is required to uniquely identify 
them however. This is the variable sep. num in the following piece of code: 
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typedef struct separator l 

VARIABLE NAME var [MAXVARS] ; 

int sep num; 

int num; 
int level [MAXVARS] ; 
float data[MAXDATA] ; 

} SEPARATOR; 

The structure of the junction tree may again be defined by the first half of a 
palindromic propagation schedule. The following nested definitions give a suitable 
format for this schedule: 

typedef struct clique-name { 

VARIABLE-NAME var [MAXVARS] ; 
} CLIQUE-NAME; 

typedef struct sepname { 

VARIABLE. NAME var [MAXVARS] ; 
int sep num; 

} SEP-NAME; 

typedef struct flow { 

CLIQUE. NAME source; 
SEP NAME sep; 
CLIQUE-NAME sink; 

} FLOW; 

typedef struct sched { 

FLOW schedule[NUMSEPS]; 
} SCHED; 

SCHED is the structure of the schedule. It consists of an array, schedule, of 
individual flows of type FLOW. There are NUMSEPS such flows, where NUMSEPS is 

defined to be the number of separators in the junction tree. A flow is defined by 

the names of the three universes associated with it - source, the source clique, 

sink, the sink clique, and sep, the associated separator. source and sink are 
both of type CLIQUE-NAME which is an array, var, of variable names each of type 

VARIABLE-NAME. sep is of type SEP-NAME which consists of an array, var, of variable 
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names each of type VARIABLE-NAME, and a unique integer identifier sep num. 

The most flexible and powerful object in Mathematica is a list. Lists may be 

used to collect together several expressions of any kind. Vectors, matrices, and 
tensors may all be represented by lists, the former, trivially, as a list, the latter 

two by nesting lists within lists. We may define the initial clique potential for PAU 

in Mathematica as follows: 

bls = If beta, lambda, sigma}, {{{ 0.3465,0.18 }, 1 0.0035,0.02 }}, 

11 0.1485,0.27 }, 1 0.0015,0.03 }}}} 

The clique potential bis is defined to be a list of two elements. The first element 
is a list of variable names the order of which determines the order in which the 

potential table is stored - outermost layer first. The second element is a tensor of 

rank 3 which stores the potential table. 

The propagation schedule, and hence structure of the junction tree, may also 
be defined using the list construct. The schedule sched (see below) for the chest 

clinic example is defined as a list of five elements. Each element is a list of three 

elements -a source clique, a separator, and a sink clique. The two cliques are 
defined by lists of variable names. The separator is a list of two elements, the 
former being a list of variable names, the latter an integer uniquely defining that 

separator. 

sched ={{{ alpha, tau }, {{ tau 

{ epsilon, lambda, tau } }, 

{{ epsilon, xi }, {{ epsilon }, {2}}, 

{ epsilon, lambda, tau } }, 

{{ epsilon, lambda, tau }, {{ epsilon, lambda }, {3}}, 

{ beta, epsilon, lambda} }, 

{{ beta, lambda, sigma }, {{ beta, lambda }, {4}}, 

{ beta, epsilon, lambda } }, 

{{ beta, delta, epsilon }, {{ beta, epsilon }, {5}}, 

{ beta, epsilon, lambda }}} 
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3.6 Functions Required for Propagation 

In this section we investigate the functions required to construct a discrete exact 
PES, pass a propagation schedule and enter evidence into the system. These func- 

tions may be broadly classified into three distinct types: manipulative operations, 

numeric operations, and complex operations. We shall consider each class in turn 

and present some simple Mathematica code in order to demonstrate how each re- 

quired operation may be constructed. Although Mathematica code is presented 

rather than pseudocode we feel that Mathematica is readable enough to suffice. 
Additional specifics of syntax may be found in Wolfram (1991). The functions 
described may all be readily adapted to suit other languages providing that the 

underlying structure of the potentials in the chosen language is observed. In all 
cases a potential is assumed to have been defined to be a list of two elements - the 
first element being a list of the variables in the potential, and the second element 
being the potential table itself. 

3.6.1 Manipulative Operations 

Manipulative operations may be applied to the potential of either a single clique 
or a single separator. They do not alter the information contained in the potential 
but rather manipulate it into a more desirable format. This new format simplifies 
the interaction of two potentials. Two manipulative operations are required - an 
extension operator and a re-ordering operator. The extension operator extends a 
potential table'to occupy a table of higher rank. The reorder function re-orders 
the potential table to match some desired ordering. A function, rearrange, which 
both extends and re-orders a potential is also presented. 

The Mathematica function extend takes three parameters: pottable the orig- 
inal potential table, addvar the additional variable, and numlev the number of lev- 

els of the additional variable. It outputs newpot the original potential extended 
to incorporate addvar as an additional outer layer. The Join[listl, list2] 
function is used to join two lists together, and the Table [expr, i] function is 

used to generate a list composed of i duplicates of expr. 
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extend[pottable_, addvar_, numleva := Block[{ears, data, 

newvars, newdata, newpot 

vars = pottable[[1]]; 

data = pottable [ [2] ]; 

newvars = Join[ { addvar vars] ; 

newdata = Table [data, { numlev }] ; 

newpot = Join [{newvars}, {newdata}] ; 
Return [newpot] 

The function reorder takes two parameters: pottable the original potential 
table, and neword the ordering of the variables required. The local variable ord is a 
list which gives the position of each of the original variables in the list neword. The 

Transpose function is a multidimensional transposition operator which transposes 

the potential table into the same order as neword. reorder returns the re-ordered 

potential. 

reorder [pottable_, neworda := Block[{vars, data, ord, 

newdata, newpot}, 

vars = pottable[[1]]; 
data = pottable[[2]]; 

ord = {}; 

Do [ord=Join [ord, {neword}] 
, 

{Length [vars] }] ; 

ord = Flatten[MapThread[Position, ford, vars }]] 

newdata = Transpose [data, ord] ; 

newpot = Join [{neword}, {newdata}] ; 
Return [newpot] 

] 

The two manipulative operators extend and reorder will need to be applied 
to any potential before a numeric operator may be applied to it. This will ensure 
that the potential is of the correct dimension and arrangement for the numeric 
operator. The function rearrange will extend and reorder a potential pottable 
so that it contains the same variables, and is in the same order as neword. 
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rearrange [pottable_, neworda := Block [{vars,: newpot, 

addvars, newvar, varpos, numlev}, 

vars = pottable [ [1] ]; 

newpot = pottable; 

addvars = Complement[neword, vars]; 

Do [newvar = addvars [ [1] ]; 

addvars = Drop[addvars, 1]; 

varpos = Position[globvars, newvar][[1,1)]; 

numlev = globnums[[varpos]]; 

newpot = extend[newpot, newvar, numlev], 
{Length [addvars] }] ; 

newpot = reorder[newpot, neword]; 

Return [newpot] 

J 

We assume that globvars and globnums are global variables. globvars is a 
list of all the variables in the problem, while globnums is a list of the number 

of levels of these variables and is in the same order as globvars. These global 

variables may be defined for the chest clinic example as follows: 

globvars ={ alpha, beta, delta, epsilon, lambda, sigma, tau, xi } 

globnums ={2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2 } 

3.6.2 Numeric Operations 

Three functions applying numeric operations are required. Two, multiplication 

and division, combine two potential tables together. The third, marginalisation 

collapses a potential table over a single variable. All three require the original 

potential table(s) to have been suitably rearranged first. 

mult takes two parameters pots and pot2. Both are potentials containing 

potential tables of the same order and dimension., mult returns a single potential 
in which each element of the potential table in poti has been multiplied by the 

corresponding element in pot2. 
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mult[potl_, pot2.1 := Block[{vars, data, newpot}, 

vars = potl [[1]] ; 

data = poti[[2]] * pot2[[2]]; 

newpot = Join[{vars}, {data}] ; 

Return [newpot] 

div is similar to mult except it returns a single potential in which each element 

of the potential table in pot l has been divided by the corresponding element in 

pot2. The Mathematica function Divide is first altered to correct it such that it 

obeys the definition of division by a zero. 

Unprotect [Divide] 

Divide [a_, 0] :=0 

Protect [Divide] 

div [pot 1_, pot2a := Block [{vars, data, newpot}, 

vars = pots [[1]] ; 

data = Divide[poti[[21], pot2[[2]]]; 

newpot = Join [{vars}, {data}] ; 

Return [newpot] 

urarg is a marginalisation operator taking a single parameter pottable. This is 

a potential which has been reordered such that the variable we which to marginalise 

over is the first variable in the list of variable names, and hence forms the outermost 
layer of the potential table structure. Thus, viewing the potential table as a list 

of potential tables in order to perform the marginalisation we simply need to sum 
the elements of this list. The Apply [Plus, data] command facilitates this. 

marg[pottablea := Block[{vars, data, newvars, 

newdata, newpot}, 

vars = pottable [ [1] ]; 

data = pottable[[2]] ; 

newvars = Drop[vars, 11; 

newdata = Apply [Plus, data] ; 

newpot = Join [{newvars}, {newdata}] ; 
Return [newpot] 

I 
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The joint marginal potential of a list of variables vars in a given clique potential 

pot may be determined using the margd function. The clique potential pot is 

rearranged such that the list of variables, mvars, which are in the pot but not in 

the list vars form the outermost layers of the potential table in pot. The marg 
function is then repeatedly applied to eliminate these variables from the resulting 

potential mpot. If ears is a list consisting of a single variable the marginal potential 

of that variable is returned by margd. 

margd[pot_, ears] := Block [{mvars, lvars, mpot, i}, 

mvars = Complement [pot [ [1] ], vars] ; 
lvars = Join[mvars, vars] ; 

mpot = rearrange [pot, lvars] ; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [mvars] 
, i++, 

mpot = marg[mpot]; 

]; 
Return [mpot] ; 

I 

3.6.3 Complex Operations 

Complex operators may now be constructed from these component parts. A set 
of problem specific global variables will also be required. We will illustrate the 

structure of these by defining the variables required to construct the chest clinic 
example. Three complex operators pertaining to three stages of a PES's usage will 
be described. These concern the initialisation, propagation, and evidence entry 
phases. 

The initial probability distributions of each random variable in the chest clinic 
example as defined in Table 3.1 may be defined as potentials as follows: 

inita = {{alpha}, {0.99,0.01}} 

initb = {{beta, sigma}, {{0.70,0.40}, {0.30,0.60}}} 

initd = {{delta, beta, epsilon}, {{{0.90,0.30}, {0.20,0.10}}, 

110.10,0.70}110.80,0.90}}}} 
finite = {{epsilon, lambda, tau}, {{{1,0}, {0,0}}, {{0,1}, {1,1}}}} 

initl = {{lambda, sigma}, {{0.99,0.90}, {0.01,0.10}}} 
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inits = {{sigma}, {0.50,0.50}} 

initt = {{tau, alpha}, {{0.99,0.95}, {0.01,0.05}}} 

initx = {{xi, epsilon}, {{0.95,0.02}, {0.05,0.98}}} 

finit is a list of all the initial probability distributions. The position of an 
initial probability distribution in finit corresponds directly to the position of the 

variable in globvars whose initial conditional distribution it represents. 

finit = {inita, initb, initd, finite, initl, inits, initt, initx} 

cliques and seps are lists of the cliques and separators. Their potentials will 
be stored in two lists named cpots and spots respectively. The positions of the 

clique and separator potentials in cpots and spots will correspond directly to 

the position of the cliques and separators in cliques and seps. Similarly assign 

gives the position dependant assignment of initial probability distributions to each 

clique potential. 

cliques = {{alpha, tau}, {epsilon, xi}, {epsilon, lambda, tau}, 

{beta, epsilon, lambda}, {beta, lambda, sigma}, 

{beta, delta, epsilon}} 

seps = {{{tau}, {1}}, {{epsilon}, {2}}, {{epsilon, lambda}, {3}}, 

{{beta, lambda}, {4}}, {{beta, epsilon}, {5}}} 

assign = {{alpha, tau}, {xi}, {epsilon}, { }, 

{beta, lambda, sigma}, {delta}} 

The Mathematica function initialise is used to initialise the system using 
the rearrange and mult functions defined earlier. It performs three main op- 

erations. Firstly it defines the initial separator potentials spots. Each initial 

separator potential is a list the first element of which is the list of variables and an 
integer identifier as defined for that separator in seps. The second element is the 

potential table for that separator. Every element in the potential table is set equal 
to one. The second operation performed by initialise is the construction of the 
initial clique potentials cpots. These are built in a similar way to the initial sepa- 
rator potentials. Lists of variables are obtained from cliques and potential table 

elements are set equal to one. The final operation performed by initialise is 
the assignment of the conditional probability distributions of each of the variables 
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to the respective cliques. Looping over each clique, for every variable assigned 
to it in assign, the corresponding conditional probability distribution in finit is 

rearranged and multiplied by the clique's potential as given in cpots. That clique 

potential is then replaced by the resulting product. 

initialise := Block[{i, cur, data, new, curass, curpot, 

j, pos, addpot}, 

spots = {}; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [seps] 
, i++, 

cur = seps [ [i] ]; 

data = rearrange[{{}, 1}, cur[[1]]] [[2]]; 

new = Join [{cur}, {data}] ; 

spots = Join[spots, {new}] 
]; 

cpots = {}; 

For[i=1, i<=Length[cliques], i++, 

cur = cliques [ [i] ]; 

data = rearrange[{{}, 1}, cur] [[2]]; 

new = Join[{cur}, {data}] ; 

cpots = Join[cpots, {new}] 

]; 

For[i=1, i<=Length[cliques], i++, 

curass = assign[Ei]l; 
curpot = cpots[[i]]; 
For [j =1, j <=Length [curass] 

, j++, 

cur = curass[[j]]; 

pos = Position[globvars, cur] [[1, ill; 

addpot = rearrange [init [ [pos] ], curpot [ [1] ]]; 

curpot = mult[curpot, addpot] 
]; 

cpots[[i]] = curpot; 

I 
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The initialised clique potentials, cpots, for the chest clinic example are thus: 

{ {{alpha, tau}, {{0.9801,0.0099}, {0.0095,0.0005}}}, 

{{epsilon, xi}, {{0.95,0.05}, {0.02,0.98}}}, 

{{epsilon, lambda, tau}, {{{1,0}, {0,0}}, {{0,1}, {1,1}}}}, 

{{beta, epsilon, lambda}, {{{1,1}, {1,1}}, {{1,1}, {1,1}}}}, 

{{beta, lambda, sigma}, {{{0.3465,0.18}, {0.0035,0.02}}, 

{{0.1485,0.27}, {0.0015,0.03}}}}, 

{{beta, delta, epsilon}, {{{0.9,0.3}, {0.1,0.7}}, 

{{0.2,0.1}, {0.8,0.9}}}} } 

Similarly the list of initial separator potentials, spots, is: 

{{ {{tau}, {1}}, 11,1} }, 

{ {{epsilon}, {2}}, {1,1} }, 

{ {{epsilon, lambda}, {3}}, {{1,1}, {1,1}} 

{ {{beta, lambda}, {4}}, {{1,1}, {1,1}} }, 

{ {{beta, epsilon}, {5}}, {{1,1}, {1,1}}. } } 

Following initialisation a propagation schedule must be passed in order to make 
the potentials on each clique and separator consistent with each other, and to en- 

sure that these potentials are the joint probability distributions of the variables 
their respective universes contain. A propagation schedule, sched, which is ap- 

propriate for the chest clinic example was defined in the last section. The function 

prop may be used to pass that schedule. It consists of two sections. The first 

passes the flows listed in sched. The second passes the same list of flows reversed 
in both order and direction. The local variables al, a2, and bO are the names of a 

source clique, a sink clique, and the separator which joins them respectively. The 

local variables pal, pa2 and pbO determine the positions of these cliques (separa- 

tor) in cpots (spots). The flow function is called with these three positions. 

The flow function passes a flow from a source clique Cl to a sink clique C2 via a 

separator So. The updated separator potential bso denoted bs0star is calculated 
by marginalising the source clique potential ac, over the list of variables diff 

contained in Cl but not in So, i. e. diff is C1\So. The update factor As,, denoted 

10 is calculated using the div function. It is then extended and reordered using 
the rearrange function. The updated potential on the sink clique a*z denoted 

a2star is calculated as the product of its initial potential and the update factor. 

The two updated potentials are then used to replace their original potentials in 

cpots and spots. 
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prop[scheda : =BlockEli, al, bO, a2, pal, pbO, pa2}, 
For [i=1, i<=Length [sched] 

, i++, 

al = sched[[i, 1]]; 

bO = sched[[i, 2]]; 

a2 = sched[[i, 3]] ; 

pal = Position[cliques, al] [[1,1]]; 

pbO = Position[seps, bO] [[1,1]]; 

pa2 = Position[cliques, a2][[1,1]]; 
flow[pal, pbO, pa2]] ; 

For [i=Length [sched] 
, i>=1, i-- , 

al = sched[[i, 3]] ; 

bO = sched[[i, 2]]; 

a2 = sched [ [i 
, 1] ]; 

pal = Position [cliques, all [[1,111; 

pbO = Position[seps, bO] [[1,1]]; 

pa2 = Position[cliques, a2][[1,1]]; 
flow[pal, pbO, pa2]]; 

flow[pal_, pbO_, pa2_] := Block[{bOvars, diff, bOstar, 
i, cur, vars, pos, ord, 10, a2star}, 
bOvars = spots[[pbO, 1]]; 

diff = Complement [cpots [ [pa1,1] ], bOvars [ [1] ]]; 

bOstar = cpots [[pal]] ; 
For [i=1, i<=Length [diff] 

, i++, 

cur = diff [ [i] ]; 

vars = bOstar[[1]] ; 

pos = Position[vars, cur] [[1,1]]; 

ord = Join[{cur}, DropEvars, {pos}]] ; 
bOstar = rearrangeEbOstar, ord] ; 
bOstar = marg[bOstar]] ; 

10 = div[bOstar, spots[[pb0]]]; 
10 = rearrange[10, cpots[[pa2,1]]1; 

a2star = mult [cpots [[pa2] ] 
, 10] ; 

spots[[pb0]] = Join[{bovars}, {bOstar[[2]]}]; 

cpots[[pa2]] = a2star; 
I 
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The separator potentials spots following the passage of a full schedule in the 

chest clinic example are as follows: 

{ {{{tau}, {1}}, {0.9896,0.0104}}, 

{{{epsilon}, {2}}, {0.935172,0.064828}}, 

{{{epsilon, lambda}, {3}}, {{0.935172,0}, {0.009828,0.055}}}, 

{{{beta, lambda}, {4}}, {{0.5265,0.0235}, {0.4185,0.0315}}}, 

{{{beta, epsilon}, {5}}, {{0.5210244,0.0289756}, 

{0.4141476,0.0358524}}} } 

Similarly the corresponding clique potentials cpots are: 

{ If alpha, tau}, 110.9801,0.0099}, 10.0095,0.0005}}}, 

{{epsilon, xi}, {{0.8884134,0.0467586}, 

{0.00129656,0.06353144}}}, 

{{epsilon, lambda, tau}, {{{0.935172,0}, {0,0}}, {{0,0.009828}, 

10.054428,0.000572}}}}, 

{{beta, epsilon, lambda}, {{{0.5210244,0}, {0.0054756,0.0235}}, 

{{0.4141476,0}, {0.0043524,0.0315}}}}, 

{{beta, lambda, sigma}, {{{0.3465,0.18}, {0.0035,0.02}}, 

{{0.1485,0.27}, {0.0015,0.03}}}}, 

{{beta, delta, epsilon}, {{{0.46892196,0.00869268}, 

{0.05210244,0.02028292}}, {{0.08282952,0.00358524}, 

{0.33131808,0.03226716}}}}} 

The marginal distributions of the variables in the system, obtained by use of 
the margd function are as follows: 

{{alpha}, {0.99,0.01}} 

{{beta}, {0.55,0.45}} 

{{delta}, {0.564029,0.435971}} 

{{epsilon}, {0.935172,0.064828}} 

{{lambda}, {0.945,0.055}} 

{{sigma}, {0.5,0.5}} 

{{tau}, {0.9896,0.0104}} 

{{xi}, {0.88971,0.11029}} 

The enterev function enters discrete evidence of the form X. = xä into the 

system. The variable name, X4, is denoted var and the level of the evidence, xä, 
is denoted level. An evidence vector evvec is constructed. This is a potential on 
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var with a potential table set equal to one for X. = xä and zero elsewhere. The 

location, pos, of the first clique in cliques which contains var is determined and 

the evidence vector is extended and re-ordered to match this clique. The clique 

potential of this clique is then replaced by its product with the evidence vector. 

enterev[var_, level-] := Block Efevvec, pos}, 

evvec = rearrange [{{} , 0}, {var}] ; 

evvec [ [2, level+l] ]=1; 

pos = Position[cliques, var][[1,1]]; 

evvec = rearrange[evvec, cliques[[pos]]]; 

cpots[[pos]] = mult[cpots[[pos]], evvec]; 

J 

In general the propagation schedule required to make the cliques and separators 
in a junction tree consistent after the entry of evidence will depend upon into 

which cliques evidence has been entered. In this simple example, to simplify the 

complexity of the described functions, we shall take the naive approach of passing a 
full propagation schedule once more. This approach is ensured to be correct but is 

not, necessarily, the most computationally efficient. Assuming evidence E has been 

entered using enterev and a full propagation schedule has been passed using prop 
the resulting potentials will be consistent but will not be probability distributions. 

Rather the joint potential function f of the random variables X is the product 

of the conditional probability distribution of the variables X given the evidence 
£ and the probability of the evidence E. In order to determine the probability 

of the evidence, P(£), we may marginalise any potential over the entire set of 
variables it contains. In order to normalise the system once more we must divide 

every potential table by this probability. The function norm accomplishes these 
two tasks. First it arbitrarily marginalises the first clique potential and assigns 
the resulting probability, P(E), to the global variable const. It then normalises 
the clique and separator potentials in turn. 
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norm := Block[{pot, vars, i, data}, 

pot = cpots [[1]] ; 
vars = pot[ [1] I; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [vacs] 
, i++, 

pot = urarg [pot] ; 
]; 

const = pot [ [2] ]; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [cliques] 
, i++, 

vars = cpots [[i, 1]] ; 
data = cpots[[i, 2]]/const; 

cpots[[i]] = Join[{vars}, {data}]; 

I; 
For [i=1, i<=Length [seps] 

, i++, 

vars = spots[[i, 1]]; 

data = spots[[i, 2]]/const; 

spots [ [i] ]= Join [{vars}, {data}] ; 
]; 

J 

If, in the chest clinic example, the evidence that a patient has visited Asia 
(a = 1), and has dyspnoea (S = 1) is given the enterev, prop, and norm functions 

may be used to determine that the probability of this evidence is 0.00450137. The 

normalised clique potentials are then: 

{ {{alpha, tau}, {{0,0}, {0.912249,0.087751}}}, 

{{epsilon, xi}, {{0.776815,0.040885}, {0.003646,0.178654}}}, 

{{epsilon, lambda, tau}, {{{0.8177,0}, {0,0}}, 

{{0,0.0827747}, {0.0945489,0.00497626}}}}, 
{{beta, epsilon, lambda}, {{{0.111116,0}, {0.0409375,0.0365444}}, 

{{0.706584,0}, {0.0418372,0.0629808}}}}, 
{{beta, lambda, sigma}, 

{110.100069,0.0519841}, {0.00544278,0.0311016}1, 

-4 {{0.265569,0.482852}, {0.00299908,0.0599817}}}}, 

{{beta, delta, epsilon}, {{{0,0}, {0.111116,0.0774819}}, 

{{0,0}, {0.706584,0.104818}}}} } 
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The normalised separator potentials are: 

{ {{{tau}, {1}}, {0.912249,0.087751}}, 

{{{epsilon}, {2}}, {0.8177,0.1823}}, 

{{{epsilon, lambda}, {3}}, {{0.8177,0}, {0.0827747,0.0995251}}}, 

{{{beta, lambda}, {4}}, {{0.152054,0.0365444}, 

{0.748421,0.0629808}}}, 

{{{beta, epsilon}, {5}}, {{0.111116,0.0774819}, 

{0.706584,0.104818}}} } 

Using margd the marginal distributions of the variables may be determined to be: 

{{alpha}, {0,1}} 

{{beta}, {0.188598,0.811402}} 

{{delta}, {0,1}} 

{{epsilon}, {0.8177,0.1823}} 

{{lambda}, {0.900475,0.0995251}} 

{{sigma}, {0.37408,0.62592}} 

{{tau}, {0.912249,0.087751}} 

{{xi}, {O. 780461,0.219539}} 

3.7 Extensions to the Scheme 

Two extensions to the methodology of the discrete exact case are presented in 

Dawid (1992). These are maximisation and simulation. Maximisation determines 

the maximum value of f and in the case of a PES seeks to identify the most likely 

realisation(s) of the joint state space. Simulation provides random realisations of 
the joint state space which have been generated in a way which is consistent with 
the underlying independence network. Both are effected by modifications of the 
basic propagation algorithm. Analogous to maximisation a minimisation routine 

may also be determined. 

3.7.1 Maximisation 

Let X= (Xi, X2i ... , Xk) be a set of discrete random variables whose inde- 

pendence structure is given by a junction tree T. Let T be composed of a 

set of cliques C and a set of separators S and let K= {1,2,. 
- ., k}. Sup- 

pose that a function f, which factorises on T, is specified by a representation 
K f=({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}) then: 
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[ICEC ac 
ILSES bs 

A 

We will consider how we may calculate f which is defined to be: 

A 

f=maxKf 

f may be calculated by replacing the sum-flow in the basic propagation algorithm 
described in Section 2.12.1 by a max-flow which may be defined as follows: 

Definition 27 Let Cl and C2 be adjacent cliques in a junction tree T which are 
joined by a separator So. Then a max-flow passing from Cl (the source) to C2 

(the sink) replaces an original charge 1C = ({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}), by a 

new charge AC* = ({a* :CE C}, {b* :SE S}) 
, where: 

so = maxcý\soac, 

a; 2 = ac, x so 

Aso = 
bso(xso)/bso(xso) if bso(xso) >0 

0 if bso (xso) =0 

(3.2) 

and all other potentials are unaltered. 

The results and considerations of Section 2.12.1 all continue to hold if every 

sum-flow (or flow) is replaced by a max-flow, every sum-margin (or margin) is 

replaced by a max-margin and every sum-marginal charge (or marginal' charge) is 

replaced by a max-marginal charge. We define a max-margin on a subset A of K 

to be: 

fA = maxK\Af 

When the system has reached equilibrium the potential on every clique CEC will 
be fc, the max-margin on C. Similarly the potential on every separator SES 

will be Is, the max-margin on S. When this is the case the representation for f is 
A 

termed the max-marginal charge and is denoted k1. Since K1 is a representation 
for f then the following alternative expression holds for f: 

IICEC fC 

ILSES fS 
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f may now be determined from this representation of f since f= maxA fA for any 
AECUS. 

We shall now consider how we may find x, when this is uniquely determined. 

We define x as follows: 

arg maxxExf (x) 

For AECUS we notice that xA is: 

XA = arg maxZAExAfA(xA) 

Hence xA may be calculated directly for every AECUS thus determining x. 

Since x need not necessarily be unique we apply a different strategy which may 
be incorporated into the distribute phase of a max-flow propagation algorithm 
or applied directly afterwards. Let C* be some root clique with potential fc. 

and let ýC. be a suitable realisation of xc" which maximises fC. over Xc.. We 

may proceed, where necessary, to pass max-flows outwards from C* following the 
distribute phase schedule. Suppose the first flow is along a separator S* to a 
clique C' then we obtain both fs" and fa'. We may define es. E Xs. to be the 

co-ordinates of the variables in CC. which are also in S*. We may determine a 
value CC' for C' which maximises fc, over Xc' such that its co-ordinates for the 

variables in S* are given by Cs". Proceeding in this way we obtain a collection 
{CA :AECU S} for which CA E XA. The junction tree property ensures that 
there exists axEX such that 1A = ýa and maxK f is achieved at x. 

If x is not unique then choices of some CC for CEC will have be made. 
Exploring all such choices will determine the possible values of x. An appropriate 
strategy is at each stage of the schedule, for a max-flow from a source clique Cl to 
a sink clique C2 via a separator So, determine the list of possible Cs0 given Cc, and 
the list of possible Cc2 given eSo. The list of possible i may be reassembled from 
these CA for AECUS. Alternatively we may divide every clique and separator 
potential by j. The positions of the ones in the potential tables will then identify 
the most probable configuration of all the variables. 

If f is the joint density of a set of variables X in a PES then a value of x 

represents the most probable joint configuration of the collection of variables. If 

a collection of evidence E is entered into the system then. the function f becomes 
f* where: 
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. 
f*(x) = P(X =xI e)P(£) 

The most probable configuration(s) of X given the evidence may be determined 

by applying our maximisation strategy to the system following the incorporation 

of evidence. Such configurations may be interpreted as the "best explanation" 

of the evidence. The most probable configuration of a subgroup of variables XA 

having marginalised over the other variables X\XA may also be determined. This 

is easy if A is the base of some subtree T* of T. The required configuration may 
then be determined by the use of a hybrid algorithm. First sum-flows need to be 

passed into T* such that the resulting charge for f when restricted to T` is the 

joint density of XA. Max-flows may then be passed within T* such that the max- 

marginal charge on T* of the joint density for XA is obtained and the required 

configuration(s) may be calculated. 

If f is zero then the minimum value of f is also, trivially, zero. Providing 

that f is strictly positive the algorithms described above can, with appropriate 

changes, be applied to find the minimum of f. A min-flow is required. This may 
be defined: 

Definition 28 Let Cl and C2 be adjacent cliques in a junction tree T which are 
joined by a separator So. Then a min-flow passing from Cl (the source) to C2 

(the sink) replaces an original charge K= ({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}), by a 

new charge 1C" _ ({a* :CE C}, {bs :SE S}) , where: 

bso = mina\soacý 

aö2 = acz X Aso 

= 
b`* (xso)lbso(xso) ifbso(xso) >0 

so 0 if b50 (xs0) =0 

(3.3) 

and all other potentials are unaltered. 

A maximisation routine may be added to our library of Mathematica functions. 
A function which will maximise a potential table over its outermost variable is 

provided by maxf. 
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maxf [pottable. a := Block[{vars, data, newvars, 

newdata, newpot}, 

vars = pottable[[1]]; 

data = pottable[[2]] ; 

newvars = Drop [pottable [ [1] ], 1] ; 

level = Length [newvars] ; 

newdata = MapThread[Max, data, level] ; 

newpot = Join [{newvars}, {newdata}] ; 

Return [newpot] 

The function maxf low passes a max-flow from a clique ac� at position pal 
in cliques, to a clique acz, at position pa2 in cliques, via a separator bso, at 

position pbO in seps. It is identical to the flow function except the marginalisation 
(summation) function marg has been replaced by the maximisation function maxf. 

maxflow[pal_, pbO_, pa2a := Block[{bOvars, diff, 

bOstar, i, cur, vars, pos, ord, 10, a2star}, 
bOvars = spots[[pbO, 1]]; 

diff = Complement[cpots[[pa1,1]], bOvars[[1]]]; 

bOstar = cpots[[pal]] ; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [diff] 
, i++, 

cur = diff [[i]] ; 

vars = bOstar[[1]] ; 

pos = Position[vars, cur] [[1,1]] ; 
ord = Join[{cur}, Drop[vars, {pos}]]; 

bOstar = rearrange[bOstar, ord] ; 

bOstar = maxf [bOstar] ; 

I; 
10 = div[b0star, spots[[pb0]]]; 
10 = rearrange[10, cpots[[pa2,1]]1; 

a2star = mult [cpots [[pa2]] 
, 10] ; 

spots[[pbO]] = Join[{bOvars}, {bOstar[[2]]}]; 

cpots[[pa2]] = a2star; 

J 
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The maxprop function propagates a schedule of max-flows. It is identical to 

the prop function except the sum-flow function flow has been replaced by the 

max-flow function maxf low. 

maxprop[scheda : =BlockEli, al, bO, a2, pal, pb0, pa2}, 
For [i=1, i<=Length [sched] 

, i++, 

al = sched[[i, 1]]; 

bO = sched[[i, 2]] ; 

a2 = sched[[i, 3]] ; 

pal = Position[cliques, al][[1,1]]; 

pbO = Position[seps, bO][[1,1]]; 

pa2 = Position[cliques, a2][[1,1]]; 

maxflow[pal, pbO, pa2] ; 
]; 

For[i=Length[sched], i>=1, i--, 

al = sched[[i, 3]] ; 
bO = sched[[i, 2]] ; 

a2 = sched[[i, i]]; 

pal = Position[cliques, ai][[1,1]]; 

pbO = Position[seps, bO] [[1,1]]; 

pa2 = Position[cliques, a2][[1,1]]; 

maxflow[pal, pbO, pa2] ; 

]; 

The normalisation function maxnorm determines f, the maximum value of f, 

this it stores as the global variable mconst. The function then divides every clique 

and separator by mconst. The position of ones in the potential tables will then 
indicate the most probable configuration of all the variables. 
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maxnorm := Block[{pot, vars, i, data}, 

pot = cpots [ [1] ]; 

vars = pot [ [1] ]; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [vacs] , i++, 

pot = maxf [pot] ; 
]; 

mconst = pot [ [2] ]; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [cliques] , i++, 

vars = cpots[[i, 1]] ; 

data = cpots[[i, 2]]/mconst; 

cpots[[i]] = . loin[{vacs}, {data}]; 

]; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [seps] , i++, 

vars = spots [[i, 1]] ; 

data = spots[[i, 2]]/mconst; 

spots[[i]] = Join[{vacs}, {data}]; 

]; 
I 

Under no evidence applying the initialise, maxprop and maxnorm functions 

the most probable configuration of evidence may be found to be Adelsft with 

probability 0.290362. Suppose a patient is known to have been to Asia, have 

dyspnoea and a positive X-ray then the most likely explanation of this evidence 

may be determined by application of the initialise, enterev (three times), 

maxprop, and maxnorm functions. The clique potentials are then found to be: 

{ {{alpha, tau}, {{0,0}, {1,0.473684}}}, 

{{epsilon, xi}, {{0,0.408163}, {0,1}}}, 

{{epsilon, lambda, tau}, {{{0.408163,0}, {0,0}}, 

{{0,0.473684}, {1,0.0526316}}}}, 

If beta, epsilon, lambda}, {{{0.0654762,0}, {0.472807,0.518519}}, 

{{0.408163,0}, {0.473684,1}}}}, 

{{beta, lambda, sigma}, 
{{10.472807,0.245614}, 10.0907407,0.518519}}, 

{{0.260526,0.473684}, {0.05,1}}}}, 

{{beta, delta, epsilon}, {{{0,0}, {0.0654762; 0.518519}}, 
{{0,0}, {0.408163,1}}}} } 
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Similarly the separator potentials are: 

{ {{{tau}, {1}}, {1,0.473684}}, 

{{{epsilon}, {2}}, {0.408163,1}}, 

{{{epsi1on, lambda}, {3}}, {{0.408163,0}, {0.473684,1}}}, 

{{{beta, lambda}, {4}}, {{0.472807,0.518519}, {0.473684,1}}}, 

{{{beta, epsilon}, {5}}, {{0.0654762,0.518519}, {0.408163,1}}} } 

The location of ones indicates that the most probable configuration is abdelstx. 
The maximum value in the system following evidence entry and the propagation of 

a schedule of max-flows is found to be 0.00025137. Passing a schedule of sum-flows 

and normalising (by use of prop and norm) we may determine the normalisation 

constant, and hence the probability of the evidence, to be 0.000988. f, the maxi- 

mum level of f, under the evidence is therefore 0.25436 (=0.00025137/0.000988 

). Alternatively we could have passed the sum-flows following evidence entry and 

prior to the passing of the max-flows in order to obtain the same information more 
directly. 

3.7.2 Simulation 

We shall now consider a way in which, given a set of evidence E, random reali- 

sations of the unobserved variables in the system may be simulated according to 

their joint conditional distribution given E. We will let CA denote a set of simulated 

values of XA for ACK. 

First assume that the system has been initialised and any evidence vectors 

necessary to enter the evidence S have been applied to the system. The represen- 
tation K on the system now holds for a function f *, where f *(x) = P(X = x&E). 
We now apply the collect evidence phase of a propagation schedule to the system 

using sum-flows. Suppose the last flow in the schedule passed into a clique Co then 

the potential, ago, on Co is proportional to the distribution of the variables Xc0 

contained in Co given E. We may use this distribution to simulate a set of values 
ego for the variables Xco given E. We may now pass a modified distribution phase 

of the propagation schedule. 

Consider a flow from a clique Cl to a clique C2 via a separator So. For the 
first flow of the distribution phase Cl = Co. We will, for each flow, already have 

simulated a set of values ec, for the variables XC1 in Cl given E. Since the variables 
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in So form a subset of the variables in Cl we may extract Cso from Cc, directly. 

Now pass the flow from Cl to C2 via So. The potential ac, on C2 is proportional 
to the distribution of the variables Xc, contained in C2 given S. Let A= C2\So 

then we may define the restricted potential aA on A by aA(xA) = ac3(y) where 

yE Xc2 is such that YA = xA and ySo = Cs0. In otherwords we apply the current 

set of simulated values, Cso, associated with C2 to the potential table ace for C2 

and obtain a restricted potential table aA which applies to the set of variables XA 

we have not simulated yet. In practice aA may be formed from ac, by dropping 

those layers of the potential table for ac3 which do not satisfy Cso. We may then 

simulate the values CA using aA and form Cc2 = {CA, Cs0}. Proceeding in this way 

we pass a full propagation schedule and generate a value for every variable from 

the desired joint distribution. 

simprop[scheda : =Block[{i, al, bO, a2, pal, pbO, pa2}, 
For [i=1, i<=Length [sched] , i++, 

al = sched[[i, 1]]; 

bO = sched[[i, 2]] ; 

a2 = sched[[i, 3]]; 

pal = Position[cliques, al] [[1,1]] ; 

pbO = Position[seps, bO] [[1,1]]; 

pa2 = Position[cliques, a2][[1,1]]; 

flow[pal, pbO, pa2]]; 

simclq = Table [{}, {Length [cliques]}]; 

simsep = Table [{}, {Length [sees] }] ; 

simclq[[pa2]] = sim[cpots[[pa2]]]; 
For [i=Length [sched] , i>=1, i-- , 

al = sched[[i, 3]] ; 

bO = sched[[i, 2]] ; 

a2 = sched [ [i 
, 1] ]; 

pal = Position[cliques, ai] [[1,1]] ; 

pbO = Position[seps, bO] [[1,1]]; 

pa2 = Position[cliques, a2][[1,1]]; 
flow[pal, pbO, pa2] ; 

simsep[[pb0]] = simsepf[pal, pb0]; 

simclq[[pa2]] = simclgf[pbO, pa2]]; 

3 
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We describe a set of Mathematica functions which will perform this simulation 

strategy. We assume that initialise and enterev have first been applied. The 

function simprop passes a collect evidence schedule of flows defined by sched. It 

uses the function flow, defined above, to facilitate this. simclq and simsep are 
defined to be the lists which will hold the simulated values for each clique and 

separator respectively. They are ordered the same as cliques and seps. The 

function sim is used to simulate the variables in the last sink clique of sched. 
Then for each stage in the distribute evidence phase a flow is passed using flow, 

the simulated values in the separator are found using simsepf and the simulated 
values for the sink clique are generated using simclqf. 

The function simsepf is called with the position, pal, in cliques of the vari- 

ables in the source clique and the position, pbO, in seps of the separator. allist 
is the list of variable and simulated value pairs for the variables in the source 

clique. The function extracts those pairs whose variables exist in the separator 

and returns a list of the corresponding pairs of variables and simulated values. 

simsepf [pal_, pb0a := Block [{allist, alvars, bOvars, 
list, i, pos}l 

allist = simclq[[pai]] ; 

alvars = Transpose[ailist][[1]]; 

bOvars = seps[[pbO, 1]]; 

list = {}; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [bOvars] 
, ++i, 

pos = Position [alvars, bOvarsHill] [[1,1]]; 

list = Append[list, allist[[pos]]] 
]; 

Return[list] ; 
I 

The function simclqf is called with the position, pbO, of the separator in seps 
and the position, pat, of the sink clique in cliques. pot is the potential of the 

sink clique, and sepev is the list of variable and simulated value pairs defined 
for the separator. For each variable, var, in the separator the potential pot is 

rearranged such that the outermost layer of the potential table in pot corresponds 
to the variable var. The simulated value on that variable is then used to select 
that part of the potential table for which the simulated value holds. pot is then 

a potential function on one less variable - i. e. it is no longer a function of var. 
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Looping in this way over all the variables in sepev we force pot to be a potential 

table for the variables in the sink clique which have not yet been simulated. The 

function sim is used to simulate these values. Finally the list of variable and 

simulated value pairs for all the variables in the sink clique is returned by simclgf. 

simclqf [pbO_, pa2-J := Block [{pot, sepev, pvars, i, 

var, lev, ord, pdata, list}, 

pot = cpots[[pa2]]; 

sepev = simsep[[pbO]] ; 

pvars = pot [[1]] ; 
For [i=1, i<=Length [sepev] , ++i, 

var = sepev[[i, 1]]; 

lev = sepev[[i, 2]]+1; 

pvars = Complement[pvars, {var}]; 

ord = Flatten[{var, pvars}]; 

pot = rearrange[pot, ord] ; 

pdata = pot [[2, lev]] ; 

pot = {pvars, pdata} 

list = Join[sepev, sim[pot]] ; 

Return [list] ; 
I 

The function sim is used to simulate a set of values for a potential pot. The 

potential pot consists of two parts, the first is an ordered list of the variables 
in pot. The second part is a potential table arranged in the same order as the 

variable list, in which the outermost layer corresponds to the first variable in the 
list. The potential table need not be normalised. The potential table data is 
flattened and a cumulative list, pt, of the potentials is formed. The last value 
in this list is the reciprocal of the normalisation constant for the potential table. 
A Uniform(O, 1) random variable is simulated using the Random function. This 

value is then multiplied by the reciprocal of the normalisation constant to form 

the variable rand. The cumulative list of potentials allows us to determine a 

range of values for each combination of the variables in pot such that if rand falls 

within this range then the corresponding combination of the variables defines the 
list of simulated variables. pos determines the position of the range containing 

rand. The remaining code determines the list of variable and simulated value pairs 

corresponding to the range. This list is returned by the function. 
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sim[pota := Block [{vars, data, pt, ptlow, pthi, rand, 

truel, trueh, posl, posh, pos, locnums, i, lpos, 

varlist, tot, loclev}, 

vars = pot [ [1] ]; 

data = pot[[2]]; 
pt = FoldList[P1us, 0, Flatten[data]] ; 

ptlow = Drop[pt, -11; 

pthi = Drop [pt 
, 11; 

rand = Last [pt] *Random Q; 

truel = Map[Negative, ptlow-rand]; 

trueh = Map[NonNegative, pthi-rand]; 

posl = Flatten[Position[truel, True]] ; 

posh = Flatten[Position[trueh, True]] ; 

pos = Intersection[posl, posh] [[i]] ; 

locnums = {}; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [vars] 
, ++i, 

lpos = Position[globvars, vars[[i]]] [[1]]; 

locnums = Append[locnums, globnums[[lpos]]] 

I; 
locnums = Flatten[locnums] ; 

varlist = {}; 

tot = Apply[Times, locnums] ; 

For [i=1, i<=Length [vacs] 
, ++i, 

tot=tot/locnums[[i]] ; 

loclev=Quotient[pos, tot]; 

pos=Mod[pos, tot] ; 
If [(pos==0), 

loclev=loclev-1; 

pos = tot, 

loclev=loclev]; 

varlist = Append[varlist, loclev] 

I; 
varlist = Transpose[{vars, varlist}]; 
Return[varlist] ; 

I 
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Table 3.2 gives the means and variances of 1000 simulations of the variables 
in the chest clinic example determined using this code. The expected mean and 

variance is presented in brackets. Since the variables are Bernoulli the mean 

corresponds to the marginal probability that a variable is true, and the variance 

to the product of the probability that the variable is true and the probability that 

the variable is false. 

Variable Mean Variance Variable Mean Variance 

a 0.007 0.006951 A 0.058 0.054636 

(0.010) (0.009900) (0.055) (0.051975) 

,ß 0.458 0.248236 a 0.500 0.250000 

(0.450) (0.247500) (0.500) (0.250000) 

8 0.436 0.245904 T 0.012 0.011856 

(0.436) (0.245900) (0.010) (0.010292) 

0.068 0.063376 0.121 0.106359 

(0.065) (0.060625) (0.110) (0.098126) 

Table 3.2: Means and Variances of 1000 simulations of the variables in the chest 

clinic example, with expected values in brackets. 

3.8 Mixed Graphical Association Models 

We now turn our attention to an exact numeric technique which builds on the dis- 

crete exact case and will enable the incorporation of continuous variables into the 

system. Lauritzen & Wermuth (1989) define and investigate a class of statistical 

models which is suitable for this task. These they term the Conditional Gaussian 

distributions (CG-distributions). CG-distributions have the property that the con- 
ditional distribution of the set of quantitative variables, given the qualitative, is 

multivariate Gaussian. The qualitative variables of CG-distributions, like those 

in the discrete exact case, must take a finite number of states and may thus be 

expressed in terms of a probability table. 

Lauritzen (1992) describes a computational scheme which enables the proba- 
bilities of the qualitative variables and the means and variances of the quantitative 
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variables in an expert system of CG-type to be modelled. We present and prove 
Lauritzen's results and describe an implementation of his scheme using the com- 

puter language Mathematica. Similar implementations have also been made for 

HUGIN (Olesen, 1991) and CAPRES (Gammerman et al., 1991). We also de- 

scribe routines which facilitate simulation in this mixed case. 

3.9 CG-Distributions and CG-Potentials 

Let us first consider the distributions with which we are concerned. Suppose we 
have an independence graph C= (K, E) for a set of random variables, X= 

(Xi, X2,..., Xk). Let us partition K into a set of discrete vertices 0 and a set 

of continuous vertices I' such that K=0U I`. A typical element of the joint 

state space of discrete and continuous, variables may be written in terms of its 

quantitative and qualitative components thus: 

(Xa)aEK = (z, y) = ((z6)5EA, (y7), 
Er) 

where is are qualitative values and yy are real-valued. Each particular combination 
i= (i5)8EO is termed a cell and is akin to the cells of a contingency table formed 

by the qualitative variables. 

Definition 29 CG-Distribution: We term the joint density, fA, of the vari- 

ables XA for ACKa CG-distribution, if., 

fA(xA) = fA(iA) YA) = X(iA) exp{g(iA) + h(iA)T YA - 2YAJ(iA)YA} (3.4) 

where X(iA) E {0,1} is an indicator function equalling one when fA is positive at 
iA, and zero otherwise. When X(iA) -0 we need not explicitly define g(iA) , 

h(iA) 

or J(iA). 

Theorem 16 Equation 3.4 is equivalent to the statement: 

ya I (IA = ZA) - NIrAI («(iA), E(iA)) whenever p(iA) = P(IA = iA) >0 

where we define: 
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p(iA) = (2II)112l FAl {detJ(iA)}-112 exp{g(iA) +1 h(iA)T J(iA)-lh(iA)} 

e(iA) 
_ 

J(iA)_'h(iA) 

E(iA) = J(iA)-1, and E is positive definite. 

(3.5) 

Proof. Using Equation 3.5 we may show that: 

fA(XA) = fA(iA, YA) 

= X(iA) exp { g(ZA) + h(2A)T YA - 2YA J(ZA)YA} 

= X(iA) exp 
{logp(iA) 

+2 log det E(iA)-1 -21 1'A I log(2II) 

2eýiA)T ý'(iA)-1e(ZA) + (Z+(iA)-1ý(iAý)T 
YA - 2YAE(iA)-'YA l 

= X(iA)P(iA){detE(iA)}-1/2(211)-1/21x, +1 

x exp1-2 
(ý(iA)T4(iA)-1r(iA)-2e(iA)TF(iA)-1yA"i"YA (iA)-1YA)} 

= X(iAII)P(iA){det E(iA)} -1/2(211)-1/2hI' 

X exp 
{_YA 

- s(iA))T 
E(iA)-1(YA - s(tA))1 

= P(IA = iA)f (YA I IA = i) 

Thus we see that the conditional distribution of the set of quantitative variables, 
YA, given the qualitative variables, IA, is multivariate Gaussian. 

0 

We may define two triples for X(iA) > 0. The canonical characteristics (g, h, J) 

and the moment characteristics (p, e, E). Each triple may be used to fully describe 

the joint distribution function, fA, of the set of random variables XA. In the purely 
discrete case, where all variables are qualitative the canonical characteristics are 
(g,.,. ) since h and J are of zero shape and size. Similarly, where all the variables 

are real-valued, the canonical characteristics are (., h, J). We notice that it is 

possible to convert from the moment characteristics to the canonical characteristics 

using the formulae given in Equations 3.6. Similarly the canonical characteristics 

may be converted to the moment characteristics using the formulae in Equations 

3.5. 
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9(iA) = logp(iA) +2 {log det E(iA)-1- I rA I log(2H) - e(iA)T E(iA)-1e(iA)} 

h(iA) = E(iA)-'e(iA) 

J(iA) = 

(3.6) 

A more general representation of a CG-distribution for a set of random vari- 

ables XA, ACK, is any function /A of the form: 

cA(XA) _ OA(iA, YA) = X(iA) exp{g(iA) + h(iA)T yA - 2YA J(iA)YA} (3.7) 

where J(iA) is symmetric and OA is not necessarily a density. We term OA a 
CG-potential. The conversion formulae of Equations 3.5 and 3.6 apply equally to 

CG-potentials. 

In order to represent a CG-potential for a set of random variables XA in our 
implementation we will require two ingredients. Firstly the names of the variables 

the potential is representing, and secondly either the canonical or moment charac- 

teristics of the potential. As in the discrete exact case we will use lists, the basic 

data structure of Mathematica (Wolfram, 1991), to accomplish this. We represent 

a CG-potential as a list consisting of two elements. The first element is itself a 
list of two elements, the two elements being lists of the names of the continuous 

and discrete variables defined by the CG-potential. 

The second element of the CG-potential data structure defines the CG- 

potential itself in terms of its canonical characteristics. Since the system is al- 
lowed to contain discrete variables a CG-potential will, in general, consist of a 

multivariate table each dimension of which corresponds to a different discrete vari- 

able. Within each dimension each level of the respective discrete variable will be 

represented by a separate layer. Thus the CG-potential is constructed as a nested 
list of lists defining a multivariate array. The outermost dimension of the array 

corresponds to the first discrete variable listed. The next dimension corresponds 
to the second discrete variable listed and so on. Thus a single cell in the array 

corresponds to a unique combination of the discrete variables in the potential. 

Each cell is a list consisting of three elements. These three elements define 

the canonical characteristics of the CG-potential given the levels of the discrete 
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variables defining that cell. The first element is g, which is represented by a real 

number. The second element is h, which is a list of real numbers representing 

a vector whose length, I PA 1, is equal to the number of continuous variables in 

the CG-potential. The ordering of these numbers is the same as the ordering of 
the names of the continuous variables. The third element is J, which is a list of 
length I rA I of lists of length I FA I of real numbers which represent the required 

matrix. Again, the ordering of the elements of J is consistent with the ordering 

of continuous variable names. 

To represent the indicator function x we only keep a cell if X=1. This is 

advantageous in terms of both space and processing time. Table 3.3 gives an 
example of a CG-potential and Figure 3.6 shows how it may be defined for our 
implementation. 

B=b B=b 

g h J g h J 
de de 

W=w -700 d 200 d 30 -30 -280 d 75 d 10 -10 
e -200 e -30 30 e -75 e -10 10 

g h J g h i 
de de 

W=w -450 d 150 d 25 -25 -245 d 70 d 15 -15 
e -150 e -25 25 e -70 e -15 15 

Table 3.3: The canonical characteristics of a CG-potential defined on two discrete 
binary variables, B and W, and two continuous variables, D and E. 

{{{d, e}, {b, w}}, 
{{{{-700}, {200, -200}, {{30, -30}, f-30,30}}}, 

{{-450}, {150, -150}, {{25, -25}, {-25,25}}}}, 

{{{-280}, {75, -75}, {{10, -10}, {-10,10}}}, 

{{-245}, {70, -70}, {{15, -15}, {-15,15}}}}}} 

Figure 3.6: The Mathematica representation of the CG-potential described in 
Table 3.3. 
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3.10 The Waste Incinerator Example 

Let us consider the problem described in Lauritzen (1992) which seeks to model 
the emission of heavy metals from a waste incinerator at a particular point in 

time. We will use this problem as a standard example of the mixed case and will 

apply the methodology of this and later chapters to it. 

Figure 3.7: The causal probabilistic network of the waste incinerator problem. 

The waste incinerator burns one of two types of waste: household or indus- 

trial. It possesses an electro-filter which filters out dust. The inefficiency of the 

filter is determined by its technical state, either intact or defective, and by the 

type of waste being incinerated. The burning regime, which may be either stable 

or unstable, is monitored by measuring the concentration of CO2 in the emission. 
The burning regime controls the emission of dust as does the efficiency of the filter 

and the type of waste being incinerated. The emission of dust is monitored by 

measuring the penetrability of light. The amount of metal in the waste is deter- 

mined by the type of waste. The emission of heavy metals from the incinerator 

depends upon the amount of metal in the waste and the amount of dust that is 

emitted. The CPN in Figure 3.7 represents the waste incinerator problem. The 

three discrete variables, burning regime (B), filter state (F) and type of waste 
(W), are shown as dots and the six continuous variables as circles. 
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A junction tree may be formed from the CPN. Firstly its moral graph is formed 

by adding undirected edges between parents that are not already linked and drop- 

ping the directions on all the other edges to produce an undirected graph. Then 

in a process known as strong triangulation further links may possibly be needed 
to form a strongly decomposable marked graph. Strong triangulation may be ac- 

complished by triangulating using an elimination sequence of nodes that eliminate 

continuous nodes first. Details of such triangulation processes may be found in 

Kjaerulff (1990). The junction tree may then be formed from the undirected graph 

we have generated in the usual way. The junction tree for the waste incinerator 

example is given in Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.8: The junction tree of the waste incinerator problem. Cliques are rep- 
resented by rounded boxes and separators by rectangles. 

An important property of junction trees formed from decomposable marked 
graphs is that they possess at least one strong root (see Theorem 13). In the waste 
incinerator example there are two possible strong roots {C, B} and {E, B, F, TV}. 
The presence of a strong root will be shown to be important in the determination 

of the propagation schedule to be used. 

In our implementation we must specify the cliques and the separators. Each 

clique is specified as a list of two lists, the first being a list of the continuous 

variables in the clique and the second a list of the discrete variables in the clique. 
We then have a list cliques which is a list of all the cliques. We do the same for the 
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separators but this time for each separator we have a list of three elements. The 
first two elements are identical in structure to cliques and define the variable 
names but the additional, third, element is a number. This allows us to have 

multiple separators with the same variables yet we are still able to determine 

which separator is which. We call the list of separators seps. The structure of 
the junction tree does not need to be specified directly but rather through the 

propagation schedule. The lists of cliques and separators are as follows: 

cliques = {{{c}, {b}}, {{e}, {b, f, w}}, 
{{d, e}, {b, w}}, {{d, mi}, {w}}, 

{{d, 1}, { }}, {{m0, d, mi} ,{ 
}}} 

seps = {{{ {b}, 1}, {{e}, {b, w}, 2 }, 
{{d}, {w}, 3 {{d}, { }, 4 

{ {d, mi}, 1 }, 5 }} 

3.11 Defining the Variables 

If we assume that no continuous nodes may have discrete children then we may 

consider the probability distribution of a discrete variable I. given the states of 
its parents, which are then ensured to be all discrete. This will produce a table of 

probabilities p(i0; 2pa(a)) with each probability corresponding to a cell in the table. 

In the case of a continuous node Y,, with discrete parents Ipa, (a) and continuous 

parents Ypa(a), we assume the conditional distribution of Ya given its parents to be 

of the following type: 

Y. I XPa(a) N N( (pa(4)) + ß(ZPa(a))Typa(a), y(ZPa(a))) (3.8) 

where Xpa, (a, ) has state space Zpa. (a) X 1'( and a(ipa, (a)) E IR, ß(ipa(a)) E IRIrpa(a)I 

and -y(ipa(a)) > 0. Thus the mean of the conditional distribution of Ya given its 

parents is a linear function of the states at the continuous parent nodes, Ypa(a), 

while the variance does not depend on the continuous parent nodes at all. Both 

the mean and the variance may depend on the discrete parents. 
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Proposition 7 Let Y. I Xpa, (a) take the form given in Equation 3.8 then the canon- 
ical characteristics of the CG-potentials defined above may be determined by using 
the following formulae: 

9*(ipa(a)) = 27(ia(a))z )21 
{log(2II-y(ipa(a)))} 

PO 

h*(ZPa(4)) a (ipa(a)) 
^I(pa(a)) -r%ý( ' 

(ipa(a)) 

J* 11 -Q(ipa(a))T (3.9) (ZPa(a)) 

i(ZPa(a)) -ß(ZPa(a)) 
8(ipa(a))P(ipa(a))T 

Proof. By Equation 3.8: 

.f 
(Ya I XPa(a)) =1 2II (z exp _`21(z 

1 

(a)) 
( 
`ya - a(ipa(a)) - Q(ipa(a))T. ypa(a)) 

2 
yl Pa(a)) pa 

= exp 
{_iog (2IIy(ipa(a))) 

-2 (z1 
(ya 

- a(ipa(a)) - Q(ipa(a))T ypa(a))2 y(. pa(a)) 

1 a(: Pa(a))2 = exp -21og(2IIy(iPa(a))) - 2y(ipa(a)) 
1 

+[j 2a(ipa(a))ya - a(ipa(a))Yp (a)Q(ipa(a)) - a(ipa(a))Q(ipa(a))Typa(a)] 27(Zpa(a)) 
21 

- 
[ya 

- ý" 
(ý(ipa(a))TYPa(a)ya - yP (a)ß(1pa(a))Ya 2ý)'(ZPa(a)) 

+yP (a)ß(zpa(a))ß(ipa(a))Typa(a)J 

= exp - 
a(Zpa(a)) 

-1 
[log(2IIy(ipa(a)))] + a(zpa(a)) jya 

- Q(ipa(a))T ypa(a)ý 27(ipa(a)) 2 y(ipa(a)) L 

( 
2y(ipa(a)) 

`�a 
- 

ß(jpa(a))TZ�Pa(a)ya yP (a)Q(=pa(a))Ya 

+ypa(a)ß(ipa(a))ß(ipa(a))T ypa(a)1 

(2 

= exp 
a(ZPa(a)) 

-1 
{log(2H (ipa(a)))] -F (ýpa(a)) 

(1-Q(Ypa(a))T) ya 
2y(ZPa(a)) 2 y(Zpa(a)) t�pa(a) 

1T11 -Q(ipa(a))T ya 
-2( Ya ypa(a) 

)() 
y(iPa(a)) -ß(ipa(a)) ß( 

pa(a))ß( pa(a))T Ypa(a) 

= exp 
{9*(ipa(a)) 

+ h*(ipa(a))Tya, 
pa(a) - 2�a pa(a)1 

*(ipa(a))Ya, 
pa(a)1 

Thus the canonical characteristics, (g*(ipa(a)), h*(ipa(a)), J*(ipa(a))), are as de- 
fined in Equations 3.9 above. Q 
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CIB (C: C02 in Emission) Mi IW (Mi: Metal in Waste) 

B: Burning Regime a -y W: Type of Waste 
[_a 

y 

Stable -2 0.1 Industrial 1/2 0.01 

Unstable -1 0.3 Household -1/2 0.005 

EI (F, W) (E: Filter Efficiency) 

F: Filter State W: Type of Waste a y 

Intact Industrial -3.9 0.00002 

Household -3.2 0.00002 

Defective Industrial -0.4 0.0001 

Household -0.5 0.0001 

DI (B, E, W) (D: Emission of Dust, E: Filter Efficiency) 

W: Type of Waste W: Type of Waste a ß ry 

Stable Industrial 6.5 (1) 0.03 

Household 6.0 (1) 0.04 

Unstable Industrial 7.5 (1) 0.10 

Household 7.0 (1) 0.10 

LID (L: Light Penetrability, MO I D, Mi (MO: Emission of 
D: Emission of Dust) Metal, D: Emission of Dust, 

Mi: Metal in Waste 

a ß ry a 03 y 

3 (-0.5) 0.25 0 (1,1) 0.002 

Table 3.4: The conditional distributions of the continuous variables in the waste 
incinerator problem. 
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B: Burning Regime F: Filter State W: Type of Waste 

b P(B = b) f P(F = f) to P(IV = w) 

Stable 17/20 Intact 19/20 Industrial 2/7 

Unstable 3/20 Defective 1/20 Household 5/7 

Table 3.5: The discrete distributions in the waste incinerator problem. 

Proposition 7 gives us a strategy for defining each variable by specifying their 

conditional distributions through the values of a, ß and ry, where appropriate, and 
then generating the required canonical characteristics. For the waste example we 

specify the conditional distributions as in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 above. 

In our implementation we structure the conditional distributions in a similar 
way to the way that we structure the CG-potentials. Each conditional distribution 

consists of a list of variables and a data list. The data list consists of cells ordered 
by the list of variables. The cell elements are probabilities in the discrete case 
and a, ry (and 0) in the continuous case. The conditional distributions for B and 
DIE, B, W are as follows: 

condb = {{{}, {b}}, {{{. 85}}, {{. 15}}}} 

conddebw = {{{d, e}, {b, w}}, 

{{{{6.5}, {0.03}, {i}}, {{6.0}, {0.04}, {1}}}, 

{{{7.5}, {o. io}, {i}}, {{7. o}, {o. io}, {i}}}}} 

In addition to each conditional distribution we have a list, condpots, of the 

names of the conditional distributions and a corresponding list, dists, of which 
variable is defined by each conditional distribution. The positioning of condpots 
and dists is such that the distribution of the n-th variable in dists is specified 
by the n-th conditional distribution in condpots. These two lists are as follows: 

condpots = {condb, condf, condw, condcb, condefw, conddebw, 

condmiw, condld, condmOdmi} 

dists = {{b}, {f}, {w}, {c}, {e}, {d}, {mi}, {1}, {m0}} 
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Using these three data structures, conditional distributions, condpots and 
dists, we are able to form the initial canonical characteristics as given by Equa- 

tions 3.9. 

3.12 Basic Operations 

We will need to define a set of basic manipulations which we may apply to the CG- 

potentials. As in the discrete exact case we will require extension, multiplication, 
division, and marginalisation functions. The basic goal of these manipulations 

will be to determine a set of operations which we may use to define a propagation 

algorithm for this mixed case. Wherever possible we will attempt to define our 

manipulative operations in terms of only one set of characteristics. This will reduce 
the requirement to convert from one set of characteristics to the other -a process 

which may be both computationally expensive and result in loss of accuracy. The 

canonical characteristics (g, h, J) turn out to be easier to manipulate than the 

moment characteristics (p, ý, E), however, we will be obliged to use the latter to 

facilitate marginalisation over any discrete variables. 

It is clear, in general, that we will be unable to retain the structure of a CG- 

potential when marginalising over a discrete variable since we cannot determine a 
triple (g', h', J') for which: 

exp{g'(i) + h'(i)TYA - 2YAJ'(i)YA} _ 

+ 

1 
j, exp{gi(i) + hl(i)TYA - 2YA (i)YA} 

exp{g2(i) + h2(i)TYA - 2y? J2(i)YA} 

The result is instead a mixture of CG-potentials. We can, however, ensure that the 

moment characteristics of any derived function are preserved by any manipulative 

operation and determine unique canonical characteristics from them by Equation 

3.6. We will now define the required set of manipulative functions. 

3.12.1 Extending a CG-Potential 

Definition 30 Extension of a CG-Potential: Let UCVCK and «(xU) = 
«(iU, yu) be a CG-potential defined on XU = 1u x Yu with canonical character- 
istics (g, h, J). We define rt(xv) = 7J(iv, yv) to be the extension of «(xu) to V, 

where rt(xv) is a CG-potential defined on Xv = Tv x Yv = (lu x Iv\v) X (Yu x 
yv\u) with canonical characteristics (g', h', J') where: 
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9 (iu, iv\v) = g(iu) 

h'(iu, iv\u) 
h(iU) 

= {0} 

Ji(iu, iv\v) = 
J(iv) {0} 

(3.10) 
lo} fo} 

and each {0} represents a vector or matrix of appropriate dimension for which 

each element is a zero. 

This simply gives us a way of extending the canonical characteristics of CG- 

potentials so that they occupy the same space as each other. This will aid in their 

combination. In our implementation we may also need to rearrange the data so 
that both the discrete and the continuous variables of two CG-potentials are in 

the same order so that we may combine them. This is a relatively simple task 
in Mathematica. We have two rearrangement functions, one which rearranges the 
discrete variables and corresponding data and one which rearranges the continuous 
variables and corresponding data. Where it is clear from the context we will not 
distinguish between a CG-potential and its extension. 

3.12.2 Multiplying Two CG-Potentials 

Definition 31 Multiplication of two CG-Potentials: Let g and rt be two CG- 

potentials defined on the spaces XU =1u x YU and Xv = Iv x Yv respectively 
with UCK and VCK. The multiplication of 0 and rt, denoted 0x rt, defined 

on the space Xvuv = Zuuv x Yuuv is defined to be: 

(0 x ? 1)(xuuv) = «(xuuv)i](xuuv) (3.11) 

where 0 and q on the right-hand side have first been extended to occupy Xuuv. 

Theorem 17 Let 0 and q be two CG-potentials extended to occupy the same space 
Xv = Iv x Yv where VCK. Suppose that 0 and rt have canonical characteristics 
(gi, hl, J1) and (g2, h2i J2), respectively, then their product 0x rt is a CG-potential 

with canonical characteristics (g', h', J') where: 

(9, h', J')=(9i+g2, hi+h2, Ji+Js) (3.12) 
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Proof. 

O(xv) X 77(xv) = Xi(iv) exp 
{9i(iv) 

+ hi(iv)T yv -1 yvJ1(iv)yv} 

X X2(iv) exp 
{92(iv) 

+ h2(iv)T yv -1 YT J2(zv)yv} 

_ 
(X1(iv) x X2(iv)) exP 

{(gl(iv) 
+92(iv)) 

+ (hl(iv) + h2(iv))T yv - 
2yv (Jl(iv) + J2(iv)) yv} 

= X'(iv) exp 
{9 (iv) + h'(iv)T yv - 2yvJýýZVýyvI 

Thus the product forms a CG-potential with the canonical characteristics as given 
in Equation 3.12. 

To form the product of two CG-potentials in Mathematica we simply apply 
Equation 3.12 to each cell of the rearranged extensions of the two CG-potentials. 

3.12.3 Dividing Two CG-Potentials 

Definition 32 Division of two CG-Potentials: Let 0 and rt be two CG- 

potentials defined on the spaces XU = lu x Yu and Xv = Iv x Yv respectively 

with UCK and VCK. The division of 0 by q, denoted O/rl, defined on the 

space Xuuv = Zuuv x Yuuv is defined to be: 

(q5/11)(xuuv) = 
0 

(q5(xuuv)/i, (xUuV)) 
undefined 

if«(xvuv) =0 
if 77(xvuv) 00 

otherwise 

(3.13) 

where 0 and rt on the right-hand side have first been extended to occupy Xuuv. 

Theorem 18 Let 0 and rt be two CG-potentials extended to occupy the same space 
Xv = Iv x Yv where VCK and let «(xv) 00 and ? J(xv) # 0. Suppose that 
0 and rt have canonical characteristics (gl, hl, Jl) and (g2i h2, J2), respectively, 
then 0177, the division of 0 by rt, is a CG-potential with canonical characteristics 
(g', h', J') where: 

.' (9 
, 
h', X) _ (9i - 92, hi - h2, Ji - J2) (3.14) 
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Proof. 

«(xv)/71(xv) = Xi(zv) exP 
{gl(iv) 

+ hi(zv)Tyv - 
2YPJi(zv)yv} 

X2(iv) exp 
{92(iv) 

+ h2(iv)Tyv - 
2yvJ2(zv)yv} 

X2(Z 
exp 

{ (91(iv) 
- 92(zv)) 

X2(i) 

+ (hl(iv) 
- h2(zv))T y- yv(Jl(iv) - J2(iv))yv } 

=X (iv) exp 
{g'(iv) 

+ h'(zv)Tyv - 2yvJý(zv)yv} 

Thus the division forms a CG-potential with the canonical characteristics as given 
in Equation 3.14. 

In order to determine the division of two CG-Potentials in Mathematica we 
apply Equation 3.14 and, where necessary, Equation 3.14 to each cell of the rear- 
ranged extensions of the two CG-potentials. 

3.12.4 Marginalising over Discrete Variables 

Definition 33 Discrete Marginalisation of a CG-Potential: Let UCVC 
K and let «(xv) = «(iv, yv) = «(zu, iv\u, yv) be a CG-potential defined on Xv = 
Iv x Yv = (zu x Iv\u) x Yv. Then we will let the expression Ev\u «(xv) denote 
the marginalisation of «(xv), with respect to Iv\u, to a function rt(xu) defined 

on the space XU = lu x Yv where: 

q(xu) =E «(xv) =E «(xv) (3.15) 
V\U iv u 

We may distinguish two cases when we are required to marginalise over dis- 

crete variables. The first case allows marginalisation to be performed by the 

manipulation of the canonical characteristics alone. It results in the formation of 
a CG-potential. The second case requires the use of the moment characteristics 
and does not form a CG-potential. 

Theorem 19 Let UCVCK and «(xv) _ «(iv, yv) = «(iu, iv\u, yv) be a 
CG-potential defined on Xv = Iv x Yv = (Zu x Zv\u) x yv with canonical 
characteristics (g, h, J). If h and J do not depend on iv\u then we may write: 
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(g(iv), h(iu, iv\u), J(iu, zv\u)) = (g(iv), h(iu), J(iu)) (3.16) 

and the marginalisation of «(xv), with respect to Iv\U, to a function rt(xu) is a 
CG-potential with canonical characteristics (g', h', J') where: 

9 (iu) = log{ E exp 
{g(iv, iv\v)}} 

l V\U: 
X(iu, I \U)=1 

h'(iu) = h(iu) 

J'(iu) = J(iu) (3.17) 

Proof. 

77(xu) =E «(iu, iv\u, yv) 
$v\U 

_ X(iu, iv\u) exp{ g(iu, iv\u) + h(iu, iv\u)T y-1 yT J(iU, iv\u)y} 
iv\U l 

_ X(iu, iV\U) exp{ g(iu, iV\U) + h(iu)T Y- 2yT J(ZU)yl 
iv\U l 

X(iu, iv\u) exp{g(iu, iv\u)}) (exp{h(iu)Ty 
- 2YT J(zu)yJ 

) 

sv\U 

=X (iu) ( exp{g(iu, iv\u)J) (exp{h(iu)Ty 
-1 YT J(ZU)y 

\ w\U: 
X(+U, iy\U)°1 

= X'(iu)exp{ log (E 
exp{g(iu, iv\U)}) + h(iu)T y- 2yT 

J(iU)y 
l iv\u: 

x(iv. iv\v)si 

=X (iu)exp { g'(iu) + h'(iu)T y-2 yT J'(iU)y} 

where: 

l 

XI(zu) 
0 if X(iu, iv\u) =0 for all iv\u 

1 otherwise 
(3.18) 

Thus 77(xu) is a CG-potential with canonical characteristics as given in Equation 
3.17. 

13 
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Theorem 20 Let UCVCK and «(xv) = «(iv, yv) = ¢(iu, iv\u, yv) be a 
CG-potential defined on Xv = . 

Tv x Yv = (Zu x Zv\u) x Yv with canonical char- 

acteristics (g, h, J), and moment characteristics (p,., E). Let tt(xu) _ T1(iu, yv) = 
E; 

v\v 
«(xv) be the marginal of «(xv) with respect to Iv\u. Let cb'(xu) = 0'(iu, yv) 

be a CG-potential with moment characteristics (p', C', E') where: 

P'(iu) =E P(iu, iv\u) 
+v\v 

e'(iu) =E «(zu, iv\u)P(iu, iv\u)/P (zu) 

iv\v 

EI (zu) =E E(zu, iv\u)P(iu, zv\u)1 (=u) 
iv\U 

+E (e(iu, iV\U) - e(iu))T (6(tu, iV\U) - «(=u))P(iu, iv\u)/P (zu) 
1V\U 

(3.19) 

Then if h and J depend on iv\U the marginal ti(xU) will not be a CG-potential 

but it will possess the same moment characteristics as the CG-potential ¢'(xu). 

Proof. 

The potential «(iu, iv\u, yv) expressed in terms of its moment characteristics 
(p, e, E) may be written as follows: 

«(iu, iv\u, yv) = X(iu, iv\u)P(iu, iv\u){detE(iu, iv\u)}-1/2(211)-1/21rvl 

x exP 
{- 

2 (yv - ý(iu, iv\u))T E(iu, iv\u)-1(yv - «(iu, iV\u)) } 

(3.20) 

This may be carried out using the conversion formulae of Equations 3.5. Summing 

«(iu, iv\u, yv) over iv\u we obtain a new potential rl(iu, yv) where: 

i](iu, yv) _E «(zu, iv\u, yv) 
iv\v 

_ 
(Xi 

u, iv\u)P(iu, iv\u){detE(iu, iv\u)}-i/2(211)-1/21rv1 
iv\v 

x exP 
{- 

2 (Jv - (iv, iv\v))T E(iu, iv\v)-1(yv - ý(su, iv\u))} 

(3.21) 
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Since h and J depend on iv\U then, by Equations 3.5, e and E will depend on 
iv\U also. We are therefore unable to manipulate Equation 3.21 so that rj(iu, yv) 
forms a CG-potential. Instead q(iu, yv) is a mixture of CG-potentials - we will 

term this a CGM-potential. 

Let us define the moment characteristics of ri(iu, yv) to be (p', ý', Y) where: 

P(zu) = P(Iu = Zu), t'(iu) = E[Yv I Iu = zu), E'(iu) = V(Yv I Iu = zu) 

then we may uniquely determine them as follows: 

P (iu) = P(II = iu) 
p(iu, iv\u) 

iv'V 

E[Yv I Iu = iu] 

=E 
[E [Yv I (Iu, Iv\u)] I Iu = iu] 

=E 
[«(Iu, iv\v) I Iu = zu] 

_E iu, iv\u)p(iu, iv\u)/ E P(iu, iv\v) 
iv\v iv\v 

_E ý(iu, iv\u)P(iu)iv\u)/P (iu) 
iv\v 

E'(iv) = V(Yv I Iu = iv) 

=E [V (Yv I (Iu, Iv\u)) I Iu = iu +V (E [Yv I (Iu, Iv\u)] I lu = iu) 

=E [E(Iu, iv\v) I Iu = iu] +V (C(Iu, iv\u) I Iu = iu) 

=E 
[E(Iu, iv\u) I Iu = iu] 

+E [(C(iu, iv\u) -E 
{I lu = ivl )T 

x (C(iv, iv\u) -E 
[e(Iu, iv\u) I Iu = iul )] 

=E [>2(I, i) I Iu = iu] 

+E 
[(e(iuivu) 

- ý, (iu))T (e(iv, iv\v) - C, (iv))J 

_E E(zu, iv\u)p(zu, iv\u)/P, (zu) 
iv\v 

+ (iU, zv\v) - el (, v))T 
(e(iu, iV\u) - C'(iu))P(iu, iv\u)/P (iu) 

iv\U 
So 1](iu, yv) has the same moment characteristics as c'(iu, yv) as defined in Equa- 

tions 3.19. c'(iu, yv) will additionally require a zero/one dummy X'(iu) which is 

as defined in Equation 3.18. 

13 
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3.12.5 Marginalising over Continuous Variables 

Definition 34 Continuous Marginalisation of a CG-Potential: Let UC 

VCK and let «(xv) _ «(iv, yv) = «(iv, yv\u, yu) be a CG-potential defined on 
Xv = -Tv x Yv = Iv x (Yv\u x Yu). Then we will let the expression Ev\u «(xv) 

denote the marginalisation of «(xv), with respect to Yv\u, to a function rt(xu) 
defined on the space XU = Iv x Yu where: 

vv\v=+oo 

Tl (xu) «(xv) =J «(xv) dyv\u (3.22) 
V\U vv\v=-oo 

Theorem 21 Let UCVCK and «(xv) = 0(iv, yv) = «(iv, yv\v, yv) be a 
CG-potential defined on Xv = Zv x Yv = Iv x (yv\u x yU) with canonical 

characteristics (g, h, J) and let: 

yv 
(Yv\u 

h(iv) _ 
by u(iv) J(iv) 

Jv\u, v\U(iv) Jv\u, u(iv) 
yu hu(zv) Ju, v\u(iv) Ju, u(iv) 

Then the marginalisation of «(xv) with respect to Yv\u is a CG-potential rt(xu) _ 

rj(iv, yu), say, with canonical characteristics (g', h', J') where: 

g'(iv) = g(iv) +11 rv\u I log(21I) -log detJv\U, v\u(iv) 
+ by\u(iv)T JV\u, v\u(iv)-lhv\u(iv)} 

h'(iv) = hu(iv) - Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv) 
J'(iv) = Ju, u(iv) - Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-1Jv\u, u(iv) 

(3.23) 

Proof. 
We may express ¢(iv, yv\u, yu) as follows: 

« iv, yv\u, yu) 

= X(iv) exp{g(iv) + h(iv)T yv - 2yv(ZV)yv} 

= X(iv) exp 9(iv) +( hvw(iv)T hu(iv)T) yv\u 

Yu 

-2(T T) 
Jv\u, v\v(iv) Jv\u, u($v) Yv\u 

l yvýu yv Ju, v\u(iv) Ju, u(iv) Vu 
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= X(iv) exp{9(iv) + by u(iv)T yv\u + hu(iv)T yu 

1 
-2 

(yv\uJv\u, 
v\u(iv)Yv\u + yv\uJv\u, u(iv)yu 

+ yuJu, v\u(iv)yv\u + yu U, u(zv)yu) 
I 

1 
= X(iv) exP{ -2 

(yv\uJv\u, 
v\v(iv)yv\u + yv\uJv\u, u(iv)yu 

+ yüJu, v\u(ZV)yv\u - 2hv\u(iv)T yv\u) 

+ g(iv) + hu(iv)T yu -1 Yuju, u(zv)yu} 

= X(iv) exP{ -2 
(yv\u + yuJu, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-1 

- by\u(iv)T JV\u, V\u(iv)-1)JV\U, V\u(iv) 

(yv\u + Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'Jv\u, u(iv)yu - Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'hv\u(iv)) 

+1 2 
(yJu, 

v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(ivy'Jv\u, u(iv)yu 

- yu'Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'hv\u(iv) 

- hv\u(iv)TJV\u, V\u(iv)-1JV\u, u(iv)yu 

+ by\u(iv)T JV\u, V\u(iv)-lhv\u(iv)) 

+ g(iv) + hu(iv)T yu -1Y Ju, u(iV)YU} 
1 

- X(iv) exP{- 2 
(yv\u + Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'Jv\u, u(iv)yu 

- Jv\uv\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv)T Jv\uv\u(iv) 

(yv\u + Jv\u, v\u(iv)-' Jv\u, u(iv)yu - Jv\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv)) 

+ 9(iv) +1 by\u(iv)T Jv\u, v\v(iv)-'hv\u(iv) 

+ (hu(iv) 
- Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv))T yu 

-1T 
(Ju, 

u(iv) - Ju, v\v(iv)Jv\U, v\U(iv)-i Jv\uu(ZV))yu} 

(3.24) 

Thus using Equation 3.24: 

vv\v=+00 
f cb(iv, yv\u, yu) dyv\u 

Yv\v=-00 

= X(iv) exp{g(iv) + 2hv\v(iv)T Jv\v, v\U(iv)-lhv\u(iv) 

+ (hu(iv) 
- Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'hv\u(iv))T yv 
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- 2yv 
(Ju, 

u(iv) - Juv\u(iv)Jv\uv\u(iv)-i Jv\uu(sv)) Yu} 

bv\u=+O 1 
xJ exp j- 

(yv\u + Jv\u, v\u(iv)-i Jv\u, u(iv)yu 

Yv\ v= -M 
` 

- Jv\u, v\u(iv)-i1v\u(iv)) 
T 

Jv\u. VV\u(iv)(yv\u 

+ Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'Jv\u, u(iv)yu - Jv\uv\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv)) Idyv\u 

(3.25) 

But since: 

VA=+00 
f 

exp{ -2 
(YA 

- IA) J (YA 
- µA) 

}dYA 
= (2II)IrA1/2(det j)-1/2 

VA =-00 

Equation 3.25 gives: 

Yv \U=+°° 
f «(iv, yv\u, yu) dyv\u 

Vv\u=-°° 
Irv\vl/2 1/2 

= (2H) (det Jv\u, v\u(iv)) X(=v) exP 9(=v) 

+1 2hv\u(iv)T 
Jv\UV\U(iv)-ihv\u(iv) 

+ (hu(iv) 
- Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv))T yu 

- 2yü(Ju, u(iv) - Ju, v\v(iv)Jv\v, v\u(iv)-1 Jv\u, u(iv))yul 

- X(iv) exp 
(g(iv) 

+2 rv\u I log(21I) - log det Jv\u, v\u(iv) 

+ by\v(iv)T JV\U, v\v(iv)-lhv\v(=v))) 

+ (hu(iv) 
- Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv))T yu 

- 2yüýJv, u(iy) - Juy\u(iv)Jy\u, y\u(iv)-1 Jv\uu(iv))Yu 

- X(iv) exp{g (iv) + h'(iy)T yu - JüJ'(iv)yu} 

where (g', h', J') are the canonical characteristics given in Equations 3.23. 
E3 

In our Mathematica implementation if we are required to marginalise over a set 

of discrete variables and a set of continuous variables then we simply marginalise 
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over the set of continuous variables first and then over the set of discrete vari- 

ables. The order in which the marginalisation is carried out is not important 

but marginalising over the continuous variables first reduces the dimension of the 

canonical characteristics. It is then simpler and hence faster to both determine 

which discrete marginalisation strategy is required and apply it. We thus have a 

marginalisation routine which applies the three different marginalisation strategies 

as required. 

To distinguish between the various forms of marginalisation consider the 

marginalisation of a CG-potential cbv with respect to a set of variables Xv\u = 
(Iv\v, Yv\v) denoted: 

EOV 

V\U 

If we marginalise over the set of continuous variables, Yv\u, first and find that 

the resulting potential has canonical characteristics (g, h, J), say, with h and J 

independent of iv\u then we may apply Equations 3.17 to complete the marginal- 
isation. In line with Lauritzen (1992) we term this marginalisation a strong 

marginalisation. Alternatively suppose that having marginalised with respect to 

the continuous variables, Yv\u, we find that the resulting potential has canon- 
ical characteristics (g, h, J), say, with h and J dependent on iv\U. We would 
then apply Equations 3.19 to complete the marginalisation. We term this a weak 

marginalisation. 

3.13 Propagation 

We now consider the formation of a propagation algorithm based on the basic 

operations defined in Section 3.12. 

3.13.1 Initialising the System 

We initialise the junction tree in the usual way. First we let ac =1 for all the 

cliques CEC, so the canonical 'characteristics are ({0}, {0}, {0}) where each {0} 

represents a scalar, vector or matrix of zeros of appropriate dimension. Similarly 

we let bs -1 for all the separators SES. 

We have already defined the conditional distribution of each variable in the 

system as a CG-potential, and have shown how the canonical characteristics of 
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such variables may be determined. We now wish to enter this information into 

the junction tree to set up our system. 

For each variable X. E X, we assign X. to a clique, CEC. We may only 

assign Xa to a clique which contains all the variables necessary to define the 

conditional distribution of X. I Xpa(a). If more than one suitable clique exists 
then the assignment of Xa to any one of them is entirely arbitrary. The CG- 

potential of X,,, I Xpa(a), denoted &a, pa(a), is extended to occupy the same space 

as the clique C and the CG-potential, ac, of clique C is then multiplied by this 

extension. 

For the waste incinerator example we assign B and C to {C, B}, D to {D, E, B, 

W}, E, F and W to {E, B, F, W}, L to {D, L}, Ali to {D, Ali, TV} and MO to 
{MO, D, Mi}. 

In our implementation we define an assignment of variables to cliques. This 

assignment is a list of lists of variables that correspond positionally to the cliques 
in the list cliques. Our assignment for the waste incinerator example is as follows: 

assignment ={ {c, b}, {e, f, w}, {d}, {mi}, {1}, {m0} } 

Using this information and the previously defined conditional variables we are 

able to form the initial clique potentials, cpots, and initial separator potentials, 

spots. These are simply lists of CG-potentials which are positioned according to 

the positions of the corresponding cliques and separators in cliques and seps. 

With the system defined as above and interpreting each ac as a CG-potential, 

the joint density fK of the random variables X may, by virtue of the factorisation 

criterion, be written in the form: 

fK(x) = II ac(xc) (3.26) 
CEC 

With our separator potentials defined as bs =1 we may trivially write: 

n ac(xc) 
fK(X) _ 

CEC 
bs(xc) (3.27) 

SES 

Equation 3.27 may be written more generally as: 
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flac 
f_ cEC (3.28) 

II bs 
SES 

where we do not restrict f to be a density. f is termed the joint system belief. As 

in Section 2.12 we will term any collection of non-negative functions K= ({ac 

CE C}, {bs :SE S}) on the various cliques and separators a charge on 7. 

Theorem 22 Following initialisation the joint system belief f of the random vari- 

ables X is a CG-potential. 

Proof. Recall from Theorem 17 that the product of two CG-potentials is a CG- 

potential. Since each conditional distribution in the system is defined to be a 
CG-potential then their product, f, must be a CG-potential also. 

0 

3.13.2 Propagating a Schedule 

We have created a tree which contains all the information we have on our vari- 

ables and which has the correct joint system belief. We do not, necessarily, have 

the correct probabilities or moments for any variable in every clique of the tree 

containing it, since the information on a variable is entered into only one clique. 
Similarly no separator will contain the correct probabilities or moments for any 

variable it contains since the separator potentials were defined to be unitary. We 

therefore wish to make the cliques and separators consistent with each other so 
that they contain the same probability and moment information on the variables. 
The basic operation to obtain this is a flow (or sum flow) as defined in Definition 

23. Each flow affects the potentials on exactly one clique and one separator and 
is composed of the basic operations which were defined in Section 3.12. Lemma 

4 which states that "the passage of a flow does not affect the contraction of a 
charge" continues to hold under our scheme. 

The propagation scheme to make all cliques and separators consistent consists 
of two phases both of which are composed of flows only. For this particular propa- 

gation scheme to operate correctly a strong root is required. Recall from Theorem 
13 that since the junction tree T was derived from a strongly decomposable graph 
it will contain at least one strong root and thus this criterion is satisfied. The 
first phase is termed the collect evidence phase. In this phase active flows are 
passed along edges which'are directed towards a strong root R. The second phase 
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is termed the distribute evidence phase. In this phase active flows starting from 

R are passed back towards the periphery. 

Proposition 8 For any connected junction tree T with a strong root R, there 

exists a fully active schedule such that active flows may be directed towards R in 

the collect evidence phase and passed back from R towards the periphery in the 
distribute evidence phase. 

Proof. Recall the algorithm described in Proposition 6. This began with a 
connected tree T and deleted leaves from the tree to form a single clique C*, 

say. At each stage of the algorithm two active flows were added to a propagation 
schedule resulting in a fully active schedule. This algorithm may be rewritten such 
that it begins with a tree composed of a single clique C* 

. and adds leaves to it until 
it forms T. Again, two active flows are added at each stage of the algorithm. This 

algorithm is as follows: 

If T consists of a single clique C* then the result is vacuously true. Otherwise, 
let T be a connected tree with n separators. We may then form a fully active 
schedule for T if we apply the following strategy: 

(i) Start with an empty schedule and a tree Tm. Let m=1 and Ti = C. 

(ii) Arbitrarily select a leaf, Co,,,,, from T,,, such that there exists a clique, CI,,,,, 
in T\T,,, joined to Co,,,, by a separator So,,,,. 

(iii) Let the (n +1- m)-th flow in the schedule be from Cl,,,, to Co, m via So,,,,. 
Let the (n + m)-th flow be from Co,,,, to Cl,,,, via So,,,,. 

(iv) Add Cl,,,, and So,,,, to T,,, to form To. 

(v) If T�,, o =T then end. Otherwise let m=m+1, Tm = T,,, 
_l, o and repeat 

from step (ii). 

If we let C* =R then we have the required schedule. 
11 

In our Mathematica implementation we define a propagation schedule according 
Proposition 8. This schedule is simply a list of which flows should occur and in 

what order. Each flow is a list of the source, the separator, and the sink. It contains 

all the information necessary to define the physical structure of the junction tree. 
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A suitable propagation schedule, sched, for the waste incinerator example is as 
follows: 

sched = {{{{m0, d, mi}, {}}, 

{{{d, 1}, {}}, 

{{{d, e}, {b, w}}, 
{{{e}, {b, f, w}}, 
{{{c}, {b}}, 

{{{e}, {b, f, w}}, 
{{{d, e}, {b, w}}, 
{{{d, e}, {b, w}}, 
{{{d, mi}, {w}}, 

{{d, mi}, {}, 5}, 

{{d}, {w}, 3}, 
{{d}, {}, 4}, 

{{e}, {b, w}, 2}, 

{{e}, {b, w}, 2}, 
{{d}, {}, 4}, 
{{d}, {w}, 3}, 

{{d, mi}, {}, 5}, 

{{d, e}, {b, w}}}, 
{{d, e}, {b, w}}}, 
{{e}, {b, f, w}}}, 
{{c}, {b}}}, 

{{e}, {b, f, w}}}, 
{{d, e}, {b, w}}}, 
{{d, 1}, {}}}, 

{{d, mi}, {w}}}, 

{{m0, d, mi}, {}}}}} 

Theorem 23 Suppose that active flows directed towards a strong root R are passed 

along the edges of an initialised junction tree T in the collect evidence phase of a 
fully active propagation schedule then every marginalisation required will be strong. 

Proof. Recall the definition of a strong root. A clique R is said to be a strong 

root if any pair A, B of neighbouring cliques on T, with A the closer of the pair 
to R, satisfies: 

(B\A)9rv(Bn A) CA 

By definition, any active flow in the collect evidence phase will be passed 
between a pair of neighbouring cliques A and B such that A is closer to R than B. 
By Equations 2.5 the updated separator potential bÄne resulting from this flow is 
formed by marginalising aB, the clique potential for B, with respect to B\A. If 
(B\A) Cr then the marginalisation will be over continuous variables only, and 
hence strong. Alternatively if (B fl A) C0 then we may marginalise ae over any 
continuous variables, YB, it contains. This will ensure that the resulting potential, 
with canonical characteristics (g, h, J), say, contains only discrete variables and 
hence h=J=0. The marginalisation with respect to (B\A) fl A will therefore 
be strong also. 

13 

A consequence of Theorem 23 is that, following the collect evidence phase, 
the potential bBnA on every separator B fl A between neighbouring cliques A and 
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B, with potentials aA and aB respectively, is the strong marginal of aB if A is 

the closer of the pair to R. Moreover, the potentials aA, aB, and bBnA are all 

ensured to be CG-potentials. Also, since the collect evidence phase consists only 

of strong marginalisations then, during this phase, Theorem 14 and Corollaries 1 

and 2 continue to hold. 

Theorem 24 The CG-potential of the strong root R will be fR following the collect 
evidence phase. 

Proof. Following the collect evidence phase R will have received active flows from 

each of its neighbours and will hence be live. By Corollary 2 its potential is thus 
fR- 

11 

Lemma 5 Let A and B be adjacent cliques in a junction tree T with A the closer 
of the pair to a strong root R. Let S=A fl B be the separator which joins A and 
B. Let aB and bs be functions on B and S respectively then: 

>aBbs=bsEaB 
B\A B\A 

Proof. Suppose that (B\A) C I' then: 

E aBbs =f aBbsdyB\A = bs f 
aBdyB\A = bs E aB 

B\A 
YB\A YB\A B\A 

Otherwise (B fl A) C0 and so we may first integrate over all the continuous 

variables YB\A = YB to obtain a discrete potential a'Bbs where: 

I as = aBdya 
va 

We may then sum over the variables IB\A. This will be a strong marginalisation 
so: 

ribs = bs ae 
iB\A iB\A 

Hence the result. 
13 
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Lemma 6 Let A and B be adjacent cliques in a junction tree T with A the closer 

of the pair to a strong root R. Let S=A fl B be the separator which joins A and 
B. Let aA, aB and bs be the CG-potentials of A, B and S, respectively. If a flow 

is passed from A to B via S and bs is the strong marginal of aB, then A and B 

are calibrated after the passage of the flow: 

EaB = bs = aA 
B\A A\B 

Where a'' , a' and Ys are the updated CG-potentials of A, B and S. 

Proof. 
Using Equations 2.5 and noting that aA = aA we find that: 

bs= aA=E aA 
A\B A\B 

and: 

i aB = aBbg 
B\A B\A 

where bs = EA\B a 4/ EB\A aB. But by Lemma 5 EB\A aBbs = bs EB\A aB so: 

äA 
EaB = 

(Et\B E aB =E aA = bºs 

B\A 
EB\A aB B\A A\B 

0 
r 

Theorem 25 Suppose a propagation schedule consisting of a collect evidence 

phase, in which flows are passed along edges which are directed towards a strong 

root R, and a distribute evidence phase, in which flows starting from R are passed 
back towards the periphery, is passed. Then the resulting tree of belief universes is 

locally calibrated. 

Proof. Consider any pair of neighbouring cliques A and B with A the closer of 
the pair to R. Let S be the separator which joins them. After the collect evidence 

phase a flow will have been passed from B to A. The CG-potential on S will 
therefore be the strong marginal of the CG-potential on B. After the distribute 

evidence phase a flow will have been passed from A to B. Thus by Lemma 6A 

and B will be calibrated. Due to the arbitrary nature of the choice of A and B 

every pair of neighbouring cliques will then be calibrated. Hence the result. 
13 
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By Theorem 15 if a flow is passed across a separator which joins two mutually 

calibrated cliques then the potentials of the cliques and separators are invariant 

to the flow. Thus when a full schedule of flows, defined as in Proposition 8, has 

been passed, every pair of neighbouring cliques will be calibrated and hence no 

additional flow will affect the potentials comprising the charge. The system will 
have thus reached equilibrium. 

Theorem 26 Let T be a locally consistent junction tree with a strong root R and 
n cliques C. Let fK be the joint system belief for T and let CEC. Then: 

EfKaac 

K\C 
(3.29) 

Proof. The result is trivial if n=1 in which case K=C. Suppose therefore that 

n=2. Let R be the strong root in T and L be the other clique then K=RUL 

and the separator joining R to L is S=R fl L. By Lemma 6: 

>fK= fK=1: a aR= 
bs LaL=aR 

K\R L\R L\R L\R 

Thus Equation 3.29 is satisfied for C=R. Since R is a strong root either SC0 

or (L\R) 9 F. If SC0 then: 

fK = fK = 
aAR 

=L aR = aL 
K\L R\L R\L S R\L 

and Equation 3.29 is satisfied for C=L. Alternatively suppose that (L\R) Cr 
then there are only continuous variables in L\S. Let (is, ys) denote the states of 
the variables in S and yL\s denote the states of the variables in L\S. We note 
that since bs is the weak marginal of aR then bs is the weak marginal of fK: 

bS= I, aR=> I: fK = 
1, 

L, 
fK= E fK 

R\S R\S K\R K\RR\S K\S 

The moments p(is), E[Ys I Is = is] and V(Ys I Is = is) are therefore correct when 

calculated according to bs or aL by construction of the marginalisation operators. 
The remaining moments, E[YL\s I Is = is], V (YL\s I Is = is) and Cov(YL\s, Ys 

Is = is) may, by definition of the conditional probability distributions YL\s 

(Is, 1's), be expressed as: 
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E[YL\s I Is = is] = A(is) + B(is)T E[Ys I Is = is] 

V(YL\s ý Is = is) = G(is) + B(is)TV(Ys I Is = is)B(is) 

Cov(YL\s, Ys I Is = is) = B(is)TV(Ys I Is = is) 

where A(is), B(is) and G(is) are determined from aL/bs alone. Therefore since 
E[Ys Is = is] and V(Ys I IS = is) are correct then the remaining moments will 
be correct also. Thus aL is the correct weak marginal of fK. Hence Equation 3.29 
is satisfied for C=L. 

Now suppose that n>2. Select a leaf L arbitrarily from C\R and put R' = 
UCEC\{L}C" Then R' is a strong root and we may apply the case where n=2 to 
L and R. Selecting all possible leaves L we obtain the result. 

0 

Thus our scheme is complete. We have described a propagation technique 

which ensures equality of moments in all the clique and separator CG-potentials. 

Since the junction tree is locally consistent we may calculate the moments of any 

variable by weakly marginalising any CG-potential. It should be noted that if 

K=0 then we have the pure discrete case, similarly if K=F we have the pure 

continuous case. In both these cases all marginalisations are ensured to be strong 

and we will be able to obtain the correct probability density functions of every 

variable. 

In our Mathematica implementation we have a simple propagation routine 

which takes each item in the schedule in turn and runs a flow algorithm using the 
formulae in Equations 2.5. The results of applying this to routine to the waste 
incinerator example are given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. 

B: Burning Regime 
I I 

F: Filter State W: Type of Waste 

b P(B=b) f P(F= f) w P(W =w) 
Stable 0.850000 Intact 0.950000 Industrial 0.285714 

Unstable 0.150000 Defective 0.050000 Household 0.714286 

Table 3.6: The marginal distributions of the discrete variables in the waste incin- 

erator problem. 
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Variable T Mean Variance 

C: CO2 in Emission -1.850000 0.257500 

D: Emission of Dust 3.039286 0.592909 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.253571 0.502511 

L: Light Penetrability 1.480357 0.398227 

Mi: Metal in Waste -0.214286 0.210510 

MO: Emission of Metal 2.825000 0.740113 

Table 3.7: The moments of the marginal distributions of the continuous variables 
in the waste incinerator problem. 

3.14 Entering Evidence 

In this section we will consider how we may enter evidence into our system. 

3.14.1 Entering Continuous Evidence 

Theorem 27 Let VCK be a universe in a junction tree T. Let Ov(xv) = 
cbv(iv, yv), be the CG-potential for V and suppose that it has canonical charac- 
teristics (g, h, J). Let YU denote a continuous variable in Yv and suppose we may 

partition yv, h and J as follows: 

Yv 
Yv\u h(iv) _ 

by u(iv) J(iv) 
Jv\uv\u(iv) Jv\u, u(iv) 

Yu hu(zv) Ju, v\u(zv) Ju, u(zv) 
(3.30) 

If the evidence £: YU = yU is observed then, given this evidence, the updated 

potential /'(xv) = j'(iv, y j, yv\u) on V will be a CG-potential with canonical 

characteristics (g', h', J') where: 

g'(iv) = g(iv) + hu(iv)yä +1 Ju, u(iv)(yü)2 

h'(iv) = by\u(iv) + Jv\u, u(iv)yu 
J'(iv) = Jv\u, v\u(iv) 

(3.31) 
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Proof. 

(xv) _ 0'(iv, yü, yv\v) 

= X(iv) exp{g(iv) + h(zv)T Yv - 2yvJ(ZV)yv 

= X(iv) exp 9(iv) +( hvw(iv)T hu(iv) Yv\v 

1T JV\u, V\u(zv) Jv\u, u(zv) Yv\u 
2 yv\u yu JU, V\u(iv) Ju, u(iv) Yu* 

= X(iv) exp{ g(iv) + by\u(ZV)T yv\u + hu(iv)yu 

-2 
(Y 

\uJv\u, v\u(iv)Yv\u + 2yvJu, v\u(iv)yv\u + Ju, u(iv)(yu)2) 
} 

= X(iv) exp 
\I 
g(iv) + hu(iv)yü - 2Ju, u(ZV)(yü)2/ 

+ (hy\u(iy) 
- Jy\u, u(iy)yu)TYv\u -1 2yv\uJv\u 

T. 
, v\u(zv)Yv\u 

= X(iv) exp{ g(iv) + h(iv)T yv\v -2 yv\uJ'(iv)Yv\v} 

Thus the canonical characteristics, (g', h', J'), are those given in Equation 3.31. 

0 

We may therefore enter evidence yv on a continuous variable Yu into a par- 

ticular clique or separator by use of the formulae in Equations 3.31. Since these 

formulae alter the dimensions of h and J if we wish to enter continuous evidence 
in the entire system we must enter it into every clique and separator containing 
YU. When this has been completed the propagation schedule outlined in Section 

3.13 may be used to update the system so that all the CG-potentials are consistent 
with this new information. The entry of continuous evidence affects each canonical 
characteristic g linearly. A consequence of this is that the probabilities p in any 
given universe may no longer sum to one. Therefore if we require our joint system 
belief to equal the joint probability distribution we must renormalise our system 
accordingly. 

3.14.2 Entering Discrete Evidence 

Theorem 28 Let VCK be a universe in a junction tree T. Let cbv(xv) = 
gv(iv, yv), be the CG-potential for V and let fu denote 'a discrete variable in Iv. 
If the evidence £: Iu = iý is observed then, ̀  given this evidence, we may update 
the potential on V by setting every X(iu, iv\u) =0 if ju 0 iÜ. 
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Proof. A CG-potential for a universe V is the product of an indicator variable 

X(iv) and a function of the canonical characteristics for V. Setting the indicator 

variable to zero for some level of iv will therefore zero out the entire potential for 

that level of iv. Given the evidence that IU = iV, the potentials representing the 

probabilities that IU i*u may thus be set to zero by setting x(iu, iv\v) =0 if 

iu j4 iÜ. 
O 

In order to enter discrete evidence iý on a variable Iu we may proceed in one of 
two ways. The first method would be to enter the evidence through the indicator 

functions as described in Theorem 28. We may accomplish this by entering the 

evidence into just one clique which contains IU. Propagating a schedule would 
then ensure that every indicator X, a function of iu, is zero if iý # iu. The second 

method would be to remove all cells that have been deemed impossible by the 

evidence. This is equivalent to setting the unwanted Xs to zero, however it reduces 
the size of the data structures which should increase the speed of computation. 
The drawback to this scheme is that we must apply the method to every universe 

containing iu before we propagate a schedule. Regardless of the chosen method, 
if we require our joint system belief to equal the joint probability distribution we 

must renormalise our system accordingly. 

3.14.3 Evidence Entry in the Waste Incinerator Problem 

In our Mathematica implementation of the scheme we enter discrete evidence 
using the second of the two methods. The addition of evidence on a single level 

of a discrete variable effectively reduces the dimension of any probability table 

containing it by one. Similarly the addition of evidence on a continuous variable 

will reduce the dimensions of any canonical characteristic formally a function of 
it. We therefore store lists, fulldisvars and fullctsvars, of the discrete and 
continuous variables we have evidence on so that we may take account of these 

changes in dimension. A list, disdists, of all the discrete variables and a list, 

numdisvars, of their dimensions is used to determine the number of cells in a 

particular universe. This latter list is updated when entering discrete evidence. 

We enter two collections of evidence into the system. Both are standard ex- 

amples considered elsewhere. We will use these examples later to compare the 

effectiveness of our different propagation techniques. Lauritzen (1992) considers 
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B: Burning Regime F: Filter State 

b P(B = b) f P(F = f) 

Stable 0.012253 Intact 0.999526 

Unstable 0.987747 Defective 0.000474 

Variable Mean Variance 

D: Emission of Dust 3.607667 0.106179 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.898338 0.005819 

Mi: Metal in Waste 0.500000 0.010000 

MO: Emission of Metal 4.107667 0.118179 

Table 3.8: The probabilities, means and variances of the variables in the waste 

incinerator example given Lauritzen's evidence. 

B: Burning Regime F: Filter State 

b P(B = b) f P(F = f) 

Stable 0.642434 Intact 0.785816 

Unstable 0.357566 Defective 0.214184 

Variable Mean Variance 

D: Emission of Dust 3.774482 1.736158 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.150352 2.061649 

Mi: Metal in Waste 0.500000 0.010000 

MO: Emission of Metal 4.274482 1.748158 

Table 3.9: The probabilities, means and variances of the variables in the waste 
incinerator example given Olesen's evidence. 
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the case where it is known that industrial waste is being burned, light penetra- 
bility is 1.1 and the concentration of CO2 is -0.9. The results of entering this 

information and repropagating the system are given in Table 3.8. Olesen (1991) 

considers the situation where it is known that industrial waste is being burned, 

light penetrability is 0.5, and the concentration of CO2 is -1.6. The results for 

this collection of evidence are given in Table 3.9. 

3.15 - Simulation 

We showed in Section 3.7.2 how in the purely discrete case, given possibly vacuous 
evidence £, random realisations of the unobserved variables in the system may be 

simulated according to their joint conditional distribution given E. We shall now 

consider how we might accomplish the same feat in the mixed case. With a slight 
change in notation to avoid confusion with the mean vectors e, we let (A denote a 
set of simulated values of XA for a collection ACK. We shall let XE, for ECK, 
denote the set of variables for which we have evidence and assume that we have 
the evidence 9: XE = xE. 

First assume that the system has been initialised, evidence £ has been entered, 

and a propagation schedule has not yet been passed. The representation K* on 
the system now holds for a function f *, where f* (x) =f (x&£). We now apply 
the collect evidence phase of a propagation schedule to the system using sum- 
flows. Let us assume that the flows are directed towards some strong root R. The 

CG-potential aR(xR\E; xRnE), say, on clique R is proportional to the distribution 

of the variables XR\E = {IR\E, YR\E} contained in R given E. We may use this 
CG-potential to simulate a set of values (R\E = (CR\E, (R\E) for the variables XR\E 

in R given E. 

We first simulate values for the discrete variables IR\E in R. By determining 

the moment characteristics (p, ý, E) of aR we may produce a table of values p'(iR\E) 

such that p'(iR\E) = p(iR\E)/ EIR, 
\E p(iR\E) represents the probability of obtaining 

a collection of discrete variables iR\E given E. Thus by forming cumulative values 

over the p'(iR\E) and simulating a single value, u, say, from a Uniform distribution 

UN U(0,1) we may select the cell with the smallest cumulative value greater than 

u. This will determine our set of simulated values (R\E for the discrete variables 
IR\E given the evidence E. We then enter the evidence that IR\E = (R\E into the 

system. We now have the potential a5(yR\E; (J\E, -*nE) on R. 
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In order to simulate the continuous variables in R\E we note that aj(yR\E; 
C R\E) xRnE) is proportional to a multivariate Normal distribution in YR\E. In order 
to simulate a set of realisations C \E of the variables YR\E which is consistent with 
this multivariate Normal distribution we may simulate each variable Ya, for aE rn 

(R\E), in turn according to some appropriate univariate Normal distribution. The 

mean and variance of the marginal distribution of the first Y. may be determined 

from the moment characteristics of ak(yR\E; (R\E) xRnE)" We may then simulate 

a value (a of Ya using standard techniques. For example, we could simulate a 

pair of independent values ul and u2 from a Uniform distribution U- U(0,1) 

and using the polar-Marsaglian method transform ul and u2 into two independent 

simulations from a standard Normal distribution. Picking one of these simulations 

we may scale it, using the mean and variance we calculated, to form C4. If we enter 
the evidence that Y,, = C4 into the system the potential on R is now proportional 

to a multivariate Normal distribution in YR\(aUE). We can thus pick another 

continuous variable in R simulate it using the updated potential on R and enter 
it's simulated value as evidence into R. Repeating in this way we obtain the 

complete set of simulations CR\E, and hence CR\E, for R\E. 

We may now pass a modified distribution phase of the propagation schedule. 
Consider a flow from a clique A to a clique B via a separator S. For the first flow 

of the distribution phase A=R. We will, for each flow, already have simulated 

a set of values CA\E for the variables XA\E in A given the evidence E. Since the 

variables in S form a subset of the variables in A we may extract Cs directly from 

(A. Now pass the flow from A to B via S. Note that since A contains evidence 
on all its variables the potential on S equals the potential on A and is a strong 
marginal. Thus the potential aB(xB\(Eus); (S\E, xBnE), on B is a CG-potential. 
We may simulate the remaining variables in B, discrete variables first, as outlined 
above for R. Proceeding in this way we may pass a full propagation schedule and 
generate a value for every variable from the desired joint distribution. If more than 

one simulation is required we store all variables formed after the collect evidence 
phase and repeat our simulation algorithm from this position for all subsequent 
simulations. 

In our Mathematica implementation we used the simulation techniques de- 

scribed above to generate 1000 simulations of the variables in the waste incinera- 
tor example given no evidence, Lauritzen's evidence (1992), and Olesen's evidence 
(1991). The results of these simulations are given in Tables 3.10,3.11, ' and 3.12 
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and Figures 3.9,3.10, and 3.11. Each table presents the probabilities, means and 

variances of the marginal distributions of the variables for which we have no ev- 
idence. The true values are given in brackets. Each figure graphs the simulated 

marginal distribution of each continuous variable for which we have no evidence. 
We provide histograms and estimated probability density functions for each vari- 
able (with the exception of E which is too spiky for this to make sense). The 
histograms were generated using the built-in chart procedure in SAS and were 

plotted in Mathematica. An appropriate routine could equally have been written 
from scratch in Mathematica. The estimated probability density functions were 
generated using custom-built kernel smoothing techniques in SAS. Again, Math- 

ematica could equally have been used. A Gaussian kernel was employed and the 
band-width for each distribution was chosen to display the distribution in its best 
light. This subjective choice of band-width was chosen with reference to the true 

marginal probability density functions described in Chapter 4. It was decided to 

use a subjective band-width in order to put forward the best case for the simu- 
lated data since it is the simulation technique which is "on trial" rather than the 

smoothing technique. 

Variable Mean Variance 

C: CO2 in Emission -1.8645 (-1.8500) 0.2334 (0.2575) 

D: Emission of Dust 3.0350 (3.0393) 0.5923 (0.5929) 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.2501(-3.2536) 0.5168 (0.5025) 

L: Light Penetrability 1.5076 (1.4804) 0.3926 (0.3982) 

Mi: Metal in Waste -0.2161 (-0.2143) 0.2094 (0.2105) 

MO: Emission of Metal 2.8174 (2.8250) 0.7208 (0.7401) 

Variable (I) i P(I = i) P(1 = i) 

B: Burning Regime Stable 0.8490 (0.8500) Unstable 0.1510 (0.1500) 

F: Filter State Intact 0.9480 (0.9500) Defective 0.0520 (0.0500) 

W: Type of Waste Industrial 0.2850 (0.2857) Household 0.7150 (0.7143) 

Table 3.10: The probabilities, means and variances of the simulated variables in 

the waste incinerator example. 
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Figure 3.9: Graphs of the marginal distributions of the simulated continuous vari- 

ables in the waste incinerator problem. 
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Figure 3.10: (graphs of the marginal distributions of the simulated continuous 

variables in the waste incinerator problem given Lauritzen's evidence. 

Variable Mean 
L 

Variance 

I): Emission of Dust : 3.62: 35 (3.6077) 0.0820 (0.1062) 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.8997 (-3.8983) 0.0001 (0.0058) 

Mi: Metal in Waste 

MO: Emission of Metal 

-0.5008 (0.5000) 

4.1248 (4.1077) 

0.0098 (0.0100) 

0.0968 (0.1182) 

Variable (1) i P(I = i) P(I = i) 

13: Ruining Regime Stable 0.0000 (0.0123) i'iistable 1.0000 (0-9877) 

F: Filter State Intact 1.0000 (0.9995) Defective 0. OUl)l) (0. l)Oll: ý) 

'I'ahte 3.1 l: The probabilities, means and variances of t lie simulated variables in 

the waste incinerator example given Lauritzen 's evidence. 
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Figure : 3.11: (.; raphs of the iuargiual cfistrilmtiuii's of III(' "'iniillatccI c olitiiiiic)us 

variables Iii the waste incinerator problem given OIeseti's evicleiu e. 

Variable Mean Variance 

D: Fnhission of' Dust : 3.762 3 (: 3.7745) 1 . 3830 (I. 7: 3fi'? ) 

F: Filter Efficiency -3.: 32SS (-: 3.150.1) 1.6 7 :N (2.06 16) 

111: Metal in Waste -0.5)028(0.5)000) O. ()O! )1 (1). ()1O0) 

MO: Fmissiou of Metal 4.2668 (1.2745) I. 101 1(1.7 182) 

Variable (I) 
Ai 

P(I P(I 0 

13: Uiirtiiiºg Regime $ta, )le 0.5070 (0.6124) tJi istaahie 0.1930 (0.3576) 

F: Filter 'State Intact 0.8370 (0.7858) De fective 0.1630 (0.21. '12) 

Table : 3.12: `1'1ºc probabilities, ºuc'aiis and variances of' the simulated variabl(-s Ili 
the waste inc iººerator example given Olesetº's evidence. 
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3.16 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have presented a variety of exact ºliiiueric tecliniques which 

allow certain complex systems to be modelled. The discrete exact case enabled 

us to introduce programming techniques based upon the simplest form of expert 

system. It was shown to present a complete approach to the modelling of a discrete 

system in which everything that is known about a system could be encapsulated 
in, or derived from, that model. 

,A number of PESs based on the discrete exact case are currently in use. VVe 

will briefly mention a few of them to demonstrate the range of problems they 

may be used to tackle. More examples may be found in Jensen ( 1996). PESs are 

well suited to medical applications - particularly diagnosis. Child (Franklin et al., 

I9S9) is a Bayesian network in use at the Great Ormond Street Hospital. It aids 

the clinician when deciding whether to admit a "blue baby" to t lie hospital. The 

decision is based upon the likelihood that the infant may suffer from a congenital 
Heart disease. Like the fictitious chest clinic example, . 

t1(. ß 1. V (Andreassen et al., 
1989) is a system used to diagnose disease - in this case diseases affecting the 

muscles and nerves. The Pathfinder system assists community pathologists with 

the diagnosis of lymph-node pathology (Heckerman et al.. 1992). It has been 

iiitegrated into the commercial system Intellipath. 

Al tlic Danish Blood Type Laboratory the BOBLO system (Rasmussen, 1995) 

is used to help verify the parentage of Jersey cattle through blood type identifica- 

tion. The VISTA system (IIorvitz S Barry, 1995) is used by NASA to filter and 
display information on the propulsion system of the space shuttle. The PRESS 

system (Aitken k Gammerrnan, 1989: Aitken et aI., 1996) has been applied in 

forensic science for the statistical profiling of offenders. Probably the most widely 

(listrihntecl PES is contained within Microsoft's Windows 95 operating system. It 

is a system which trouble-shoots printing problems (1leckerilian et A. 1995). 

lii contrast to the discrete exact case, the modelling of the mixed case using 
('G-potentials allows us to enter the complete set of information we have about 

a, given system into the model but only allows a subset of t he "'Formation on t lie 

systeiu to be derived from that model. In Part icular while, as in t the discrete case, 

we may obtain time entire set of information we require on t Iie (Iiscret e variables, the 

information on the continuous variables is limited to their means and variances. 
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The simulation technique we describe goes towards our goal of'obtaining more 
information on the continuous variables in the system. It also highlights some 

of the possible pros ferns of the naive use of the system. ('ottsicler the sitttulatecl 

distribution of Ali as presented in Figure : 3.9. I'lse ('(Kscheute I)rovi(les in wit lt t he 

mean (-0.2143) and variance (0.2105) of Ali and no of lter informal ion. 21 naive 

tiortnality assumption would give its a fairly reasonable 95% confidence interval of 

(-1.114,0.685), however, we have no information out the shape oft lie (list rihitt iott. 

'I'lse mean, winch naively would be our best guess at at yphal t ealisal, iott of We 

distribution, tut fact lies at a point which will very rarely be realised. The import alit 

point, to strake here is that orte of the goals of an expert system is to ('ti(apsitlate 

an expert's knowledge in that system so that the system may sperr In, ltse I by a 

no, i-c'xtx'rt. Clearly a non-expert cannot iutc'rt)rc't an expert sy-St('Iii I,, ýýcvI aeon 

tlicý ('U sclieuie without further insight, into the I>rol>I('u0 at, liaiii(I. Siiuiilaatiuiis will 

tlierefore he a necessary additions to the scheme. 

The complexity of Sotuc of the ot)ct"z1. tiouti rº'yttir('(l to I)1 gmtºt the ('(ksdºº'tººº, 

may t(Sult it, loss of accºtracy. For example t It(' need to apply t he lugarit Iºtººic awl 

exponential operators wltetº coºivertitºg I)('twe(iu cauoni("al ait(l ntontent character- 

istics and back again. Malhrnzafi. ca' high level of <ºc<'ttr. ºry appears, tu cope Wit Ii 

these problems although (' has beeii round to be less kind. 

Nevertheless tIIc CG-scheine accomplishes what it sets out to (lo. jjajjj('I\, to 

n10(! el probabilities, means and va. riancvs, 111 a most elegant and revOIllt Il)11? ry 

way. It represents the first major approach to t. Ilc modelling of I lie nlixeeol ('as(' 

and, taken with its lünitations, perforuls very well. It may be of' most use where 

speed is of the essence since it should he faster than any svmiihoui< or approximate 

technic ime which seeks to offer a firmt set of information. 

In the remaining chapters we will seek to }build upou the nio(IeIlilig c, il)al, ifi- 

t ies of probabilistic expert systeilis not Dinh in tertus of' t he class of, models t Iiev 

may tackle, but also in terms of the amount of information we iua, \7 derive fron 

tlhem . 
ll/ath(mattca's usefulness in the tackling of t lie discrete exact case and 

the ('G-sclier>>e show that it is a very flexible environment, for the clevefopiueiit 

of probabilistic expert systems. In later clial>ters we will tuake more use of t lie 

features with which :1 lcitfi(ritatica is m ost coiuunonly <<ssociated. Iii particular its 

symbolic and graphical capabilities. 
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Chapter 4 

Symbolic Techniques 

4.1 Introduction 

In the last section we investigated two classes of PES and described exact numeric 
techniques which facilitated their modelling. The first class of PES, the discrete 

exact case, was built under the assumption that the probabilities on every dis- 

crete variable could be represented by known real numbers. We were therefore 

able to program the system in a wide range of different languages using only com- 

puter arithmetic to perform the required calculations. The second class of PES 

comprised strongly decomposable graphs and Conditional Gaussian distributions. 

These models were built under the assumption that the mean and variance of 
the conditional distribution of each continuous variable given its parents and the 

probabilities on every discrete variable could be represented by known real num- 
bers. Under this situation we were, again, able to program the system using only 

computer arithmetic to perform the required calculations. 

In this section we attempt to go one step further by relaxing the condition 
that the probabilities, means and variances of distributions need be represented 

numerically. Instead we employ the use of computer algebra to allow the symbolic 

manipulation of the potentials. We investigate two discrete examples and one 

mixed example. In its simplest form we show how we may model the discrete exact 

case in Mathematica where a probability is represented by a symbolic parameter 

rather than a number. We later examine the situation where a discrete variable 
takes a probability distribution which may not be represented by a simple table 

of numbers. 

In our mixed example we revisit Lauritzen's waste incinerator example. Lau- 
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ritzen's approach of modelling the means and variances of the continuous variables 
in the mixed graphical association model rather than their probability density 

functions may in hindsight seem slightly strange. It should be noted however that 

when armed with computer arithmetic alone it is unclear how exact methodologies 

may best be constructed to deal with probability densities. The CG-scheme fits 

in well with the discrete exact case. Both use tables of numbers as data structures 
for their potentials. In the discrete exact case potential tables are used. In the 

CG-scheme canonical and moment characteristics are stored as tables of numbers. 
We will now take the more direct approach in this chapter and model the variables 

using their probability density functions. This maximises the amount of informa- 

tion we will be able to derive from the model. We show how evidence of both a 

numeric and a symbolic type may be entered into our system. 

4.2 Genetic Counselling Example 

In this section we introduce Spiegelhalter's genetic counselling problem (Spiegel- 

halter, 1990). This problem was originally designed to show how the techniques 

used in probabilistic expert systems may be applied to problems considered in 

pedigree analysis. It does, however, also provide a relatively simple environment 
in which we may investigate how we may extend the discrete exact case to cover 

situations where a symbolic parameter is to be employed. In the problem we 
assume that we are interested in measuring the probability of the occurrence of 
some genetic trait in the offspring of a set of parents. In order to keep the problem 

as general as possible it is not stated what that genetic trait might be, nor what 
species the parents belong to. The only information we have is part of the family 

tree (genealogy or pedigree) of the parents and the observed traits of individuals 

within that tree. 

In order to explain the problem fully we must first define some basic terminol- 

ogy and probability assignments relevant to the field of genetics. Consider some 
genetic trait of an individual. The set of possible states which that trait may 
possess is known as the trait's phenotype. The phenotype of a trait is governed by 

the individual's genetic makeup. For the purposes of this example we will assume 
that the trait in question is governed by a single pair of genes and that each gene 

may be one of two possible types known as alleles. We will denote the alleles s 

and S. One gene is a copy of a randomly chosen member of the father's relevant 

pair of genes, and one is derived from the mother. The genotype of the trait refers 
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to the unordered pair of alleles which comprise the pair of genes. It may therefore 
be ss, sS, or SS. If an individual with genotype sS or SS is affected by the trait 

then S is the allele for the trait, and is said to be dominant. If only individuals 

with the genotype SS are affected by the trait then S is said to be recessive and 
individuals with the genotype sS are said to be carriers of the trait since they can 

pass it on to their offspring but are not affected themselves. If the pair of genes 
has two alleles the same, either ss or SS it is said to be homozygous. If the pair 

of genes is sS then it is said to be heterozygous. Let us suppose, in our example, 
that we are unable to determine the trait's genotype but we are able to determine 

its phenotype. 

In our example we assume that the trait is recessive. We may therefore deter- 

mine the probability of possessing a particular phenotype given its genotype to be 

as follows: 

P(affected I ss) =0 

P(affected I sS) =0 
P(affected I SS) =1 

In order to assign the transmission of a genotype from parents to child we 

will use the model of Mendelian segregation. This states that each parent in- 

dependently contributes a random allele chosen with probability 2. In order to 
determine the genotype of the founders, those individuals whose parents are not 
contained in the genealogy, we will assume that their genotypes are independent 

and randomly allocated according to their population frequency. Let P(s) =p 
and P(S) =1-p=q, then Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium states that the genotype 
distributions are: 

P(ss) = p2 P(sS) = 2pq P(SS) = q2 

This assumption introduces an unknown parameter p into the problem and hence 
dictates the application of a symbolic method. 

Figure 4.1 represents the causal probabilistic network for the genetics coun- 
selling problem. We have a set of individuals { Arthur, Betty, Charles, Derek, 
Edith, Florence, George, Hilda, Ivan, John } with respective genotypes A-J and 
phenotypes A'-J' for a particular trait. The nodes of the CPN denote these geno- 
types and phenotypes. We are interested in the genotype I and phenotype I' of 
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the trait for Ivan, the prospective offspring of Charles and Florence. It is known 

that Florence's nephew John has inherited the trait. The genotypes, A-J, may 

take three levels - ss, sS, and SS. The phenotypes, A'-J', may take one of two 

levels- normal (n) or affected (n). Probability tables for the genotypes of the 

founders {A, B, E, H} and conditional probability tables for the genotypes of the 

offspring {C, D, F, G, I, J} and phenotypes A'-J' are given in Table 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: The CPN illustrating the genetics counselling problem. 

Figure 4.2 displays the junction tree formed from the CPN of Figure 4.1. If 

we know that John is the only affected individual in the pedigree, given that Ivan 

has not yet been conceived, then we have information on the phenotypes A'-H' 

and J'. We may therefore simplify the junction tree to that of Figure 4.3. To take 

account of this evidence we may update the conditional probability tables. For 

those individuals unaffected by the disease the homozygous recessive genotype SS 

becomes impossible. We may therefore zero this out in the corresponding 
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Founder Genotypes: 

P(X = x) for XE {A, B, E, H} 

x 

ss sS SS 

P2 2pq q2 

Offspring Genotypes: 

P(X =xI Pa(X)) for XE {C, D, F, G, I, J}, Pa(X) = {Pl, P2} 

Pl P2 ss 

a, 

sS SS 

ss ss 1 0 0 

ss sS 2 2 0 

ss SS 0 1 0 

sS ss 2 2 0 

ss ss 
1 
4 

1 
2 

1 
4 

ss SS 0 1 2 1 2 

ss ss 0 1 0 

SS sS 0 1 
2 

1 
2 

ss ss 0 0 1 

Phenotypes: 

P(X =xI Pa(X)) for XE {A', B', C', D', E', F', G', H', I', J'}, Pa(X) = {P} 

x 
Pnn 

ss 10 

sS 10 

ss 01 

Table 4.1: The initial conditional probability tables of the genotypes A-H and 

phenotypes A'-H' in the genetic counselling example. 
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BB' CC' 

BC 

AA' A ABCD D DD' GG' 

CD G 

CDF DF DEF DE DEG 

CF EFG 

CFI EE' FF' GHJ 

HJ 

II' HH' JJ' 

Figure 4.2: The junction tree illustrating the genetics counselling problem. 

ABCD 

CD 

CDF DF DEF DE DEG 

CF G 

CFI GHJ 

I 

II' 

Figure 4.3: The junction tree illustrating the genetics counselling problem given 

evidence on the phenotypes A'-H'. 
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probability tables. Since we know John has the disease we know that his genotype 
is SS. We may therefore zero out the probability that J is ss or sS in the 

conditional probability table for JIG, H. These simplifications are not strictly 

necessary. We could use the junction tree of Figure 4.2 and enter the phenotypic 

evidence into the system using our usual techniques. Simplifying the junction tree 

will make the example easier to describe and reduces the number of computations 

required. 

While the programming of the genetic counselling example in a numeric lan- 

guage such as Dyalog APL or C would be a major undertaking, its programming 
in a symbolic language like Mathematica is relatively simple. The basic mathe- 

matical functions in Mathematica have been designed to take both numeric and 

symbolic expressions. Therefore the functions we described in Chapter 3 which 

enabled the programming of a discrete exact PES may also be applied to certain 

symbolic PESs. In theory, any discrete PES with finite state space and real or 

symbolic probabilities may be programmed using the Mathematica functions de- 

scribed in Chapter 3. In practice, however, there will be both memory and time 

constraints on the implementation of some PESs. The functions should proba- 
bly also be changed to incorporate a simplification phase every time a symbolic 

calculation is performed. This will minimise the complexity of the symbolic expres- 

sions generated but will have a trade-off in terms of speed. For genetics examples 
the Mathematica command Factor may be used as an appropriate simplification 
function. Factor factors a polynomial with exact integer or rational coefficients. 
The exponents of the variables may be positive integers or linear combinations of 

symbolic expressions. 

The initial probability distributions of each random variable in the genetic 

counselling example as defined in Table 4.1 may, given evidence on A'-H' and J', 
be defined as potentials as follows: 

inita = {{a}, {pA2,2p(1- p), 0}} 

initb = {{b}, {p^2,2p(1 - p), 0}} 

initc = {{c, a, b}, {{{1,1 2,0}, {1/2,1/4,0}, {0,0,0}}, 

110,1/2,0}, 11/271/2,0}, 10,0,0}}, 1107070}, 10,070}, 10,0,0}}}} 
initd = {{d, a, b}, {{{1,1 2,0}, {1/2,1/4,0}, {0,0,0}}, 

{{o, 1/2, o}, {1/2,1/2, o}, {o, o, o}}, {{o, o, o}, {o, o, o}, {o, o, o}}}} 
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finite = {{e}, {p^2,2p(1 - p), 0}} 

initf = {{f, d, e}, {{{1,1/2,0}, {1/2,1/4,0}, {0,0,0}}, 

{{o, 1/2,0}, {1/2,1/2,0}, {o, 0,0}}, {{o, 0,0}, {o, 0,0}, {o, 0,0}}}} 
initg = {{g, d, e}, {{{1,1/2,0}, {1/2,1/4,0}, {0,0,0}}, 

{{o, 1/2,0}, {1/2,1/2,0}, {o, 0, o}}, {{o, 0,0}, {o, 0,0}, {o, 0,0}}}} 
inith = {{h}, {p"2,2p(1 - p), 0}} 

initi = {{i, c, f}, {{{1,1/2,0}, {1/2,1/4,0}, {0,0,0}}, 

t10,1/2,0}, 11/2,1/2,0}, 11,1/2,0}}, 

{{o, 0,0}, {o, 1/4,0}, {o, 1/2, o}}}} 
initj = {{j, g, h}, {{{0,0,0}, {0,0,0}, {0,0,0}}, 

{{o, 0,0}, {o, 0,0}, {o, 0, o}}, {{o, 0, o}, {o, 1/4,0}, {o, 0, o}}}} 
initi' = {{iý, i}, {{1,1,0}, {0,0,1}}} 

We may then define a list, finit, of all the initial probability distributions where: 

finit = {inita, initb, initc, initd, finite, initf, initg, inith, initi, 

finit j, initi'} 

The lists of the random variables in the problem, globvars, and the number of 
levels of these variables, globnums, are: 

globvars = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, i'} 

globnums = {3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2} 

The lists of cliques, separators, and the assignment of each variable to each clique 
are cliques, seps, and assign respectively where: 

cliques = {{a, b, c, d}, {c, d, f}, {d, e, f}, {d, e, g}, {c, f, i}, {g, h, j}, {i, i'}} 

seps = {{{c, d}, {1}}, {{d, f}, {2}}, {{d, e}, {3}}, {{c, f}, {4}}, 

{{g}, {5}}, {{i}, {6}}} 

assign = {{a, b, c, d}, {}, {e, f}, {g}, {i}, {h, j}, {i'}} 

The first half of a palindromic propagation schedule for the problem is sched 
which may be defined as: 
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sched = {{{g, h, j}, {{g}, {5}}, {d, e, g}}, {{d, e, g}, {{d, e}, {3}}, {d, e, f}}, 

{{d, e, f}, {{d, f}, {2}}, {c, d, f}}, {{a, b, c, d}, {{c, d}, {1}}, {c, d, f}}, 

{{c, d, f}, {{c, f}, {4}}, {c, f, i}}, {{c, f, i}, {{i}, {6}}, {i, i'}}} 

With these data definitions in place we may initialise the system using the 

initialise function, propagate a schedule using prop[sched], and normalise 
the resulting clique and separator potentials using norm to take account of the 

evidence on A'-H' and X. Alternatively we could initialise the system, propagate 

the first half of the propagation schedule, determine the normalisation constant 
from the potential on (I, I') and normalise this potential before propagating the 

second half of the propagation schedule. The second method is computationally 

more efficient than the first since less operations are required to normalise the 

system. Moreover, suppose that we only require the probability that Ivan will 
be affected. With the second method we need not pass the second half of the 

propagation schedule - we simply need to marginalise (I, I') with respect to I. 

Having passed the first half of the propagation schedule the potential on clique 
(I, I') is found to be as given in Table 4.2: 

I' n n 

ss 
(1-p)2p4(14+8p-p2) 0 

32 

SS 
(1-p)2p4(13+p-4p2) 0 

32 

ss 0 (1-p)2p4(3-p-p2) 
32 

Table 4.2: The potential table on (I, I') following the collect evidence phase. 

Marginalising this potential with respect to both I and I' the normalisation 

constant may be found to be: 

(3 - p)(1 - p)2p4(5 + 3p) 
16 

(4.1) 

Dividing the potential on (I, I') by the normalisation constant and propagating 
the distribute evidence phase of the propagation schedule the system is normalised 

and reaches equilibrium. We may then determine the marginal probabilities of 

each of the genotypes A-J and the phenotype P. These are given in Table 4.3. 
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Genotypes: 

P(X = x) for XE {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J} 

X 

X ss sS SS 
A 2(p-7)p p2+10p-15 0 

(p-3)(5+3p) (p-3)(5+3p) 

B 2(p-7)p p2+10p-15 0 
(p-3)(5+3p) (p-3)(5+3p) 

Cr 1+P 5+P 2(2p2+p-5) 0 
(3-p)(5+3p) (p-3)(5+3p) 

D 21+p 3+p 0 5+3p 5+3p 

E 2p(3+p) 5p2+2p-15 0 
(3-p)(5+3p) (p-3)(5+3p) 

F p2-3p-6 2p2-p-9 0 
(p-3)(5+3p) (p-3)(5+3p) 

G 0 1 0 

H 0 1 0 

I p2-8p-14 4p2-p-13 p 2+p-3 
2(p-3)(5+3p) 2(p-3)(5+3p) 2(p-3)(5+3p) 

J 0 0 1 

Phenotype: 

P(X = x) for XE {I'} 

X 

X nn 
It 5p2-9p-27 p 2+p-3 

2(p-3)(5+3p) 2(p-3)(5+3p) 

Table 4.3: The marginal distributions on the genotypes A-J and the phenotype 
P. 

By Table 4.3 only the marginal distributions of the genotypes G, H and J are 
independent of the level of p. Of the other variables the genotypes A-F may either 
have levels ss or sS, I may take levels ss, sS, or SS and the phenotype I' may 
be either n or n. The marginal probabilities of the possible levels of A-F, I and 
I' are plotted in Figures 4.4,4.5 and 4.6 for varying levels of p. 
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A: P(A = sS) 

D: P(D = sS) 

Figure 4.4: The marginal distributions of the genotypes A-D in the genetics coun- 
selling problem for varying levels of p. 
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Figure 4.5: The marginal distributions of the genotypes E, F and I in the genetics 

counselling problem for varying levels of p. 
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Figure 4.6: The marginal distribution of the phenotype I' in the genetics coun- 

selling problem for varying levels of p. 

o. o1 

0.015 

0.0' 

o. 00 

Figure 4.7: The normalisation constant in the genetics counselling problem for 

varying levels of p. 

The normalisation constant as defined in Equation 4.1 is plotted for varying 

levels of p in Figure 4.7. Recall that the normalisation constant is the probability 

of all the data observed, P(A',... 
, H', J'), it is therefore the overall likelihood 

of the pedigree. We may thus determine the maximum likelihood of p from the 

normalisation constant. We may differentiate Equation 4.1 with respect to p 

in Mathematica using the D function. The first derivative of the normalisation 

constant with respect to p is thus: 

(p - 1)p3 (3p - 2) (15 + 5p - 4p2) 
8 

Setting this equation equal to zero we may use the Solve function in Mathe- 

matica to determine 5 distinct roots: 5- 
8265 ' 

0,3,1, and 5 
$265. 

Since 0<p<1, 
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by reference with Figure 4.7, the maximum likelihood estimate, p, for p is 3. 

Alternatively we could use the second derivative of the normalisation constant 

to determine the appropriate root. The maximum likelihood estimates of the 

marginal distributions for the genotypes A-J, and the phenotype 1' are thus as 

given in Table 4.4. 

Genotypes: 

P(X = x) for XE {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J} 

X 

X ss sS SS 

A 76 71 0 147 147 

B 76 71 0 
147 147 

Gr 85 62 0 
147 147 

D 10 11 0 
21 21 

E 44 103 0 
147 147 

F 68 79 0 147 147 

G 0 1 0 

H 0 1 0 

I 85 107 17 
147 294 294 

1 0 0 1 

Phenotype: 

P(X = x) for XE {1'} 

X 

X n n 

it 277 
294 

17 
294 

Table 4.4: The maximum likelihood estimates of the marginal distributions on the 

. genotypes A-J and the phenotype I' with p=p=2 

Thus, following propagation and marginalisation, our symbolic methodology 
furnishes us not only with symbolic expressions from which we may immediately 
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derive the exact probabilities of the genotypic and phenotypic characteristics of 

every individual in the pedigree for any given population frequency p of the re- 

cessive allele, but also a methodology for determining their maximum likelihood 

estimates. An efficient alternative approach using only numeric techniques is dif- 

ficult to suggest and this will often be the case in genetics examples where many 

conditional distributions depend on a common parameter. 

One possible solution might be to represent p by an additional parent node 
P in the causal probabilistic network with a suitable distribution. The problem 
here is that P would need to be connected to the four founder nodes which would 
result in an inefficient increase in clique size. The distribution for P would also be 

a problem, in order to increase accuracy and keep the problem numerically based 

a large number of values of p should be allowed, each with equal probability. 
This would result in an inefficient increase in potential table size. The easiest 

solution might be to simply choose fixed values of p and calculate the likelihood 

and probabilities of interest from them. Providing the likelihood is well-behaved, 

as in this case, it should not be too difficult to determine its maximum. With 

very large complicated pedigrees this latter approach might be the only course of 

action. 

4.3 More Waste 

We now turn our attention to consider how symbolic techniques may be used to 

model continuous random variables. This is an important area which, though 
it takes the most direct modelling route, seems to have previously received very 
little attention. The most likely reason for this is the relative inaccessibility of 
computer algebra. Only a few symbolic programming languages are available to 

the researcher, in contrast to the glut of numeric programming languages, and 
they are still very much in their infancy. Mathematica, for example, was only 
released in mid 1988. Such packages are also viewed by many as neat "toys" best 

suited to solving the odd differential equation, plotting a function or two, and 
keeping excessive algebra at bay. They are in their present state, however, excel- 
lent research languages appropriate for the construction of prototype probabilistic 
expert systems. These prototypes, once fully understood, may later be coded into 
dedicated systems which although reducing the systems flexibility should improve 
the performance of the system both in terms of the size of problem which may be 

modelled, and the speed with which computations are performed. The dedicated 
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system may also, by the addition of a suitable front end, be made less daunting 

to the non expert. I 

To consider the application of symbolic methods to systems with continuous 

variables we will return to Lauritzen's waste incinerator problem which we first 

introduced in Section 3.10. This problem seeks to model the processes in operation 
during the burning of waste in an incinerator plant. It is an example of a mixed 

graphical association model. It comprises a set of discrete random variables with 
finite state space of known dimension, and a set of continuous random variables 

which are conditionally normal given their parents. A restriction to the generality 

of the model exists that no continuous variable may have a discrete child. 

Recall the general set up of mixed graphical association models. We have an 
independence graph 9= (K, E) for a set of random variables, X= (X1, X21... ) 
Xk). K is partitioned into a set of discrete vertices 0 and a set of continuous 

vertices r such that K=AUr. A typical element of the joint state space of 
discrete and continuous variables may be written in terms of its quantitative and 

qualitative components thus: 

I_ (xa)aEK = (i, y) = ((i5)5EO, (y'Y)'YEp) 

where is are qualitative values and y, are real-valued. A combination of discrete 

variables i= (i5)SEA is termed a cell and is akin to the cells of a contingency table 
formed by the qualitative variables. 

A causal probabilistic network (CPN) is used to relate the conditional inde- 

pendence properties of the variables X to a graph C with vertex set K. The CPN 

for the waste incinerator problem is given in Figure 4.8. A junction tree may be 

formed from the CPN by first applying a one-off compilation process consisting 

of moralisation and triangulation phases. In contrast to the procedure required 
by Lauritzen's scheme for the modelling of CG-potentials by use of their canon- 
ical and moment characteristics in our symbolic scheme we will not require the 

existence of a strong root. Therefore, the triangulation need only be weak, and 
hence the junction tree may only be weakly decomposable. A moral graph will 

always require less, or as many, links to be added to it to make it weakly rather 
than strongly triangulated. A weakly decomposable junction tree will therefore 

consist of clique and separator universes of lower or equal dimension to its strongly 
decomposable counterpart. This is a desirable feature of our technique since the 
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basic building blocks of the PES will be kept as small as possible. The weakly 
decomposable junction tree for the waste incinerator problem is given in Figure 

4.9. 

Figure 4.8: The causal probabilistic network of the Waste Incinerator Problem. 

Figure 4.9: The weakly decomposable junction tree of the Waste Incinerator Prob- 

lem. 

We denote the junction tree as T. It comprises a vertex-set C and an edge-set 
S. T is assumed to be connected, since the disconnected case may be dealt with 
by separate PESs. Associated with any CEC is a subset of K, which is denoted 
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by C also. Any vertex C is termed a clique. Associated with any SES, joining 

two cliques C and C', is a subset of K which we will denote by S also, such that 

S=C (1 C'. Any edge S is termed a separator since it separates two cliques. 

4.4 CGM-Distributions and CGM-Potentials 

We defined a CG-distribution in Definition 29. In this chapter we will be employ- 
ing exact techniques to model the distributions in a mixed graphical association 

model. We will therefore need to generalise CG-distributions to allow for weighted 

mixtures of them. These we will term conditional Gaussian mixture distributions 

or CGM-distributions for short. 

Definition 35 CGM-Distribution: We term the joint density, fA, of the vari- 

ables XA for ACKa CGM-distribution, if. 

L 

_ET fA(XA) = fA(iA, YA) X: (ZA) exp{gj(ZA) + hl(ZA) YA - 2YP1(iA)YA} (4.2) 
t-1 

where XI(iA) E {0,1}, for l=1,2,. 
.., 

L, is an indicator function which controls 
the inclusion (or exclusion) of the l-th term into the distribution. When X1(iA) 
0 we need not explicitly define gi(iA), hj(iA) or JI(iA). 

By Definitions 29 and 35 a CG-distribution is a special case of CGM- 

distribution for which L-1. 

Theorem 29 Equation 4.2 is equivalent to the statement: 
L 

. 
fYAI(IA-iA)(YA; ZA) _E fl(YA; 2A) whenever pi(iA) >O 

1=1 

where fI(yA; iA) is the probability density function of a multivariate Normal dis- 
tribution NjrAj( I(iA), El(iA)) and we define: 

pi(iA) = (211)1/2I rAI {detJj(iA)}-1/2exp{g1(iA) +1 hl(iA)TJ, (iA)-lhz(iA)} 

Sl(iA) = Jl(iA)-lhl(iA) 

E, (iA) = Jz(iA)-1, and El is positive definite. 

(4.3) 
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Proof. Using Equation 4.3 we may show that: 

fA(xA) = fA(ZA) YA) 
L 

_E XI(iA)exp 
{gl(iA) 

+ hl(iA)T yA - 2YA jl(iA)YA1 

l=1 

_E XI(iA)exP 
{109A(iA) 

+ 
21og 

det El(iA)-1 _2I IPA I log(211) 
l=1 

2 
(iA)-1YA l 

- Sl(ZA)TEl(iA)-1el(iA) 
+ (El(iA)-ltl(iA)1T 

YA - 

2YATEi 

Ll`l1blJ1 
J( 

_ XI(iA)pl(iA){det Jl(iA)}-1/2 (2II)-1/21rAl 

I=1 

x exp{-2 
(6(iA)TEZ(iA)-1 (iA) 

- 2r1(iA)TEI(iA)-1yA 

+YA 
`iA)-1YA) 

} 

L 

=E Xl(iA)pl(iA){det EI(iA)}-1/2(211)-1/211'AI 
1=1 

(YA 
- e(iA))TEI(iA)-l(YA - S(iA))X exp 2} 

L 
_ XI (iA)pl (iA) fl (YA; iA) 

I=1 

Thus we see that the conditional distribution of the set of quantitative variables, 
YA, given the qualitative variables, IA, is a weighted mixture of multivariate Gaus- 

sian distributions. We may also note that: 
L 

P(IA = iA) = X1(2A)pl(ZA) 

r-i 
EI 

In order to define a CGM-distribution uniquely we may therefore quote one 

of two possible sets of triples - the canonical characteristics (gi, hl, J1) for 1= 

1,2, ... ,L or the moment characteristics (pi, ei, Et) for 1=1,2, ... , L. We note 
that we may convert from the canonical characteristics to the moment character- 
istics using Equations 4.3, and from the moment characteristics to the canonical 

characteristics using Equations 4.4. Such conversions will not, however, be neces- 

sary for our scheme. 

91(iA) = logpl(iA) + 21 
2 flog det El(iA)-i- IPA I log(21I) - e, (iA)TE, (iA)_lez(iA)} 

hj(iA) = Ez(iA)r'C: (iA) 

Jl(iA) = E1(iA)-1 

(4.4) 
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A more general representation of a CGM-distribution for a set of random vari- 

ables XA, ACK, is any function cbA of the form: 
L 

OA(XA) _ OA(ZA) YA) _ XI(ZA) exP{9t(ZA) + hz(ZA)T YA - 2YAJI 
(iA)YA} (4.5) 

l=1 

where J1(iA) is symmetric and cbA is not necessarily a density. We term OA a 
CGM-potential. The conversion formulae of Equations 4.3 and 4.4 apply equally 
to CGM-potentials. If L=1 Equation 4.5 defines a CG-potential. 

4.5 Defining the Variables 

Let us assume that in our CPN no node which relates to a continuous random 

variable may have a child which relates to a discrete random variable and that 

every discrete random variable may be constrained to a known finite set of levels. 

Let aE0 be a node in the CPN with associated discrete random variable I. Let 

I,,, have na levels then we may define its conditional distribution, given its parents 
Xpa(a) = Ipa(a), which are then all ensured to be discrete, as follows: 

falpa(a) (ill; 
Zpa(a)) = P(I0 = is I Ipa(a) = ipa(a)) = p(ia; Zpa(a)) (4.6) 

We will assume that the continuous random variables in our system are con- 
ditionally Gaussian. Let aEP be a node in the CPN with associated 'continuous 

random variable Ya. Then the conditional distribution of Y. given its parents 
Xpa(a) is of the following type: 

Ya I Xpa(a) 
^' N (a(Zpa(a)) + Q(ipa(a))T ypa(a), 7(ipa(a))) (4.7) 

where Xpa(a) has state space Ipa(a) x IRIrpa(a)I, a(ipa(a)) E Ifs, Q(ipa(a)) E IRjrp. (. )j 

and ry(ipo, (a)) > 0. Thus the mean of the conditional distribution of Y. given its 

parents is a linear function of the states at the continuous parent nodes, Ypa(a), 

while the variance does not depend on the continuous parent nodes at all. Both 

mean and variance may depend on the discrete parents. 

The marginal and conditional distributions of the random variables in the waste 
incinerator problem are given in Table 4.5. The three discrete variables B, F, and 
W are founders and are thus defined as marginal distributions. The continuous 
variables are all non-founders, however, and are thus defined as conditional distri- 
butions. The distributions in Table 4.5 are presented in a way that is both simple 
to code into Mathematica and, since all numbers are given as fractions, will be 

ensured to maintain maximum accuracy. 
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B: Burning Regime F: Filter State W: Type of Waste 

b P(B = b) f P(F = f) w P(W = w) 
Stable 17/20 Intact 19/20 Industrial 2/7 

Unstable 3/20 Defective 1/20 Household 5/7 

CIB (C: C02 in Emission) Mi IW (Mi: Metal in Waste) 

B: Burning Regime W: Type of Waste 

Stable N(-2,1/10) Industrial N(1/2,1/100) 

Unstable N(-1,3/10) Household N(-1/2,1/200) 

EI (F, W) (E: Filter Efficiency) 

W: Type of Waste 

F: Filter State Industrial Household 

Intact N(-39/10,1/50000) N(-16/5,1/50000) 

Defective N(-2/5,1/10000) N(-1/2,1/10000) 

DI (B, E, W) (D: Emission of Dust, E: Filter Efficiency) 

W: Type of Waste 

B: Burning Regime Industrial Household 

Stable N(13/2 + e, 3/100) N(6 + e, 1/25) 

Unstable N(15/2 + e, 1/10) N(7 + e, 1/10) 

LID (L: Light Penetrability, MO I D, Mi (MO: Emission 
D: Emission of Dust) of Metal, D: Emission of 

Dust, Mi: Metal in Waste 

N(3 - 1/2 d, 1/4) N(d + mi, 1/500) 

Table 4.5: The marginal and conditional distributions of the variables in the waste 
incinerator problem. 
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4.6 Basic Operations 

In this section we shall consider how CGM-potentials are affected by the basic 

operations required to pass an absorption in a PES. These basic operations are 

extension, multiplication, division and margin alisation. 

4.6.1 Extending a CGM-Potential 

Definition 36 Extension of a CGM-Potential: Let UCVCK and «(xu) = 
«(iu, yu) be a CGM-potential defined on XU = ZU x Yu. WVe define 17(xv) = 
rt(iv, yv) to be the extension of cb(xu) to V, where rt(xv) is a CGM-potential 

defined on Xv = Iv x Yv = (lu x Zv\u) x (Yu x Yv\u) and let: 

71(xv) = 77(iu, iv\u) Yu, yv\u) = «(iu, yu) (4.8) 

Thus the extension of a CGM-potential «(xu) from XU to Xv simply dupli- 

cates the potential over the discrete space Zy\U. This simplifies the application of 
other operators and has no effect on the distributional properties of the potential. 
The extension is therefore still a CGM-potential. 

4.6.2 Multiplying Two CGM-Potentials 

Definition 37 Multiplication of two CGM-Potentials: Let 0 and rt be two 
CGM-potentials defined on the spaces Xu = Zu x Yu and Xv = Zv x Yv respec- 
tively with UCK and VCK. The multiplication of 0 and i, denoted 0x rt, 
defined on the space Xuuv = Zuuv x Yuuv is defined to be: 

(0 x 77)(xuuv) = «(xuuv)1l(xuuv) (4.9) 

where 0 and 77 on the right-hand side have first been extended to occupy XuuV. 

Theorem 30 Let 0 and rt be two CGM-potentials extended to occupy the same 
space Xv = Iv x Yv where VCK. Then their product, 0x rt, is a CGM potential 
also. 
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Proof. 

(zv)Tyv - «(xv) x 77(xv) X! (iv) exp 
{gl(iv) 

+ht 2yvJ! (iv)yv} 
t=1 

xE Xm(iv) exp 
{9m(iv) 

+ hm(iv)T yv - 2Y? Jm(iV)YV} 
m=1 
LM 

_ 
(X! (iv) x Xm(ZV)) exp 

{ (91 (iv) + g, * (iv)) 
I 

1=1 m=1 

+ (hi(iv) 
'+' hm(ZV))T yv -1T 

('JI(iV) + Jm(iV))yv1 
2yv 

L' 

_ XI(iv) exp 
{g (iv) +h , (iv)T yv - 2yvJit(iv)Yv} 

t'-1 

Thus the product forms a CGM-potential. 
13 

4.6.3 Dividing Two CGM-Potentials 

Definition 38 Division of two CGM-Potentials: Let 0 and rt be two CGM- 

potentials defined on the spaces Xu = lu x Yu and XV = Iv x yv respectively 

with UCK and VCK. The division of 0 by 77, denoted //q, defined on the 

space Xuuv = Zuuv x Yuuv is defined to be: 

0 if q5(xuuv) _0 
(0/)(xuuv) _ (O(xuuv)/i(xuuv)) if? l(xuuv) 0 (4.10) 

undefined otherwise 

where 0 and rt on the right-hand side have first been extended to occupy Xuuv. 

Theorem 31 Let 0 and rt be two CGM-potentials extended to occupy the same 

space Xv = Iv x Yv where VCK and let «(xv) 00 and 7)(xv) 0. Suppose 

also that either rl -1 or 0= rl x 4', where 0' is a CGM-potential. Then 01. q, the 

division of 0 by rl, is a CGM-potential also. 

Proof. If i-1 then ¢/r7 = 0/1 =0 but since 0 is a CGM-potential then 0/77 is a 
CGM-potential also. Suppose, however, that ¢=ix 0' then O/rj = (77 x 4')/i 

but since 4' is a CGM-potential then q5/rj is a CGM-potential also. 
0 
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4.6.4 Marginalising over Discrete Variables 

Definition 39 Discrete Marginalisation of a CGM-Potential: Let UC 

VCK and let «(xv) = cb(iv, yv) = «(iu, iv\u, yv) be a CGAf-potential defined on 
Xv= Iv x Yv = (lu x Iv\u) x Yv. Then we will let the expression Ev\u «(xv) 
denote the marginalisation of «(xv), with respect to Iv\u, to a function tl(xu) 
defined on the space Xu = Zu x Yv where: 

7J(xu) => «(xv) =E «(xv) (4.11) 
V\U iv\v 

Theorem 32 Let UCVCK and «(xv) _ «(iv, yv) = «(iu, iv\U, yv) be a 
CGM-potential defined on Xv = 1v x Yv = (Zu x Iv u) x Yv. Let rt(xU) = 
? 1(iu, yv) = E+v\v O(xv) be the marginal of «(xv) with respect to Iv\u. Then the 

marginal rj(xu) will be a CGM-potential also. 

Proof. 

7l (zu, yv) _E Ou, iv\u, yv) 
iv\v 

L 

_ EEXI(iu, iv\u) exp 
{gz(iu, 

iv\u)+hi(iu, iv\u)Tyv 
iv\u (=1 

1 
-1 yvJi(iu, iv\u)yv} 

=E X�(iu) exp 
{g(iu) 

+ hm(iu)T yv - 
2yvJm(ZU)yv 

M=l 

Thus 77(iu, yv) is a CGM-potential also. 

4.6.5 Marginalising over Continuous Variables 

11 

Definition 40 Continuous Marginalisation of a CGM-Potential: Let UC 
VCK and let «(xv) = «(iv, yv) = «(iv, yv\v, yu) be a CGM-potential defined on 
Xv =Iv x Yv = Iv x (yv\u x Yu). Then we will let the expression EV\u «(xv) 
denote the marginalisation of «(xv), with respect to Yv\U, to a function rt(xu) 
defined on the space XU = Zv x yU where: 

vv\u=+oo 

77(xu) _ «(xv) =f «(xv) dyv\u (4.12) 
V\U Yv\u=-oo 
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Theorem 33 Let UCVCK and «(xv) = «(iv, yv) = «(iv, yv\u, yu) be a 
CGM-potential defined on Xv = Iv x Yv = Iv x (Yv\u x Yu) such that: 

«(xv) =E xz(iv) exP 
{91(iv) 

+ ht(iv)T yv -2 yvJ1(zv)yv} (4.13) 

We may partition yv, and hl and Ji for l=1,2.... 
,L as: 

yv 
yv\u hi(iv) 

(h\U(iv) 
Ji(iv) 

JV\uv\u(iv) Jv\u, u(iv) 
yu hu(iv) Jü, v\u(iv) Ju', u(iv) 

Then the marginalisation of cb(xv) with respect to Yv\u is a CGM-potential 7)(xu) 

= 11(iv, yu) also. 

Proof. We may express «(iv, yv\v, yu) as follows: 

« iv, yv\u, yu) 
L 

_ Xz(iv) exp{9t(iv) + h, (iv)T yv -2 yvJI(zv)YvI 
t=1 

L 

XI(iv) exP 9t(iv) +( hV\U(ZV)T h 
, 
(iv)T ) Yv\U 

t_i YU 

TT1 
Jv\u, v\u(zv) Jv\u, u(iv) yv\u 

Yv\u Yu / Jb, v\u(iv) Jb, u(iv) Yu 

_ X: (iv) exp{(iv) + výv(iv)T yvýv + hv(iv)T yu 

-2 
(yvAu4v\u, 

v\u(iv)yv\u + yv\u4v\u, u(iv)yv 

+Y Jv, v\v(iv)yv\v + yIJb, u(iv)yu) 
I 

L1 
_E XI(iv) exP{ -2 

(Yvýv4 
u, výu(iv)yvýU + yv 

1-1 \U4\v, v(zv)yv 

+ YUJU, V\u(iv)yv\u - 2hv\u(iv)T yv\U) 

+ 9t(iv) + hu(iv) Yu -1 yuJu, u(zv)yu} 

1 
_ Xl(iv) exp -2 

(yv\v + yüjvýu(zv). 1v\v, v\v(zv)-i r=i 

- 
hV\U(iv)T JV\U, V\U(iv)-11 JV\U, V\U(iv) 

(Yv\u + Jvl\u, v\u(iv)-1 JV\u, u(iv)yu - Jy\u, v\u(iv)-lhv\u(iv)) 
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1 
+2 (ytJ/, 

v\v(iv)Jv\vv\U(iv)-i Jv\v, u(iv)yv 

- yu uv\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'hl \u(iv) 

-h \U(iv)T 
Jv\u, 

v\U(iv)-i Jv\U, U(iv)yu 

'+' 
flV\U(ZV)T JV\U, V\U(ZV)-1'iV\U(ZV)) 

+ 9t(iv) + hu(zv)TYu 
- 2yuJu, u(zv)yu} 

L 
_ XI(iv) exp{-2 (yv\u + J4\u, v\u(iv)-i Jvl\u, u(iv)yu t-1 

JV\U, V\U(iv)-i(iv\v(iv)) JV\U, V\v(ZV) 
(Yv\u + Jv\uv\u(iv)-i Jv\uu(iv)yu - Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'hv\u(iv)) 

+ 91(iv) + 2hv\v(zv)T 
Jv\u, 

v\u(iv)-lhv\u(iv) 

+T ( u(iv) - Ju, v\u(iv)Jv\u, v\u(iv)-lh v \u(iv)) yu 

- 2yü(Jü, u(iv) - Jb, v\v(iv)4\U, v\U(iv)-i Jv\v, v(iv))yu 
(4.14) 

Thus using Equation 4.14: 

vv\u=+Oo 
f «(iv, yv\u, yu) dyv\u 

vv\u=-oo 
L 

Xi(iv) exp{gl(iv) +1 by\v(iv)T Jv\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv) 
t-i 

+ (ht (iv) -u Jý, v\u(iv)Jiv\uv\v(iv)'hl iv)) T 
yv u( , v\v( 

- 2yü 
(4, 

u(iv) - JU, v\v(iv)JVl\u, v\u(iv)-i JVI\u, u(iv)) Yu} 
Yv\u=+oo 

xf exP{ -12 
(yv\u + JV'\u, v\u(iv)-i Jv\u, u(iv)yu 

Yv\u=-oo 

ýT 
- Jv\u, v\u(iv)-'hv\u(iv)ý Jv\u, v\u(iv) 

ýyv\u 

+ Jv\uv\u(iv)-i Jv\uu(iv)Yu 
- Jvl\u, v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv)) 

}dyv\u 

(4.15) 

But since: 

äa=-F00 
f 

exp{ -2 
(YA 

- PA) 
T J(YA - PA) 

}dYA 
= (211)IrAI/2(det J)-1/2 

UA =-00 
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Equation 4.15 gives: 

vv\u=+Oo 
f «(iv, yv\u, yu) dyv\u 

Yv\v=-oo 
L 

E(2n)Irv\vl/2 (det Jv\u, 
v\u(iv)) 

1/2 
Xi(iv) eXP{9i(iv) 

1=1 

+ 2hv\u(iv)T 
Jv\u, 

v\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv) 

+ (hu(iv) 
- JU, v\u(iv)Jy\uv\u(iv)-lhv\u(zv))T Yu 

- 2yü(Jü, u(iv) - Jb, v\u(iv)Jý\u, v\u(iv)-1 
Jv\u, 

u(iv))Yu} 

L 
_ XI(iv) exP (gj(iv) +2 (1 rv\u I log(2H) - log det Jý\uýv\u(iv) 

º=1 \ 

+ hV\U(iv)T4\U, V\U(iv)-1hV\U(iv))) 

+ (hu(iv) 
- Jb, v\u(iv)J4\uv\u(iv)-ihv\u(iv))T yu 

- 2yv(Ju, u(iv) - Ju, v\u(iv)J4\v, v\u(iv)-i4v\u, u(iv))Yu 

L 

_E Xz(iv) exp{9i(iv)+ h (iv)T yu - yüJi (iv)yu} 

t-1 

where gý, hý and Jý for l=1,2, ... ,L are given by: 

9i(iv) = gi(iv) + 
2{I 

rv\u I log(21I) - log det Jy\U, v\u(iv) 

+ by u(iv)T Jv\u, v\u(zv)-1hV\u(zv)I 
hi(iv) = hu(iv) - 

Ju, 
v\u(iv)J4\u, v\u(iv)-'h \u(iv) 

Ji (iv) = Jv, u(iv) - Jbv\U(iv)JV\uv\u(iv)-i Jv\UU(iv) 

(4.16) 

Thus the marginalisation of O(xv) with respect to Yv\U is a CGM-potential 

also. 
O 

4.7 Closure of CGM-Potentials 

In this section we will show that CGM-potentials are closed under the processes 

of initialisation and propagation. This being the case we will be able to define the 
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basic operations we considered in Section 4.6 such that they take CGM-potentials, 

and only CGM-potentials, as inputs. Closure will also ensure that they only 

output CGM-potentials. This knowledge will simplify the set of symbolic functions 

required by the system and ensure the validity and generality of the functions we 
define. 

4.7.1 Initialising the System 

Associated with each clique CEC is a potential function ac(xc) which is a 
function defined on the variables in that clique. Similarly, associated with each 

separator SES we have a potential function bs(xs), which is a function defined 

on the variables in that separator. We initially let ac(xc) = 1, for all CEC and 
bs(xs)=1for all SES. 

For each variable Xa E X, a=1,2, ... , 
k, we assign X,, to a clique C in the 

junction tree. We may only assign Xa to a clique which contains all the variables 

necessary to define the conditional distribution of X,, given its parents - namely 
both Xa and Xpa(a, ). If more than one suitable clique exists then the choice of 

which one of them Xa should be assigned to is arbitrary. When a variable Xa is 

assigned to a clique C the potential function, ac(xc), on that clique is updated 
by multiplying it by the conditional probability density function of Xa I Xpa. (a). 
When all the variables have been assigned the joint probability density function 
f of X is as follows: 

fK (x) = II aC (xC) (4.17) 
CEC 

since f factorises into the conditional distributions of all the variables given their 

parents. We may trivially express Equation 4.17 as: 

fl ac (xc) 
fK (x) _ °fi 

bs (xs) (4.18) 
SES 

since bs - 1. We will term Equation 4.18 the joint system belief. 

Theorem 34 Consider a mixed graphical association model in which no contin- 
uous variable has a discrete offspring and the conditional probability distributions 

of the discrete and continuous variables are as given in Section 4.5. Then the 

potentials following initialisation are CG-potentials and hence CGM potentials. 
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Proof. The conditional probability distribution, of each discrete variable Xa, 

for aE0, may be expressed as a CG-potential with canonical characteristics 
(g(ia, 

pa(a)), 0,0). Similarly, the conditional probability distribution of each contin- 

uous variable Xa,, for aE I', may be expressed as a CG-potential with canonical 

characteristics (g(ipa(a)no), h(ipa(a)no), J(ipa(a)no)). The initial clique potentials 

are thus formed as the product of a series of CG-potentials. By Theorem 17 the 

product of any two CG-potentials is a CG-potential also. Hence the initial clique 

potentials are CG-potentials. 

The initial separator potentials are defined to be one which may be written as 

a CG-potential with canonical characteristics (0,0,0) and indicator function one. 
The initial potentials are thus CG-potentials and hence CGM-potentials. 

O 

Note we could define the conditional distributions of the continuous variables 

as weighted mixtures of conditional Gaussian distributions. Then, by application 

of Theorem 30 we could show that the initial potentials are CGM-potentials. 

4.7.2 Propagating a Schedule 

We define the process of propagation as in Section 2.12 and thus it will not be 

necessary to repeat the proof as to the validity of the propagation method. We 

will, however, still need to show that the particular functional form of our potential 
functions is preserved under the application of our propagation algorithm. 

Theorem 35 Suppose that the initial potentials of a junction tree T are CGM- 

potentials then the potentials at any stage of the passage of a full schedule of active 
flows through T are CGM-potentials also. 

Proof. Recall that the passage of a flow from a clique Cl to an adjacent clique C2 

via a separator So replaces an original charge 1C = ({ac :CE C}, {bs :SE S}) 

by a new charge K= ({a ,: CE C}, {bs :SE S}), where: 

bso => ac, 
G'i \so 

a% = ac's x Aso 

Aso = 
bso(xso)/bso(xso) if bso(xso) >0 

0 if bso(xso)=0 
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and all other potentials are, unaltered. We showed in Theorems 32 and 33 that 

CGM-potentials are closed under marginalisation and in Theorem 30 that CGM- 

potentials are closed under multiplication. Thus if acl, ac, and Aso are CGM- 

potentials then aý2 and bso will be CGM-potentials also. Since the initial potentials 

of T are CGM-potentials then we need only show that every Aso in the passage of 

a full schedule of active flows is a CGM-potential for the result to follow. 

Let us consider two arbitrary adjacent cliques Cl and C2 joined by a separator 
So. In the collect evidence phase of a palindromic propagation schedule suppose 
that the i-th active flow is passed from Cl to C2 via So, and in the distribute 

evidence phase the (2k -2- i)-th active flow is passed from C2 to Cl via So. 

Immediately prior to the i-th active flow let ail, ac, and bso be the potentials 

on C1, C2 and So. Suppose that all three potentials are CGM-potentials. During 

the passage of the i-th active flow the ratio Aso = bso/bso will be calculated. Since 

bso =1 we find, by Theorem 31, that Aso = bso is a CGM-potential. Immediately 

after the passage of the i-th active flow the potentials will be ail = acl, atz = 
ace x bso and bsa =E ail. Since b% is a CGM-potential ail and a* are also 

Cl \So 
CGM-potentials. 

Suppose that i=1 then since all the potentials in T are CGM-potentials 

the potentials after the passage of the active flow will remain CGM-potentials. 
Thus, by induction for i=2,3,... ,k-1, every-potential in % will remain a 
CGM-potential during the collect evidence phase of the propagation schedule. 

Now consider the (2k -2- i)-th active flow which will take place during 
the distribute evidence phase of the propagation schedule. Immediately prior to 
the (2k -2- i)-th active flow the potentials on Cl and So will be aC1 and b* so 
respectively. Let T+ be the head of So containing C2. Since C2 may have received 
active flows from other cliques in T+ then the potential, atz, on C2 immediately 

prior to the (2k -2- i)-th active flow may be written aC2 = aC2 x OC2 where 
cbc2 is the product of update factors passed to C2 by neighbouring cliques in 
T+ during active flows (i + 1), (i + 2), ... , (2k -3- i). We know that aö1, ace 
and bso are CGM-potentials as are the update factors formed during active flows 
(i -I-1), (i + 2).... , 

(k - 1). Let us suppose that the update factors formed during 

active flows k, (k + 1), ... , 
(2k -3- i) are CGM-potentials then a' is a CGM- 

potential too. 
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Let acl and bso be the potentials on Cl and So immediately after the (2k - 
2- i)-th active flow then: 

bt =E at so c, 
cs\So 

_ Ea%x4cz 
cs\So 

_ ac, x bso x Oct 
cz\so 

= bso E ace x cc, 
cz\So 

Now since acz is a CGM-potential and CGM-potentials are closed under marginal- 
isation bso is a CGM-potential also. Let 4 be the update factor formed during 

the (2k -2- i)-th active flow then by Theorem 31: 

Aso = bso l bso 

_E ac, xOc2 
cs\so 

but since ace and qcz are CGM-potentials and CGM-potentials are closed under 

multiplication and marginalisation Aso is a CGM-potential. Finally since 4= 

a*l xA and a*l and A are both CGM-potentials ail is a CGM-potential. 
so so 

Suppose that i=k then since all the potentials in T are CGM-potentials the 

update factor formed during the passage of the k-th flow is a CGM-potential 

and the potentials after the passage of the active flow will thus remain CGM- 

potentials. Hence, by induction for i= (k + 1), (k + 2), ... , 
(2k - 2), every update 

factor formed during the passage of the i-th active flow will be a CGM-potential 

and thus the potentials after the passage of the i-th active flow will remain CGM- 

potentials. Hence every potential in T will remain a CGM-potential during the 

distribute evidence phase of the propagation schedule. 
13 

4.8 Requirements for the Definition of Symbolic 

Operations 

We showed in Section 4.7 that our system of CGM-potentials is closed under 

the operations required by our propagation algorithm. We must now consider a 
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suitable method which will allow us to represent and manipulate CGM-potentials 

using symbolic algebra. Our chosen language with which we will accomplish this 

is Mathematica. 

Mathematica is a general computer software system and language intended for 

mathematical and other applications. Mathematical computations can be divided 

into three main classes: numerical, symbolic and graphical. Mathematica handles 

these three classes in a unified way. The last two classes are of particular interest 

to us since they allow the manipulation, symbolic integration and plotting of 

algebraic formulae. These features will enable us to model probability density 

functions directly through their formulae. 

In Section 4.6 we explored the range of basic operations required to build a PES 

comprising CGM-potentials. In order to implement these operations as Mathemat- 

ica functions two ingredients are required. First we must decide upon the way in 

which we will represent a CGM-potential in Rlathematica. We will term this rep- 

resentation the potential's symbolic form. Second we will require a simplification 

routine to ensure that the potentials generated by, or within, any function are both 

as simple as possible and match the chosen symbolic form. Given these provisions 

we may define functions for the basic operations safe in the knowledge that we 

control both the form of the input potential(s) to a function and the form of the 

output potential. We can thus construct our functions to prevent the symbolic 

expressions they output from either "blowing up" or becoming unnecessarily un- 

wieldy. In addition we may cater for all possible situations since CGM-potentials 

are closed under propagation. 

4.8.1 Symbolic Form of CGM-Potentials 

Recall from Section 4.4 that a CGM-potential fA(xA) may be written: 

fA(xA) = fA(ZA)YA) 

L 
_ X1(iA)P1(iA){det Ez(iA)}-1/2(2II)-1/21i'AI 

X exp 
{_YA 

- 1(ZA))Tr (iA)-I(YA - t(ZA)) 

This potential may be rewritten as: 
L 

fA(XA) = xI(ZA) Sort (ri(ZA)) 
exp {zl(XA)} 

l-1 
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where: - -- - 

ri(iA) _ 
(Pl(iA))2 

(2R)IrAldet E1(iA) 

zl(XA) _ -21 - el(ZA))T Z'! (iA)-1(YA 
- Sl(ZA)) 

(4.19) 

Consider a CGM-potential fA(iÄ, yA) for some level iÄ of IA for which fA is 

defined to be non-zero. In other words no level iä, for aE Af10, is one for which we 
have evidence that fA is zero. We may then drop the indicator functions X1 from 

fA since they become superfluous. The CGM-potential may thus be expressed as 
the sum of the product of two functions where one function is the square root of 

a positive real number and the other function is the exponential of a polynomial 
in the variables YA where the maximum exponent of any ya., for aEA, in this 

polynomial is two. This will be our chosen symbolic form for a CGM-potential. 

Note that it is equivalent to the sum of a series of CG-potentials. 

4.8.2 Pattern Matching Techniques 

Mathematica uses patterns to represent classes of expressions (Wolfram, 1991). 

The basic object that appears in almost all Mathematica patterns is 
- 

(pronounced 

"blank"). The fundamental rule is that - stands for any expression. The pattern 

foo[a therefore stands for any expression of the form foo[anything]. We may 

name expressions matching a pattern or parts of a pattern. x_ is any expression 

to be named x. The pattern foo [x. J is a function, foo, of an expression to be 

named x. x: pattern is an expression to be named x which matches pattern. 
The functions Sqrt and Exp are defined in Mathematica as the square root and 

exponential functions, respectively. We avoid using these functions in our sym- 
bolic form since Mathematica will evaluate them automatically and our symbolic 
form may thus be lost. Instead we employ sqrt and exp as our square root and 

exponential functions (note that Mathematica is case-sensitive). These will not be 

evaluated by Mathematica, however their arguments will be, and the cancelling 

of functions may occur. For example sqrt [x] / sqrt [x] will be automatically 

replaced by 1, sqrt [x] + sqrt [x] by 2* sqrt M, sqrt [5 - 3] by sqrt [2] 

but sqrt [4] will not be replaced by 2. 

We will thus define a CG-potential to be a pattern cg where: 

cg =cg: sgrt[]*exp[]; 
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Note that we only need define cg as the product of the two functions sqrt and 

exp. We do not need to explicitly define sqrt [a as a function of a real number 

or exp [a as a function of a polynomial with terms of maximum exponent 2. 

This is because the closure of CGM-potentials under the operators employed in 

propagation ensures this to be so. If we want to operate on the individual parts 

of a CG-potential then we might instead use a pattern: 

cgl = cgl : sgrt[xl ]* exp[yi ]; 

The CG-potential could then be accessed using the expression cgi, and the argu- 

ments of the sqrt and exp functions as xi and yl respectively. 

The function MatchQ [expr, form] enables us to test to see if an expression 

expr matches a pattern form returning True or False as appropriate. We may 

define a function iscgQ to check to see if an expression is a CG-potential or not 

as follows: 

iscgq[x ] := Matchq[x, cg]; 

iscgQ [sqrt [x] *exp [y] ] will thus return True while iscgq [x] will return False. 

A function foo[cg] :=3, say, defined with argument cg will only be evaluated 

on expressions of the form cg. Expressions which are not of the form cg will be 

returned unaltered. Thus foo [sqrt [x] *exp[y]] would return 3 while foo [x] 

would simply return f oo [x] . 

These basic pattern matching capabilities will enable us to write functions 

which operate on CG-potentials safe in the knowledge that what we pick up 

as a CG-potential really is a CG-potential. A CGM-potential is a sum of CG- 

potentials. We may thus extend these techniques in an obvious way to apply to 

any CGM-potential of a particular number of terms. We may not, however, define 

a pattern to match a CGM-potential with an arbitrary number of terms as simply 

as we defined cg, or extract each of the arguments of its sqrt or exp functions 

as simply as we did with cgl. This will not pose a problem, however, as we may 

apply a slightly different pattern matching technique to obtain the same result. 
Since we already know how to deal with CG-potentials let us consider how we 

may deal with CGM-potentials which are not CG-potentials also. In order to test 

to see if an expression is a CGM-potential of two or more terms we must test to 

see if it is a summation and if every term in that summation is a CG-potential. 

The function iscgmQ will perform this test: 
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iscgmq[x ] := (Head[x] === Plus) && 

(Apply[And, Map[iscgQ, Apply[List, x]]]) ; 

In order to define a function which may only be applied to a CGM-potential of 

two or more terms we may apply a rule to its argument using the \; construct. 

Thus a function foo defined as foo[x_\; iscgmQ[x]] :=3 applies the rule iscgmQ 

to the input argument x and returns the value 3 if x is a CGM-potential of two 

or more terms and foo [x] otherwise. The function exppart may be applied to 

CG-potentials only: 

exppart[sgrt[x ]* exp[y ]] :=y 

It returns the argument of the exp part of the CG-potential. If we change the 

summation operator of a CGM-potential to a list operator we may then apply 

the exppart function to every element of that list and hence determine a list of 

the arguments of the exp functions. The code Map [exppart 
, Apply [List , x11 

performs this on a CGM-potential x. A list of the arguments of the sqrt functions 

may be determined in a similar way. 

4.9 Symbolic Operations 

Having discussed our requirements for the creation of symbolic operators in the 

last section we will now outline their construction in Mathematica. 

4.9.1 Initial Representation of Conditional Distributions 

Recall from Section 4.5 that discrete random variables are forbidden from having 

continuous parents and they are defined, by conditioning on their discrete parents, 

as multinomial distributions. Consider a random variable Ia, for aE0, with 

parents Xpa(a) = Ipa(a) and distribution, as given in Equation 4.6, thus: 

falpa(a) (ia; 
pa(a)) =p 

(ia; 
Zpa(a)) 

Then we may write the probability density function of I. I Xpa(4) as: 

p(ia; 2pa(a))2 exp {0} 
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in order that it will match our chosen symbolic form. The Mathematica function 

cons will generate this symbolic form: 

cons [p. J := sqrt [p "2] * exp [0] ; 

The initial distribution of each continuous random variable is conditionally 
Normal given its discrete and continuous parents. Consider a random variable 
Ya, for aEP, with parents Xpa(a) _ (Ipa(a), Y,, a(, )) and distribution, as given in 

Equation 4.7, thus: 

Ya I Xpa(a) '' 1Y 
(a(ipa(a)) 

+ N(ipa(a))Typa(a), i(tpa(a))) 

Then we may write the probability density function of Ya I Xpa(Q) as: 

1 
2IIy(ipa(a)) exp 

{2((a)) (Ya 
- a(ipa(a)) - Q(ipa(a))T ypa(a)Iz 

which matches our choice of symbolic form for a CG-potential. We will find it 

most convenient to expand all the terms within the square root and exponential 

operators wherever possible. This will allow any required cancelling to occur. The 

following Mathematica function defines a univariate normal distribution in the 
desired symbolic form. 

uninorm [x_, mu_, sigsga .= Block[ { const, xmu 

const = sgrt[1 / (2 * Pi * sigsq)]; 
xmu = ExpandAll[(-1/ (2*sigsq))*((x-mu)"2)]; 

Return[const * exp [xmu] ]; 

J 

In order that we may maximise the accuracy of our functions and prevent 
roundoff errors from interfering with their proper functioning we define all nu- 
meric values in Mathematica as either integers or rational numbers. In addition 
mathematical constants, such as pi, and functions, such as exponentials and square 

roots, are kept in symbolic form to prevent the generation of irrational numbers 
or roundoff errors. The initial conditional distributions of B and C in the waste 
incinerator problem are thus defined as follows: 

bdist = {{{}, {b}} 
, 

{{cons [17/20] } -, {cons [3/20] }}} ; 

cdist = {{{c}, {b}}, {{uninorm[c, -2,1/10]}, 
{uninorm[c, -1,3/10]}}}; 
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These objects, on call of cons and uninorm, then become: 

bdist = {{{}, {b}} 
, 

{{exp [0] *sgrt [289 / 4001}, 
{exp [0] *sgrt [9 / 4001}}}; 

cdist = {{{c}, {b}}, {{exp [-20 - 20*c - 5*c"2] *sgrt [5/Pi] }, 

{exp[-5/3 - (10*c)/3 - (5*c"2)/3]* 

sgrt[5/(3*Pi)] }}}; 

4.9.2 Multiplication 

The Mathematica implementation of the multiplication operator may be defined in 

a similar way to that used in the discrete exact case. Assuming that the potentials 
have been extended and rearranged such that their organisation matches, we may 

assign the list of variables from the first function to the first element of the output 

potential and the product of the two potential tables to the second element of the 

output potential. In order that the resulting potentials are in as simple a form 

as possible, and that that form matches our symbolic form, we additionally apply 

a simplification operator mcgm to every cell in the output potential table. The 

multiplication operator, multdists, may be defined as: 

multdists[distl_, dist2a := Block[{vars, data, len}, 

vars = distl[[1]]; 

len = Length Evars E[21 11; 

data = Map[mcgm, disti[[211*dist2[[2]], {len}]; 

Return [Join [{vars}, {data}]]; 

I 

The simplification operator, mcgm, needs to be able to handle every possible 

combination of CCM-potentials. The most elegant way to achieve this is to employ 
` the use of pattern matching and define mcgm as a function which will recursively 

call itself on sub-arguments of its input argument until all possible simplifications 
have been carried out. We define six rules, M1-M6, to achieve this goal. Rule 

M1 is simply used to preserve the list structure of Mathematica, rules M2-M6 are 

simplification operators. Rules M2-M5 deal with the product of two CG-potentials 

- the simplest structure in our symbolic form. Rule M2 simplifies the product 

of two CG-potentials 'with' different arguments to the functions exp and sqrt. 
Since Mathematica will only match an expression to a pattern if the expression is 
in exactly the same form as the pattern rules M3-M5 are additionally required. 
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These deal with the cases where either one or both of the arguments of the exp 

and sqrt functions are identical in the two input CG-potentials. In this case 
Mathematica will automatically replace the product of the two identical functions 

with the square of one of them and a different pattern is thus created. The final 

rule, M6, provides the recursion. It deals with the product of two potentials where 

at least one of them is a CGM-potential (the other may be either a CG or CGM- 

potential). This rule will repeatedly be applied to expand the input expression 
into a summation of terms where each term consists of a function call to mcgm with 

an argument which corresponds to the product of two CG-potentials. On the call 
of mcgm to each of these terms a CGM-potential requiring no further simplification 
will be output. 

mcgm[{x_}] := {mcgm[x]}; (M1) 

mcgm[sgrt[xlj*exp[yla*sgrt[x2a*exp[y2a] 

sqrt [xl*x2] * exp [yl+y2] ; (M2) 

mcgm [sgrt [xl-J *sgrt [x2a * (exp [ya "2)] 

sqrt[xl*x2] * exp[2 * y] ; (M3) 

mcgm[(sgrt[xa "2)*exp[y1a*exp[y2a] 

sqrt [x"2] * exp [yl+y2] ; (M4) 

mcgm[(sgrt[xa "2)*(exp[ya "2)] 

sqrt [x"2] * exp[2 * y] ; (M5) 

mcgm [x_ * (y_ + Z-)] := mcgm [x*y] + mcgm [x*z] ; (M6) 

It should be noted that while an expression sqrt [x] "2 will not be matched 
by a pattern sqrt [x-1 *sqrt [ya even though that expression may be rewritten 
sqrt [x] *sqrt [x] which then matches the pattern, rules of associativity and com- 
mutativity are used when pattern matching. The expressions sqrt [x] *exp [y] 

and exp [y] *sqrt [x] will therefore both be matched correctly by the pattern 
exp Ex 

-J *sqrt [y-J. 

4.9.3 Division 

The Mathematica function to perform the division of two CGM-potentials may be 
defined in a way which is similar to the multiplication operator. We additionally 
add a line to simplify the case where the numerator and denominator are numer- 
ically equivalent, replace the multiplication sign with a division sign and employ 
the use of a different simplification function. The division operator divdists, 
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which divides two CGM-potentials which have first been extended and rearranged 
to match, is thus as follows: 

divdists[distl_, dist2a := Block[{vars, data, len, temp}, 

vars = dist l[ [1] ]; 

len = Length [vacs [ [2] ]]; 

temp = distl[[2]]; 

If[N[temp == dist2[[2]]], (temp = dist2[[2]])]; 

data = Map [dcgm, temp / dist2 [ [2] ], {len}] ; 

Return [Join [{ears}, {data}]]; 

J 

We shall consider the definition of the simplification function, dcgm, in two 

stages. Firstly the simpler case in which a CG or CGM-potential is divided by 

a CG-potential, and secondly the more complex situation' where we require the 

ratio of two CGM-potentials. Again we also have a rule, D1, to preserve the list 

structure of Mathematica. 

dcgm [{x_}] := {dcgm [x] }; (D1) 

Rules D2-D5 deal with the cases where one CG-potential is being divided by 

another CG-potential. Rule D2 corresponds to the case where both numerator and 
denominator are equal and automatically cancel. Rules D3 and D4 deal. with the 

cases where either the exponential functions or the square root functions in both 

the numerator and denominator equate and cancel. Rule D5 corresponds to the 

situation where the numerator and denominator are CG-potentials with different 

exponential and square root terms so no automatic cancellation occurs. Rules 

D6-D8 are recursive and are used to divide a CGM-potential by a CG-potential. 

In rule D6 no cancellation has occurred, in rule D7 the exponential operators 
in numerator and denominator have cancelled, and in rule D8 the square root 

operators in numerator and denominator have cancelled. Each rule calculates the 

first term and reapplies dcgm to simplify the remaining terms. 

dcgm [1] := sqrt [1] *exp [0] ; (D2) 

dcgm [sgrt [xla / sqrt [x2a ] := sqrt [xl/x2] *exp [0] ; (D3) 

dcgm [exp [yi.. ] / exp [y2a ] := sqrt [1] *exp [yl-y2] ; (D4) 
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dcgm [(sgrt [xL] *exp [y1 ]) / (sqrt [x2a *exp [y2a )] 

sqrt [xi/x2] *exp [yl-y2] ; (D5) 

dcgm [(sgrt [xL] *exp [y1. J + z_) / (sqrt [x2a *exp [y2a )] 

sqrt [xi/x2] *exp [yi-y2] + dcgm [z/ (sgrt [x2] *exp [y2] )] ; (D6) 

dcgm[(sgrt[xL] + z_) / (sgrt[x2. a)] :_ 

sqrt [xl/x2] *exp [0] + dcgm [z/ (sgrt [x2] )] ; (D7) 

dcgm[(exp[yl. a + z_) / (exp[y2a)] :_ 

sqrt [1] *exp [yl-y2] + dcgm [z/ (exp [y2] )] ; (D8) 

In order to calculate the ratio of two CGM-potentials we require four additional 
functions. The functions iscgQ and iscgmQ determine if a function is a CC or a 
CGM-potential respectively, or not. The functions exppart and sqrtpart obtain 
the arguments of the exponential and square root operators, respectively. 

iscgQ[xa MatchQ[x, sgrt[. ]*exp[a]; 

iscgmQ [xa (Head [x] === Plus) && 

(Apply [And, Map [iscgQ, Apply [List, x]]]); 

exppart [exp [xa *sgrt [ya ] :=x; 

sqrtpart [exp [xa *sgrt [ya ] :=y; 

Rule D9 calculates the ratio of two CGM-potentials using these four func- 

tions. The functions iscgQ and iscgmQ are used to check that the numerator and 
denominator are both CGM-potentials. If they are then rule D9 is applied. 

dcgm[(x_ /; iscgmq[x]) / (y- /; iscgmQ[y])] := Block[{xseries, 

yseries, xexp, yexp, xsqrt, ysqrt, zexp, zsqrt, zlist}, 

xseries = Apply[List, x] ; 

yseries = Apply[List, yl; 

xexp = Map[exppart, xseries]; 

yexp = Map[exppart, yseries]; 

xsqrt = Map[sqrtpart, xseries]; 

ysqrt = Map[sqrtpart, yseries]; 

zexp = Map[exp, Table[xexp, {Length[yexp]}] - yexp, {2}] ; 

zsqrt = Map [sgrt, Table [xsgrt, {Length [ysgrt] }] /ysgrt, {2}] ; 

zlist = Apply[Intersection, zexp * zsqrt]; 
Return[Apply[Plus, zlist]]; 

I (D9) 
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Consider the following example which explains the logic behind rule D9. Let a, 
b, c, and d be four CG-potentials. The product of the CGM-potentials (a + b) and 
(c + d) is (ac + ad + be + bd). Now suppose we wish to determine the ratio of this 

product and (a+b) how might we, in general, proceed? One possible way might be 

to represent the numerator as a list {ac, ad, bc, bd} and the denominator as a list 

{a, b}. We can then form a table in which every column in the table corresponds to 

an element in the numerator, and each row in the table corresponds to an element 
in the denominator. Every cell in the table is defined as the ratio of the appropriate 

elements of the numerator and denominator defined by the row/column combina- 
tion. For our example we obtain the table {{c, d, bc/a, bd/a}, {acl b, ad/b, c, d}}. 

In order to find the CGM-potential resulting from the division we find the intersec- 

tion of the rows {c, d} and convert the list back into a summation (c+d). Rule D9 

carries out this logic. We convert the CGM-potentials into lists of CG-potentials 

(xseries and yseries). Split the lists of CG-potentials into lists of arguments to 

the exponential and square root functions (xexp, yexp, xsqrt, and ysqrt). Form 

tables of the ratios of the exponential and square root functions in the numera- 
tors and denominators (zexp and zsqrt). Finally we form the product of these 

two tables and find the intersection between rows of the tables. The resulting list 

(zlist) is then converted to a CGM-potential and output. 

In case the exp or sqrt functions in both numerator and denominator cancel 

we will require two further rules, D10 and D11, to cover these possibilities. The 

functions isexpQ, isexpmq, issqrtQ, and issgrtmQ are used to match these cases. 
If both the numerator and denominator are CGM-potentials which equate fully 

then Mathematica will cancel them and automatically return the value 1. Rule 

D2 will then be applied. 

dcgm[(x_ /; isexpmQ [x]) / (y_ /; isexpmQ [y] )] := Block[{ 

xseries, yseries, xexp, yexp, zexp, zlist}, 

xseries = Apply[List, x] ; 

yseries = Apply[List, y] ; 

xexp = Map[exppart, xseries]; 

yexp = Map[exppart, yseries]; 

zexp = Map [exp, Table [xexp, {Length [yexp] }] - yexp, {2}] ; 

zlist = sqrt [1] * Apply[Intersection, zexp] ; 
Return[Apply[Plus, zlist]] ; 

I (D 10) 
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dcgm[(x_ /; issgrtmQ[x]) / (y_ /; issgrtmQ[y])] := Block[{ 

xseries, yseries, xsqrt, ysqrt, zsqrt, zlist}, 

xseries = Apply[List, x] ; 

yseries = Apply[List, y] ; 

xsqrt = Map[sqrtpart, xseries]; 

ysqrt = Map[sgrtpart, yseries]; 

zsqrt = Map [sgrt, Table [xsgrt, {Length [ysgrt] }] /ysgrt, {2}] ; 

zlist = exp[0] * Apply[Intersection, zsqrt]; 

Return[Apply[Plus, zlist]]; 

] (D11) 

isexpQ[xa := MatchQ[x, exp[J]; 
isexpmQ [xa (Head [x] === Plus) && 

(Apply [And, Map [isexpQ , Apply [List, x]]]); 

issgrtQ[xa Matchq[x, sgrt[a]; 
issgrtmQ[xa (Head[x] === Plus) && 

(Apply [And, Map[issqrtQ, Apply [List 
, x]]]); 

4.9.4 Marginalisation 

The final symbolic operator we need consider to form a propagation algorithm is 

that of marginalisation. Since we are dealing with a mixed PES the marginalisa- 
tion of a potential function may be with respect to both discrete and continuous 

random variables. The order with which marginalisation is carried out is, in the- 

ory, irrelevant. We do, however, apply the rule that the list of continuous random 
variables should be marginalised over prior to marginalisation with respect to the 
discrete random variables. The advantage of this approach is that it keeps the 
individual functions we need to marginalise with respect to continuous variables 

as simple as possible. Moreover, for simplicities sake, we marginalise with respect 
to a single random variable at a time. 

The Mathematica function marginalise carries out the marginalisation. First 

it determines which variables are to be marginalised with respect to, by compar- 
ison with the lists of variables we already have evidence on (fulldisvars and 
fullctsvars). The list of continuous variables to be marginalised with. respect 
to is put into the global list globalctsvars. The function margctsvars is then 
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applied to marginalise with respect to the continuous variables. If there are no 
discrete variables to be marginalised with respect to the resulting potential is out- 

put. Otherwise the potential is marginalised with respect to the appropriate list 

of discrete variables, variable by variable. This is achieved by first rearranging the 

potential table such that a discrete variable to be marginalised with respect to is 

on the outermost layer of the table. Then the levels of the discrete variable may 
be summed over. The resulting potential is simplified using the function scgm and 
then output. 

marginal ise[table_, varsa := Block[{data, disvars, newctsvars, 

newdisvars, newvars, numdisvars, neword}, 
data = table[[2]] ; 

globalctsvars = vars[[1]]; 
disvars = comp [vars [[2]] 

, fulldisvars] ; 

newctsvars = Complement [table[[1, I]], globalctsvars] ; 

newdisvars = comp[table[[1,211, vars[[2]]] ; 

newvars = Join[{newctsvars}, {newdisvars}]; 

numdisvars = Length [table [ [1,2111; 

globalctsvars = comp[globalctsvars, fullctsvars]; 

If [globalctsvars !_ {}, data = Map[margctsvars, data, 

{numdisvars}]]; 

If [disvars =_ {}, Return [join [{newvars}, {data}]]] ; 

neword = Join[disvars, newdisvars]; 
data = rearrdis[neword, {{newctsvars, table[[1,2]]}, 

data}] [[2]] ; 

numdisvars = Length[disvars]; 

While[numdisvars > 0, 

data = Apply[Plus, data] ; 

numdisvars = numdisvars -1 

data = Map[scgm, data, {Length[disvars] }] ; 
Return[{newvars, data}] ; 

I 
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The function margctsvars called with the potential function dist calls the 

function urarg with the potential function dist and globalctsvars, the list of 

continuous variables to be marginalised with respect to. 

margctsvars[dist. ] := marg[dist, globalctsvars]; 

The function urarg loops over the list of continuous variables in turn and calls 

the symbolic integration function integrate. The resulting potential is then 

simplified using scgm. 

marg[dist_, vars. a := Block[{varlist, result, curvar}, 

varlist = vars; 

result = dist; 

While[ Length[varlist] > 0, 

curvar = varlist [[1]] ; 

result = scgm[integrate[result, curvar]]; 

varlist = Rest [varlist] 

I; 
Return [result] ; 

I 

Marginalisation of a potential function with respect to a continuous random 

variable requires the integration of the potential function with respect to that 

random variable over its entire space. 111athematica possesses its own integration 

function, but this is too general, and hence slow, for our purposes. In addition 
it will be unable to interpret our symbolic form correctly. We therefore define 

our own integration function - integrate. Four rules 11-I4 are used to define the 

integration of a CGM-potential with respect to a continuous random variable. 

integrate[{a_}, x-] :_ {integrate[a, x]}; (I1) 

integrate [a- + b_, x -I := integrate [a, x] + integrate [b, x] ; (12) 

integrate [sgrt [ila *exp [i2 ], x_] := 
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integ[sgrt[ii]*exp[Collect[i2, x]], x]; 
integ [sgrt [ka *exp [a_ + (b_ * x_) + (c_ * x-^2)1, xa 

sqrt[-(k*Pi)/c]*exp[ExpandAll[a - ((b"2)/(4*c))]]; 

(I3) 

(I4) 

Rule I1 is used to preserve the list structure. Rule 12 calls itself recursively 

such that the integration of a CGM-potential is calculated as the sum of the 
integration of its component CG-potentials. Rule 13 prepares for the integration 

of a CG-potential. It calls the function integ with the CG-potential it takes 

as an input. Additionally it uses the Collect function to collect together the 

terms of the variable x, say, to be marginalised with respect to in the argument 
to the exponential function. This ensures that the argument of the exponential 
function is represented as a quadratic in x. Rule 14 defines integ which integrates 

a CG-potential in this form. It applies the following result which holds for c<0: 

x_+oo x=+00 / b2\ /bz f 
%7k- Exp a+ bx + cx2 dx =f %lk- Exp Ia- 4c) +c l x+ - Jdx 

X=-00 X=-00 
2c 

ýý 
Exp a- 4c 

-_+o /2 
xf 

In 
Exp c(x+2 

1 dx 
c X= 00 V2 

- 
-kn Exp a-b 

c 4c 
(4.20) 

All that is left to define is our simplification function scgm. This function 

is used to simplify CGM-potentials after they have been summed over discrete 

variables or integrated over continuous ones. It is used to retain the symbolic 
form of the CGM-potential. Rule S1 preserves the list structure of Mathematica. 
Rule S2 combines two CG-potentials with the same exponential term. Rules S3 

and S4 put a numeric multiple of a CG-potential into the correct symbolic form. 
Rule S3 deals with the case where there are other terms to be simplified, rule S4 
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where there are not. The final rule is applied if no other rule needs to be fitted 

and returns its input unchanged. 

scgm[{x_}] :_ {scgm[x]}; (S1) 

scgm[sgrt[xia*exp[yJ + sgrt[x2. J*exp[ya + z] : 

scgm [sgrt [xl + 2*Sqrt[xl*x2] + x2 ] *exp [y] + z] ; (S2) 

s cgm [ (n_ /; Numberq [n]) * sgrt [x. J * exp [ya + z___] 

scgm [sgrt [n"2 * x] *exp [y] + z] ; (S3) 

scgm[(n_ /; NumberQ[n])*sgrt[xa*exp[y ]] 

scgm [sgrt [n"2 * x] *exp [y] ]; (S4) 

scgm[x.. ] :=x; (S5) 

4.10 Symbolic Implementation of the Waste 

Incinerator Problem 

4.10.1 Initialisation 

Let us assume that the assignment of variables to cliques is as given in Table 4.6. 

The initial clique potentials for the waste incinerator problem are given in Table 

4.7. These potentials are represented in our chosen symbolic form. 

Variables Assigned Clique 

C, B {{C}, {B}} 

D {{D, E}, {B, W}} 

L {{D, L}, {}} 

E, F, W {{E}, {F, W}} 

Mi {{D, Mi}, {W}} 

MO {{D, Mi}, {MO}} 

Table 4.6: The assignment of variables to cliques in the waste incinerator problem. 
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Initial Clique Potential for Clique {{C}, {B}} 

B=O sqrt 
[. 289] * exp [-20 - 20c - 5c2] 

t 
] 

* c-5 
-1 B=1 sqr 

[80II 
exp l 3 3 5 

Initial Clique Potential for Clique {{D, E }, { B, W}} 

B=O W=O Sgrt 
50 

3n * exp 
4225 60d 50d2 650e 100de 50e2 

6+ 33 3+ 33 

W=1 sqrt [nJ * exp [-450 + 150d - 22' - 150e + 25de -2 2'1 

B=1 W=0 sqrt exp -14 5+ 75d - 5d2 - 75e + 10de - 5e2 

W=1 sqrt 
[n] * exp [-245 + 70d - 5d2 - 70e + 10de - 5e2] 

Initial Clique Potential for Clique {{D, L }, 111 

sqrt [n] * exp [-18 + 6d -+ 121 - 2d1 - 212 

Initial Clique Potential for Clique {{E}, { F, W}} 

t 9 25 [-380250 - 195000 - 25000 2] * F=O W=O sqr 4 e exp e 

1 W t [h1! 25 ý [-256000 - 160000 - 25000e2] * = sqr exp e 

F=1 W=0 sqrt [49n * exp [-800 - 4000e - 5000e2] 

W=1 sqrt 
{jý * exp [-1250 - 5000e - 5000e2] 

Initial Clique Potential for Clique {{D, Mi }, {W}} 

W-0 sqrt 
{ ri ] * exp ý- 25 + 50mi - 50mi2] 

W=1 sqrt [ 100 * exp [-25 -100mi -100mi2] 

Initial Clique Potential for Clique {{D, Mi, MO }, 111 

sqrt 
{ý* exp [-25042 - 500dmi - 250mi2 + 500dmO + 500mimO - 250m02] 

Table 4.7: Initial clique potentials for the waste incinerator problem where: B= 

{0,1} ={ Stable, Unstable }, F= {0,1} = {Intact, Defective}, and W= {0,1} _ 
{ Industrial, Household }. 
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4.10.2 Propagation 

The propagation schedule for the incinerator example is presented in Table 4.8: 

No. Source Clique Separator Sink clique 

1 {{C}, {B}} {{}, {B}} {{D, E}, {B, W}} 

2 {{D, L}, {}} {{D}, {}} {{D, E}, {B, W}} 

3 {{E}, {F, W}} {{E}, {W}} {{D, E}, {B, W}} 

4 If D, Mi}, {MO}} {{D, Mi}, {}} {{D, Mi}, {W}} 

5 {{ D, Mi}, {W}} {{D}, {W}} {{ D, E}, {B, W}} 

6 {{ D, E}, {B, W}} {{D}, {W}} {{D, Nli}, {W}} 

7 {{D, Mi}, {W}} {{D, Mi}, {}} {{D, Mi}, {MO}} 

8 {{D, E}, {B, W}} {{E}, {W}} {{E}, {F, W}} 

9 {{D, E}, {B, W}} {{D}, {}} {{D, L}, {}} 

10 {{D, E}, {B, W}} {{}, {B}} {{C}, {B}} 

Table 4.8: Propagation schedule for the waste incinerator problem. 

Following the propagation of a full schedule of flows the potential on each 

clique (or separator) is the joint probability density function of the variables in 

that clique (or separator). We may thus form the marginal distribution of any 

variable by marginalising the potential function of any clique (or separator) that 

contains it, over the other variables. The marginal distribution of any continuous 

variable will, in general, be a CGM-distribution. We may thus determine the 

moments of any continuous marginal distribution by pattern matching. Since 

Mathematica supports graphical capabilities we may also graph the distribution 

of any variable we wish. 

Let )º be a normalisation constant for the system (given no evidence A is equal 
to one). Suppose we wish to find the first two moments of a CGM-distribution 

which is the marginal distribution of a continuous variable. The moments of the 
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CGM-distribution may be determined from the moments of the individual CG- 
distributions of which it is comprised. Suppose that each CG-distribution is in 

our symbolic form then the mean of each CG-distribution may be determined as 
follows: 

x=+oo I_ 2 fx rk 
Exp a+ bx + cx2 dx = 

cA2 
Exp a-- 4cl 

X=-00 
x=+oo 2 

x 
JxJEx{c(x+_'\ dx 

/ 

-b -kl z 
= Exp a-bb 2c j2 4c 

(4.21) 

Similarly the mean square may be determined as: 

J 
x2 

rk 
Exp a+ bx + cx2 dx - 

a' 
Exp a- 4c 

X=-00 

bx Jx2JExp{c(x+ )2 kdx 
X=00 

_ 
b2 - 2c -kII b2 

4c2 
) 

c\2 
Exp a- 4c 

(4.22) 

The Mathematica function, mean, which determines the mean 'of a CGM- 

potential using Equation 4.21 is as follows: 

mean[dista := Block[{var, data, mu}, 

var = dist[[1,1,1]]; 

data = dist[[2,1]]; 

mu = meanint [data, var] ; 
Return [mu] ; 

I 
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It determines the variable and marginal potential from its input. It then calls 

meanint with these arguments. The function meanint is defined by two rules. 
The first is recursive and splits the the CGM-potential into its component CG- 

potentials. The second rule applies Equation 4.21, effectively carrying out the 

required integration. In order to determine the mean of a continuous variable's 
marginal distribution we find the mean of its marginal potential and divide by the 

normalisation constant A. 

meanint [a_ + b_, x_] := meanint [a, x] + meanint [b, x] ; 

meanint [sgrt [ka *exp [a_ + (b_ * x_) + (c_ * x-^2)1, xa 

-(b/(2*c))*sgrt[(-K*Pi)/c] 

exp[ExpandAll[a - ((b"2)/(4*c))]]; 

The analogous routines, meansq and msq, to find the mean square of a CG- 

potential based on Equation 4.22 are given as follows: 

meansq[dista := Block[{var, data, msquare}, 

var = dist[[1,1,1]]; 

data = dist[[2,1]]; 

msquare = msq[data, var] ; 
Return [msquare] ; 

I 

msq[a_ + b_, x_] := msq[a, x] + msq[b, x] ; 

msq[sgrt[k]*exp[a- + (b- * x_) + (c_ * x_"2)], x_] := 
sgrt[(-k*Pi)/c]*(((b"2) - (2*c)) / (4 * (c"2))) 

*exp[ExpandAll[a - ((b"2)/(4*c))]]; 

Again, the mean square of a CG-potential should be divided by the normalisa- 
tion constant to determine the mean square of the corresponding CG-distribution. 
The variance of the CG-distribution may be determined from its first two mo- 
ments using the well known formula Var(X) = E[X2] - (E[X])2. The means and 
variances of the continuous variables in the waste incinerator problem, given no 
evidence, are presented in Table 4.9. 
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Variable Mean Variance 

C: CO2 in Emission 207 - -1.850000 103 = 400 0.257500 

D: Emission of Dust 851 
280 = 3.039286 29052551 

49000000 = 0.592909 

E: Filter Efficiency y -911 280 = -3.253571 
24623051 
49000000 = 0.502511 

L: Light Penetrability 560 - 1.480357 196000000 = 0.398227 

Mi: Metal in Waste i4 = -0.214286 2063 
9800 = 0.210510 

MO: Emission of Metal 113 
40 = 2.825000 5180793 

7000000 = 0.740113 

Table 4.9: Means and variances of continuous variables given no evidence. 

By comparing the graphs of the marginal distributions of the continuous ran- 
dom variables in Figure 4.10 with their means and variances in Table 4.9 we can 

see the obvious power of obtaining the probability density functions of the vari- 

ables rather than just their moments. The first two moments of the distribution, 

while being useful, are not sufficient to characterise the distribution and can, if 

used blindly, give unexpected results. The mean of Mi (the amount of metal in 

the waste), for example, is at a value which is very unlikely to ever be observed. 
Similarly the moments of E (Filter Efficiency) give us no indication that E is 

formed from four Normal distributions with such small variances. The moments 

of CGM-distributions may thus be of limited value to the non-expert unless he 

has more insight into the problem. 

Tables 4.10,4.11,4.12, and 4.13 give the marginal distributions of the discrete 

and continuous variables in the waste incinerator problem given that there is no 

evidence. 
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Figure 4.10: Graphs of the marginal distributions of the continuous variables in 

the waste incinerator problem given no evidence. 
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B: Burning Regime F: Filter State W: Type of Waste 

B: Stable 2Ö F: Intact 2ö W: Industrial 7 

B: Unstable 20 
F: Defective 20 W: Household 5 

Table 4.10: The marginal distributions of the discrete variables B, F and W in 

the waste incinerator problem given that there is no evidence. 

C: CO2 in Emission 

3 
sqrt 

ý$on 

1 
-ý- sqrt 

[ 289 
8011 

lOc5c2 * exp 
[_5 

333 

* exp [-20'- 20c'- 5c2] 

D: Emission of Dust 

sqrt 
{39292H} 

* exp 
[ 

100150 
+ 71000d 

_ 
510012 J1+ 

sgrt 
[156956811 225 exp 177 50 

"'ý 
577d 

- 
5OOW3 

) J 

+ sqrt 
[ 

1179289 9211] * exp I -1306050 +6 30004 
_5 300042 

J 

sqrt 
[6535415 

46411 
* exp L- 

10800 
1667 

+ 616674 
_2 5001 

+ sqrt 
[6287225 

76811, * exp 
[-140150 

+ 55400004 
_ 

5000d21 

+ sqrt 
[2613856rl135375 ]* 

exp 
1-5001 36100 + 19500104 

- 
25OOOd2 

001 

] 

[30968rl 27455 1 (-169000 130000d 
- 

25000d21 
+ sqrt * exp ` 1501 

+ 
1501 1501 

+ sqrt 
[13041125313756811] 

'ý` exp 
[ 001 + 14000 

200104 - 
252001 OOOd2 

Table 4.11: The marginal distributions of the continuous variables C and D in the 

waste incinerator problem given that there is no evidence. 
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E: Filter Efficiency 

sqrt [49°I1 * exp [-800 - 4000e - 5000e2] 

+ sqrt [ssn] * exp [-1250 - 5000e - 5000e2] 

+ sqrt 
[949n ]* exp [-380250 - 195000e - 25000e2] 

91 + sqrt [118j * exp [-256000 - 160000e - 25000e2] 

L: Penetrability of Light 

sqrt 
[359 

66II, 
* exp 

L 11001 1220 10011 _ 
2111001j 

sqrt 
[1437475 200001 

6411, 
* exp 

1-50-01250 
- 

10000 1- 
-1-1001211 

-ý- sgrt 
[ 
100949sn1 * exp 

[ 
10301 - 

10 01 - Zi10301 21 
j 

-}- sqrt 
[407719211 * exp 104050 1+ 

1040 1- 210 01 ] 

sqrt 16245 
] 

[53900981 
* exp 

[ 
550010 

+ 255 0000! 
_ 

1500001 
] 

sqrt 
[215406125 

6039211] exp 
[ 

550010 
+ 2550011 

_ 
15000012] 

9000 
-I- sqrt 

[504521645 
709811] * exp 

[ 
52 

15011 
- 

351051! 
_ 

100000121 
51501 j 

Sgrt 
[ 

20 8439211, * exp 
[ 52001 

- 
3520001 

_ 
1000000lß 

j 

Table 4.12: The marginal distributions of the continuous variables E and L in the 

waste incinerator problem given that there is no evidence. 
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MO: Emission of Metal 

sqrt 
[439432A] 

* exp 
[-15200 + 40509m0 

_ 
500021 21 

sqrt 
[ 

186525 92U] * exp Lr 
-20000 20000m0 

_ 
5000m02 

-ý- 119 
+ 

357 1071 

sqrt 
[ 

1650289 3211] * exp 
[-2121780 

40 
+ 660OO 

421 
mO _ 

50 
42101 

Q 73 
5415 420250 205000m0 

_ 
25000m02 

S Tt I, * exp 
L5601 + 

5601 5601 

sqrt 
[7387225 

528TIj 
* exp 

ý-142501 00 + 50471 0_ 50471021 

sqrt 
[839406125 

036811] 
* exp 

L5351 50 + 165 
351 _ 

25 
53510 

1 

-ý- sgrt82359 
5]* ex p -240250 + 155000M 

_ 
25000m__1 

p 2101 2351 1 

m+ sqrt 
[3686368111 

* CXJ 
[ 

21322 3 515 
0+ 11 51 

- 
25 

2351 
Oý 1 

Mi: Metal in Waste 

sqrt 
[490] * exp {-25 + 50mi'- 50mi2] 

+ sqrt 49n * exp [-25 - l00mi - l00rni2] 

Table 4.13: The marginal distributions of the continuous variables MO and Mi in 

the waste incinerator problem given that there is no evidence. 
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4.11 Adding Evidence 

We shall now consider how we may add a set of evidence £ to our system. We 

shall assume that evidence on a discrete variable Iu informs us that IU is at some 

given state it, say, and we wish to update our uncertainty appropriately. We do 

this by removing all cells that have been deemed impossible by the evidence - i. e. 

the cells for which is it. This reduces the dimension of the potential tables 

by one for each discrete variable thus simplifying the computational complexity 

of our problem. Such evidence must be entered into every universe containing the 

discrete variable Iu. 

Evidence on a continuous variable YU is assumed to indicate that YU is at a 

particular level y*, say. In order to enter this evidence into the system we must 

replace every occurrence of the symbolic variable yu in every potential function 

by the numeric evidence yU. This will be required in every universe containing 
the continuous variable YU. 

Having entered a collection of evidence E into the system in our Mathematica 

implementation we update fullctsvars, fulldisvars and numdisvars to inform 

the system that the dimensions of the potential tables have changed and the known 

variables are there in name only. We then pass a propagation schedule. This 

results in the joint system belief being proportional to the joint probability density 

function of the variables given the evidence E. If we marginalise any clique or 

separator over the variables that it contains we obtain the normalisation constant 

required to obtain the updated joint system belief and hence the marginals. 

Lauritzen (1992) considers the addition of the evidence E: {Wig = Industrial, 

L=1.1, and C= -0.9} into the system while Olesen (1991) considers the addition 

of the evidence E: {W = Industrial, L=0.5, and C= -1.6} into the system. For 

completeness the results of both of these collections of evidence are presented here. 

The marginal distributions of the unknown variables given Lauritzen's evidence are 

given in Tables 4.14 and 4.15, they are plotted in Figure 4.11, and their moments 

are given in Table 4.17. The normalising constant given Lauritzen's evidence is in 

Table 4.16. The marginal distributions of the unknown variables given Olesen's 

evidence are given in Tables 4.18 and 4.19, they are plotted in Figure 4.12, and 
their moments are given in Table 4.21. The normalising constant given Olesen's 

evidence is in Table 4.20. 
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B: Burning Regime 

B: Stable eXp [ 1775421 
206020 

eXp[2317207 343340 

* Sqrt 
[ 1445 

1009498+Pi2 
l 

* sqrt 
2608225 

zýl = 0.012253 [ 
5047098*Pi ) 

B: Unstable i1 exp[ 2200207, 

eXp115001 [ 
3300060 

* SCýrt[359366*P12 

* sqrt 27075 1) = 0.987747 [ 
5390098* Pi JJ 

F: Filter State 

F: Intact 2317207 * sqrt 
[2608225 

exp[ 343340 5047098*Pi2j J 

1150011 * sqrt 
[ 27075 ]l = 0.999526 + eXp 

[ 
3300060 5390098*Pi I 

F: Defective A( eXp[1775421 * sqrt[ 
\ 206020 

[ 
1009498*Pi2 J 

+ eXp[ 2ä00207] * sgrt[359366*Pi21) = 0.000474 

D: Emission of Dust 

exp[ -7778817 
3003001 

+ 37401950 
5*d _ 

11200002d3J 
sgrt[196196*Pi3j 

+ eXp[ -130 
0027 

+ 311505*d 
_ 

10301* 1.445 * sgrt[58996*Pi3l 
ex p[ p[ 

eXp[ 

500100 
18891827 
150100 

+ 

+ 

331673*d 
_ 8335 

678519*d 
7505 

55001*d2 
10002 

_ 
51501*d2 

3002 

*S Tt 
9025 

q 1326732*P13 j 

* SqTt 137275 1 [15484*Pi3 ]l 

E: Filter Efficiency 
r 

exp [ 
266059 

- 330 
44037*e 

_ 
55005*e2j 

11 11 
75 

sgrt [ 
1078*Pi3 

+ eXp[ 
1667753 

- 2060 
412270*e 

_ 
515050*e2 

103 103 
1 36125 * sgrt[5047*P13] 

+ exp[ _123304559 _ 
21450 37*e 

_ 
275005*e2] 

11 11 pj3 * sgrt[1135375 1 

exp[ 783334 
2060753 _ 

2001030*e 
_ 

257103 *e21 * sgrt[5047*Pi3]) 

Table 4.14: The marginal distributions of the variables in the waste incinerator 

problem given Lauritzen's evidence W= Industrial, C= -0.9 ,L=1.1 
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Mi: Metal in Waste 

A` exP[ 
3842917 
220020 

}50*mi-50*mit * sqrt [ 125 
179683sP13l 

}exP1 -4350671 
206020 

+ 50 * mi - 50 * mit 
1 * Sqrt 36125 1504749+Pi3 

eX Pl 

+ exP[ 

41365751 + 50 * mi - 50 * mit 3300060 

6608957 + 50 * mi - 50 * mi2] 343340 

*S rtj 676875 q 12695049. Pi3ý 
65205625 * sgrt[2523549 

. Pi3]) 

MO: Emission of Metal 
f ýl eXp[ 

1120224482 
4248795 

+ 20076075*mO 
283253 _ 

1375125*m02 
283253 

1 *S rt 
1875 

q [27758794*Pi3J 

+ eXp[ 
558672619 
1061530 

+ 16823575*mO 
106153 _ 

1287625*m02 
106153 

] j 180625 
'` Sgrt[10402994*Pi3j 

+ eXp[ 
194412748 
2358755 

+ 56626075*mO 
1415253 _ 

6875125*m02j 
1415253 J 

59375 * sgrt[2433242*Pi3] 
+ eXp[ 

95492417 5766225*mO 
_ 756790 

+ 
75679 

6437625*m02 j 
529753 J 

326028125 * sgrt[51915794*Pi3ý 

Table 4.15: The marginal distributions of the variables in the waste incinerator 

problem given Lauritzen's evidence W= Industrial, C= -0.9 ,L=1.1 

A: Normalising Constant 

1= 
exp[ 2060201] 

* sgrt[100941445 -231720 2608225 
98*Pi2l 

+ 
exPl 343340 * SqTt15047098*P12 

+ exp[ 2- 
109266 5- 
200207/ * sgrt[359366*Pi2 + exp[311300 601 * sgrt[5390098*Pi2j 

= P(Evidence) 

= 0.022066 

Table 4.16: The normalising constant given Lauritzen's evidence W= Industrial, 
C=-0.9, L=1.1 

Variable Mean Variance 

D: Emission of Dust 3.607667 0.106179 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.898338 0.005819 

Mi: Metal in Waste 0.500000 0.010000 

MO: Emission of Metal 4.107667 0.118179 

Table 4.17: Means and variances of continuous variables given Lauritzen's evidence 
W= Industrial, C= -0.9 ,L=1.1 
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D: Dust in emission 

MO : Emission of metal 

Figure 4.11: Graphs of the marginal distributions in the waste incinerator problem 

given Lauritzen's evidence W= Industrial, C= -0.9 ,L=1.1 

D :. Dust in emission 

Mi : Metal in waste MO : Emission of metal 

Figure 4.12: Graphs of the marginal distributions in the waste incinerator problem 

given Olesen's evidence W= Industrial, C= -1.6 ,L=0.5 
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B: Burning Regime 

B: Stable 7145 15 
505 

]* sgrt[100s4ss»Pi2] exp[ 51 

308sss *] sqrt 
[2608225 ]l = 0.642434 + exp[ 85835 5047098sp12 ) 

B: Unstable i1( exp[ 183351] 
* sgrt[359366rpi2] 

+ 410003 
* sqrt 27075 ]l = 0.357566 exp L 275005 

][ 
5390098ºPil I 

F: Filter State 

F: Intact A( exp` 
j 3ossss * sq` rtj 2608225 

85835 5047098sP12j 
410003 *S rt( 

27075 1i = 0.785816 exp1275005 q `5390098. Pi2 JJ 

F: Defective A( exp[ 1833511 
* sgrt[ 359366+Pi2] 

+ exp71454 * SQ` rtj 
1445 0.214184 

J 
ý 

51505 1009498*Pi2 

D: Emission of Dust 

exp[ - ioolo 1 -F 
76005* _ 

11001*d2 * sgrt[1961915 6*Pi3l 
+ exp[ -190053 + 62301*d 

_ 
103002 d21 

* sgrt158991445 6 P13j 

+ exp[ -129837 
16670 

7 + 681667 d 5 
10002 

] * Sgrt[326732*Pi3J 

+ exp [ 
1889633 
15010 

+ 137505.4 
1501 _ 

51501+ 
_ 3002 

* Sqrt 
137275 [ 

15484+P13 
jJ 

E: Filter Efficiency 

ýl exp[ 
176757 - 220 - 

44025*e 55005*e2 
11 - 11 *S rt 

75 
q [1078. 

Pi3] 
eXp [ 

+ exp [ 

_ 
1030 

9 

-8 
220 

757 

41 
103 

*e _ 
5150053+e21 

_ 
2145025*e 

_ 
2750151*e2j 

1 

* sqrt 
36125 

13 
} 

* Sgrt[10135375 78*Pi3" 

+ exp [ 
391659449 

1030 _ 
20085150*e 

_ 
2575050 se2 

103 003 
65205625 1 

* SqTt[ 5047+Pi3 
]) 

Table 4.18: The marginal distributions of the variables in the waste incinerator 

problem given Olesen's evidence W= Industrial, C= -1.6 ,L=0.5 
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Mi: Metal in Waste 

exp[-366 07 + 50 * mi - 50 * mit] * sgrt[17965125 3*Pi3] 

'50*mi-50*mitj *s rt 36125 
3] Jq[ + exp[ 103oä3- 504749*Pi3 + exp 103010 + 504749*Pi 

1+ 50 * mi - 50 * mitj *s rt 
676875 ] Jq 

[2695049*Pi3 
+ exp[ 550010 

ex p[ + 50 * m2 - 50 * m22 *S rt 
65205625 

p[ 171670 
]q[ 

2523549*Pi3 
] 

MO: Emission of Metal 

ý` exp[ 
1524422661 
5665060 

+ 20376375*mO 
_ 283253 

1375125*m02 
283253 

1 * sgrt[ 
1875 1 

27758794*Pi3J 

+ eXp[ l -1113824573 
2123060 

+ 16913875*mO 
_ 106153 

1287625*m02 ý 
106153 * SgTt( 

180625 
31 110402994*Pi J 

eXp[ 

ex p[ p[ 

-2499373661 
28305060 

10595060 

+ 

+ 

58126375*m0 
1415253 

40813875*mO 
529753 

6875125*m021 
1415253 J 

_ 
6437625*m02 

529753 

* Sgrt[ 
59375 

31 2433242*Pi 

*S Tt 
326028125 

q 151915794*Pi3 ]l 

Table 4.19: The marginal distributions of the variables in the waste incinerator 

problem given Olesen's evidence W= Industrial, C= -1.6 ,L=0.5 

A: Normalising Constant 

0866 1- exp[ 51505 ]* sgrt[10094 
1445 

8*Pi2l 
+ exp[ 

8 
8358) * sgrt[5047098*Pi2I 

exp[ 183351 
* sgrt[359366*Pi2l + exP[ 275005 

1* SgTt[539027075 098+Pi2] 

= P(Evidence) 

= 0.014452 

Table 4.20: The normalising constant given Olesen's evidence W= Industrial, 

C=-1.6, L=0.5 

Variable Mean Variance 

D: Emission of Dust 3.774482 1.736158 

E: Filter Efficiency -3.150352 2.061649 

Mi: Metal in Waste 0.500000 0.010000 

MO: Emission of Metal 4.274482 1.748158 

Table 4.21: Means and variances of continuous variables given Olesen's evidence 
W= Industrial, C= -1.6 ,L=0.5 
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4.12 Adding Symbolic Evidence 

Not only does our symbolic implementation allow us to enter numeric evidence 

on a continuous variable but we may, with no extra programming, enter symbolic 

evidence on any variable. For example, suppose we have the evidence that TV =, 
Industrial and C= -0.9 then we might wish to investigate how the other variables 

will respond to the penetrability of light, L, being changed. We thus enter the 

additional evidence that L=G, where G is a symbolic variable, and propagate 
this evidence through the system. The resulting normalising constant is thus 
dependent on L and is plotted in Figure 4.13. 

Normalising the potentials we find that all the variables vary with respect to 

L except for Mi, the amount of metal in the waste (see Figure 4.13). Considering 

the CPN in Figure 4.8, the reason for this is obvious since Mi's only ancestor is 

W, the type of waste, which is defined to be industrial. The probabilities that the 
burning regime, B, is stable and the filter state, F, is intact are given for varying 
levels of L in Figure 4.13. The means and variances of the Filter Efficiency, E, 

the emission of dust, D, and the emission of metal, MO, are given in Figures 4.13, 

4.14, and 4.15 respectively. Plots of the marginal distributions of D and MO, for 

given values of L, are also presented in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Arranging such plots 
in a group in Mathematica enables us to animate the plots providing a dynamic 

way to investigate how dust and metal emissions are affected by changing light 

penetrability. 

The advantage of being able to add symbolic evidence is that only one propa- 
gation schedule need be passed to investigate the effects of an infinite number of 
different observations. This may be very useful especially in terms of gaining a 
graphical representation of a problem. The trade-off is that the addition of sym- 
bolic evidence on "too many" continuous variables is likely to be computationally 
unwieldy and the structural niceties of the PES and propagation algorithm will 
be lost. 
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-1 J. A 

P(Filter = Intact) given 
L=-1.5to3.0 

3 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 

Mi : Metal in waste 

Mean of E: Filter efficiency given 
L= -1.5 to 3.0 

Variance of E: Filter efficiency given 
L=-1.5to3.0 

Figure 4.13: Probabilities, means, variances, and probability density functions 

of the marginal distributions of variables in the waste incinerator problem given 

evidence W= Industrial, C= -0.9 and symbolic evidence on L. 
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Plot of distribution of D for evidence L= -1.5 to 4.0 

Mean of D given L= -1.5 to 4.0 Variance of D given L= -1.5 to 4.0 

Figure 4.14: Mean, variance and probability density functions of the marginal dis- 

tribution of D (emission of dust) in the waste incinerator problem given evidence 

W= Industrial, C= -0.9 and symbolic evidence on L. 
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Plot of distribution of MO for evidence L= -1.5 to 4.0 

Mean of MO given L= -1.5 to 4.0 Variance of MO given L= -1.5 to 4.0 

Figure 4.15: Mean, variance and probability density functions of the marginal 
distribution of MO (emission of metal) in the waste incinerator problem given 

evidence W= Industrial, C= -0.9 and symbolic evidence on L. 
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4.13 Discussion 

The marginal distributions of the continuous variables formed in our system are 
CGM-distributions. Such distributions may be expressed as the weighted sum of 

a series of Normal distributions. Suppose a CGM-distribution may be expressed 

as a weighted sum of r Normal distributions then a total of 3r -1 parameters are,, 
_. 

required to describe it fully. These parameters correspond to the mean, variance, 

and weight attributed to each of the r Normal distributions less one since the 

weights sum to one. In the waste incinerator problem, for example, the marginal 
distribution of L (light penetrability) given no evidence, is formed as a weighted 

sum of eight Normal distributions. We will thus need a total of 23 parameters 
to describe it. In contrast Lauritzen's approach to the problem, as described in 

Chapter 3, gives us only two statistics - the mean and variance of the marginal 
distribution. Such an approach will thus only be sufficient for continuous variables 

with either no discrete ancestors, or no unknown discrete ancestors. 

Apart from providing the full parameterisation of the continuous variables 
our method has several other advantages over Lauritzen's. The junction tree 

required is formed through a process of weak triangulation in contrast to the strong 
triangulation required by Lauritzen's scheme. In general, such junction trees have 

smaller cliques than their strongly triangulated counterparts. We are also able to 

gain a graphical output from our system without the need for simulation studies. 
This is very useful for the non-expert not only because he may not be particularly 
adept at interpreting formulae, but also because any peculiarities and pitfalls 
which might exist in the distribution and may otherwise be overlooked are made 
clear. After all, a picture paints a thousand words. 

The disadvantage with our approach is that it may become both space hungry 

and slow when dealing with large networks. Consider, for example, a continuous 
variable with a large number of discrete ancestors or one whose discrete ancestors 
each take a large number of different states. The potentials pertaining to such a 
continuous variable will thus be very complex, take a long time to calculate and 
occupy a lot of space. They will, however, be accurate. A choice must thus be 

made by the expert system builder as to whether he requires speed or accuracy. 
Only then may he decide which of the two methods he wishes to use. It should 
also be noted that if he is only interested in the states of the discrete variables 
then Lauritzen's approach is clearly the superior method to use. 
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Recall that in order to be faithful to Lauritzen's approach we defined the con- 
ditional distribution of any continuous variable Ya, in the system given its parents 
Xpa(a) - (Ipa(k), Ypa(k)) to be of the following type: 

1 -1 ?, 2 [2((a)) ýya 
- a(iPa(a)) - ß(ZPa(a)) z�Pa(a)ý fYQI(Ipa(a), Ypa(a)) - 2II 2 

exp 
i("pa(a)) pa 

In other words Y. I Xpa, (q, ) takes a conditional Normal distribution with mean 

a(ipa(a)) + Q(ipa(a))T ypa(a) and variance -y(ipa, (a)). It should be noted that with our 

symbolic approach we are equally justified in defining the conditional distribu- 

tion of any continuous variable Ya, as a weighted mixture of conditional Normal 

distributions thus: 

_n 
W(ipa(a), j) 

fYal(Ipa(a), Ypa(a)) Lý 

=1 
J2IIy(ipa(a), j) 

x exp 
-1 (yk 

- a(Zpa(a)i. ý) - 0(Zpa(a), j)T ypa(a))2 
[27(jpa(a), 

j) 

Then, since the potentials in our system will remain to be CGM-potentials the 

techniques of our symbolic approach will continue to work. 

4.14 The Sick Fish Problem 

We have currently only investigated those discrete distributions which may be 

constrained to a finite table of numeric or symbolic probabilities. Many discrete 

distributions which take infinite ranges may be approximated using our current 
methodologies by truncating their distributions to fit finite ranges. In this section, 
however, we introduce an example of how a discrete variable with nonfinite range 

may be handled using exact symbolic methods. To facilitate this we shall consider 
a fictitious example composed of a set of discrete variables some of which are of 
finite range, others of which are not. 

Let us introduce the "Sick Fish Problem". A fairground worker who runs a 
hoopla stall gives goldfish away as prizes. Unfortunately his fish are prone to be 

infected with an exoparasite which is visible as a white spot on the scales of the 
fish. If there are too many white spots, and hence parasites, on a fish, he will be 

unable to give it as a prize. The parasite is also harmful and may result in the 
death of the fish where, again, the fairground worker will be unable to give it as 
a prize. He routinely treats the fish in a chemical bath to kill the parasites. The 
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chemical is cheap and most effective against the parasite at high doses, however, 

the fish are then more liable to suffer complications from the treatment and may 
die as a result. He therefore requires a suitable model with which to determine 

how he should be treating his fish. 

Figure 4.16 presents a causal probabilistic network for the sick fish problem. 
It consists of six discrete variables. Of these, four, C, D, S and U, are of finite 

range and the remaining two, P and R, are of nonfinite range. We let P, the 

number of parasites on the fish before treatment, take a Poisson distribution. D, 

the chemical dose given to the fish, may take five levels ranging from a 20% dose 

to a 100% dose. C, the severity of the complications suffered by the fish takes 

three levels - none, minor and severe. R, the number of parasites remaining on the 
fish following chemical treatment, takes a Binomial distribution which may not be 

modelled by a finite range of probabilities since the original number of parasites, 
P, was not confined to a finite range. S, the survival of the fish, is binary - the 
fish either lives or dies. Similarly, U, whether the fish is useable as a prize 24 

hours after treatment or not, takes a binary variable. The junction tree for the 

sick fish problem is given in Figure 4.17. Conditional probability tables for the 

model are presented in Table 4.22. There are two symbolic parameters required 
by the model, p and r. These are the number of parasites on the fish before and 

after treatment, respectively. These parameters take non-negative integers. 

Figure 4.16: The causal probabilistic network illustrating the sick fish problem. 
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P: # Parasites Before Treatment 

-5o 50p 
P! 

D: Chemical Dose 

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

11211 
10 555 10 

CID (C: Severity of Complications) 

D 
C 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

none 
4 
5 

?39 
To- 5 20 

1 
4 

minor 
3 
20 

113 
54 10 

7 
20 

severe 
1 
20 

131 
10 20 4 

2 
5 

RID, P (R: # Parasites After. Treatment) 

D 

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

p 
_L 

r3 p-r p 3r2P-r p 1P (p) 2r p3r7 P-r (r) 
10 10 

(r) 
55 

(r) 
2 

(r) 
55r 10 10 

SIC, R (S: Survival) 

C 
S none minor severe 

lives 1 99 r 
100 

95 r 
100 

dies 01- 
099 

r0 1- ör 
-TO 

UIR, S (U: Useable as Prize) 

S 
U lives dies 

useable ioor 0 

useless 
r 1 -loo 1 

Table 4.22: The conditional probability tables of the variables in the sick fish 

example for p=0,1,2, ... and r=0,1, ... , p. 
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DPR DR CDR CR CRS SR RSU 

Figure 4.17: The junction tree illustrating the sick fish problem. 

The sick fish problem may be programmed in Mathematica in a similar way to 

the chest clinic and genetics counselling problems. We will therefore not go into toö 

much detail as to the data structures or basic code required. Additions to the code 

will be needed, however, to enable-the modelling of the variables with nonfinite 

state space. There are two variables in the sick fish problem with nonfinite state 

space. One, P, has an infinite state space, the other, R, has state space the 

maximum dimension of which is dependent on P. Neither of these variables may 
be fully represented through a fixed set of cells in a potential table. The code must 

therefore be altered to allow for this. In practice we treat discrete variables with 

nonfinite state space similarly to the way we treated the continuous variables in the 

waste incinerator example. We represent them by symbolic variables and define 

their probability densities as expressions which are functions of these symbolic 

variables. 

Arguably the hardest task for the programmer will be the definition of summa- 
tion routines which will deal with the marginalisation of potentials with respect to 
discrete variables with nonfinite state space. These routines may be programmed 
similarly to the integration operator we introduced for continuous variables. We 

require summation rules based on the pattern matching of known symbolic forms 

and simplification rules which will keep the functions manageable. The exact 
range of functions required will depend on the problem at hand and we do not 
intend to present an exhaustive list of these, but rather just those needed by the 

sick fish problem. Symbolic languages, such as Mathematica, may have the appro- 
priate simplification and marginalisation functions built-in as standard. Recall, 
for example, how we adopted a "black-box" approach to simplification in the ge- 
netics counselling problem. Providing, however, that the language has a flexible 

pattern-matching environment well-defined replacement rules can be constructed 
on an ad-hoc basis. 

The sick fish problem has been carefully constructed to illustrate how differ- 

ent discrete functional forms may be recognised, manipulated and operated upon. 
Unlike the waste incinerator example in the previous section, it is not meant to 
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illustrate a family of distributions which, when combined, will form a joint distri- 

bution of a particular known form. There are therefore several functional forms 

which our code must be familiar with. Due to the construction of the problem all 

the required marginalisations may be solved exactly using algebraic or arithmetic 

methods. The summation routines we require are based upon Binomial and Pois- 

son distributions. We shall list each set in turn together with the Mathematica 

code required to perform the summation. Note that the user defined exponential 

operator exp is used. 

Binomial Summations: 

B1. Binomial(n, r/(r + s)) for x= (0, n). 

n 
(n 

krxsn-s 
=O T+a 

1 n-x 
I-, n! 

e n ýx=0 (n 11 (r+a) x( Ex 

_ rn8 tt 
if 0ý rr < 1/ 

sum[((k_. * (r ^x_) * (s ̂ (n_ - x_)))/((x_! ) * (n_ - x_)! )), {x_, 0, n_}] := 
((k * ((r + s)^n))/n! )/; (FreeQ[k, x]&&(0 <= (r/(r + s)) <= 1)) 

B2. Binomial(n, 1/2) for x= (0, n). 

kr° k 2r "nn In En- 
0 x! (n_x)! = 

n! 
En 

x) 2 
k2r^ 

sum[((k- * ((r-)^n-))/((x-! ) * (n- - x-)! )), {x-, 0, n-}] := 
(k * ((2 * r)^n))/n! /; Freeq[k, x] 

B3. Binomial(n, r/(1 + r)) for x= (0, n). 

En 
x=O 

kr' =k ý`x=o 
«l+r)(1+r ))ý (ý1+r) (1_ +r ))n 

kiln rn Ex=0 (n) (1+rr) x (1+, )n-x 

k lnr " if 0< lr < 

sum[((k_. * ((r-)^x-))/((x-! ) * (n- - x-)! )), {x-, 0, n-}] := 
((k * ((r + 1)^n))/n! )/; (Freeq[k, x]&&(0 <= (r/(r + 1)) < 1)) 
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Poisson Summations: 

P1. Poisson(a) for x= (0, oo). 

F0o kax kea'oo e as 
x=0 ;! = x=0 x! 

kea if a>0 

sum[((k- *a ^x_)/(x! )), {x_, 0, Infinity}] := 
k* exp[a]/; Freeq[k, x] 

P2. Poisson(1) for x= (0, oo). 

1: 00 k= ke L1' e-1 y=0 yi y=0 yi 

= ke 

sum[((k_. )/(x! )), {x_, 0, Infinity}] := 

k* exp[1]/; FreeQ[k, x] 

P3. Poisson(a) for x= (s, oo). 

ZOO= 
3 

kaf 00 = kasea E, 
de 

aä; 
1" 

= kasea if a>0 

sum[k. * (a ̂ x)/((x_ - s_)! ), {x_, s_, Infinity}] := 
k* a^s * exp[a]/; FreeQ[k, x] 

P4. Poisson(ab) for x= (s, oo). 

'oo kasbs-" 
_ kasea6 E°° e-°6 a6 =-" 

x=s (r_s)! X=S (z_s)! 

_ ka'eab if ab> 0 

sum[k. * (a ̂ x_) * (b ̂ (x_ - s_))/((x_ - s_)! ), {x_, s_, Inf inity}] := 
k* a%s * exp[a * b]/; Freeq[k, x] 

In order that we may keep the potentials functions manageable we employ the 

use of a simplification routine, or simplifier. The potential functions are simpli- 
fied after each major operation in the passage of a flow (division, multiplication 
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and marginalisation). The simplifier is applied repeatedly until no further sim- 

plification may be carried out. The Mathematica routine simp will perform this 

task. The definition of situp [{x_}] ensures that the list structure of the potential 

tables is maintained. The command (xi === x2) yields true if and only if the 

expression xl is identical to x2 and thus controls the repeated application of the 

recursive simplifier simple. 

situp[{x_}] : ={simp[x]}; 

simp[xa := Block[{xl, x2}, 

xl = x; 

x2 = simple [xi] ; 
While [Not [(xl === x2)1, 

xi = x2; 

x2 = simple [x2] ; 

I; 
Return [xl] ; 

simple[(a ±b_)/c_] simple[a/c]+simple[b/c] ; 

simple[(a_)/(b_)] simple[a]/simple[b] ; 

simple[(a_)+(b_)] := simple[a]+simple[b] ; 

simple [(a_) " (x_) * (b_) " (x_) * (k_)] := simple [k* (a*b) "x] ; 

simple[(a_)^(x_)*(b_)"(-x_)*(k_)] simple[k*(a/b)"x]; 

simple [exp [a. a *exp [ba * (k_)] := simple [k*exp [a+b] ]; 

simple[k *(a ±b_)] := simple[k*a]+simple[k*b] ; 

simple [xa :=x; 

We assign the variables D, P, and R to clique {D, P, R}, C to {C, D, R}, S 

to {C, R, S}, and U to {R, S, U}. The propagation schedule is as given in Table 

4.23. We define each clique as a list of two lists the former listing the symbolic 

variables in the clique, the latter gives an ordered list of the discrete variables 

of finite range in the clique. Their order in the list defines their order in the 

associated potential table. Each separator additionally has a third element -a 
unique number to allow for the possibility of separators with identical members. 
We assume that initialisation, propagation and evidence entry are applied in the 

usual way using the marginaliser and simplifier outlined here. 

Under no evidence propagation requires the use of the symbolic summation 
rules P3 and P4 only. These are required for the first flow. All other flows require 
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r- 

simple summations. To determine the marginal distributions of all the variables 

we additionally need to use rules B1, B2, and P1. The marginal distributions for 

C, D, S, and U, the discrete variables of finite range, are purely numeric. The 

marginal distribution for P is a Poisson distribution and the marginal distribution 

for R is a Poisson mixture distribution. Plots of P and R for varying numbers of 

parasites are given in Figure 4.18. The marginal distribution of the variables is 

given in Table 4.24. 

No. Source Clique Separator Sink clique 

1 {{P, R}, {D}} {{R}, {D}, 1} {{R}, {C, D}} 

2 {{R}, {C, D}} {{R}, {C}, 2} {{R}, {C, S}} 

3 {{R}, {C, S}} {{R}, {S}, 3} {{R}, {S, U}} 

4 {{R, S}, {U}} {{R}, {S}, 3} {{R}, {C, S}} 

5 {{R}, {C, S}} {{R}, {C}, 2} {{R}, {C, D}} 

6 {{R}, {C, D}} {{R}, {D}, 1} {{P, R}, {D}} 

Table 4.23: Propagation schedule for the sick fish problem. 

" 0.0 0.05 

0.04 0.01 

0.03 0.0 

0.02 
"" 

0.0 

0.01 0.0 

40 60 80 100 

P: # Parasites Before Treatment IR :# Parasites After Treatment 

Figure 4.18: The marginal distributions of P and R given no evidence. 
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P: '# Parasites Before Treatment 

50P*exp[-50] 

P! 

R: # Parasites After Treatment 

35''*exp 35 + 30''*exp 30 + 2*25r*exp[-25] + 20"*exp[-20] + 15''*exp -15 
10*r! 5*r! 5*r! 5*r! 10*r! 

C: Severity of Complications 

none minor severe 

23 17 
40 4 40 

D: Chemical Dose 

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

11211 
10 555 10 

S: Survival 

lives 

23 p[ 47 ) exp[ 2 
40 

+ ex200 + 
50 

3*exp[ 45 ) exp -1 exp[ 3 

50 
+ 

20 
+ 

25 

3*exp[2o) exp[ö) + exp[ 41) 
'1 200 

+ 
25 10 

3*exp[ 51) 7*exp[23] 

50 
+ 

200 

= 0.832142 

dies 

17 exp[ 4i] 
_ 

exp[ T, ] 
_ 40 

3*exp[T] 
_ 

200 

ex-PL-11 

50 

_ 
exP[j ] 

50 
3*exp[ 2ö ] 

20 
exp[ iö ] 

25 

_ 
exp[Tl 

_ 200 
3sexp[ sl ] 

25 
7*exp[ Tö ] 

10 

_ 50 200 

= 0.167858 

U: Useable as Prize 

useable useless 
Z- exp[ öö3 

- 
exp[ loo 

] 
- 

3*exp[ aö9 
200 

expl ,6I 

50 
3*exp[ iööö31 

50 

- 
exp[ Ana - 20 

- 
exPl aöö7] 

- 200 

- 
exp[ 21M) 

25 

- 
2*exp[ iö 

25 
7*exp[ s3ý 

10 
3*exp[ ýso91 

25 

- 
6*exp[ zl) 

- 50 
7*exp[ 

ýööö 

- 50 
9*exp[ s21 

25 

- 
exp[ iö J 

200 100 40 

= 0.494009 

exp[2öö31 + exp[ iöö + 
3*(] 

200 

exP[ ö9] 
50 

3*exp[ , 
ööö3 

50 
expI 2ö 

17 ] 
ß 

20 
+ 

200 
+ 

25 

+ exp[ 47] 
+ exp( 2öä91 

0 
+ 

2*exp[ _ 
25 25 

7*exp[ 53] 

1 
14 6*exp[ 21] 3*expl 2 + 

50 
+ 

25 50 
7*explööö 9*exp[ 5a1 + erp[ýö + 

200 100 40 

= 0.505991 

Table 4.24: The marginal distribution of the variables in the sick fish problem 

given no evidence. 
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The fairground worker is able to vary one variable only. This is D, the dose of 

chemical with which he treats a fish. In order to determine his optimal strategy, 

which maximises the probability of the fish being useable as a prize, we should 
therefore add evidence on D. Since the optimal strategy might also vary depending 

on the number of parasites on the fish before treatment we should also add evidence 

on P. The variable P has infinite range and is represented as a symbolic variable. 
It would therefore not be appropriate to add numeric evidence on P but rather 

symbolic evidence should be added. We therefore need to consider a total of five 

situations of evidence entry. 

C: Severity of Complications 

none minor severe 

431 
5 20 20 

R: # Parasites After Treatment 

p3p-r7r 
(p-r)! r! 10 10 

S: Survival 

lives dies 
193 P3 93 P 193 P 993 P 4± 200 loöa 1__3 

5 20 
+ 

20 5 20 
ý200ý 

U: Useable as Prize 

useable useless 
951TP 348957P 4493P 9517 P 348957P 4493P 10000 + 50000 + -00 1- 10000 

_ 
50000 

_ 20 20 51 20 20 5 

Table 4.25: The marginal distribution of the variables in the sick fish problem 
given the evidence that D= 20% and P=p. 

Table 4.25, above, presents the marginal distributions of the variables in the 

sick fish problem given the evidence that D= 20% and P=p. This in fact 
turns out to be the optimal strategy regardless of the number of parasites on 
the fish before treatment. We may determine this by considering the graphs of 
the marginal probabilities P(U = useable) for D= 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 
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100% and P=p in Figure 4.19 or by considering the corresponding marginal 

probabilities given in Table 4.26. 

o. f 

O. ( 

0.1 

0.: 

Figure 4.19: The probability that the fish is useable after treatment given numeric 

evidence on D and symbolic evidence on P. The five lines from top to bottom 

represent the situations D= 20%, D= 40%, D= 60%, D= 80%, and D= 100% 

respectively for P=p. 

U: Useable as Prize 

D useable useless 
9517 P 348957P 4493P 9517 P 348957 P 4493P 

20% 00 + 50000 ,+ 
5Ö0 1- 10000 

- 
50000 

- 
5Ö0 

20 20 5 20 20 5 

40% 
4793 P 
5000 + 

24553 P 
25000 

-I- 
7247 P 

ö 1- 
4793 P 
5000 

24553P 

- 25000 -- 
7247 P 

25 

60% 
31931P 

-- 00 + 
9851 P 
10000 + 

99 P 3-12-9-P 

1- 
3193}_P 

-20ö 
9851 P 

- 10000 - 
3 99 P 

4 5 4 5 

80% 
2431P 
25Ö0 

312351P 
12500 L 

T 

9124P 

_ - 

431P 
2500 

3 21 3P 

- 
12500 

91ýP 

- 
125 

4 10 20 4 10 20 

100% 
2 9793 P 

10000 
7 99553 P 

50000 
497 P 
5Ö0 7- 

1 
2 9793 P 

0000 
7 49553 P 

- 
y000 

497 P 

- 
o4 

5 20 4 5 20 

Table 4.26: The marginal distribution of U in the sick fish problem given the 

evidence that D= 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% for P=p. 

4.15 Other Symbolic Techniques 

In this chapter we have shown how global parameters, continuous variables, dis- 

crete variables with infinite range, and continuous evidence may be represented 
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by symbols which may then be manipulated using computer algebra. In this way 

we have shown how symbolic techniques may be used to extend the range of PESs 

which we may model using a computer. All these techniques have employed the use 

of symbolics on a micro level. In other words the symbolic techniques are, given 

the propagation algorithm, being applied at the level of the potential functions 

within each basic operator. We briefly mention here an alternative methodology 

which might be used in tandem with the other methods we have discussed. This 

is the use of symbolics at a macro level. Here symbolic techniques are used at the 

level of the basic operators and effectively determine the propagation algorithm. 

Figure 4.20: A simple belief network. 

Symbolics at the macro level may be used to achieve a slightly different task 

to symbolics at the micro level but both adhear to the common goal of improving 

computational feasibility. At the macro level we are concerned with the manipu- 
lation of the basic operators and potential functions albeit in a somewhat abstract 

manner. Symbolic techniques may be applied to try to determine the optimal 

propagation technique which will derive a required result. Consider, for example, 
the discrete network of Figure 4.20 (from Li & D'Ambrosio, 1994) which is com- 

posed of binary variables only. Suppose we wish to determine the joint probability 

of variables D and E, namely p(d, e). One factoring is given in the formula: 

p(d, e) =[ [E [ [p(e I c)p(d I b, c)]p(c I a)]p(b I a)lp(a)] a6c 
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which requires 72 multiplications. Another factoring needs only 28 multiplications: 

p(d, e) =[ [p(e I c) [1: p(d I b, c)[Ep(c I a)[p(b I a)p(a)]]]]] cba 

It can thus be seen that different factoring can result in significantly different 

computational costs. Applying symbolic techniques to the first equation we could 
determine the second before having to translate the individual probabilities from 

abstract symbols to actual potential functions. 

Symbolics at the macro level need not and, depending on the case, can- 

not be used in isolation. The symbolic probabilistic inference (SPI) approach 
(D'Ambrosio, 1994) applies symbolic techniques at a macro level in order to de- 

termine the optimal factoring of an individual marginal or conditional distribu- 

tion. Given that optimal factoring any appropriate technique may then be used 
to determine the desired distribution. This may include the use of exact numeric 
techniques, approximation methods or even symbolic methods at the micro level. 
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Chapter 5 

Spline Approximation Techniques 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4 we showed how symbolic techniques can enable, us to model a par- 

ticular form of mixed case. There is still a need, however, for methods which 

may be used to tackle the mixed distributional case in a more general fashion. 

The basic problem that arises in the modelling of such systems occurs during the 

marginalisation process where integrals which are either difficult or impossible 

to calculate exactly may be encountered. In this situation symbolic techniques 

can not be employed. Instead numeric methods, such as quadrature rules may 

be used but these do not possess the full generality that we desire and often ex- 

tensive algebraic manipulation is required before they may be applied. Moreover, 

numeric integration techniques are prone to error and it may be difficult to spot 

such inaccuracies when they occur as part of a large automated system. Alterna- 

tively Monte-Carlo methods may be used (Dawid et al., 1993) but these can fail 

completely in irregular problems such as in the case of multimodal distributions 

(Geweke, 1991). Monte-Carlo methods are usually defined as the computation 

of the expectation, under the posterior density, of some function of interest. We 

would like a method which is more flexible in its output and, in particular, will 

enable us to generate graphical results. 

What we are seeking therefore is a method which will enable us to unite discrete 

and continuous methodology and will allow us to perform our marginalisations 

simply, and in the same way, for any given problem. We require that our method 

will facilitate graphical representations, as well as momental and distributional 

investigations. This chapter is concerned with establishing a basic framework 

for the solution of these problems through the use of splines. Splines provide a 
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compromise for the treatment of continuous variables in that the variables are 

constrained discretely to points on a multivariate grid yet they are interpolated 

continuously between these points. The marginalisation process is simplified since 

the true probability density function is approximated by polynomials which may 
be integrated exactly. Splines enable us to first investigate the approximation of 

each of the variables as a univariate problem. When we are satisfied with these 

approximations they may be used to model the multivariate problem. They also 

provide smooth graphs and are widely used in curve and surface fitting (Lancaster 

& Salkauskas, 1986). It is clear that since such methods are based on approxima- 
tion techniques they may not be optimal when we are able to provide exact results 
by other methods. They should thus be used in tandem with exact methods using 
hybrid propagation algorithms (Dawid et al., 1993) wherever possible. 

5.2 Univariate Hermitian Interpolation 

As an introduction to the use of splines let us consider how we may approximate 

some univariate function g(z), say. Let us suppose we have a set of data for g(z) 

which consists of a set of M+1 distinct points zo, z1,. .., zM and the correspond- 
ing ordinates go, gl, ... , gM and slopes g'o, gi, """, gM1. We shall term the M+1 

points knots. We wish to find a function that will fit these data, and hence the 

true function g, exactly at the knots and interpolate for g between them. A poly- 

nomial seems like a natural choice for our interpolating function as these are well 

understood and are easy to compute with. Since we have 2(llf + 1) conditions 
imposed by our data we could fit a unique polynomial of degree 2M +1 to our 
data. Polynomials of high degree are, however, notorious in overfitting the data 

and we will obtain a highly oscillatory interpolant (Lancaster & Salkauskas, 1986). 

We will instead constrain ourselves to localising our fit to each of the Al intervals 

and thus obtain a piecewise polynomial interpolant p(z). Considering a given in- 

terval [zm, zm+l], for m=0,. .., 
M-1, we will fit a polynomial pm (z) with the 

properties: 

+1 Pm (zm) = 9m, pm (Zm+1) = 9m+,, pm (zm) = 9m m ßp 
(znº+1) = 9m+1 

Since we have four constraints for each interval [zm, z,,, +i] then pm(z) will be a 
uniquely determined cubic polynomial. Due to these constraints p, our interpola- 

tion for g, will be continuous at every point of [zo, z4f]. We shall write this in the 

notation: pE C[zo, zM]. Furthermore p will have a continuous first derivative at 
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every point of [zo, zM], written pE C'[zo, zM]. Within each interval [zm, z,,, +, ], for 

m=0, ... ,M-1, our interpolant also has continuous second and third deriva- 

tives. Since p,,, (z) is a cubic, we may write the interpolant for a given interval 

[x911,, zm+l] as follows: 

p�ý(z)=a(Z-zm)3-+ß(z-zm)2+ry(Z-z�ý)-}-8 (5.1) 

Differentiating Equation 5.1 with respect to z: 

pm(z)=3a(z-zm)Z-I-2/3(z-zM)-}-ry (5.2) 

Then at z= zm Equations 5.1 and 5.2 give us: 

9m=Pm(zm)=a, gm =Pm(zm) _'1 (5.3) 

Defining hm = z. +l - zm to be the interval width at z= zm+l we have: 

Jm+l = Pm (zm+l) = ah + ß12m + 9mhm + g�� 

9m+I = Pm (zm+1) = 3ahm + 2ßhm + gm (5.4) 

Solving Equations 5.4 with respect to a and 0 gives: 

`2 (9m - 9m+1) + 

(9m + gm+1)' 3 (9m+1 - 9m) 
(2g + 9, n+1) 

h3 h2 2 
mm 

''m hm 

(5.5) 

Hence from Equations 5.1,5.3 and 5.5 our interpolant for [zm, zm+l] is: 

Pm (Z) 
_2 

(9'm - gm+1) 
(9m + 9'm+1) 

m3 h3 
+ 

h2 
(z -z 

mm 

+3 
(9mß-1 

- gm) 
- 

(2gm 
+ 9'm+1) 

(z 
- zm) 

2 
h2 

m 
hm 

+ 9m (z 
- zm) gm 

Which we may write: 

(5.6) 
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f 

ýpý 

2 hm 
)2 PM (z) _3 z- zm -{- 2 

(z 
- zm+l 9m 

m 

+1 2ºj Tý 9M 
M 

+ -2 2 hm 
h3 2 M 

+m (z -z, ß)2 (z - zm+l) 9m+i (5.7) 

This second representation of our interpolant is a summation of functions of 

z multiplied by our data values - either an ordinate or a slope. We term each of 
these functions of za cardinal function and they provide a way in which we may 

characterise our interpolant of g as a linear function of the ordinates and slopes. 
Let p(z) be our piecewise polynomial interpolant for g in the region [zo, zJ f then 

we may write p(z) as follows: 

MM 

p (z) _Z om (z)9m +Z vfm (z)9m (5.8) 
m=0 m=0 

Where: 

eo(Z) = 

1(z- zo+ 2 )(z-z1)2 

0 

0 

cPm (z) 
= 

-V2 (z - Zm_i)2 
(z 

- z�n -h2) m-1 

h 
(Z 

- xm-}- 2')(Z-, 
Zm+1)2 

0 

0 
OM (z) 

hM 
(z - zM-i)2 

(z 
- ZA1- ti2 

z0<z<zl 

zl <z<zM 

zo<z<zm_1 

Zm-i :5Z< Z�, 

zm<z<zm+l 

zm+i <_ z< zM 

form = 1, ..., M-1 

. zo<z<zAt_1 

z, %t_i <z5 zM 
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Wo (z) = 

(z 
- zi)2(z - zo) 

0 

0 

ipm (Z) = 

hß_1 
(z - zm-i)2 (z - Zm) 

h 
(z-z,, 

a) 
(z-z,,, +i)2 

0 

WM (z) = 

0 

hM 
(z - zM-i)2 (z - zM) 

zo<z<zl 

Z1<Z<ZM 

zO<z<z, n_1 

ZM-1: 5 z<Zm 

Zm<Z<Z,. +1 

" zm+i <_ z< zM 

form = 1, ..., 
M-1 

. zo<z<zM_1 

. zM_1<z<zM 

(5.9) 

In Equation 5.9 the functions 0 and W are said to form a cardinal basis for the 

ordinates and slopes. Each cardinal function 0 solves the elementary interpolation 

problems: 

0. (zk)=8m, 
k, m=0,1,..., M; k=0,1,..., M 

and: 

! PIM(zk)=0, m=0,1,..., M; k=0,1,..., M 

where Sm, k is the Kronecker delta, taking the value 1 when m=k and the value 
0 when m0k. Similarly each cardinal function W solves the corresponding 
interpolation problems: 

Wm (zk) = 0, 
,m=0,17 ... , M; k=0,1, ... ,M 

and: 

PM (zk) = am, k7 m=0,1,..., M; k=0,1,..., M 

The graphs of the cardinal functions 0 and W are given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
It should be noted that io(z) =0 when z> z1, ! P, n(z) -0 when z'< zm_1 or 
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z>z, n+l, and Om(z) -0 when z< zj. 1_1, similarly Wo(z) -0 when z> z1, 
Wm(z) -0 when z<z,,, _1 or z>z,,, +l, and Pgt(z) -0 when z< zAf_1. The 

P,,, and W,,, for m=0, ..., M, therefore have small support - i. e. they are only 
important in the interpolation process in the region spanned by at most three 
knots. The shape of the cardinal functions is determined by the knot widths h,,,, 

for m=0,1, ... , M, only and thus, given a knot sequence, it is the ordinates 

and slopes which adjust the shape of the interpolating curve. The shape of the 

piecewise interpolant between any two knots is only dependent on the ordinates 

and slopes corresponding to those two knots. 

ý0 (Dm (M 

0 Z1 Zm-1 Zm Z m+l Z M-1 

Figure 5.1: The Cardinal Functions I,,,. 

Io 

0Z1 Zm-j\ j Zm 

'Pm 

m+l Z M-' 1 ZM 

'PM 

Figure 5.2: The Cardinal Functions W,,,. 

We have a thus created a univariate scheme which forms an interpolating func- 
tion for a known function given only its ordinates and slopes at a series of knots. 
This scheme is known as Hermite interpolation. The use of derivative data in the 

creation of our interpolating splines enables us to constrain the calculation of each 
spline to its corresponding interval only. Without such derivative data we would 
need to make assumptions of continuity in the first and second derivatives at the 
knots and subject our scheme to two further constraints in order to derive a unique 
interpolation given these constraints. The interpolant for an interval would then 
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be dependent on the entire data set, not just the data on the boundary of that 
interval. 

5.3 Projectors 

We now introduce the concept of a projector to enable us to manipulate our 
interpolation schemes more easily. Let f be a function of class G= C[zo, zM], 

and p be a uniquely defined interpolating function for f of class ? -l where ? -l is a 

subspace of C. Let P be some function defined on C which has values in 1-l. Let 

us further assume that, for any fEC, Pf = p. P, therefore, may be said to 

project (or map) the functions of C onto H, which we will call the image of P. 

Because 1-l is contained in £ we are able to apply the function P once more to 

the function Pf = p. Writing P2 for the composition of P with itself, we have 

p2 f= Pp. However, the definition of P means that Pp is the interpolant for p, 

which is just p. In other words P is, in this case, just mapping 1-l onto 1-l. Thus, 

for any fEL, p2 f= Pf, which means that p2 = P, and hence P may be said 
to be idempotent. 

A function F on a vector space C with values in a vector space l is said to be 

linear if it is both additive and homogeneous, i. e. 

F(z+w) = F(z)+F(w) 

for all z, w in L, and 

F (az) = aF (z) 

for any real a and all z in G. F is then said to form a linear transformation from 

,C into W. We define a projector P to be any transformation which is both linear 

and idempotent. 

Consider the case of our univariate Hermitian interpolation as described in 
Section 5.2. We showed that given M+1 distinct points zo, z1, ... , zM in [zo, zM] 
and any function f, which, together with its first derivative, is well defined at 
these points, there is a unique piecewise cubic interpolant p which takes the same 
function and derivative values as f at zo, zl, ... , zM. In the same way let us 
consider any function f in £= C' [zo, zM] and map it by Hermitian interpolation 
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onto ap in It C L. This map determines the transformation P, say, and we 

may thus write Pf = p. Due to the uniqueness of the Hermitian interpolant, 

the function P will simply reproduce functions p in W. Thus, if Pf =p then 

p2 f= Pp =p so p2 f= Pf for any fE C' [zo, zAJ], hence P is idempotent. P 

is also linear, and so it is a projector of C onto 3-l. We showed in Equations 5.8 

and 5.9 how p may be written as a linear combination of the product of cardinal 
functions and the values of f and f at the lif +1 distinct points. We deduce that 

our interpolating projector P may be expressed in terms of cardinal functions also: 
2M+1 

lz) =L 191 (z)fi = Pf (z) 

1=0 

where ff = f2,,, and fl = f2m+1 are the values g,,, and g,,, from the original 

problem respectively, for m=0,1, ... , M. Similarly e1 = elm and el = 02m+1 

are the cardinal functions On and Tl,,, respectively, form=0,1, 
... , Al. Thus the 

projector P is the row vector of cardinal functions [00, e1, ..., e2M+11. 

5.4 Multivariate Projection Methods 

In order to link a particular knot with its function value or one of its derivatives 

at that point we introduce a structure consisting of both an abscissa and the order 

of the derivative connected with it. Such a structure is normally termed a node 

yet this may prove confusing since the term node has a different meaning in graph 
theory. We shall thus term it an interpolation node. The following definition is 
due to Lancaster & Salkauskas (1986): 

Definition 41 If a function f is known to belong to the class C'[zo, zß, 1], and if 

the value of f () (z) is given for some r, 0<r<R, and zE [zo, zA1], then the 

ordered pair (z; r) is said to be an interpolation node. We refer to f ('')(z) as 
the nodal value off at this interpolation node. 

Now, as an introduction to the multivariate case, let us consider how we may 

combine two projectors. Suppose we have a projector associated with the inter- 

polation of any function f (z) E Co, where Co = CR[zo, zAfl , with nodal values 
f(')(z m )> m= 0> 1 Al, 0< r< R, given at a set of points z0, z1, """, z1L1 on a >"""ý 

line. Further suppose that our interpolation scheme has been well-defined through 

a set of cardinal functions O0 (z), 9 (z), 
... , eM (z), for r=0,1, ... , R. Then 

for a particular function f (z), say, there is a unique interpolant in the set 1-lo C Lo 
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of linear combinations of the cardinal functions Oor) (z), e(r) (z), 
... ,e 

(z), for 

r=0,1, ... , R, given by: 

RM 

0. f) (z) =ZZe) (z)f (r) (Zm) (5.10) 
r=0 m=0 

Here Po is the projector which maps functions in £o to functions in WO. Let us now 

consider a projector P, formed as an extension of our definition of the projector Po 

in Equation 5.10, which applies to functions f (z, w) which are at least continuous 

on [z0, zM] x [wo, WT]. We may then write: 

RM 
(Pf) (z, w) = e) (z)f (r) (Zm, W) (5.11) 

r=0 m=0 

P is now a projector on horizontal lines in the z-plane which are determined by 

fixing the values of w. The image of P consists of functions that, for, each fixed 

value of w, are in 'Ho, but for each fixed value of z are merely functions continuous 
in w on [wo, WT]. We may extend our definition of the projector P in Equation 5.11 

to higher dimensional systems by including more variables as "sleeping partners" 
in the functions f. 

Now let us consider an interpolation scheme for f (z, w) with respect to the w- 

variable which is determined by cardinal functions Wö') (w), ýi'1(w), ... , ýT°l (w) 

for s=0,1, ... , 
S. We assume here that f is continuous in w up to and including 

the Sth-derivative and we have nodal values given at a set of points wo, w1, ... , WT 

on a line. We may thus construct a projector Q for f in a similar fashion such 
that: 

ST 
(Qf) (z, w) =EE Tta) (w)f1. ) (z, wt) (5.12) 

a=O t=O 

Q is now a projector on horizontal lines in the w-plane which are determined by 

fixing the values of z. The image of Q consists of functions that, 'for each fixed 

value of z, are in 'Ui, say, but for each fixed value of w are merely functions 

continuous in z on [zo, zM]. 

We will now consider what we obtain when we apply the projector P in Equa- 

tion 5.11 to the definition of Qf in Equation 5.12, which is: 
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RMST 
(PQf) (Z, w) =Z &+n) (z) J: lpts) (w)J (r's) (zm, wt) 

r=O m=O s=O t=O 
RSMT 

=ZZEZ gm) (z) Wt') (w). f (r'') (xm, wt) (5.13) 
r=0 s=0 m=0 t=0 

where f ("s) (z,,,,, wt) is taken to be the nodal value at an interpolation node ob- 
tained by combining the interpolation node (z,,,; r) in the z-direction with the 
interpolation node (wt; s) in the w-direction. We shall write such an interpolation 

node as the 4-tuple (z�,, wt; r, s) and it is clear that its nodal value must be: 

(*, 8) f (zm, wt) = 
ar z(dw'wt) 

(5.14) 

Similarly, applying the projector Q in Equation 5.12 to Pf, as defined in Equation 

5.11, we obtain the expression: 

(QPf) (z, w) _E E'yts) (w) EE ems (z)f (r"s) (zm, wt) 
s=0 t=0 r=0 m=0 
RSMT 

_E 
e(+n) (Z) Tli', (w)f (") (Z,,,, wt) (5.15) 

r=O s=0 m=O t=O 

Thus from Equations 5.13 and 5.15 we see that PQ = QP and hence the 
projectors P and Q are commutative. Due to this principle: 

(PQ)2 =P (QP) Q=P (PQ) Q= P2Q2 = PQ 

and so PQ must be a projector also. Now considering the surface interpolant 
PQf = QPf we see that this interpolant corresponds with the underlying function 
f in terms of its nodal values exactly at the interpolation nodes. Moreover, suppose 
we were to fix z at one of the points zo, z1, ... , zM then our surface interpolant PQf 

would correspond with our curve interpolant Q at the points wo, w1, ... , WT only. 
Similarly fixing w to be one of the points wo, wl, ... , wT then PQf and P would 
correspond at the points zo, zl,... , zM only. The projector PQ is known as a tensor 

product interpolant (see, for example, Hall, 1979) and it is easy to see how such a 
projector may be extended to fit higher dimensional problems. The advantage of 
such a projector is that it allows us to combine univariate interpolatory schemes 
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and apply them to the multivariate case. The disadvantage of the scheme is that 
the univariate and multivariate interpolatory schemes only equate at the vertices 

of the lattice on which the interpolation is based. 

Let us now consider a surface interpolation scheme formed additively by com- 
bining the projectors P, Q and PQ as follows: 

Bf (z, w) = (Pf) (z, w) + (Qf) (z, w) - (PQf) (z, w) (5.16) 

It can be seen from Equation 5.16 that B is just the map P+Q- PQ of f, and 

since: 

B2 = (P +Q- PQ)2 

= P2+PQ-P2Q+QP+Q2-QPQ-PQP-PQ2-I-PQPQ 

= P+PQ-PQ+PQ+Q-PQ-PQ-PQ+PQ 

P+Q-PQ 

=B 

then B must be a projector also. Suppose we were to fix z at some point zu where 

z. E {zo, z1,. .., zM}, then considering our interpolant Bf fixed at this z we have: 

Bf (zu, w) _ (Pf) (zu, 'w) + (Qf) (zu, w) - (PQf) (zu, w) 
RMST 

_ ein) (zu)f (r) (Zm, w) ýts) (W) f (s) (zu, wt) 
r=0 m=0 s=0 t=0 

RSMT 
e(, n) 

(zu) 
Wt s) (w)f (r's) (Zm, wt) 

r=0 s=0 m=0 t=0 
ST 

=f (zu, w) lpi` (w)f () (zu, wt) -f (zu, w) 
s=0 t=0 

ST 

=ZZ ßt8) (w)f () (zu, wt) 
s=O t=O 

= (Qf) (zur w) (5.17) 

So, from Equation 5.17, our bivariate interpolant Bf equates to our univariate 
interpolant Qf at z= zu. In other words the projectors B and Q correspond in 
their interpolation of f along a series of parallel lines in the w-direction. " Similarly 
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considering our interpolant Bf for fixed w=w,,, w� E {wo, w1,. .., WT} we find 

that: 

Bf (z, w�) = (Pf) (z, wv) 

Thus Bf equates to Pf at w=w,,, and B and P correspond in their interpolation 

of f along a series of parallel lines in the z-direction. We term Ba blended 

interpolant. Like a tensor product interpolant a blended interpolant allows us 
to combine univariate interpolatory schemes and apply them to the multivariate 

case. Unlike a tensor product interpolant, however, the blended interpolant allows 
the univariate and multivariate interpolatory schemes to equate not only at the 

vertices of the lattice on which the interpolation is based, but also along the lines 

of this lattice. We term such an interpolant transfinite for this reason. 

The way in which the univariate projectors P and Q (and hence PQ ) were 

combined to form the projector B is termed a Boolean sum which we will denote 

P®Q and define: 

P®Q=P+Q-PQ 

Extending our theory to the case where we have N univariate projectors 
PI,..., PN each of which only interpolates a function f in terms of a single vari- 

able Z1,..., ZN respectively, we can see that the blended interpolant we require 
is simply their Boolean sum B where: 

B=A®P2®... ® PN 

For example in the case N=3, based on three projectors P, Q, and R we will 
require the projector B where: 

P®Q®R = (P+Q-PQ)®R 

= (P+Q-PQ)+R-(P-}-Q-PQ)R 

= P+Q+R-PQ-PR-QR+PQR 

The blended interpolation method may be considered to be superior to the tensor 

product scheme since it provides a transfinite interpolation. Despite this apparent 
superiority it is, with the possible exception of the bivariate case, difficult to en- 
visage a general situation whereby blended splines will prove to be an appropriate 
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choice of methodology. The reason for this stems from the fact that the blended 

interpolation of an N-dimensional surface will still require the handling of nodal 

values which are themselves surfaces of up to (N-1) dimensions. For our purposes 
this would demand that all functions describing such surfaces may be integrated 

to closed form wherever necessary. Of course, this requires a robust integration 

procedure which, as stated in the introduction to this chapter, is something we can 

not necessarily rely on. In addition, robust symbolic methods would, in general, 

need to be employed to handle functions of an arbitrary functional form. 

In contrast, if tensor product interpolation were to be applied to all the vari- 

ables in a function requiring interpolation then the nodal values thus formed would 
be purely numeric in nature. This approach removes the need for symbolic meth- 

ods and confines the integration problem to the integration of the cardinal func- 

tions. Since the cardinal functions are multiplicatively related polynomials, each 

of which is a function of only one underlying variable, integration will not be 

problematic. 

5.5 Cubic Spline Interpolation of a Potential 

Function 

Suppose we have a collection of continuous random variables Z= (Z1,. 
.., 

ZN). 

Let us consider how we may interpolate some non-negative function f, say, defined 

on these variables where f may possibly, though not necessarily, be a probability 
density function. We shall term fa potential function. Since, we will be con- 

sidering multi-dimensional systems, our formulae are likely to be too unwieldy to 

express in full. We shall use the following notation to abbreviate our expressions: 

f (Z) =f (zi, z2, ... 1 ZN) 

f (Zn, 
mn - 

f(-'Ii--: 
, zn-1, zn, m� i zn+1, ... , ZN) 

Thus we understand f (z) to refer to a potential function defined on a collection 

of continuous random variables Z= (Z1, 
... , ZN) and f (z) is an N-dimensional 

surface. f* (zn, 
m�) refers to a potential function defined on a collection of (N - 1) 

continuous random variables Z\Zn = (Z1i 
... , Z, 

_1, 
Z,, +,,..., ZN) and f* (zn, 

mn) 
is an (N - 1)-dimensional surface. 
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We will assume that in approximating f we may restrict ourselves to consid- 

ering some domain 7Z C ]R'', such that outside this domain f is zero everywhere. 
We will then term f to be flat outside 1Z and we shall let R denote the following 

domain: 
N 

Z=I ['zn. 
O fZ , 

Af. 
1 

n=1 

We will make the further assumption that f is zero on the boundary of R. Let us 

partition the domain [z,,, o, z,,, M�] of each variable Z,,, for n=1,. .., 
N, into Al" 

intervals by defining a knot sequence consisting of M+1 knots which we will 
denote: 

zn, o < zn, l < ... < z,, Afn 

We shall call h, ß,,, 1� the distance between two successive knots z,,,,,,,, and If 

the knot sequence for each given variable Z, for n=1,. .., N, is equally spaced 
then we may write hn, m� - h,,, for all n=1, ... , N. We have thus defined a lattice 
in IRN with a total of M vertices where: 

N 
M- II (A1n+1) 

n=1 

On each of these M vertices we shall place 2N interpolation nodes. Each interpo- 
lation node will be the 2N-tuple: 

(z1) z2, ... 9 zN; )1, A2, 
... , . 

AN) 

where a� is either 0 or 1 for n=1, ... , 
N. The nodal value corresponding to "such 

an interpolation node will then be: 

aAI+)2+... +\Nf (z1, z21 ... 9 ZN) 

öza'bz2' 
.. 

bz-'N 
(5.18) 

12N 

Let us assume that we are able to determine the true nodal value of f for each 
of these (M x 2N) interpolation nodes. In particular since we have assumed f to 
be flat on the boundary of R all nodal values on the boundary of 7Z must be zero 

also. In other words we have: 

Sal+A2+... +)Nf (zn, 
0) 

SA1+A2+... +AN 
J 

(zn 
Aln) 

bal bA2 AN - a, ba, AN =U (5.19) 
z1 z2 ... 

SzN bz1 zz ... SzN 

for all or 1, n=1,..., N, and j=1,..., N. 
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Now, let us consider each variable Zn, for n=1, ... , 
N, separately. We may 

define for each Zn a univariate projector Pn which interpolates for f in the direction 

of Zn. We will use the projectors Pn, for n=1,2, ... , 
N, to build our interpolation 

scheme for f. By assumption, when all the other variables are fixed, we have data 

on both the value of f and the first derivative of f with respect to Zn at each of 
the knots. We will therefore fit piecewise cubic splines to f in the direction of Zn 

using univariate Hermitian interpolation. As we saw earlier in Section 5.2, such an 
interpolation scheme may be defined through the use of a set of cardinal functions 

which we will call Tn, ln? for n=1,.. ., 
N, and In = 0,..., 2M,, + 1. We shall 

arrange these cardinal functions in such a way that we may express our univariate 
interpolation scheme in terms of a single summation comprising both function 

values and derivative data. Hence we will separately define Wn, I� for even In = 2mn 

and odd In = 2mn+1, for In = 0, 
... , 2Mn+1 and Mn = 0, ... , 

Mn. When In = 2mn 

is even let Tfn, l� be the cardinal function which corresponds to the interpolation 

nodes (zl, z2, ... 7 zn-1, zn, zn+1, ... , zN; Al? A27 
... , 

An-1,0, 'n+1, 
... , 

AN) and when 

In = 2m� +1 is odd let Wn, j� be the cardinal function which corresponds to 
the interpolation nodes (z1, z2, ... , zn_1, Zn)zn+l, ... , zN; ill, A2, 

... , 
An-1,1, An+1, 

.... 
AN). Our univariate interpolation for f in the direction of Zn, when all other 

variables are fixed, is analogous to Equations 5.8 and 5.9 and is thus: 

2Mn+1 
(PPf) (z) =E T/n, ln (zn)7k (zn, ln) 

In=0 

where: 

(zn, 
ln) = i' L(Zn, 

2mn) = 
f* (Zn, 

mn) 

and: 

W 
(zn, ln) - 4' 

(zn, 
2-n+l) = 

Sf * (zn, 
'ºnn 

) 

6-'n (5.20) 

for l, a = 0,. .., 2M, ß +1 and m� = 0,1, ... , M,, and the cardinal functions W are 
defined as follows: 

jj Zn-zn, O+L 
)(zn-zn, 

l)Z zn, pGznCzn, l 

Wn, o (zn) _ 0 zn, 1 C zn G zn, Mn 
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0 

Wn, 2mn 
(zn) = 

: Z., 05 Z.: 5 zn, mn-1 

n, mn-1 -? ( Zn - zn,,,, 
n-1) 

2 
zn - zn, m� 2): zn, +nn-1 

5 Zn :5 zn, m n n, mn-1 

2 hn, mn 2 
hn 

mit 
'zn -, Zn, mn+ 2 

)ýZn 
- Zn, mn+1 

ý: Zn, mn 
ý Zn < Zn, m, 44 

Zn, mn+1 :5 Zn < Zn, M 

for m� =1,... , A1� -1 

zn, 0 Zn Zn, Mn-1 

Vfn, 
2M" 

(Zn) 

-2 2 hn. Mn-1 

n, Mn-1 
(Zn 

- . zn, 1ýn-1 
(zn 

- xn, Mn 2)" Zn Jt. fn-1 :5 Zn < Zn, MM� 

hn o 
(zn-zn, 

1)2(Zn-zn+O) Zn, O: 5 Zn 5 Zn, 1 

Vfn, l 
(zn) _ 

0 zn, l zn zn, Rin 

0' 
Zn, O :5 Zn < Zn, mn-1 

h2 
(Zn-Zn, 

mn-1)2(Zn-Zn, mn) : Zn, mn-1 
<Zn<Zn, 

mn n, mn-1 

Vfn, 
2mn}1 

(zn) 
= 

h21 
(Zn 

- zn, m�) 
(zn 

- zn, mri-1)2 : zn, mn 
5 Zn :5 zn, m n+1 n, mn 

O 
Zn, mn+1 :5 Zn 5 Zn, A1n 

for m� = 1, ... , Af� -1 

zn, U :5 Zn C zn, bfn-1 

Wn, 2Mn+1 
(zn) = 

h2 
1 (Zn 

- zf, MM-1) 
2 (zn 

- Zn, 31n) : zn, ifn-1 Zn G Zn, Jfn l 

(5.21) 

It is clear from our scheme that f' (xn,, 
n�) and a*ä; 

n", will only be well 
defined at the vertices of the lattice. 
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5.6 Tensor Product Interpolation 

Let us consider how we might form the tensor product interpolant of a potential 
function f for our N-dimensional scheme. This will be defined as: 

2M1+1 2M2+1 2MN+1 

Pf (zl, z2, ... , ZN) : -"z ... V1j, 421..., INW1,11 (zl) W2,, 
2 (z2) ... 

WN, JN (ZN) 
l1=0 12=0 IN=O 

(5.22) 

where vl,, 12,..., IN denotes the nodal value of an interpolation node (zl, ml, Z2, m2l ... , 
ZN, mN; A1) 1\2, .... AN where, for every n= 1i 2,. Ni if In is even then Mn - .ý2 

and An =0 and if In is odd then mit = 1n 4 and An = 1. Thus: 

= 
f(Al PA2,.. "VAN) V11,12,... IN (Zi, 

m1, Z2, m2, ... , ZN, mN) 

8al+a2+... +aNf 
(zit z2, ... , ZN) 

= fa1r A2 f AN (5.23) 
(J. Zl OZ2 ... 0 , 'ZN 

Z1=Z1, m1, z2=Z2, m2,..., ZN=ZN, mN 

The cardinal functions for odd l� = 2mn +1 and even In = 2m� are 
defined as in Equations 5.21 for mit = 0,1, ... , Mn, In = 0,1, ... , 2M� + 1, and 

n=1,..., N. 

We can see from Equations 5.22 and 5.23 that the value of Pf corresponding 
to any point z, say, in the region R. is defined exactly from the (M x 2N) nodal 

values v and the N cardinal functions W. 

One of the key operations required in a PES is that of marginalisation. We 

will now consider what we will obtain if we marginalise Pf with respect to a single 
variable with equally spaced knot sequence. 

Theorem 36 Let the knot sequence for variable Zj, jE {1,2,. 
. ., N}, be equally 

spaced then the function Pf (z\z1) formed by the marginalisation of Pf (z) with 
respect to Z, is: 

2M1+1 2Mi-i+1 2Mi+i+1 2MN+1 
Pf (z\zj) =E... 

EE... 
..., lN 

lj=0 1'-1=0 li+1=0 IN=0 

x lpl, 11 (zl) 
... 

Wj-l, t; 
_i 

(zl-1) ! j+l, t; +i 
(z3+1) 

... 
IPN, IN (ZN) 

(5.24) 
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where: 

a1 

V11,..., li-1+Ii+1,... PIN= 
(hi) V1O).., 11 _1rmi , lj{1,..., IN 

(5.25) 

Mý-U 

and: 

V1ýý.., rj_,, mj, rj+,,..., 1N 
I,..., aJ-i+O+1\j+i 9..., ar, ) 

= 
PA z1, m1, ... ' zý-l, mj_1' Zj, mj zi+l, mj+l, ... I ZN, mN) 

Say+... +aj-l+ai+I +... +, \N f (z1, 
..., zi-i, ziI zi+i, ... , zur) 

bzi' ... 
Szj' i' bzi+i 

... SZ-\N 
Z1 Z1, ml ,..., ZN=ZN, mN 

(5.26) 

The cardinal functions in Equation 5.24, are defined as in Equations 5.21 
for odd In = 2mn +1 and even In = 2mn where In = 0,1, ... , 2M� + 1, m� = 
0,1, ... 7 Mn and n=1,..., j - 1, j + 1,..., N. Similarly in Equation 5.26, if 
In = 2m� +1 is odd then An =1 and if In = 2mn is even then An =0 for 

1n=0,1,..., 2M, ß+1, m�=0,1,..., M� andn=1,..., j-1, j+1,..., N. 

Proof. The marginalisation of Pf(z) with respect to the variable Z2 is accom- 
plished by integrating Pf (z) with respect to Z, over the region [z1, o, zj, jtf, ]. We 

may thus determine that: 

Pf (z\zi) = Pf (zi, 
... ' zi-i, zi+1, ... 9 zN) 

Zi =Zi , M1 

=f Pf (zl) 
. .., zN)dzz 

zi=zjA 

Zi==7, Mi 2M1+1 2AlN+1 

= 
E 

... 
Z vti,..., INW1,11 (z1) 

... 
WN, IN (ZN) dzZ 

zi =zi, 0 
11 0 IN O 

2M1+1 2M1_1+1 2Mj+1+1 2MN+1 

_E. .. 
Z E 

... 
Z Wld, (zi) 

... ýý-1, º; -ý 
ýzi-1) 

I1=0 I j-1=0 Ij+1=0 IN=O 

2Mj+l xr-rj. Mi 

x W/1+1,1., 
+i 

(zi+i) 
... 

WN, IN (ZN) E 
V11,..., IN 

f 
Pj, 1i (zj) dzi 

tß_0 
s', =zi. o 

(5.27) 
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Now, expanding the final summation in Equation 5.27 we may show that: 

2M 1 ß+ 
z? =ZJ, M1 Mi xi=zi, Mj 

, 

E vtl,..., trv 
f ýi, l, (zi) dzi =E V(O) 

.., tý-1"mý, tý+ý,..., tN ýi, 2ý; (zi) dzi 
11=0 zj=zj, a +n, _ 0 Zi _-Ii o 

M. ý 
zj=zj, M, 

+r 
Lý 

(1) 
vll,..., lj-1+mj, 1j+i,..., lN 

f 
Wi, 

2mj+1 
(zi) dzi 

mý _0 zj =z;, o 

(5.28) 

where v(0)iIN is as given in Equation 5.26 and v(i�ýýi_1i�tjIjj+19 
... 9IN 

is 

defined as follows: 

VI1 

{(A1,..., aj-lllgAj+1....,. \N) 
` 
(zl, 

m1i ... 7 zj-1, mj-1, z7, mi, Zj+1, mi+1, ... 1 ZN, m, N) Jaai+... 

+aj_1+1+ýj+1+... +aN f (zl.... 
) zi-1, zi l zi+l l .... ZN) 

Szi 1... zj' ii szjSzj+i1 
... 

SZN 
z1=t1, m1 ,..., ZN=ZN, MIV 

(5.29) 

Under the assumption that the knot sequence for Z1 is equally spaced the knot 

width hi,,, ti, = (zj,,,,, +1 - zj,,,,, ) = h� for all mj=0,1, ... , Mj and we may then 

show that: 

h 
22 

zj=Zj, M \ 
m 

)= 

-1 
+ hj 

m 
(hj 

f 
Tf. 7,2mj 

(zj) dzi = , j , j 

Zj =Zj, O 
h. 1,11Ti-I 

2 

h? 0 
12 

Z3 -zj, M1 122 
12 3 f 

Wj, 2mj+l(z5)dzj = , 37 

2j =Zj, O 
s h 

, M, -1 j 

12 

hi 
2 mý =0 

hj . mj =1, , Mj-1 

s 
2 mj=Mi 

h2 
=0 12 . mj 

0. m1 = 1,..., Mj -1 

h2 
12 mý=M.; 

(5.30) 
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Now, incorporating the results of Equation 5.30 into Equation 5.28 we find that: 

2M +1 Zj_Zj, M1 

E_ (V(O) )i 
1ý =0 ZJ =zi, o 

1Arj-1 

+ E v(0).., r; _,, m,, r, +,, ..., tN phi) 
Mi=l 

+ (o) vr1, 
""", 

r; 
_I, 

ýr;, r; +1,... JN 
h' 
2 

M 
2 

+ (v } 
12 

M; -1 
+ vht.... lj_I, mj, t, +1 ,..., 

iN 
(0) 

mj=1 

vr,,..., 1, _I fjýts+,...., IN 12 
(5.31) 

But using our assumptions of flatness on the boundary of the region R 
(o) (0) (I) (1) 

vV11i.... Ij-lrAfj+Ij+1r..., IN' VIII... 
rt)-1+Ori1+1r..., 

IN) and i%III... J1-l+Ati+Ij+I* 
... riN 

are all zero so, cancelling terms, Equation 5.31 may be rewritten: 

Mj-1 
vl0.... IJ-1gmjqlj+lr... Jr/ 

mj=1 

or, equivalently: 

(t 

mjM'=0 

(0) (h1) E 
vll...., lj_l, mj, lj+l,..., lly 

(5.32) 

which is vi l..... ii_,, 1i+,,..., IN as defined in Equation 5.25. Hence Equation 5.27 be- 

comes the expression given by Equation 5.24. 

11 

Interpreting Theorem 36 we may marginalise a spline interpolated potential 
Pf (z) over any given variable Z� for j=1,2,..., N, with equally spaced knots by 
first dropping the information on the nodal values which have been differentiated 

with respect to Z,, and then multiplying the knot width h,, for Z3 by the sum of 
the nodal values which have not been differentiated with respect to Z3. Following 
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this computational scheme in order to find the marginal distribution of a single 

variable Z,,, for n=1,2.... , N, we may marginalise over all the other variables 
Z\Zn in turn, and, assuming that these variables have equally spaced knots, we 

will then obtain: 

2Mn+1 

Pf (Z�)= E vlnW�, ºn (z�) (5.33) 
In=0 

where: 

N M1 Mn-1 Mn+i MN 
(SAn f (, zle ... 1 ZN) 

vt� hý ... 
ZZ... rAn 

j=1 m1=0 Mn-1=0mn+1=0 mN=O 
ozn slý 

. ion 'Nas1, mN 

(5.34) 

The cardinal functions for odd l,, = 2m,,, + 1 and even l, i = 2mn are defined 

as in Equations 5.21 for do = 0,1, ... , 2Mn +1 and mit = 0,1, ... , Mn. Similarly, 

if In = 2mn +1 is odd then An =1 and if In = 2mn is even then an =0 for 
`n = 0,1, 

... , 
2Mn +1 and mit = 0,1, .... Mn. 

We can see from Equations 5.33 and 5.34 that the interpolant for the marginal 

function of f defined on Zn alone, is formed from the cardinal functions defined 

by the univariate projector P,,, and a total of 2M nodal values. It is clear there- 

fore that if we require only the marginal distributions of the variables Z,,, for 

n=1,2, ... , 
N, derived from Pf (z) then only (M x (N + 1)) nodal values are 

actually ever used. This represents a saving of (M x [2N - (N + 1)]) nodal values 
from the (M x 2N) nodal values considered earlier. It should also be noted that 

our assumptions of equally spaced interpolation nodes and flatness not only sim- 

plify our calculations considerably, but also ensure that the order in which we do 

our marginalisations has no effect on the results of the marginalisation. This is 

obviously a desirable property since the order in which one integrates should not 

affect the results of the integration. 

5.7 Building a Probabilistic Expert System 

In this section we will describe how probabilistic expert systems incorporating 

the spline interpolation of potential functions may be built. We will demonstrate 

these techniques for mixed graphical association models in which the continuous 
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variables are of Conditional Gaussian type, the discrete variables are of exact 

numeric type and no continuous variable has a discrete descendant. The Waste 

Incinerator problem will be modelled in this way. 

5.7.1 Basic Structure 

We shall now describe the basic structure required to form a mixed PES comprising 

spline interpolated continuous variables. 

Let C= (K, E) be an independence graph for a set of random variables X= 

(X1, X2,. .., Xk) such that a vertex aEK corresponds to a random variable X0. 

Let us partition K into a set of discrete vertices A and a set of continuous vertices 
Sl such that K=AUQ. Let Is for SEA denote a particular discrete variable 
Xa and let Zu, for WE . (2 denote a particular continuous variable X". Is takes 

values in a discrete space XS = Za and Z,, takes real values in a continuous space 
X,, = R. For any ACK we write XA for the space xaEAX6 and in particular: 

XA = XaEAXa = ZA X ZA = (XSEAnAX6) X (XwEAnllXw) 

We abbreviate XK to X. If x= (xa :aE K) then we let XA = (Xa :aE A). A 

typical component x of the joint state space of discrete and continuous variables 
X may be written in terms of its discrete and continuous components thus: 

x= (Xo)aEK = (_, z) = 
(s¬ 

I 
(zWLE0) 

We will similarly write a typical component XA of the state space XA as: 

x= (XO)aEA = (IA, -A) = 
((td)sEAnd 

2 
(zW)WEAn. 

ß) 

Each continuous variable Z, for WE , fl, will be spline interpolated. We will 
therefore need to constrain each Z,, to take real values in the continuous space 
R,, C Xu,. We will let IZW = [zß,, 

0, z,,, M,, ] where z,,, 0 and z,,, Jtff are the first and last 

knots for the interpolation of ZZ, and we assume that there are a total of Al" +1 

knots used in the interpolation of Z, 

Associated with 1 is a junction tree T which we will assume is connected. Let 
T have vertex-set C and edge-set S. Associated with any CEC is a subset of K, 

which we shall denote by C also and term a clique. Similarly associated with any 
SES, joining two cliques C and C' is a subset of K which we will denote by S 

also. We shall term Sa separator and S=Cn C'. 
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5.7.2 Mixed Graphical Association Models 

To demonstrate our techniques with a known setup let us assume that no con- 

tinuous vertex aE (1 may have a discrete descendant. Then the probability of a 

discrete variable Ia, for aEA, given the states of its parents, which by assump- 

tion are all discrete, may be described by a table of probabilities p(ia; ipa(a)). We 

assume that this table is of finite dimension and the probabilities are known. 

For each continuous variable Z4, for aE , (l, we assume that the conditional 

distribution of Z. given its parents is conditionally Gaussian thus: 

Z. I Xpa(a) =f 
(zai 

Zpa(a), Zpa(a)) 

NN 
(a(ipa(a)) + ß`Zpa(a))TZpa(a)10,2`Zpa(a))) 

It should be noted that none of these assumptions will be necessary for the 

application of our spline interpolated techniques. The assumption that continuous 

vertices do not have discrete ancestors will simplify our description of the choice 

of knot sequences, however. Similarly the distributional assumptions will enable 

the description of the Waste Incinerator Example. 

5.7.3 Forming Univariate Interpolants 

Knot sequences must be determined for each continuous variable Za, for aE [l, 

such that the knots for each Z,, are equally spaced and envelop a region which 

is sufficiently large enough to ensure that the boundary conditions discussed in 

Section 5.5 apply to the conditional probability density functions f (z4; ipa(a), Zpa(a)) 

for all levels of Ipa(a) = ipa(a). It is also important to make sure that, once the 

boundary knots have been fixed, the knot widths are small enough to give an 

adequate approximation to each of the conditional probability density functions 

f (za; ipa(a)) zpa(a)) for all levels of Ipa(a) - ipa(a). While increasing the number of 

knots will always provide a solution to this particular problem the number of knots 

required may in certain cases prove to be excessive and our method will fail to 

provide an attractive solution. 

In determining the knot sequences we must consider a series of interconnected 

univariate interpolation problems which should be tackled in a methodical fashion. 

Since we have defined the conditional independence properties of our variables in 
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terms of a CPN and CPNs may be well-numbered, we may form a causal ordering 

of our continuous variables based on this well-numbering and use this ordering to 

determine the order in which we should form each knot sequence. 

To determine the knot sequence for any particular variable Za, for aE (l, we 

may proceed as follows, assuming that the knot sequences for Zpa(, ) have already 
been defined according to our schedule: 

1. Determine an appropriate boundary [zQ, o(iy, (Q), zpa(a)), za,, tt. (Ipa(a), zpa(a))] 
for A 

-a; 2pa(a)i zpa(a)) for all levels of Ipa(a) = 2pa(a). 

2. Fix the boundary for Z. as: 

[za, 
O, Za, MM] = 

[min 
za, O(Zpa(a), Zpa(a)), max Za, J. fa(1pa(a), ZPa(a))1 

3. Take any f (za; ipa(a), zpa(a)) and increase the number of knots in blocks within 
the boundary [za, o, za, M, ] until an adequate fit is obtained. The adequacy of such 

a fit may be determined by marginalising with respect to Za and comparing the 

result with the true result of one. Since this marginalisation may be accomplished 
by summing the function values at each of the knots and multiplying the result 
by the knot width this is both easy and cheap to do. It should be noted that 
derivative values need not be calculated at this point. 

4. Once a suitable knot sequence has been determined for one of the 
f (za; ipa(a), zpa(a)) at Ipa(a) = ipa(a) see if it is adequate for the remainder. If not 

repeat steps (3) and (4) with different values of Ipa(a) increasing the number of 
knots in blocks from the current value each time until an adequate approximation 
has been obtained for all the f (za; ipa(a), Zpa(a)). At this stage we may use a binary 

search to determine exactly where the optimal number of knots lies within the 
last block increase of knots. Since the marginalisation adequacy criterion for the 
knot sequence is a necessary condition for a good fit and not a sufficient one a less 

efficient technique may additionally be applied to check the fit. This could be a 

graphical technique in which the true and approximated distributions are graphed 

and compared by eye or an automated technique in which inter-knot points are 

used to check that the absolute differences between true and approximated func- 

tion values at these points are within some tolerance range. Both these techniques 

require derivative values. 
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5. If steps (1) to (4) appear to be choosing too many knots either the desired 

adequacy of the approximation should be laxened or other methods should be 

used. 

Having calculated the knot sequence for each of the continuous variables we must 
then calculate the nodal values of each of the continuous distributions. Such 

nodal values need only correspond to the functions and their first derivatives at 
the interpolation nodes. 

5.7.4 Waste Incinerator Example 

To illustrate our methodology let us consider how we might tackle Lauritzen's 

waste incinerator problem (Lauritzen, 1992). The CPN in Figure 5.3a shows the 

independence graph of the associated model with variables `Burning Regime' (B), 

`Filter State' (F), `Type of Waste' (W), 'CO2 in Emission' (C), `Filter Efficiency' 

(E), `Metal in Waste' (Mi), `Light Penetrability' (L), `Emission of Dust' (D), 

and `Emission of Metal' (MO). The variables B, F, and W are all discrete with 

states `stable' or `unstable', `intact' or `defective', and `industrial' or `household' 

respectively. The remaining variables C, D, E, L, Mi, and MO are all con- 
tinuous. The junction tree corresponding to the graph of Figure 5.3a is given in 

Figure 5.3b. This has been constructed by a process of moralisation and weak 
triangulation and is thus different to the strongly triangulated version given in 

Lauritzen (1992). The cliques have been marked by ovals and the separators by 

rectangles. 

Figure 5.3: Causal probabilistic network (a) and junction tree (b) for the waste 
incinerator problem. 
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The marginal probabilities of the discrete variables B, F and IV and the condi- 
tional distributions of the continuous variables C, D, E, L, Ali and MO associated 

with the model are given in Table 4.5. 

The continuous variables C, D, E, L, Mi, MO may be causally ordered: C, 

E, Mi, D, L, MO. We may thus determine a knot sequence for each of these in 

turn. Since each of the conditional continuous distributions defined is Normally 

distributed we shall use a slight modification of the process described earlier to 
determine the knot sequences for each of the variables. First let us consider where 

our external knots should be placed. For a Normal distribution Z. with mean p 

and standard deviation o we may determine that: 

P (µ - 3.29053o < Z. <µ+3.29053o) = 0.999 

We shall assume that the points (µ - 3.29053o) and (p +3.290530) contain enough 

of the distribution of Za for our purposes. For each conditional continuous distri- 

bution f (z4; ipa(a), Zpa(a)) we determine these points and choose the minimum and 

maximum of them, these will be the knots z0,1 and za, Af, _j, respectively. Now, 

using a simple computer programme, we repeat steps (3) and (4) of our method 
to determine the number of knots required. For each knot sequence considered 
the area under the interpolated curve is simply the product of the knot width and 
the sum of the internal knots z0,1, za, 2, ... , za,, M1a_1. We shall assume that we are 

satisfied with the univariate spline interpolation of any f (za; ipa(a), zpa(a)) if this 

area is between 0.9999 and 1.0001. This is not a sufficient condition to determine 

an adequate knot sequence but it is certainly a necessary one. Further testing of 
the interpolated splines would be optimal but this may, in large networks, prove 
unwieldy. In general, the more knots used the better the approximation will be 
but the greater the cost of the approximation. Once all the f (za; ipa(a)) Zpa(a)) have 
been checked to conform to these rules we place the external knots, za, o and za, K1,, 
one knot width outside za, l and za, M, _1. 

Since, to satisfy the boundary conditions, 
the nodal values at the external knots will always be zero, we need not include 
them in any data structures we may form providing we remember that logically 
they exist. This can give us a modest saving in space. 

Applying the above method we find that two of the conditional distributions, 

those for EI (F, W) and MO 1 (D, Ali), appear to be troublesome. MO requires 
in excess of 122 knots while E requires in excess of 494 knots! These results 
can be seen to arise from the fact that both EI (F, IV) and MO I (D, Ali) are 
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Variable # Knots Knot Sequence Range Knot Width 

C: CO2 in Emission 11 (-3.5209,1.2827 0.480356 

D: Emission of Dust 27 ( 1.1628,8.4197) 0.279111 

L: Light Penetrability 12 (-3.4533,4.6621 0.737762 

Mi: Metal in Waste 17 (-0.8442,0.9406) 0.111552 

Table 5.1: The number of knots, ranges of the knots, and knot widths in the knot 

sequences of each of the continuous variables C, D, L and Mi. 

relatively "spiky" distributions. As can be seen from Table 4.5 all the conditional 

distributions of EI (F, W) have exceptionally small variances (between 0.00002 

and 0.0001 ). Hence 99.9% of the realisations of EI (F, W) will be situated within 

either 0.0147 or 0.0328 of the corresponding mean. Practically speaking, therefore, 

these four conditional distributions do not overlap. We thus decide to discretise E 

into four levels situated around the means {-3.9, -3.2, -0.5, -0.4}. In the case 

of MO the variance of MO (D, Mi) is also quite small (0.002) in relation to the 

spread of means (d + mi) and 99.9% of each MO I (D, Mi) is within 0.1472 of 

the corresponding mean. Using the knot sequences defined for D and Mi we are 

able to put some sensible bounds on the means of the conditional distributions 

MO I (D, Mi) - these are (0.23803,9.3443). We shall choose to discretise MO into 

40 intervals for the purposes of this investigation. The conditional distribution 

MO I (D = d, Mi = mi) is set equal to one in the interval containing (d + mi) 

and zero elsewhere. 

The numbers of knots, knot sequence ranges, and knot widths of the four 

continuous distributions C, D, L and Mi are given in Table 5.1. It should be 

remembered that only the 9,25,10 and 15 internal knots of C, D, L and Mi, 

respectively, are actually needed to perform the calculations. 

Having determined the knot sequences we may determine the nodal values of 

the conditional distributions. Consider, for example, the conditional distribution 

for Z. I Xpa(Q) defined as follows: 

Z. 1 Xpa(a) 
=Z1 (Ipa(a), Zpa(a)) - N(a(2pa(a)) + Q(Zpa(a))T zpa(a)+ 0,2(Zpa(a))) 

where: 
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ß(ZPa(a))T = 1#1(Zpa(a)), 
ß2(=Pa(a)), 

... ' 
On(Ipa(a))) 

and each ßj(ipa(a)) corresponds to a continuous variable Z1 such that jE pa(a). 
ý Then we may determine the nodal values of the conditional distribution of Z. 

Xpa(a) at a node (za, Zpa(a)) to be: 

f (Za, Za, Zpa(a)) =1 exp 
(za 

- a(fa) - ß(=a)T Zpa(a))2 
`2? ra2(ia) 

{2c'(ia) 

8f (ia, Za, zpa(a)) 1 (CY2 (. 
a) 

+t ß("o )T zPa(a) - Za) fl= 

(Sza 02 (ia) at zai Zpa (a)) 

of (ia9 za, zpa(a)) 
__ 

ß1 
`1a) ( 

za - CY(tia) - 
Q(f. 

a)Tzpa(a) 
) ! (tai zag zpa(a)) 

Szj Q2(ia 

for jE pa (a). 

Each set of nodal values should then, preferably, be normalised. This will 

ensure that each continuous distribution marginalises to one and not to some 

value between 0.9999 and 1.0001. This normalisation will thus prevent our spline 
interpolated continuous distributions from polluting the discrete variables in our 

network and will ensure that any normalisation constant determined after the 

addition of evidence is simply the probability of obtaining that evidence. 

5.7.5 Initialisation 

Associated with each clique CEC is a potential function ac(xc) which is a non- 

negative function defined on the variables, xc, in that clique. Similarly associated 

with each separator SES we have a potential function bs(xs), which is a non- 
negative function defined on the variables, xs, in that separator. We initially 

let ac(xc) - 1, for all CEC and bs(xs) = 1, for all SES. Associated with 

each potential function ac(xc) (or bs(xs)) there is a potential table. Each cell 
in the potential table corresponds to a particular combination of the levels of 
the discrete and continuous variables. The contents of each cell is a set of nodal 

values for that particular combination of variables. Initially these nodal values are 
(1,0,.. 

., 0) where the one corresponds to the function value at the node and the 

zeros correspond to the first derivatives at that node with respect to each of the 

continuous variables. When combined with the knots, the potential tables contain 

all the information necessary to form the potential functions. 
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For each variable X0, for aEK, we assign Xa to a clique C in the junction 

tree. We may only assign Xa to cliques which contain all the variables necessary 
to define the conditional distribution of X,, given its parents Xpa(a). If more 
than one suitable clique exists then the choice of which one of them Xa is to be 

assigned to is arbitrary. When a variable X,, is assigned to a clique C the potential 
table, ac(xc), on that clique is updated by multiplying it by our representation 
for the conditional probability density function of Xa ý Xpa(a) (the multiplication 

of potential functions will be defined later). When all the variables have been 

assigned Pf, our interpolation of the true joint probability density function f of 
X, is as follows: 

PfK (x) = II ac (xc) (5.35) 
CEC 

since f factorises into the conditional distributions of all the variables given their 

parents. We may trivially express Equation 5.35 as: 

Il ac (xc) 

PfK (x) = CE 
bs (xs) 

(5.36) 
SES 

since bs =1 (we shall define the division of potential functions later). Equation 

5.36 is termed the joint system belief. 

The assignment of variables to cliques in the Waste Incinerator Problem is 

given in Table 4.6. 

5.7.6 Propagation 

The joint system belief we have constructed in Equation 5.36 is the correct interpo- 

lated joint probability density function of all the variables in our model. However, 

we do not, necessarily, have the correct interpolated joint probability density func- 

tion of all the variables in any given clique (separator) represented by the potential 
function associated with that clique (separator). In order to achieve this we must 

make the potentials on the cliques and separators consistent by passing a prop- 
agation schedule composed of a series of active flows. We use Definition 23 to 
define the passage of a flow. The basic operations required to pass a flow will be 
discussed in the next section. The propagation schedule for the waste incinerator 

problem is given in Table 4.8. 
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5.8 Potential Tables 

Suppose we have a finite set of vertices K of a graph 9= (K, E) partitioned into 

discrete, A, and continuous, (l, types as K=AU 11. Let X= XK denote the 

variables corresponding to these vertices and suppose that I= Ia and Z= Zn 

represent the discrete and continuous variables in X respectively. Suppose that 

each continuous variable Z., for aE , (l, has been discretised and interpolated 

using the techniques described earlier. Now, let us consider some subset of these 

vertices VCK with related variables Xv = (IV, Zv) where IV and Zv are the 

discrete and continuous variables in Xv respectively. Without loss of generality 

we will label the variables Za, for aEV fl Il, as Zv = (ZI, Z2,..., Zq� ). We shall 

assume that we have some underlying potential functions ¢ and rq on the variables 
Xy. We may then characterise 0 and rj using potential tables consisting of the 

nodal values of 0 and 77. We shall let 0' and rq* denote the potential tables for 4 

and rj respectively, and we may thus write: 

a& (=y, zv) b4 (=y, zy) SO (iv, zy) o# (xv) = o* (zv, zv) =o (iv, zv) , bz SZ 2 ... , bz 12 qy 

S77 (iv, zy) 877 (iv, zy) b77 (iv, zv) 
ý1* (ýv) = ý' (iv, xv) _ 

{ii(ivzv) 
, bzl bz2 , ... , bz 9v 

(5.37) 

We shall now consider how potential tables are affected by the basic opera- 
tions required to pass an absorption. These basic operations are marginalisation, 

extension, multiplication and division. 

5.8.1 Marginalisation over Discrete Variables 

Theorem 37 Suppose that Xv is a set of random variables such that Xv = 
(Iv, Zv), where Iv is a set of discrete variables, and Zv is a set of continuous 

variables. Let cb*(xv), the potential table for Xv, be defined as in Equation 5.37. 

Let UCV and suppose that we may partition Iv into two disjoint sets Iu and 
Iv\u. Also, let Zu = Zv. Suppose that we wish to marginalise 4*(xv) with respect 

to Iv\u. The potential table for (IU, Zv) formed by this marginalisation is denoted 

7*U and the nodal values associated with a particular cell of this potential table 

when the levels of (Iv, Zv) are (iU, zv) are as follows: 
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71*v (iu)zv) =E «(iv, zv) , 
SO (iv, zy) 

, .. ", 
So (ZV) zy) (5.38) 

IV\U IV\U 
Szl 

IV\U 
Szev 

Proof. Using our definition of c*(xv) as given in Equations 5.37 and noting that 

the operation of differentiation is distributive over summation we find that: 

17*u (ZV, zv) =Z o` (iv, zv) 
Iv\U 

Sr, 0 (iv, zv) SE cb (iv, zv) Iy\U Iv\v 

- (iv, zv), Sz, ... , Sz Iv\U qv 1 

SO (iy, zy) SO (iv, zy) 
1 Iv\U Iv\U Iv\v 9v 

5.8.2 Marginalisation over Continuous Variables 

0 

Theorem 38 Suppose that Xv is a set of random variables such that Xv = 
(Iv, Zv), where IV is a set of discrete variables, and Zv is a set of continuous 

variables. Let cb*(xv), the potential table for Xv, be defined as in Equation 5.37. 

Let UCV and suppose that we may partition Zv into two disjoint sets Zu and 
Zy\U. Also, let Iu = Iv. Without loss of generality let us label the qu variables in 

Zu as (Zl, Z2,..., Z,, ) and the qy\U variables in Zv\u as (Z9u+i, Zav+2, 
"""I Zqv) 

Suppose that we wish to marginalise cb*(xv) with respect to Zv\u. The potential 
table for (Iv, Zu) formed by this marginalisation is denoted r7*v and the nodal 

values associated with a particular cell of this potential table when the levels of 
(Iv, Zu) are (iv, zu) are as follows: 

zl 
ZV) 

, ... ,hE 
So 

Sz 
(iv, zv) 

t]*U (iv, zu) =hZ0 (iv, zv), h 
SO 

S 
(iv, 

V\U V\U V\U 9v 

where: 

11 ha 
aEV\U 

(5.39) 

and hQ is the knot width of the knot sequence defined for a variable Za, for aE 
V \U. 
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Proof. We showed in Theorem 36 how the cubic spline interpolant for a set of 

continuous variables may be formed when marginalising over a continuous variable 
X, say, by dropping any derivative data on Xi, summing the remaining variables 

across the levels of X, and multiplying them by the knot width of Xi. When 

marginalising over a set of continuous variables Zv\u, say, we simply repeat these 

operations over each continuous variable in any order in turn and derive the result 

given in Equation 5.39. 

13 

5.8.3 Extension 

Let UCVCK and, without loss of generality, let us label the qu variables in ZU 

as (Zl, Z2,. . ., Zqu) and the qv\U variables in Zv\u as (Zqu+i, Zqo+2, ... , Zama ) 

Let cb*(xu) = c*(iu, zU) be the potential table for a potential function «(iu, zu) 
defined on XU= 

-TU x ZU, where: 

SO (iu, zu) 4 (iu, zu) (xu) (zu, zu) _ (iu, zu) , azl , ... , bz vv 

Now suppose that ct*(xu) is extended to I1*(xv) defined on Xv = Iv x Zv = 
(lu x Iv\u) x (Zu x Zv\u) then if Zv\u E 1H 'U the new nodal values defined 

on xv will be: 

i* (xv) = i* 
(iu, iv\u, zu, zv\u) = 

{(iUzU) 
,4 az 

(iu, zu) 
, ..., 

bo ý= (iu, zu) 
' 
(O) 

1 9v 

where (0) is a row vector of length qv\u corresponding to the qv\u first derivatives 

of 0(iu, zu) with respect to the variables in Zv\U. 

5.8.4 Multiplication 

If 0* and r7* are the potential tables of two potential functions which have been 

extended to occupy the same space, Xv, and 0* and rj* are defined as in Equations 
5.37, then multiplication is defined, by use of the product rule, as: 

ýý*x7l*) (XV) = 

ý(iv, zv)x77(iv, zv), 
8(0(iv, Z) 

ii(iv, 
zv))ý..., a«(iv, za)x77(iy, zv)) 

9v 
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where, for a=1, ... , qv: 

(iy, zy) x? J(iv, zv)) 
_ aza 

S77 (iv, zy) (So (iv, zy) ((1VZV)X 
, Sz + bz x'] (ZV, zv) 

aa 

It should be noted that, in general, the multiplication of two potential functions 

and r7* will not result in the formation of a third potential function of the same 
type (i. e. a Hermitian cubic spline may not be formed). In a PES, however, we are 
fortunate in the fact that initially the projector for each variable is contained only 

once in the junction tree. Therefore whenever potential functions are multiplied 
together we are essentially concerned with the multiplication of a new projector 

orthogonal to all the others which, as seen in Section 5.4, will always result in 

potential functions of the same type. Thus the form of our potential functions will 
be retained by multiplication. A similar argument applies to the division of two 

potential functions. 

5.8.5 Division 

If ¢* and 71* are the potential tables of two potential functions which have been 

extended to occupy the same space, Xv, and 0* and 77* are defined as in Equations 

5.37, then division is defined, by use of the quotient rule, as follows: 

(0*/7l*) (XV) _ 

{o, o,..., o} 

Öý ýV'sV ýV 
iv, ZV 'v, zv O svýV , 

'=sV 

SZgv 71 (iv, zv) n(iv, =v)' 8Z1 '"" "' 
6 

undefined otherwise 

0(iv, zv) =0 

where, for a=1, ... , qv: 

a( 
ivrzV ae iv, zV ate iv�v 

ln(iv, zv) 
_ 

&za x 77 ýiýý zy)ý - 
ýý ýZV zVý x Sz. 

bza (17 (iv, zv))2 
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5.9 Determining Moments 

After propagation we may determine the marginal distributions of each continuous 

variable. We shall now consider how we may determine the moment character- 
istics of these distributions. Our information on a marginal distribution of a 

particular continuous random variable Za, for aE (1, consists of a knot sequence 
(Za, o, Za, l, ... , Za, M, ) with data (ga,,,, 

a, g,,, mj, 
for m,, = 0,1,..., Al., representing 

the 0th and 1st derivatives of the distribution at each of these knots. Our cubic 

spline interpolation pa,,,,, (za) for the distribution in the interval [z.,,,,., Za, m,, +I] is 

as given in Equation 5.6 for Z= Za. We may determine the mean of Z. to be as 
follows: 

za=+oo 
E [Z0] =J zaYa (za)dza 

za=-oo 

At. -, 
Z6+na+l 

N E_ f 
zaPma (za)dza 

M 

G=O za mQ 
M. _1 

Zama+1 

Zr r2(9a, ma -9a, ma+1) 
(a, 

ma 
+Yz, 

ma+1) >a 
)3 

J za ` h3 -}- h2 - Zama 
ma=O Zama a, ma a, ma 

+ 
(3 (9a, 

ma+1-9a, ma) 
_ 

(2gra, 
ma 

+9ra, 
ma+l) )(za 

_ za, ma)2 tla, 
ma 

ýta, 
ma 

J 

+ 9a, ma 
(Za - Za, ma) 

+ 9a, ma 
dZa 

ha era-1 1(29a,,,,,. 

+1-3gaýmaJza 
+ (21ga, 

ma+99a, ma+1) za, ma 60 
ma=0 

+ (I I Zama za, ma+1 

+(99a. 
*no+219a, mu+1) Za, mo+1 

+ (29Q 

, ma -39a, mo+1) Za, mo+1 

(5.40) 

Similarly E[ZZ] may be determined thus: 

za=too Ma-1 za, matl 

E [7'a] 
=f xaga (Za)dza >f x2Pma (za)dxa 

Za=-oo ma= 
a0 

Zama 

Mo-1 z°, n+atl 
r2 r2(9a, ma9a, ma+1) 9a, m. 3 

= 1: J za `h+ h2 
)(za-za, 

ma) ma=0 a ya ma , nºo a, ma 

-I- 
)(Za C3(9a, ma+l9a, ma) 

2, 
ma+9a, m1) 2 

h2 -c- za, m) a, ma "a, 1na 

--9a, ma 
(z6 

- za, mo) + 9a, mo 
dza 
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La Ma-1 

- 60 
r (ga, 

ma+l -29, ma) za, ma 
+4 (4ga, 

ma 
+9a, 

ma+i) Zama 

ma=0 

+ 
(9a, 

ma+1) Za, maZa, ma+l 
+ 10 

(9a, ma+9a, ma+l) Za, maza, ma+l 

+ 
(9a, 

ma) Za,, naza, ma+1 
+4 (9,,, 

m. 
+49a, 

ma+l) Z2 a, ma+1 

+ (9a, 
ma -29a, ma+1) za, ma+l 

(5.41) 

Combining Equations 5.40 and 5.41 we are able to determine the variance of Za 

using the well known result Var(Za) = E[ZZ] - (E[Za, ])2. 

Variable Spline Interpolated Exact 

B (0.850000,0.150000) (0.850000,0.150000) 

E (0.271429,0.678571, 

0.0357143,0.0142857) 

(0.271429,0.678571, 

0.0357143,0.0142857) 

F (0.950000,0.0500000) (0.950000,0.0500000) 

TV (0.285714,0.714286) (0.285714,0.714286) 

C (-1.85032,0.257314) (-1.85000,0.257500) 

D (3.03921,0.592947) (3.03929,0.592885) 

L (1.48052,0.397929) (1.48036,0.398221) 

Mi (-0.214350,0.210516) (-0.214286,0.210511) 

1110 (2.82905,0.756075) (2.82500,0.740089) 

Table 5.2: Means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions for the 

waste incinerator problem. 

The means and variances of the marginal distributions of the continuous ran- 
dom variables, and the marginal probabilities of the discrete random variables in 

the waste incinerator problem are given in Table 5.2 for the exact and spline in- 

terpolated cases. The marginal distributions of the continuous random variables 
in the waste incinerator example given no evidence are graphed in Figure 5.4 for 

the exact and spline interpolated cases. The graph of MO has been formed by 

putting the marginal probability divided by the interval width at the midpoints 
of each interval and fitting a spline curve to the result. 
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Figure 5.4: Graphs of the exact and spline interpolated marginal distributions of 
the continuous variables in the waste incinerator problem. Exact distributions are 

given in grey, spline interpolated ones in black. 
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5.10 Adding Evidence 

We shall now consider how we may add evidence £ to our system. We shall assume 
that evidence on a discrete variable informs us that a particular variable is at a 

given state and we wish to update our uncertainty appropriately. We do this by 

reducing the potential tables in each clique and each separator to consist of cells 

at this known state only. For example, suppose that we have the potential table 
0' given in Equation 5.37 and without loss of generality let Iv = (Il, 12,. . ., Ip�) 

and Zv = (Z1, Z2,..., ZQ,, ) then the updated potential table once the evidence 
E: Is = e, for 5E {1,2, 

... , pv}, has been entered is as follows: 

0E (iie) ip 
,, zV 

_ O(zi'..., is-,, e, ip 
, zv), 

öc (ii, 
... pis-,, e, ip 

, 2V) 

Szl ,... 

... pis-i, e, invI zy) 
8zgv 

(5.42) 

We shall assume that evidence on a continuous variable informs us that that 

variable is a particular value. We must enter this information into every clique 

and separator which contains the known variable. In the case where the evidence 

on a continuous variable lies at a knot defined for that variable we may simply 

select those cells of the potential table which correspond to that knot and include 

them, and them alone, in the updated potential table. At the same time we must 
drop any derivative data on that variable. Suppose we have the potential table 0' 

given in Equation 5.37 and without loss of generality let Zv _ (Z1) Z2, ... , ZQ,, ) 

and let e be a knot for variable Za,. Then the updated potential table 0* once the 

evidence E: Za = e, for aE {1,2,. 
. ., qv}, has been entered is as follows: 

0E (xviZa=e) 
= 0; (iVi zl) ... , za-11 Za+11... , z9V ) 

= 
{(iVZi. 

�Zal, e, Za+1,..., z9V), 

40(iyizle... 
1 za-1, e, za+l,... 1Zgv) 

5zl '' 
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JO (iv, Z�..., za-1, e, za+i, ... ' zqv) 

5za-1 
40 (Z 

V) z17 ... ) za-1 1 e, za+1 ) ... 9 z9y 

5za+l 

ac (iv, Z�. .., za-1, e, za+1, ... ' zqv) 

bzgv 
(5.43) 

In the case where the evidence £: Z. =e on a particular continuous random 
variable Za, is not situated at a knot then we must interpolate using the information 

on the knots bounding the interval that contains that evidence. Suppose we have 

the potential table 0* given in Equation 5.37 and without loss of generality let 

Zv _ (Z1, Z2,..., Zqv) and let Za, ma <e< za,, na+1 where za,, na and za, ma+l are 

neighbouring knots in the interpolation of Z4. Then the updated potential table 
0; once the evidence that Za = e, for aE {1,2, 

... , qv}, has been entered may be 

written as in Equation 5.43 where: 

(iv, zl, ... ' za-1, e, za+1, ... 7 Zqv) - 
2( *(Za, 

ma) + 

h3 h2 

i*(Za, 
ma+1)) +( 

(za, 
ma) +(al'za, 

n+a+1» (e 
- za, ma 

aa 
3( *(Za, 

'ma+1) - 
0*(Za, 

ma)) 
- 

(2c (za, 
ma) 

+ (a(Za, 
ma+1» (e 

- za, ma) 
2 

h2 ha 

+4a(Za, 
ma) 

(e 
- za, ma) 

+ 0*(Za, 
ma) 

4 (iv, zl, ..., za-1, e, za+1i... Izgv 

8zi -- 

O/ 
lza, Ma 

+ 
(c5(zama+i) 

- tI (Za, 
ma) 

ýh 
(e 

- za, +no 
a 

for j=1,..., a -1, a+ 1,..., qß 

and: 

ha - (Zama+l 
- Za, ma) 

c*(za, 
ma) =0 (iv, zi, ..., Za-1, za, ma, Za+1, .... zqv) 

0*(Za, 
ma+l) = q5 (iV, zl, ... , za-1, xa, m. +l, za+l, ... , xqv 
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cb (za 
ma) = 

SO (iv, Z,.... e za-1, Za, ma, Za+1) ... , zav) 
, bza 

ýY 
(za 

ma }1) 

So (iv, Z1 ... , za-1, za, ma+1, za+1 i ... , zav) 
a , bza 

Oj(za 
ma) _ 

JO (iy, zl) ... ' za-1, za, ma, za+1, ... 9 zqy) 

, bzj 

ýý(za, ma+l) 
bO (iy, zl, ... _ 

, za-1, za, ma+1, za+1, ... , zqy) 
(5.44) 

bzj 

Here the function values have been interpolated using cubic spline interpolation 

while the derivatives are interpolated linearly since derivative data higher than 

the first derivatives is not available. 

Having entered a collection of evidence E into the system we must pass a 

propagation schedule. This results in the joint system belief being equal to the 

interpolated joint probability density function of the variables given the evidence 
E. Normalising the cliques and separators we are able to obtain the updated joint 

system belief and hence we may determine the marginals. 

Lauritzen (1992) considers the addition of the evidence £: {W = Industrial, 

C= -0.9, L=1.1} into the waste incinerator example while Olesen (1991) con- 

siders the addition of the evidence 6: {W = Industrial, C= -1.6 ,L=0.5}. 
The probabilities, means and variances of the marginal distributions of the un- 
known variables given Lauritzen's evidence are presented in Table 5.3, and they 

are graphed in Figure 5.5. The probabilities, means and variances of the marginal 
distributions of the unknown variables given Olesen's evidence are presented in Ta- 

ble 5.4, and they are graphed in Figure 5.6. Both the exact and spline interpolated 

cases are presented. The exact case has been calculated with the discretisation 

of the continuous random variable E to add comparison. Graphs relating to the 

exact case are given in grey and those relating to the spline interpolated case are 

given in black. 
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Mi : Metal in waste 

°A : Emission of 
metal 8 

Figure 5.5: Graphs of the exact and spline interpolated marginal distributions 

of the continuous variables in the waste incinerator problem given Lauritzen's 

evidence (W= Industrial, C= -0.9, L=1.1). Exact marginal distributions are 

given in grey and spline interpolated ones in black. 

Variable 11 Spline Interpolated Exact 

B (0.000158007,0.999842) (0.0122526,0.987747) 

E (0.999652,0,0,0.000347634) (0.999526,0,0,0.000473552) 

F (0.999652,0.000347634) (0.999526,0.000473552) 

D (3.61864,0.0951649) (3.60766,0.106162) 

Mi (0.499989,0.00999575) (0.500000,0.0100000) 

MO (4.13877,0.107575) (4.10766,0.118162) 

Table 5.3: Means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions for the 

waste incinerator problem given Lauritzen's evidence (W= Industrial, C= -0.9, 
L=1.1). 
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Figure 5.6: Graphs of the exact and spline interpolated marginal distributions of 

the continuous variables in the waste incinerator problem given Olesen's evidence 

(W= Industrial, C= -1.6, L=0.5). Exact marginal distributions arc given in 

grey and spline interpolated ones in black. 

Variable Spline Interpolated Exact 

B (0.691147,0.308853) (0.642429,0.357571) 

E (0.862317,0,0,0.137683) (0.785814,0,0,0.214186) 

F (0.862317,0.137683) (0.785814,0.214186) 

D (3.44635,1.38335) (3.77449,1.73627) 

Mi (0.499989,0.00999575) (0.500000,0.0100000) 

MO (3.96333,1.36931) (4.27449,1.74827) 

Table 5.4: Means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions for the 

waste incinerator problem given Olesen's evidence (W= Industrial, C= -1.6, L 

= 0.5). 
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5.11 Conclusions 

We have shown how the joint probability density functions of sets of continuous 

random variables may be sampled over a grid of points and represented by tables 

of function values and derivative data. We have considered how cubic splines may 
be used to fit multi-dimensional surfaces to these grids of points and how the ap- 

proximated functions may then be incorporated into a probabilistic expert system. 
We have shown how these approximated functions can be propagated through a 
junction tree to calculate approximations to the joint belief functions for all the 

cliques and separators in the junction tree. We have also shown how evidence 

on random variables may be added and how we may determine the marginal dis- 

tributions of the remaining random variables. We have shown how we may plot 

the marginal distributions of the continuous random variables, and how we may 

calculate their means and variances. We have, however, at no stage attempted to 

pass judgement on the quality of these approximations. 

The best way in which to analyse the validity of these approximation methods 
is to compare the results of their implementation with the exact results. Con- 

sidering Tables 5.2,5.3 and 5.4 and Figures 5.4,5.5 and 5.6 we can see that 

our approximations are indeed very good. Probabilities, means and variances are 

all quite close to their desired values and the graphs of the continuous variables 

manage to capture most of the features of interest. It can be seen that the best 

approximations occur when the continuous variables are determined by only a 

small number of continuous parents. This is as would be expected since we need 

only approximate a space of small dimension. As the dimension of the function 

space increases more points need to be sampled in order to maintain the quality 

of the approximation. As was noted earlier we chose our knot sequences using 

a rough numeric rule. Using a combination of numeric rules or investigating the 

initial univariate interpolations graphically may have resulted in an improvement 

of our results. Increasing the number of intervals into which MO was discretised 

may improve its estimation. 

Considering the exact marginal distribution for D, given no evidence, we find it 

is a weighted sum of eight Normal distributions and results in quite a complicated 

curve. Nevertheless our spline approximation method is able to cope with it 

admirably. In contrast the exact marginal distribution of MO is also a sum of 

eight Normal distributions and it too has a curve of comparable complexity. We 

are, however, unable to form MO with our spline approximation method due to 
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the excessive number of knots we would require. It is likely that when initial 

distributions are quite smooth and not too spiky good results may be obtained 

particularly when the number of continuous variables occupying any given clique 

or separator is not too large. Unfortunately with large numbers of knots and large 

numbers of continuous variables the number of nodal values required can become 

unwieldy. It should be recognised, however, that such problems are not confined 
to this approach - even 20 binary variables in one clique leads to over a million 

cells being required, large cliques are, in general, to be avoided. In practice we 

would not use these approximation techniques on a problem which, like the waste 
incinerator problem, can be calculated exactly. 

Further techniques in this genre which may be implemented include cubic 

spline interpolation without derivative data and spline blended interpolation. This 

former technique seeks to fit cubic splines to the data by assuming continuity in 

the first two derivatives and flatness at the external knots. This enables less 

nodal values to be used to approximate the functions and hence more knots may 
be sampled with this gain in computer space. A disadvantage of the method, 
however, is that functions are not consistent under marginalisation though with 
large numbers of data points these errors will become minimal. The spline blended 

approach to fitting multi-dimensional surfaces will allow us to consider both exact 

probability density functions and spline interpolated ones in the same clique or 

separator. We will investigate this approach in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

Hybrid Techniques 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes how hybrid propagation schemes may be devised. A hy- 

brid propagation scheme is one which combines elements of two or more different 

propagation schemes into one overall methodology. The particular type of prop- 

agation scheme considered here unites the theory covered in Chapters 4 and 5 

and assumes that we have a probabilistic expert system comprising both discrete 

and continuous random variables. We assume that we are able to represent the 

discrete random variables exactly through a list of their possible configurations 

and their associated weights. The continuous random variables are assumed to 

fall into two distinct categories. The first category arc to be represented exactly 

by their probability density functions. These variables are termed symbolic, and 

their probability density functions will be manipulated using a computer algebra 

package. The other category of continuous variables are to be represented approx- 
imately using cubic spline interpolation. This approximation method takes the 

conditional probability density function of a continuous random variable, confines 
it to some finite range, and represents it by a list of points and slopes on some 
lattice within that range. An approximate probability density function may then 

be determined from this information. 

While this methodology is quite general in structure and may be applied to any 

marked graph where the discrete variables are of finite state space the choice over 

which continuous variables are symbolic and which are spline interpolated is most 
important. The reason for this derives from the fact that in order to marginalise 

a probability density function with respect to a continuous random variable we 

must integrate with respect to it. This process of integration can prove to be most 
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troublesome and, except in certain cases, may have no closed form solution. We 

therefore present a possible, though not unique, setup for the implementation of 

our methodology. This setup is based on theory relating to the use of conditional 
Gaussian distributions in expert systems. We then apply our methodology to the 

waste incinerator problem (Lauritzen, 1992). 

6.2 Notation 

Let 9= (K, E) be an independence graph for a set of random variables X= 

(X1, X2,. . ., X, ), where K is a finite set of vertices and the set of edges E is 

a subset of the set KxK of ordered pairs of distinct vertices. Suppose that 

a vertex aEK corresponds to a random variable Xa. Let the, vertices K be 

partitioned into three groups 0, S? and r such that K=AUQUr. The 

vertices in A represent discrete variables while those in , flUr represent continuous 

variables. The vertices (1 are to be spline interpolated, while the vertices r are to 

be represented symbolically. Let 0 consist of p vertices, Q consist of qn vertices, 
F consist of qr vertices, and let q=q, - + qr be the total number of continuous 

vertices. Let Ia, for SE0, denote a particular discrete variable XS, let Zu� for 

wE , (l, denote a particular spline interpolated continuous variable Xw, and let 

Yy, for ry E r, denote a particular symbolic continuous variable X. Y. Is takes 

values in a discrete space X8 = Zs, Zu, takes real values in a continuous space 
X,, = [zu,, 

0, z,,, MW], and Y, takes real values in a continuous space X., = R. For 

any ACK we write XA for the space xaEAX,, and in particular: 

XA = XaEAXa = IA X ZA X YA = (X8EAnAX8) X (XwEAndnXw) X (X, 
rEAnrX, y) 

We abbreviate XK to X. If x= (xa :aE K) then we let XA = (xa :aE A). We 

may denote a typical element x of the joint state space X as: 

X= (Xa)aEK = (i, z) y) = W8)8E0, (zw)wE, 
ß, (Y)'YEr} 

We will similarly write a typical component XA of the state space XA as: 

XA = (Xa)aEA = (iA, ZA, YA) _ I(Z8)8EAnA) (zw)wEAnn, (Y ), 
YEAnr} 
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We will let pa(a) denote the parents of a vertex aEK corresponding to a 

random variable Xa. The random variables associated with the vertices pa(a) 

will be denoted Xpa(a). These random variables may be decomposed into discrete, 

spline interpolated, and symbolic random variables as Xpa(a) = (Ionpa(a), Znnpa(a), 

Yrnpa(a)). Where confusion may be avoided we will also use the shorter, but less 

precise, notation Xpa(a) _ (Ipa(a)) Zpa(a), Ypa(a)) for this decomposition. 

6.3 Functional Representation 

In this section we describe a scheme by which a potential function which is a 
function of both symbolic and spline interpolated continuous variables defined for 

some configuration of exact discrete variables may be represented. 

Consider a universe which, without loss of generality, comprises D discrete 

random variables I= (11,12.... ID), N spline interpolated continuous random 

variables Z= (Zi, Z2,... ' 
ZN), and R symbolic continuous random variables Y= 

(Y1, Y2, 
... , 

YR). Realisations of these three groups of variables will be written 
i= (il, i2) 

... , 
iD), z= (zl, z2i ... , zN) and y= (yl, Y2, ... , yji). We will represent 

any random variable in Z as Z� where n=1,2,. .., 
N. Z� has realisations z� 

and in particular let us suppose that the Mn +1 equally spaced points zn,,,,,,, 

for Mn = 0,1, ... , 
X, are given. We shall let h� denote the distance between 

any two consecutive points zf, m� and zn, m�+1 such that hn = zn, m, %+l - zn, m,, for 

Mn = 0,1, ... , 
Mn -1 and n=1,2,..., N. We shall let 7. denote the following 

domain: 

N 

=I [zn, 
of Zn, M,, 

] 

n=1 

We will let f (i, z, y) represent a potential function which is a function of con- 
tinuous variables {Z, Y} for levels i of discrete variables I. In order to simplify 
things we will drop the levels of I from our notation and, where confusion may be 

avoided, write f (i, z, y) as f (z, y). Thus while the following discussion will relate 
to a potential function formed only on continuous variables we will assume that 
this function corresponds to some known cell i. 

Consider a function f (z�) formed on the continuous random variable Z� , for 

n=1,2, ... , 
N, and suppose that we have function values and derivatives ti(z,,, 1�) 

for l� = 0,1, ... , 2M� +1 where: 
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qýý _ 
0(zn, 2mn) =f (Zn, 

, n) for ln, = 2mn, even 
`Y('zn, ln) 

y) , /, 
Sf Zn m (Zn, 

2rn. n+1) 
= 

zn for In = 2mn +1 odd Szn 

Let us consider the projector associated with interpolation to these function 

values and derivatives and suppose that we have a well defined interpolation 

scheme with cardinal functions (z, 
L ) for l� = 0,1, ... , 2M� +1 given by Equa- 

tion 6.1. 

h2 2-( 
hzn - zn, O 2 

(zn zn, l) 

Wn, O (zn) =0 

0 

Wn, 
2mn 

(zn) = 

zn, o<zn. <zn, l 

Zn, 1 C Zn :ý zn, Mn 

Zn, O '5 Zn :5 Zn, mn 1 

-2 (Zn 
-, zn, m, n-1)2(zn - zn, mn 

hn, mn-11 Zn, mn-1 :5 zn C Zn, mn 
,,,, nn-1 

2 J 

hn 
n 

(zn-zn, 
mn+ 

hn2" (Z, 
-zn, mn+l)2 " , Zn, mnG, ZnCZn, mn+l 

Zn, m, n+l 
C Zn C Zn, Mn 

for m, ti = 1, ... 3 
Mn-1 

0: Znp < Z. < Zn, Mn-1 

Vfn, 
2Mn 

(zn) 
_ 

22 %+n, Mn-1 
h3- 

(zn 
- zn, Mn-1 Zn - zn, Mn 2: -n, Mn-1 C Zn <- Zn, MM Mn-1 

zn, p G zn C zn, l hzn o 
(zn-zn, 

1)2(zn-zn, p) 

Vfn, l 
(zn) _ 

0 Zn, 1 <_ zn <_ zn, MM 
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0 

Wn, 
2mn+1 

(Zn) = 

1 

n2 

(zn-Zn, 
m, n-1ý 

(Zn-Zn, 
mn) 

, mn-1 

I (zn 
- Zn \( (zn 

- Zn 12 
hn 

mit ýmn) ýmn+l l 

0 

Wn, 2Mn+1 
(zn) = 

0 
1 2( 

hz 
(zn 

- zn, MM-1 
(zr+ 

- Zn, Mn 
n, Mn-1 

Zn, o :5 Zn Zn, mn-1 

: zn, mn-1 : 5Zn : 5Zn, 
mn 

Zn, mn :5 Zn :5 Zn, m�}1 

Zn, mn+1 
ý zn Zn, Mn 

for Mn = 17 
... , 

A1n -1 

zn, O 5 zn :5 Zn, Mn-1 

xn, M, -1 :5 Zn Zn, A1n 

(6.1) 

There is thus a unique interpolant in the set ,,, o of linear combinations of %P,,, o (z,, ) 

% 
... 1 'Pn, 2M�+i(zn) given by: 

2M�+1 
(PP, of)(zn) = ýn, rn(zn) (xn, ºn) (6.2) 

rn=o 

Equation 6.2 defines the map P,,, o from functions f in Gn, o = C1 [zn, o, zn, Af�] to 

functions in Kn, o c Cn, o and Pn, o is a projector in the sense that P22, o = Pn, o. 

Now consider extending the definition of P,,, o to apply to functions f (x, y), 
formed on the continuous variables {Z, Y}, which are continuous on i. x RR up 

until at least the first derivatives. This may be accomplished formally by simply 
introducing the random variables {(Z\Z�), Y} as "sleeping partners" in Equation 

6.2. Thus: 
2Mn+1 

(Pnf)(z, y) _Z lpn, In(zn)4'(zle ... e Zn,, Iný ... 1 ZN1. y1 
1n=0 

where: 
f 

lzl) ... , znrm, 
n1 ... , ZN) Y) for In = 2rn even' zgdrýn) ... , zN) yJ aJ (zl 

r... rZn, mn r... rzNrtJ) for In=2rnn+ lodd 8zn 
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determines the action of Pn on horizontal lines in one coordinate plane determined 

by fixed values of {(z\zn), y}. This defines the image of Pn as being functions 

that for each fixed {(z\zn), y} are in lino but for each fixed zn are merely contin- 
uous functions on [zl, 

o, z1, M1] x ... X [zn_1, 
O, zn-1, M�_1] x [zn+1,0, zn+1, Mn+1] X ... X 

[ZN, o, ZN, MNI X IRR" By analogy with Pn, o it can be seen that Pn is a projector also. 

Since the variable Z. was chosen arbitrarily we have defined a scheme for the 

univariate interpolation of all functions f (z, y) continuous on 1Z. x IRR by projectors 
P,, for n=1,2, ... , 

N. Without loss of generality consider applying the projectors 
P1, P2,... , PN in turn to the function f (z, y). It is found that: 

2M1+1 2M2+1 
P1P2 ... PN. f(z) y) _ 1ý1,11(zl) 1112,12(x2) ... 11=0 12=0 

2MN+1 
E ll'N, lN(zN)Y'(z1,117 x2,127 ... ' ZN, 1N, i) 

1N=0 

2M1+1 2M2+1 2MN+1 

_EE... 
E 'Fl, ll(Zl)q'21l2(z2)... 

11=0 12=0 IN=0 

q'Nt1N(zN) 
v)(zl, li) x2,127... ' ZN, IN, Y) 

(6.3) 

where: 

%)1 +) 2+... +A Nf\ zl,,,,,, z2, M2, ... , zN,, nN' ý�ý ýz1,11, z2ý12, ... , zN, i , yý =b 
4P1 zlb22Z2 ... ÖANZN 

and in the above: 

0 if In=2mmis even 
1 if In= 2mn +1 is odd 

for In = 0,1, ... , 2M, ß + 1, mit = 0,1, ... , Mn, and n=1,2, ... , N. 

Considering the functional form of Equation 6.3 and remembering that the 

projectors were applied in an arbitrary manner we can see that the projectors 
P1, P2,. 

. ., 
PN commute. We shall denote P= Pl P2 

... PN. Using the commuta- 
tivity of the projectors Pl, P2,..., PN: 
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P2 = (P1 P2 ... PN) (P1 P2 ... PN) 

_ (P1P2 ... PN) (PN ... P2P1) 

_ (PlP2 
... PN-1)(PN)(PN-1... P2P1) 

= (P1P2 
... PN-1)(PN)(PN-1... P2P1) 

= PN(P1P2 ... PN_1)(PN_1... P2P1) 

= (PN... P2P1) 

=P 

so the map P is itself a projector. Equation 6.3 determines the action of P on 
the N-dimensional plane R for fixed values of y. In such circumstances Pf 

corresponds to f in terms of function values and first derivatives at the vertices of 
the lattice A defined by the points z,,, i� for l� = 0,1, ... , 2Mn + 1, n=1,2.... N, 

and approximates for f elsewhere in R. Letting y be free to roam in ! i' the 

function values and first derivatives with respect to z of f in 1Z are functions of y. 
For fixed z, therefore, Equation 6.3 defines Pf to be continuous in y and, moreover, 
if z is fixed at one of the vertices of A then Pf = f. Thus for any function f 

defined on Rx RR the function Pf is the interpolant to f at the R-dimensional 

planes formed at the vertices of the lattice A. Since Pf interpolates to y along 

planes rather than just a finite point set P may be said to be transftnite with 

respect to y, and finite with respect to z. 

6.4 Initialisation 

We shall, without loss of generality, assume that we have a causal probabilistic 

network, g, composed of discrete vertices 0 and continuous vertices our, where 
the variables associated with the vertices Sl are to be spline interpolated and those 

associated with the the vertices r are to be treated symbolically. We shall assume 
that no vertex aE 12 Ur which relates to a continuous random variable X. may 
have a child which relates to a discrete random variable. We may then define each 
discrete random variable I4, for aE0, given its parents Ipa(a), which are ensured 
to be discrete, as a table of probabilities p(i4; ipa(a)). 

We let a spline interpolated continuous node Z4, for aE 12, have parents 
Xpa(a) _ (Ipa(a)) Zpa(a), Ypa(a)). We assume that falpa(a), the conditional distribution 
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of Za, given its parents Xpa(a), may be constrained to some finite region [Za, o, Za, Ma] 

such that within this region f is in C1 [Za, o, Za, M, ] and outside this region f=0. 

We let a symbolic continuous node Ya, for aEF, have parents Xpa(a) _ (Ipa(a)) 

Zpa(a), Ypa(a)). We shall loosely assume that falpa(a), the conditional distribution 

of Ya given its parents Xpa(a), is "well behaved" in that any potential function 

formed as a function of a symbolic continuous variable X. possesses an integral 

with respect to Xa which is in closed form. Although this criterion might seem 

vague at first it simply ensures that we are able to marginalise with respect to 

symbolic continuous variables. Where this criterion fails a symbolic continuous 
variable will have to be spline approximated instead. A suitable setup will be 

investigated in more depth later. 

The causal probabilistic network C may be compiled to form a junction tree. 
We will denote this junction tree Tand assume it has vertex-set C and edge-set S. 

Associated with any CEC is a subset of K, which we will denote by C also and 
term a clique. Similarly associated with any SES, joining two cliques C and C' 
is a subset of K which we will denote by S also. We will term Sa separator and 
define S=C (1 C'. Cliques and separators will collectively be termed universes. 

Associated with each clique CEC is a potential function ac(xc) which is a 
non-negative function defined on the variables in that clique. Similarly associated 
with each separator SES is a potential function bs(xs), which is a non-negative 
function defined on the variables in that separator. We initially let ac(xc) = 1, 
for aliC E C, and bs(xs) 1, for allS E S. 

For each variable Xa,, for aEK, we assign Xa to a clique C in the junction 
tree. We may only assign Xa to cliques which contain all the variables necessary 
to define the conditional distribution of X. given its parents. If more than one 
suitable clique exists then the choice of which one of them Xa is assigned to is 

arbitrary. When a variable Xa is assigned to a clique C the potential function, 

ac(xc), on that clique is multiplied by the potential function representing the 

conditional density of Xa I Xpa(a). When all the variables associated with K have 
been assigned Pf, the interpolation of the joint probability density function f of 
X, is as follows: 

PIK(x) = 11 ac(xc) (6.4) 
CEC 
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since f factorises into the conditional distributions of all the variables given their 

parents. Since bs(xs) =1 we may trivially express Equation 6.4 as: 

P fh(x) _ 
llcECac(xc) (6.5) 
IIsEs bs(xs) 

Equation 6.5 is termed the joint system belief. 

6.5 Potential Tables 

In this section we will consider how we may represent a potential function by a 

potential table, and how the initial conditional distributions in our CPN may be 

defined in terms of such tables. Let us consider a universe, V, containing the 

variables Xv = (Iv, Zv, Yv) where IV is a set of discrete variables, ZV is a set of 

spline interpolated continuous variables, and Yv is a set of symbolic continuous 

variables. It will be convenient to consider two potential functions cb(xv) and 

rt(xv), formed on these variables, with associated potential tables 0*(xv) and 

rt*(xv)`respectively. Also, without loss of generality, we shall order the qv random 

variables in Zv as Zv = (Zl, Z2, ... , Z91). 

If both Zv = {O} and Yv = {Q} then we have the discrete exact case described 

in Sections 3.2-3.7. A potential function «(xv) may then be represented exactly 
by a potential table cb*(xv) in which each cell in the table corresponds to a unique 

combination of the discrete variables. The function in each cell would be a non- 

negative number (or possibly the function of some symbolic parameters). 

In the case where Zv = {O} but Yv {O} then we could represent a potential 
function «(xv) exactly by a potential table q*(xv) in which each cell in the table 

corresponds to a unique combination of the discrete variables. The function in 

each cell would then be a function of the continuous variables Yv given the levels 

of Iv. An example of this situation is the mixed graphical association model we 
described in Sections 4.3-4.13. 

In the case where Zv {O} we must not only represent the potential function 

in each cell of the table but also the first derivatives of the potential function with 

respect to each of the spline interpolated continuous variables. The cells of the 

potential table must be formed over both the levels of Iv and the lattice, AV, over 
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which the spline interpolated continuous variables are defined. If Zv {O} and 
Yy = {O} then we have the situation described in Chapter 5. 

The potential functions «(xv) and rq(xv) are represented in Equation 6.6 for 

particular cells of the potential tables q*(xv) and r1*(xv) for which the levels of 
Iv are iv and the functions and derivatives are shown at some knot zV. 

q *(xv) = 5*(zv, zv, yv) 
acb(iy, zy, yy) SO(iy, zy, yy) SO(iy, zy, yy)J 

_ 
{«iv, 

ZVI yv), Sz SZ , ... , SZ, 2 qv 
77"(x) = 77*(iv, zv, yv) 

(iy, ZVI yy) S1, (iy, ZVI yy) S1](iy, ZVI Yy) 

- 

177(iv, 

zvlyv), 
s77 

6z16z2 ,..., Sz qv 

(6.6) 

Let us consider how we may define the conditional distributions of the random 
variables in our system as potential tables. We will assume that the conditional 
distribution of each variable given its parents is known. As stated earlier discrete 

variables may have no continuous parents, thus the conditional distribution of a 
discrete variable I,,, for aE0, is: 

I. I XPa(a) 
= I. I Ipa(a) 

e%j alpa(a) 
(iaUPa(a)1 0,0) 

= pia; ipa(a)) 

Since IQ I Ipa(a) is only formed over the discrete variables Ia. up4(a) its conditional 
distribution may be represented in potential table form as: 

Oa 
1Pa(a)(ZaUPa(a)) = 

{faIPa(a)(auPa(a)) 
0,0) 

= 

{P(ia; 

zPa(a))} 

The conditional distribution of a spline interpolated continuous variable Z. 

given its parents Xpa(a), for aEQ, may be written: 
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Za I Xpa(a) 
- 

Za I 
{IPa(a), 

ZPa(a), YPa(a)} 

N falpa(a)(Zpa(a), Zaupa(a), Ypa(a)) 

Hence the conditional distribution of Za, I Xpa(a, ), for aE 12, may be represented 
in potential table form as: 

Oalpa(a)(2pa(a)7 Zaupa(a), Ypa(a)) 

_ 

{fatPa(a)(Pa(o)7 

Zaupa(a), Ypa(a)), 

Sf 
alpa(a)(pa(a)7 Zaupa(a), Ypa(a)) 

c Za 

Sfalpa(a)(Zpa(a), zaupa(a), Ypa(a)) Sfalpa(a)(Zpa(a), ZaUpa(a)f T�pa(a)) 
Szpa(i)(a) 7 Szpa(2)(a) 

Sfalpa(a)(pa(a), ZaUpa(a), Ypa(a)) 

SZpa(l)(a) 

where -"pa(a) _ (zpa(, )(a), Zpa(2)(a), ... , ZPa(v)(a)) denote realisations of the v spline 
interpolated parents Zpa(a) of Za. 

The conditional distribution of a symbolic continuous variable Y. given its 

parents Xpa(a), for aE I', may be written: 

Ya I Xpa(a) = Ya I {Ipa(a), Zpa(a), Ypa(4)} 

N fa1Pa(a)( 
pa(a), ZPa(a), Yaupa(a)) 

The conditional distribution of Y4 I Xpa(a), for aEr, may thus be represented in 

potential table form as: 

Oalpa(a)(Zpa(a), Zpa(a), Yaupa(a)) 

= 

{falPa(a) 
(Zpa(a)) Zpa(a), Yaupa(a)), 

afa1pa(a)(ipa(a), zpa(a), YaUpa(a)) afalpa(a)(Zpa(a)) Zpa(a), Youpa(a)) 
6zpa(1)(a) ' tZpa(2)(a) 

afalpa(a)(Zpa(a), Zpa(a), Yaupa(a)) 

öZpa(v)(a) 

where Zpa(a) _ (zpa l (a) , zpa(2) (a), ... , Zpa(�) (a)) denote realisations of the v spline 
interpolated parents Zpa(a) of Y4. 
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6.6 Basic Operations 

We will now consider the basic operations required by a propagation scheme and 

show how these will affect the potential tables we defined in Section 6.5. 

6.6.1 Extension 

Let UCVCK and, without loss of generality, let us label the qu spline in- 

terpolated variables in Zu as (Z1, Z2, ... , Z9i7) and the qv\U spline interpolated 

variables in Zv\v as (Zqv+l, ZqU+2i ... , ZqV) where qv = qv + qv\u. Let cb*(xu) = 
0*(iU, zu, yu) be the potential table for a potential function cb(xu) = q(iu, zu, yu) 
defined on X U= Iu x Zu x Yu, where: 

0*(xu) = ý*(iu, zur yu) 

= 
ýo(iu, S«(iu, zu, yu) 8«(iu, zu, Ju) bcb(iu, zU, YU) 

zu, yv)' 5Z1 6Z2 , ... , sz 12 av 

Now suppose that 0*(xu) is extended to 17*(xv) defined on Xv = Iv x iv x Yv = 
(Zu X Iv\u) X (Zu x Zv\u) x (Yu x Yv\u) then if Zv\u E IR7V\v the new nodal 
values defined on xv will be: 

71*(xv) = 77*(ZU, Zv\Ue zul zv\Ul yu5 yv\u) 

' 
Sc(iu, zu, yu) Sc(iu, zu, yu) c(iu, zur yu) } ýý) 

{«iUzU, 
Yu) Sz1 5z2 ' ... ' SZ U 

where (0) is a row vector of length qv\u corresponding to the qv\u first derivatives 

of «(ii, zu, yu) with respect to the variables in Zv\v" 

6.6.2 Multiplication 

If 0* and rj* are the potential tables of two potential functions which have been 

extended to occupy the same space, Xv, and 0* and ý* are defined as in Equations 
6.6, then multiplication is defined, by use of the product rule, as: 

(o* x 17*)(xV) 

0(ZV, zv, yv) x 7](ZVl zvI yv)l 
a(O(ZV, ZV, yy) x 77(iy, ZV, yy)) 

z1 
a(«iy, zy, yy) x7 (iv, zy, yy)) a(«(iy, zy, yy) x i/(iy, zy, yy)) 

Z2 zqv 
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where, for a=1,2, ... , qv: 

b(«(iy, zy, yy) x 11 (iy, zy, yy)) 
Jz, 

b77(zy, zy, yy) JO(ZV, zy, yy) 
ý(zv, zv, yvý x bza 

+ bz4 x 77(zv, zv, yv) 

6.6.3 Division 

If 0* and rj* are the potential tables of two potential functions which have been 

extended to occupy the same space, X v, and 0* and rj* are defined as in Equations 

6.6, then multiplication is defined, by use of the quotient rule, as: 

(ý*/ýl*)(xV) = 

{o, o,..., o} 
a/ 4(ý 

,s ,y) b(ý ,s ,y 

d "v, zv, yv 
In 

,_ ,y7... 
(_ 

bz_y_ ' q(iv, ZVI yv) :0 
n(iv, zv, yvý bzl 

undefined : otherwise 

«(iv, zv, yv) =0 

where, for a=1,2, ... , qv: 

, zv, +�V aß iva, 
zaz 

v, yV x 
6«iV,; V, YV)' g 

niV(ývýv 
)_ 77(2V, zVI yV) - O(iV, ZV) yV) x ösa 

8za (7I(iV, zV, yV))2 

6.6.4 Marginalisation over Discrete Variables 

Theorem 39 Suppose that Xv is a set of random variables such that Xv = 
(Iv, Zv, Yv), where Iv is a set of discrete variables, Zv is a set of spline in- 

terpolated continuous variables, and Yv is a set of symbolic continuous variables. 

Let 0*(xv) denote the potential table describing the potential function «(xv) as 

defined in Equation 6.6. Let UCV and suppose we may partition Iv into two dis- 

joint sets Iu and Iv\u. Also, let Zu = Zv and YU = Yv. Suppose that we wish to 

marginalise 0*(xv) with respect to Iv\u. The potential table for XU = (Iv, ZV, Yv) 

formed by this marginalisation is denoted rl*(xu) and the nodal values associated 

with a particular cell of this table when the levels of 'XU are xU = (ii, zv, yv) are 

as follows: 
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7I`(xv) _] cb(Zv, zv, yv), E acb(i zv, yy), 

iv\U iv\U 1 

E 
a«(iy, zy, yy) E 

bcb(iy, zy, yy) 
dz ,..., Ez 

iv\v 2 iv\ý 9v 

Proof. By analogy with Theorem 37. Q 

6.6.5 Marginalisation over Spline Interpolated Variables 

Theorem 40 Suppose that Xv is a set of random variables such that Xv = 
(Iv, Zv, Yv), where Iv is a set of discrete variables, Zv is a set of spline in- 

terpolated continuous variables, and Yv is a set of symbolic continuous variables. 
Let ¢*(xv) denote the potential table describing the potential function «(xv) as 
defined in Equation 6.6. Let UCV and suppose we may partition ZV into two 

disjoint sets ZU and Zv\U. Also, let Iu = Iv and YU = Yv. Without loss of gener- 

ality let us label the qu variables in Zu as (Z1, Z2,. 
.., Z9, ) and the qv\u variables 

in Zv\u as (ZqU+I) ZqU+2, 
..., 

Z9v). Suppose that we wish to marginalise 0*(xv) 

with respect to Zv\u. The potential table for Xu = (Iv, Zu, Yv) formed by this 

marginalisation is denoted rr*(xu) and the nodal values associated with a particular 

cell of this table when the levels of XU are xU = (iv, zu, yv) are as follows: 

7l* (iv, zu, yv) =h0 (iv, zv, yv), h 
So (i 

,zv, yy), 
V\U V\U 1 

h> 
SO (iv, zy, yy) hL 

so (iv, zyI Yv) 
V\U 

5z2 
V\U 

azqu 

where: 

h_ Il ha 
aEV\U 

and we assume that a variable Za, for aE V\U, has an equally spaced knot width 
ha. 

Proof. By analogy with Theorem 38. 

11 
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6.6.6 Marginalisation over Symbolic Variables 

Theorem 41 Suppose that Xv is a set of random variables such that Xv = 
(Iv, Zv, Yv), where Iv is a set of discrete variables, Zv is a set of spline in- 

terpolated continuous variables, and Yv is a set of symbolic continuous variables. 
Let 0*(xv) denote the potential table describing the potential function 4(xv) as 
defined in Equation 6.6. Let UCV and suppose we may partition Yv into two 
disjoint sets Yu and Yv\u. Also, let Iu = Iv and ZU = Z. Without loss of 

generality let us label the pu variables in Yu as (Y1, Y2, ... , Ypu) and the pv\U 
variables in Yv\u as (Ypu+i, Ypv+s, " .. ' Yrv) " Suppose that we wish to marginalise 
0*(xv) with respect to Yv\u. The potential table for XU = (Iv, Zv, Yu) formed 
by this marginalisation is denoted rt*(xu) and the nodal values associated with a 

particular cell of this table when the levels of Xu are xU = (iv, zv, yu) are as 
follows: 

77" (iv, zv, yu) _ 
Yv\U=oo Yv\v=°° Sc f (iv, zvI yv) Syv\u, 

(zy, zy, yy) f 
Sze 

Syv\ul 

Yv\U=-oo vv\v=-OO 
yv\U=()O vv\U=00 

rS0 (iy, zy, yy) SO (iv, Zv, yv) 
J 8Z2 

Syv\vl..., I 
Sz 

Syv\u 

Yv\U=-oo Yv\U=-ý vv 

where, for any function g («(xv)): 

Yv\U=C)O VpU+1=00 YpU+2=00 Ypv=0o 

Jg(cb(xv))Syv\u 
=JJ... 

fg(O(XV))JYPU+IJYpu+2 
... 

Syrv 
vv\U=-0o YpU+1=-00 YpU+2--°° Ypv=-o0 

Proof. Using our definition of 0* as given in Equation 6.6 and noting that 
the operation of differentiation is distributive over integration we find that: 

YV\U=O° 

r%* 
(iv, 

zv, 
öu) 

=J 
0* (iv, 

zv, 
öv) 

syv\u 

YV \U=-OQ 

Yv\U=00 

Yv\v=°° Sfq (iv, zv) yv) Syv\u 
r 

J (iv, zv, yv) ayv\u, YV\U =-°° 

Szl ' 
Yv\U=-O0 

Yv\u=°° YV\U=00 
Sf0 (iv, zv, yv) Syv\u Sf0 (iv, zv, yv) Syv\u 

Yv\u=-00 Yv\u=-OO 

Sze ,..., Sz 9U 
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vv\v=00 Yv\U=00 a, (iy, zy, yy) 
J (iv, zv, yv)ayv\u, f 6z1 

ayv\u, 

Yv\u=-oo Yv\u=-oo 

vv\ °O v=ý SO(iy, zy, yy) 
vv\U= aO(zy, zy, yy) 

az2 
ayvýuý.. 8z 

byv\u 
9U 

YV U=-oo Yv\u=-oo 

0 

6.6.7 Propagation 

We showed in Section 6.4 how we may initialise our system such that Equation 6.5 

represents the joint system belief. To ensure that the potential function formed on 

each universe is identically equal to the interpolated joint probability distribution 

of the variables in that universe we may pass a fully active schedule of flows. Each 

flow may be constructed from the basic operations just discussed and is defined 

as in Definition 23. 

6.7 A Possible Setup 

As stated earlier although our setup is, in theory, quite general the choice over 

which continuous variables are to be symbolically represented and which are to 
be spline interpolated is most important and can become quite constrictive. The 

reason for this derives from the marginalisation process. We will require each 
marginalisation of a potential function with respect to a symbolic continuous vari- 

able to be expressed in terms of integrals which may be solved in closed form. 
Although many special cases may be devised to suit this general framework we 
shall consider just one which seeks to unite our symbolic and spline approximated 
methodologies. 

Consider cliques, UEC, which comprise discrete variables Iu C Xo, spline 
interpolated variables ZU C X, 2, and symbolic variables YU C Xr. Let us partition 
the spline interpolated variables Zu into two disjoint groups Zul and ZU2 where 
(Ul U U2) nQ= (Ul U U, ). Let Xpa(u. ) C Iu\,, , for uEun0, Xpa(u, ) C 
{Iu, Zu 

1}, 
for ul E Ul fl s?, Xpa(u2) {Iu, Zv\u2, Yu}, for U2 E U2 fl 11, and 

Xpa(u)C {Iv, Zu, Yu\u}, for uEU fl r. 

We shall assume that I. I Ipa(u), for uEU (10, is multinomially distributed 

and of known finite state space. We shall assume that Z,, 
1 

I {Ipa(u, ), Zpa(u, )}, for 

ul E Ul fl 0, may be constrained to some finite region [zu1, o, zu,, M�1 ] such that 
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;' 
; '; :ý 

within this region fullpa(ul), the conditional pdf for Zu, I {Ipa(u, ), Zpa(u, )}, is in 

C1[zu,, o, zu1iM�1] and outside this region fu, lpa(ul) - 0. 

Similarly we shall assume that Zu, I {Ipa(uz), Zpa(u2), Ypa(u2)}, for u2 E U2 (1 12, 

may be constrained to some finite region [zu2, o, zu2, MU2 ] such that within this region 

fu2lpa(u2), the conditional pdf for Zug {Ipa(uz), Zpa(u2), Ypa(u2)}, is in C'EZU29OIZU2, MU2] 

and outside this region fu, lpa(u2) = 0. In addition we shall assume that fu2tpa(u3) is 

conditionally Gaussian with mean p(xpa(u2)) = a(ipa(u2)) + ßi(ipa(u2))T zpa(u2)nul + 

ß2(ipa(u2))T(zpa(U2)nu2 Ypa(u2)) and variance a2(ipa(uz))" 

Finally we shall assume that Yu I {Ipa(u), Zpa(u), Ypa(u)}, for uEU fl I', is 

conditionally Gaussian with mean µ(xpa(u)) = a(ipa(u)) + Ql(ipa(u))TZpa(u)nU, + 

ß2(ipa(u))T (4pa(u)nU2 Ypa(u)) and variance Q2(ipa(u)). 

By construction we have defined a system in which no discrete variable has a 

continuous parent. Similarly, if a spline interpolated variable is not Conditionally 

Gaussian in distribution then it has no symbolic parents. What we have therefore 

is a system comprising both spline interpolated continuous variables of arbitrary 

distributional type and conditional Gaussian symbolic variables. To ensure the 

computational feasibility of this setup the conditional Gaussian variables on the 

interface between spline interpolated variables, which are not conditionally Gaus- 

sian, and symbolic variables are forced to be spline interpolated. This allows spline 

interpolated variables to have descendants which are symbolic. To enable us to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of this setup we must extend our definition of a CG- 

distribution to include spline interpolated variables ZA = {ZA\g, ZB} where the 

variables ZB are conditionally Gaussian and the variables ZA\B are not. 

Definition 42 CG-Distribution: We term the joint density, fA, of the vari- 

ables XA = {IA, ZA, YA} for BCACKa CG-distribution, if: 

fA(X A) = fA(ZA, zA, YA) 

=X (ZA, zA) exp 
{g(ZA, 

zA) + h(ZA)T yÄ -2 yÄT 'I 
(iA)Y+ 

1 
(6.7) 

where X(iA, ZA) E {0,1} is an indicator function equalling one when fA is positive 

at {iA, zA}, and zero otherwise, iÄ = {iA, zA\B}, and yA = (zB yA)T . 
J(iA) is 

assumed to be symmetric and positive definite. 
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Theorem 42 Equation 6.7 is equivalent to the equation: 

fA(xA) = fA(iA, zA, YA) 

= X(iA, ZA)p(iA)zA){det E(iA)}-1/2(211)- /2lrt 1 

x exp 
{-2(yä 

- ý(zA ý(iA)-1(yä - ß(zä))} 

(6.8) 

where we define: 

p(iA, ZA) _ (211)112) r1I {det J(iA) }-1/2 eap 
{fl(iA 

Z A) + h(i )T J(iA)-lh(i )} 

= J(iA)lh(Z) 

E(iA) = J(iA)-1, and E is positive definite. 

(6.9) 

and I'A = (2B U TA, iÄ = {2A, zA\B}, and yA = (ZB YÄ)T . 

Proof. Rearranging Equations 6.9 we obtain the following definitions for 

9(iA, zA), h('A), and J(iA): 

g(iA, zA) = 1ogp(iA, zA) 

+1 {log det E(iA)_1- I rä I log(2n) - ý(iÄ)T E (iA)-'ý(i+)} 
h(2Ä) - Z'(ZA)-1 (ZÄ) 

J(iA) = E(iA)-1, and J is positive definite. 

(6.10) 
Now, using Equations 6.7 and 6.10 we may show that: 

fA(XA) _ 
, 
fA(iA, ZA, YA) 

1= 
X(iA, zA) exp 5 g(iA, zA) + h(ZÄ)T yA - 2YAT'I (ZA)yAA1 

= X(iA, zA) exp 
{log 

P(iA, zA) +2 log det E(iA)-' -2 I'A log (211) 

-2 
(2Ä)T Z'(ZA)-1 (ZA) + (E(ZA)-1ý(iA))T 

yA - 2YAT J(, A)-1YA J 
= X(iA, zA)p(iA, zA){det E(iA)}-1/2(211)-i/sýrÄ 1 
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4- 

x exp 
{-2 («i )T > (iA)-1E(2Ä)-2ý(i+)T E(iA)-ly+ �Ä TZ'(iA)-12YÄ) } 

= X(iA, ZA)P(iA, zA){det E(iA)}-1/2(211)-i/21rÄ l 

x exp 2 
(yÄ - IZÄI)T 

E(ZA) -I (YA 
- ý(ýA 

0 

We may generalise our definition of a CG-distribution as follows: 

Definition 43 CG-Potential: We term the function, ¢A, of the variables XA = 
{IA, ZA, YA} for BCACKa CG-potential, if. 

OA(XA) _ bA(ZA, ZA, YA) 

= X(iA, zA) exp 
{g(iA, 

zA) + h(ZÄ)T yA - 2y+T'I (ZA)T�Ä 
1 

(6.11) 

where X(iA, zA) E 10,1} is an indicator function equalling one when OA is positive 

at {iA, zA}, and zero otherwise, iÄ = {iA, zA\B}, and yA = (zB yT)T. We assume 

that J(iA) is symmetric and ¢A is not necessarily a density. 

The conversion formulae of Equations 6.9 and 6.10 continue to apply to CG- 

potentials when J(iA), and hence E(iA), are positive definite and thus invertible. 

Theorem 43 The initial conditional distributions of the variables in our system 

may all be represented by CG-potentials. 

Proof. Consider any discrete variable Iu for UEUn0 with Xpa(u) C IU\u. If we 
let A= {u, pa (u)} then XA = IA and, since III Ipa(u) is multinomially distributed, 

we may define: 

fulpa(u)(iA) = X(iA) exp {g(iA)} 

where g(iA) = log{p(ia; ipa(Q))}. Thus fulpa(u) is a CG-potential for ZA = {O} and 
h(i+) = J(iA) = 0. 

Now, consider any spline interpolated continuous variable Z., for ul E ui n , (l 

and Ul C U. Let Xpa(,,, ) C {Iu, Zu\,,, } and put A= Jul, pa(ul)} then we may 
write XA = {IA, ZA}. We may thus define: 
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fullpa(ul)(XA) = X(iA, zA) exp {g(iA, zA)} 

which is a CG-potential for h(i+) = J(iA) = 0. 

Consider any spline interpolated continuous variable Zug for U2 E U2 fl Q. 
Let Ul C U, U2 C U, and (U1 U U2) fl o= (U1 U U, ). Suppose Xpa(u2) C 
{Iu, Zu\u2, Yu} and put A= {u2, pa (U2)} then we may write XA = {IA, ZA, YA}. 
Since Zug I Xpa(u2) is conditionally Gaussian with mean µ(Xpa(u2)) = a(ipa(u2)) + 
Q1(ipa(u2))T'zpa(u2)nU, + 32(ipa(U2) )T (Zpa(u2)nU2 Ypa(u2)) and variance a2(ipa(u2)) we 

may define fu21pa(u2)(XA) 
as a CG-potential: 

fu2lpa(12)(XA) = X(iA, zA) exp 5 9(2Ä) + h(ZÄ)T yÄ - 2YA 
T J(iA)YA+ 

) and: where yA = (zu2 zn (us)nUz YT (uz) )T, Zä - (iA 
i zpa(uz)nUl 

[a(ipa(u2)) 
+ ß1(ipa(u2))T Zpa(u2)nU, ]2 1 

(ipa(u2)) - 21og 
{21102(jpa(U2))} 

20r2 

h(i+) 
-a( 

(ipa(u2)) + 61(ipa(U2) )T Zpa(u2)nUi 1 

1 
U2 (ipa(u2)) 

-P2(2 . 
Pa(u2)) 

J(iA) 
1 -ß2(ipa(u2))T 

a2(ipa(u2)) -02l"(2 Pa(u2)) 
P2(2 . 

pa(u2))P2(2 
. 
pa(u2))T 

(6.12) 

Consider a symbolic continuous variable Yu for uEU fl I'. Let Ul C U, 
U2 CU and (U1 U U2) fl fi = (U1 U U, ). Suppose that Xpa(u) C {Iu, Zu, Yu\u} 
and put A= {u, pa(u)} then we may write XA = {IA, ZA, YA}. Since Y', I Xpa(u) 
is conditionally Gaussian with mean µ(xpa(u)) = a(ipa(u)) +ß1(ipa(u))TZpa(u)nu, + 
02(ipa(u))T(zpa(u)nU2 ypa(u)) and variance a'(ipa(u)) we may define fulpa(u)(XA) as a 
CG-potential: 

fujpa(u)(XA) = X(2A)ZA) exp S 9ZÄ) + h(i )T yÄ - 1JAT J(ZA)YÄ 
f 

where yA = (yu zp (u)nU2 yP (u))T , zÄ = (ZA7 ZPa(u)nU, ) 
I and: 

Z+ _ 

[a(ipa(u)) + ßi(ipa(u))TZpa(u)nu, ]a 

- 
110 f21 

a2 i 9( a) = 202(ipa(u)) 2gl 
(pa(u))} 
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ZÄ1 _ 

(P 
()) 

ß1 
pa u 

)T 
pa u nU1 

( ý2 IZPa(u)) -ý2( lZPa(u)) 

(2, 
ß` =11 

-P2(2pa(u))T 
J 

cy2(ipa(u)) -ß2(ipa(u)) 
ß2(ipa(u))N2(Zpa(u))T 

(6.13) 

13 

Our definition of a CG-distribution may be extended to cover summations of 
CG-distributions. These we call conditional Gaussian mixture distributions (or 

CGM distributions for short). 

Definition 44 CGM-Distribution: We term the joint density, fA, of the vari- 

ables XA = {IA, ZA, YA} for BCACKa CGM-distribution, if. - 

fA(XA) = fA(ZA, zA, YA) 

X1(iA) zA) exp 
{gl(iA, 

zA) '+' ht(i )T y- 
l=1 

(6.14) 

where, for I=1,2,. .., L, Xz(iA, ZA) E {0,1} is an indicator function which con- 

trols the inclusion (or exclusion) of the l-th term into the distribution. We let 
)T. We assume that J1(iA) is symmetric and iÄ = {iA, ZA\B}, and y+ = (z7 yT A 

positive definite for 1=1,2, ... , L. 

Theorem 44 Equation 6.14 is equivalent to the equation: 

fA(X A) = fA(iA) ZA, YA) 

L 

_ X: (iA) ZA)pl(iA, ZA){det El(iA)}-1/2(2H)-1/2jrAý 
l-1 

x exp S-2 yÄ - ! (ZA ýl(iA)-1(yA 
- ! (ZA))} 

(6.15) 

where we define: 

pl(iA, zA) = (2n)1hI2hr1I{det Jj(iA)}-1h/2 exp 
{gl(iA, 

ZA) +hi(i )T J! (iA)-lhl(i+)} 

= Jl(iA)-'h, (i) 

E1(iA) = J: (iA)-1, and E is positive definite. 

(6.16) 
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and I'Ä = (lB U FA, ZÄ = JZAi zA\B J, and yA = (ZB YA)T . 

Proof. By analogy with Theorem 42. 
13 

Similarly, our definition of a CG-potential may be extended to cover summa- 

tions of CG-potentials. These we call conditional Gaussian mixture potentials (or 

CGM-potentials for short). 

Definition 45 CGM-Potential: We term the function, qA, of the variables 
XA = {IA, ZA, YA} for BCACKa CGM-potential, if. 

cA(XA) _ OA(ZA)ZA7YA) 

_ X1(iA, ZA) UP 
f 

91(ZAi ZA) 'i' 
h1(ZA yA 2yÄT'Jl(ZA)YAJ 

(6.17) 

where, for l=1,2,.. 
., 

L, X1 (iA, zA) E {0,1} is an indicator function which con- 
trols the inclusion (or exclusion) of the l-th term into the potential. We let 

iÄ = {iA, zA\B}, and yA = (zB yTT )T 
. 

We assume that Jz(iA) is symmetric for 

l=1,2, 
... ,L and cbA is not necessarily a density. 

In order that we may construct potential tables for functions of spline interpo- 
lated continuous variables we must consider not only the form of their potential 
functions but also the form of their first derivatives with respect to a spline in- 

terpolated continuous variable. This leads us to define a conditional Gaussian 
derivative (or CG-derivative for short) as follows: 

Definition 46 CG-Derivative: We term the function of the variables XA = 
{IA, ZA, YA} for BCACKa CG-derivative with respect to Za, for aE 12, if. 

aOA(XA) 
- 

a/A(2A, ZAiYA) 

öza, -- Sza 

= X(ZA, ZA) 
(9o(ZA, 

ZA) + ho(ZA)TYA) 

x exp 
{(J1(2A? 

zA) 'i' 
h1ýZA)TYA 

2YA J1(ZA)YA+ 

(6.18) 
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s 

%ý 

where X(iA, zA) E {0,1} is an indicator function equalling one when 'A is positive 

at {iA, zA}, and zero otherwise, iÄ = {iA, zA\B}, and yA = (zB yA)T . 
We assume 

that Ji(iA) is symmetric. 

We may generalise our definition of a CG-derivative to apply to the first deriva- 

tive of a CGM-potential. This we call a conditional Gaussian mixture derivative 

(or CGM-derivative for short) and define as follows: 

Definition 47 CGM-Derivative: We term the function LA of the variables 
XA = {IA, ZA, YA} for BCACKa CGM-derivative with respect to Za, for 

aE fl, if: 

aOA(iA, ZA, YA) 

öza Sza 

L 

_ Xl(=A, ZA)(g0,1 (iA, ZA) + ho, I (ZA)T yÄ) 

! =1 

x exp 
{gl, 

z(IA, zA) + hi, t('A YA - 2YA '%1ýI(iA)YA I 

(6.19) 

where, for l=1,2,. .., 
L, X: (iA, ZA) E {0,1} is an indicator function which con- 

trols the inclusion (or exclusion) of the l-th term into the derivative. We let 

y, T )T 
. 

We assume that JI, I(iA) is symmetric for iÄ = {iA, ZA\B}, and yA = (ZT B 

I=1,2,..., L. 

Theorem 45 The first derivatives with respect to Za, for aE (1, of the initial 

conditional distributions of the variables in our system may all be represented by 

CG-derivatives. 

Proof. Consider any discrete variable I� for uEU fl % with Xpa(�) C Iu\u. If 

we let A= {u, pa(u)} then XA = IA and thus the first derivative of the initial 

conditional distribution of any discrete variable with respect to za, for aE 11, is 

zero. This is equivalent to a CG-derivative with X(iA) =0 for all iA. 

Consider any spline interpolated continuous variable Z,, 
1 

for ul E Ul fl (l and 
Ul U. Let Xpa(u, ) C {Iu, Zu\u, } and put A= Jul, pa(ul)} then we may write 
XA = {IA, ZA}. The first derivative of fujIpa(u, )(xA) with respect to za, for aE fl, 

is zero if aV QA and equal to: 
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5fu1TPa(ul)(XA) 
= X(iA, zA)go(iA, zA) exp {g(iA, ZA)} 8Za 

otherwise, where 90 2Ai , z, q 
89 'A'ZA 

. 
Both cases are CG-derivatives. = dza 

Consider any spline interpolated continuous variable ZZ2 for U2 E U2 n S?. Let 

Ul C U, U2 U, and (UlUU2)flQ = (UlUU2). SupposeXpa(u2) C {Iu, Zu\u2, Yu} 

and put A= {u2i pa(u2)} then we may write XA = {IA, ZA, YA}. Zu2 I Xpa(u2) 
is assumed to be conditionally Gaussian with mean µ(Xpa(u2)) = a(2pa(u2)) + 

ßl(ipa(u2))TZpa(u2)nu, '+' )32(Zpa(u2))T(zpa(u2)nu2 ypa(u2)) and variance O2(zpa(u2)). The 

first derivative of fu2jpa(u2)(XA) with respect to za is zero, and hence a CG- deriva- 

tive, if aý 11A. If aE 12A then the first derivative of fu2jpa(u2)(XA) with respect to 

zd is a CG-derivative: 

8fu21Pa(u2)(XA) 

= X(iA, zA)(90(ZÄ + ho(iA)T yÄ) öza 

x exp 
{g(i) 

+ h(i )T yA - 2yÄT J(ZA)Y 
f 

where yA = (z2 Z (u2)nu2yn (u2))T, ZÄ = (iA, 
'Zpa(u2)n(l) and g(i ), h(i ), and 

J(iA) are as given in Equations 6.12. If a= u2 then: 

-2 
(0(ipa(u2)) 

+ 01(Zpa(u2))T "Pa(U2)nU, 
) 

90('A - 
U2(jpa(u2)) 

ho(ZA) _221 (Zpa(u2)) -ß2(Zpa(u2)) 

Else if aE QA\u, and At(ipa(u2) ) is the coefficient of za in µ(Xpa(u2) ) then: 

+ 
2Qa(ZPa(u2)) (a(ipa(u2)) + Qi(Zpa(u2))T Zpa(u2)nU, ) 

90(ZAý - 
Q2(ipa(u2)) 

-2Qa(2pa(u2)) 1 
ho(iA) 

U2(Zpa(u2)) -ß2(Zpa(w2)) 

Consider any symbolic continuous variable Yu for uEU (1 r. Let U1 C_ U, 
U2 C U, and (Ul U U2) fl n= (U, U U, ). Suppose that Xpa(u) C flu, Zu, Yu\u} and 
put A= {u, pa(u)} then we may write XA = {IA, ZA, YA}. Yu I Xpa(u) is assumed 
to be conditionally Gaussian with mean µ(xpa(u)) =c (ipa(u))+ßl(ipa(u))T zpa(u)nul+ 
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p2(ipa(u))T (zpa(u)nU2 ypa(u)) and variance Q2(ipa(u)). The first derivative, °of 

fulpa(u) (xA) with respect to Za is zero, and hence a CG-derivative, if aý , f2A. 

If aE DA then the first derivative of fulpa(u)(Xulpa(u)) with respect to Za is a CG- 

derivative: 

8f 
ulpa(u)(XA) = X(iA)ZA) 

(9o(i')+ ho(iA)T y+) özQ 

x exp 
{9(i) 

+ h(i )T yA -2 JYAT (ZA)YÄ} 

where yÄ = (y. zP (u)nv, yp (u))T' iÄ = (iA)zpa(u)nU, ) and g(i ), h(i ), and J(iA) 

are as given in Equations 6.13. If ß4(ipa(u)) denotes the coefficient of za in µ(xpa(u)) 

then: 

2/3a`ipa(u)) (a(ipa(u)) + ß1(ipa(u))T'Zpa(u)nUl) 

90(tÄ) = 
Q2(ipa(u)) 

ýtp(iA) _ 
_2ßa(ipa(u)) 

(1 a (ipa(u)) 
-ß2(Zpa(u)) 

13 

We must now show that the functional forms of the clique potentials and first 

derivatives of the clique potentials with respect to spline interpolated variables, 

retain their structure throughout the process of propagation. If this is the case 

then we have defined a suitable framework upon which to base our hybrid methods. 
We will thus consider how the elementary operations required to pass a flow affect 
CGM-potentials, and CGM-derivatives. 

6.8 Closure of CGM-Potentials and Derivatives 

6.8.1 Extension 

Theorem 46 Let UCVCK and 0*(xu), for xU = {iu, zu, yu}, be the potential 
table for a CGM-potential «(xu) with CGM-derivatives dä i' 

ZU' , 
for uE flu, defined 

on Xu = lu x Zu X Yu. Let 7)*(xv) = rt*(iv, zv, yv), be the extension of 0*(xu) 

to V defined on Xv = Iv x Zv x Yv = (Iu x Zv\u) x (Zu X Zv\u) X (Yu X Yvw) 
Then rt*(xv) is a potential table for a CGM-potential 11(xv) with CGM-derivatives 
aävv, forvE, Rv. 
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Proof. By definition 77(xv) = r7(iu, iv\v, zu, zv\u, yu, yv\u) = «(iu, zu, Yu) _ 

«(xu) so 71(xv) is a CGM-potential. Similarly, by definition for vE flu, dä v" _ 
8I7(iU, i'V\U, ZU+zV\U+YU, YV\U) 

_ 
d0 iU+zU, yU 

_ 
Sý xU xV 

- bzv so 
bnbzý 

is a CGM-derivative. If 
dz� Sz� - 

vES? v\U then S Vv is defined to be zero, and is hence a CGM-derivative. 

0 

6.8.2 Multiplication 

Theorem 47 Let cb*(xv) and 7)*(xv), for xv = {iv, zv, yv}, be the potential 
tables for two CGM-potentials, «(xv) and T)(xv), which have been extended to 

occupy the same space Xv = Iv x ZV x Yv where VCK. Let «(xv) and 

7(xv) have CGM-derivatives bb v'' and däv '', for vE 11v. Then the product 
(0 x rt)(xv) = «(xv) x rl(xv) is a CGM-potential with CGM-derivatives dO äzß xv 

for vE 1lv. 

Proof. First consider the product of the CGM-potentials: 

(0 x 1I)(xv) = O(xv) X ? )(xv) 
r 

_ X1(iv, zv) exp{ 9i(iv, zv) + ht(iv)T yv - 2YvT JI(iv)yVI 
t=1 l 

M1 
x X* (iv, zv) exp{9ýn(iv, zv) + tzm(zv)T yv 2yvT Jm(zv)yv} 

M=l 
LM 

_ 
(XI (iv, zv)Xm(iv, zv)) exp{ 

(9t(iv, 
zv) + g. * (iv, zv)) 

1=1 m=1 

+ (hi(zv) + hm(zv))T yv -1 +T (J1(2V) + Jm(zV)) yv} 
N 

_EX (iv, zv) exp{gn(iv, zv)+ hnl2VýT yv - 2yvT 
Ji (i /ýy+} 

n=1 1 

Thus (0 x 77) (xv) is a CGM-potential. Now consider the associated first derivatives 

with respect to z� for vE (Iv: 

S(O x 1J)(xv) 
= 

(«XV) 
X 

S77(xv) 
+ 

SO(xv) 
X ý(xv) Sz� Sz� Sz� 

L 

= 
(Ext(ivzv) 

exp{9t(iv, zv) + hi(i )T yv 2YV Jt(iv)yv} 
t=1 

R 

xE Xr(iv, zv) 
(90, 

r(iv, zv) + hO, 
r(ZV 

)T yV) 

r=1 
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. 
`y 

x exP{9i, r(iv, zv) -F hi, 
r(iv)T yv - 2yvT Jir(zv)yv} 

s 
+EX, (iv, zv) 9o, s(iv, zv) + ho, 9(ZV) yv (T +) 9=1 

x exp{ 91, s 
(iv, zv) + h1,. (i )T yv - 2yvT J1, a(zv)yv} 

xE Xm(iv, zv) exP{9m(iv, zv)+hm(ZV)T yv -! 
T Jt(zv)yv} 

M=l 
2YV 

LR ( .((o/T +) 
X! (ivý zv)XrlZV, zv) go, rlZV, zv) + h(iV) yv 

t=1 r=1 

x exP{ 
(9t(iv, zv) + gl, r(zvI zv)) + (hi(i) + hirliv))T yv 

2yvT 
('Jl(zv) + Jl 

r(ZV))yv 

+EE 
(Xm(iv, 

zv)Xs(iv, zv)) 
(go, 

s(iv, zv) + ho, 
8(ZV)TyV) 

(m=l 

e=1 

x exp{ 
(9m(1,, zv) -f- 91, a(ZV, zv)) (hm(zv) + hl, a(iv))T yv 

- 2yvT 
(Jm(iv) + J1, J(iv))yv} 

N 

_E Xn(iV, ZV) 
(g, (iv, zv) + h(iv)Ty) 

n=1 

x exp{9i, n(ZV, 
zV) + hi, 

n(iv)T yv - 2yvT Jin('V)Y+ 

Thus a0 azy x`' is a CGM-derivative, hence the result. 
El 

While we have shown that the multiplication of two CGM-potentials with 
CGM-derivatives results in the formation of a third CGM-potential which also 
has CGM-derivatives we must still be concerned as to how this may affect our 

underlying spline interpolation scheme. In general the multiplication of two cubic 

splines will not result in the formation of a third cubic spline. However, as noted 
in Chapter 5, whenever a potential function needs to be multiplied by another we 

are essentially multiplying by a new projector acting orthogonally to the first, and 
thus the spline interpolation scheme is preserved. This point continues to hold 

in our hybrid system. A similar argument may be applied to the division of two 

potential functions. 
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6.8.3 Division 

Theorem 48 Let 0*(xv) and rt*(xv), for xv = {iv, zv, yv}, be the potential ta- 

bles for two CGM-potentials, O(xv) and 71(xv), which have been extended to occupy 
the same space Xv = Zv x Zv x yv where VCK. Let O(xv) and rt(xv) have 

CGM-derivatives 8äv`' and dä 
v" , for vE I2v. Suppose that either O(xv) = 0, 

rt(xv) -1 or O(xv) = 71(xv) x qY(xv), where c'(xv) is a CGM-potential with 
CGM-derivatives 

th 

GM-, for vE (Iv. Then the division of O(xv) by rt(xv), C Sz, 
(q5/71)(xv) = «(xv)/rt(xv), is a CGM-potential with CGM-derivatives 8v) 

for vES? v. 

Proof. If «(xv) =0 then SS 
z"= 

0, for vE f2v and, by definition, (q5/r1)(xv) =0 

which is a CGM-potential. Hence, for vES? v, 
d äzvx`' =0 are CGM-derivatives. 

If i (xv) -1 then (q/1J)(xv) _ ¢(xv)/? J(xv) _ «(xv)/1 = «(xv) but since 
«(xv) is a CGM-potential then (q517j)(xv) is a CGM-potential too. Thus, for 

vE 11v, d T» =Säv which are CGM-derivatives. 

Suppose, however, that «(xv) = ? 1(xv)xcb'(xv) then (q5/71)(xv) = «(xv)/? 1(xv) 

_ (71(xv) x 0'(xv))/rr(xv) = c5'(xv) but since c'(xv) is a CGM-potential then 

(0/71)(xv) is a CGM-potential also. Thus, for vES? v, a0 '7) xv -S 'k' vv which 

are CGM-derivatives. 
0 

6.8.4 Marginalisation over Discrete Variables 

Theorem 49 Let UCVCK and 0*(xv), for xv = {iu, iv\u, zv, yv}, be the 

potential table for a CGM-potential «(xv) with CGM derivatives aä v'' 
, 

for vE 
(lv, defined on Xv = Zu x Zv\u x Zv x Yv. Let 7J*(xu) for xu = {iu, zv, yv}, be 

the potential table for rl(xu) = Eiv\u «(xv), the marginal of «(xv) with respect to 
Iv\u" Then the marginal, rl(xu), will be a CGM-potential with CGM-derivatives 
d'? 1 xv for uE flu. SZu 

Proof. 

, q(iu, zv, yv) =E c(2u, iv\u, ZV, YV ) 

iv\v 

L 

_ XI(iu, iv\u, zv) exp{91(iu, iv\u, zv) + hj(iü, zv\u)T yv iv\p ! _1 

-2yiTJi(iu, iV\u)Yi } 
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hf 
+T + +T r+ 

_ X, º, 
(zu, zy)exP 

{9(iu, 
zv) + h' l 

U) yv - 2yv Jm(zu)yv 

m=1 

Thus rj(xu) is a CGM-potential. Now, for UE flu: 

S77 (iU, zy, yy) 
_ 

[ý 
SO(iu, iy\u, zy, Yy) 

6zu 
ivvý\U 8zß 

L 

_EEX: (iu, iv\u, zv) 
(9o, 

º(iu, iv\u, zv) + ho, i(iu, Zv\u)T yv) 
iv\p 1=1 

x exp{ gi, z(iu, iv\u, zy)+hl, i(i+, iV\u)T yv -1 y+T Jl, i(zu, iV\u)Y 
} 

= X(1u, zv) 
(go, 

m(iu, zv) + hö, 
m(ZU)T yi 

) 

m=1 

x exp g , m(iu, zv) + hi, 
m(i+)T yv - 2YVT JI, 

m('U)yv} 

which are CGM-derivatives, hence the result. 
13 

6.8.5 Marginalisation over Spline Interpolated Variables 

Theorem 50 Let UCVCK and 0*(xv), for xv = {iv, zu, zv\u, yv}, be the 

potential table for a CGM potential «(xv) with CGM-derivatives sä ý`' 
, for vE 

, fly, defined on Xv = Tv x Zu x Zv\u x Yv. Let rl*(xu) for xU = {iv, zu, Jv}, 

be the potential table for rl(xu) = jz�,, «(xv)Szv\u, the marginal of 0(xv) with 

respect to Zv\U. Then the marginal, tl(xu), will be a CGM-potential with CGM- 

derivatives aä ü° for uE flu. 

Proof. Let hQ be the knot width of the knot sequence defined for a variable 

Z4, for aE (l, and let h=f jaEV\U ha" Let the disjoint sets VI and V2 partition 

Zv = Zv, uv, into variables Zv, which were derived from conditional Gaussian 

distributions, and Zv, which were not. Let Ul C Vi and U2 C V2 and Zu = Zu, uu,. 
Then, by Theorem 40: 

ij(iv, zu, yv) =hE cb(iv, zu, zv\u, yv) 
V\U 

L 

_hZ xi(iv, zu, zv\u) 
V\U l=1 

x exP{gl(iv, zu, zv\u) + hi(ZV)T yv - 2yvT 
Ji(ZV)yv} 

(6.20) 
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Without loss of generality suppose i' = {iv, zv, }= {i+, zy, \U, }, where iÜ = 
{iy, zU, }, yvT = (z 2\U2YU 

T)T, where yUT = (zU2 yV)T and we may partition 
hj(i+) and J! (iv) as follows: 

hi(zv) _ 
hi(zü, zv, \u1) 
hi(i , zvl\ul) 

J`(iV) =J 
(iV) J! (iV)T 

J1(iv) J? (iV) 

then putting: 

9'! (iv, zu, zv\u) = log(h) + gz(iv, zu, zv\v) '+' h1 (i , ZVi\Vi )T ZV2\U2 

- 2z 2\U2Jl 
(zv)zv2\u2 

hi (zv, zv, \vý) = hi(zü, zv, \ul) -U 1(zv) zv2\uz 

Equation 6.20 may then be written: 

L 
i(ZV, zu, yv) =EL, Xl(ZV, zU)zv\U) 

V\U 1=1 
1x 

exP{9i (ZV, zu, zv\u) +h (ZÜ, zv, \uý )T yv - 2YUT Ji (zv)yü } 

M1 
=E Xm(iv, zu) exP{9, i(iv, zu) + hm(zu)T Yu - 2Yu Jm(iv)yü} 

m=1 

which is a CGM-potential. We drop the derivatives S"(' , 'u, lv), for uE Rv\u, SZU 
since they are zero and not required. The derivatives s''(' bz°'y"), for uE flu are, 
by Theorem 40, defined to be: 

Si(iv, zu, yy) 
_hE 

a«(iv, zu, zv\u, yy) 
dzu 

V\U 
szu 

L 

=hEE XI(iv, zv, zv\v) (9o, 
l(iv, zu, zv\u) + ho, j(iv)Tyv) 

vw 1=' 

x exp{ g1, t(iv, zv, zv\v) + hi, i(iv)T yv - 2yvT J1, l(zv)yv} 
l 

(6.21) 

Without loss of generality suppose iv = {iv, zv, }= {i+u, zv, \U1 }, where iÜ = 
{iv, zu, }, yvT = (yuT z z\UZ)T, where Yu T= (ZU2 yv)T and we may partition 
ho, j(iv), hl, i(i+) and Jl, t(iv) as follows: 

ho t(iv) = 
hö'I(iv) 

hi, t(? v) = 
hi, t(iü, zvl\u1) 

hö, t(iv) hi, t(iü, zvl\U, ) 
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Jii(iv) Ji t(iv)T 
Ji, i(iv) J?, l(iv) 

then putting: 

9öt(zv, zu, zv\u) = 9o, t(iv, zu, zv\u) + hö, t(i+, zvý\uý)T zvs\uz 

9i, t(iv, zu, zv\u) = log(h) + gi, t(iv, ZU, zv\u) + hi, t(zü, ZVl\Ul)T ZV2W2 

- 2z \u2'li, t(ZV)zvz\U, 

hi, t(ZÜ, zv, \u, ) _ h', t(2ü, zv, \u, ) - 2Ji, t(av)T zv2\u2 

Equation 6.21 may then be written: 

577(zv, zur yy) 
=EL Xi(iv, zu, zv\u) 

(9ö, 
t(iv, zu, zv\u) + hö, t(zv)TYu) Szu 

V\U t-1 

x exP{9i, t(zv, zur zv\u) + h°, t(Zu zvl\ul )T Yu - 2YuT J1, t(ZV)yü} 
M 

= 
EX' (iv, ZU) 

(9o, 
m(iv, zu)+ hö, 

m(ZV)T Vu) 

m=1 

+T+1 +T i+ x exP{91, m(ZV, zu) + h1, 
m(zU)Yu - 2Yu J1, 

m(ZV)2JU} 

which is a CGM-derivative, hence the result. 
11 

6.8.6 Marginalisation over Symbolic Variables 

Theorem 51 Let UCVCK and ¢*(xv), for xv = {iv, zv, yu, yv\u}, be the 

potential table for a CGM-potential «(xv) with CGM-derivatives bä -'', for vE 
liv, defined on Xv = Iv x Zv x Yu x Yv\u" Let rl*(xu) for xu = {iv, zv, yu}, 
be the potential table for rl(xu) = fyv\a O(xv)Syv\u, the marginal of O(xv) with 

respect to Yv\u. Then the marginal, rl(xu), will be a CGM-potential with CGM- 

derivatives Sz ° for uE flu. 

Proof. Let «(xv) be: 

Lr 
«(xv) X1(iv, zv) exp{ 9t(iv, zv) + ht(iv)T yv - 

2yvT 
Jý(iv)yv} (6.22) 

t=i l 
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Let the disjoint sets Vl and V2 partition Zv = Zv1uv2 into variables Zv2 which were 
derived from conditional Gaussian distributions, and Zvl which were not. Without 

loss of generality suppose that yv = (z 2 yü yvýu)T = (ytT yvýu)T , where yv = 
(zTyz yU)T . 

Now suppose we may partition h1(i+) and Ji(iv), for d as: 

ht°(iv) 
J`(iv) - 

(JiO(i) fi(iV)T 
hi(iv) = hi (iy) J! (iV) Ji (iv) 

Then we may express Equation 6.22 as: 

«(iv, zv, Vu, YV\v) 
Lr 

_ X: (iv, zv) exp j gl(iv, zv) + h°(iv)T Yu 
2Yu 

Ji (iv)yü 
l-i l 

- 2yv\vJ, (iv)yv\u - yv\UJI (iv)V +h (zv)T yv\u} 

L 
_ X: (iv, zv) exp{gl(iv, zv) + h? (iv)T Vu - 2YuT J°(iv)yu 

! =i 
+ 2�ÜT'ýl 

(iy)T'ýI (2V)-1ýJ1 (iv)Yu 
- ytT JI (iv)T 

J2(iv)-lhl (i ) 

+ 2hi (iv)T J1(iv)-lh1(iv) 

- 2Yv\uJi (zv)Yv\v - yv\uJl (iv)yü +h (zv)T yv\v 

-1+T jl (iv)T Jl 
(iV)-l 

ji 
(iv)yv +y +T Ji (iv)T Jl 2 (iv)-'hl (it) 

-1h (iv)T Ji (iV)-lhi (iv)} 

L(1 
_ Xi(iv, zv) exp j gi (iv, zv) + hl (iv)TVu 2YuT Jt (iv)yv} 

l=i l 

x exP{-2 (yv\v 
- µ(ZV, yü))T Ji (zv) (yv\v 

- µ(iv, yu)) 
l 

(6.23) 

where: 

9i (iv, zv) = gi(iv, zv) + 2h (iv)T Ji (iv)-lhi (iv) 

h (iv) = hi (iv) - hi (iv)T Ji (iv)-1 Ji (iv) 

J* (iv) = J°(iv) - Jt (iv)T Ji (iv)-i Ji(iv) 

µ(i , yü) = J, (iv)-lhi (zv) - Ji (iv)-' Ji (iv)yv 
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Thus using Equation 6.23: 

Yv\U=+Oo 

7)(xu) =f q5(iv, zv, yu, yv\u) ayv\u 

�v\U=-00 
Lr 

=E XI(iv, zv) exp j 9i (iv, zv) + hi (2v)T Yu 2YUT Ji (iv)Yu 
1=1 l 

vv\U=+- 

xf exp{-2 
(yv\u 

- µ(zv, yv))T J2(iv) (Yv\u 
- µ(iv, yü))}ayv\u 

YV \U=-00 

(6.24) 

But since: 

VA=+oo 

J exp{-2 (YA - IIA)T J (YA - PA)}SYA = (211)1/2RrAj(det j)-1/2 
VA=-oo 

Equation 6.24 gives: 

** *+T+ +T *+ 71(xu) _E Xt(iv, zv) exp{gt (iv, zv) + ht (zv) yu - 2yu Jt (zv)yu} 

t-i 

where: 

g7*(iv, ZV) =g (iv, zv) +2 I'v\v I log(2H) - 21 
log{detJ, 2(2v)} 

'' , for vES? v, be: Thus 7)(xu) is a CGM-potential. Now, let d 
Sz. 

a(Xv L 

bZ, 

) 
=E xl(iv, zv)(go, 1(iv, zv)+ ho, l(ZV)T yV) 

1=1 

x exp{gl, t(iv, zv) + hl, º(iv)T yv - 
2yvT 

J1. º(zv)yv} 
(6.25) 

Without loss of generality suppose that yv _ (zvz Yu T\U)T = (YUT YT \U)T j 
where yu = (z z yu)T . 

Now suppose we may partition ho, i(iv), hl, i(i+) and Ji, i(iv), 
for 1=1,2, 

... , 
L, as: 

ho i(iv) = 
(hl(iv) 

hö, I(iv) 
hi, º(i) = 

h',, t(iv) 
hi, º(ZV) 

Ji, z(iv) _ 

(Ji(iV) Jl,, (iV)T 

Ji, i(iv) J12,1(iv) 
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Then we may express Equation 6.25 as: 

80(zv, zv, yu, yy\u) L 

bz� = x: (iv, zv) (9o, 
t(iv, zv) + ho, t(iv)T yv + hö, t(iv)T yv\u} 

1=1 

x exp j 9i, i(iv, zv) + hi, 1(2v)T Vu - 2Yu Ji, t(ZV)Y+ 

x exp{-2 
(yvu-f1(ZV, 

Y+))TJi, t(zv)(Yv\v-µ(zv, Y+)) 

(6.26) 

where: 

9i, t(iv, zv) = 91,1(ZV, zv) +2 h1, I( zv)T J1, t(iv)-lýi, t(zv) 
h1, 

I(ZV) = 
1, 

IlZV) - 
h1, 

I(i+ 
J111(ZV)-1'J1, 

tlZV 

Ji, t(iv) = J°t(iv) - Ji, I(iv)T Ji, t(iv)-l Ji, I(iv) 

µ(ZV, Y+) = J1, I(iv)-'hi, t(i) - Ji, 1(iv)-1 Ji, t(iv)yv 

Thus using Equation 6.26: 

a17(xu) 
__ 

vv\u=+OO 
acb(ZV, zv, yu) yv\u) syv\u az� 

f 
iz� 

vv\u=-00 
L 

Xº(iv, zv) (9o, 
º(iv, zv) + h', i(iv)Ty+) 

l=1 
1x 

exP j gt(iv, zv) +h 
, 1(zv)T yv - 2YuT Ji, t(iv)yü 

Vv\u=+oo 

xf exp{-2 (yv\u-µ(zv, 
yü)) Ji, t(iv)-1 

(Yvýu-µ(zv, v )) }o 
v\u 

vv\v=-oo 
L 

+> Xt(iv, zv) exp{9i, l(iv, zv) + hi, t(zv)TVu -2 YuT Ji, i(iv)Yu} 
Vv\u=+oo 

x 
Jh, 

z(iv)Tyv\uexp{_ 2 
(yvýu-µ(zv, yü)) ill, v)-1(Yv\u-µ(zv, Y )) ISYv\u 

Yv\v=-00 

(6.27) 

But since: 
EIA=+ý 

f 
hT YA exp{-2 (YA - FIAT J (YA 

- IJA)}dyA = (211)l/21rAl(det J)-1/2hTpA 

VA=-00 
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Equation 6.27 gives: 

S77(xU) 
_EL xz(iv, zv) 

(gö, 
t(iv, zv) + h, 1(iv)Ty) J'zV 

1=1 

x exp{ gi(iv, zv) -i' h*,, º(iv)TYu - 2YuT Ji, t(ZV)yt+i} 

where: 

go, t(iv, zv) = go,: (iv, zv) + hö, t(iv)T Ji, t(iv)-1h , t(i 
) 

hö, l(iv) = hoo, l(iv) - Ji, t(iv)T Ji, I(iv)-lhö, t(iv) 

g11(iv, zv) = gi, t(iv, zv) +2 rvýv I log(21I) - 21og{detJi, t(iv)} 

Thus L Szv is a CGM-derivative, for vE (lv, hence the result. 

I 

6.8.7 Propagation 

0 

Theorem 52 The initial clique and separator potentials and derivatives in our 

proposed system are CG-potentials and CG-derivatives. 

Proof. We showed in Theorem 43 that the initial conditional distribution on each 

random variable may be expressed as a CG-potential. We also showed in Theorem 

45 that these CG-potentials have first derivatives which are CG-derivatives. On 

initialisation each clique and separator potential is set equal to one, which may 
be expressed as a CG-potential, and each clique and separator derivative is set 

equal to zero, which may be expressed as a CG-derivative. The initial conditional 
distributions of all the variables are then multiplied into one clique each. As a 
special case of Theorem 47 CG-potentials and CG-derivatives are closed under 
multiplication hence the initial clique and separator potentials are CG-potentials 

and CG-derivatives. 

13 

Theorem 53 CGM-potentials and CGM-derivatives are closed under propaga- 
tion. 

Proof. We showed in Theorems 46-51 that CGM-potentials and CGM-derivatives 

are closed under the operations of extension, multiplication, division, and 
marginalisation. Since a propagation scheme is only composed of these basic 
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operations CGM-potentials and CGM-derivatives are closed under propagation 

also. 
11 

We have thus created a system in which every clique and separator potential 

may be expressed as a CGM-potential with CGM-derivatives. We therefore know 

the symbolic form of every function in the system. This is the desired framework 

from which to work since we may determine every symbolic operation which will 
be required to make the framework computationally feasible. In particular we may 
determine the unique marginalisation rules which will be needed to perform any 
symbolic marginalisations, and the manipulation rules needed to keep the keep 

the symbolic functions as simple as possible. 

6.9 Symbolic Manipulation 

In order to perform the required symbolic operations we need to extend the tech- 

niques discussed in Sections 4.8 and 4.9. In particular, we are now concerned 
with both the manipulation of CGM-potentials and CGM-derivatives. Despite 

our inclusion of spline interpolated variables we may, by Theorem 44, represent a 
CGM-distribution as: 

fA(XA) = fA(ZA, ZA, YA) 
L 

_E XI (iA, ZA)P! (iA, ZA){det Ei(iA)}-1/2(2II)-1/21rÄ l 
! =1 

x exp 
{-2(yä 

- (ZA))T Z'1(2A)-1(yA 
- S1lZA 

(6.28) 

This may be rewritten as: 
L 

fA(xA)_ X1(iA, zA) sgrt(rl(iA, zA)) exp {s1(xA)} 

1=1 

where: 

rl(ZA, ZA) = 
(PI(iA, zA))2 

(211)IrA Idet Ej(iA) 
1 

SI(XA) = -2(yA - 
(ZA))T Z'i(2A)-1(YA 

- Si(ZA 
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Similarly, the first derivative of a CGM-distribution with respect to za, for aE t1A, 

may be represented by the following: 

afA(XA) 
_ 

afA(ZA, ZAiYA) 
sz, h, 

L 

_ X1(iA)ZA)P1(iA, zA){det E1(iA)}-1/2(211)-1/2h1' 

1=1 

X 
(g1(iA)ZA)+ll(iA)TYA) 

X exp 
{-2(yA 

- 1(ZA))T ý'1(iA)-1(yÄ - 1(2Ä1I} 

which may be rewritten: 

aJA`XAJ 
=E XI(ZA, zA)(9t (ZA)zA)+ hl (ZA)TyA) 

sza 
1=1 

x sgrt(rj(iA, zA)) exp {sI(xA)} 

(6.29) 

The indicator functions, XI(iA, zA), in Equations 6.28 and 6.29 will be superflu- 

ous in our computational scheme since functions will only be held if Xz(iA, ZA) - 1. 

We therefore drop these functions. The CGM-distribution in Equation 6.28 may 
thus be represented by the symbolic form: 

L 

sgrt(fi, t) exp(f2,1(yA)) 
t-1 

(6.30) 

Where fl,: is a positive real number, and f2,1(yA) is a polynomial in the variables 

YA where the maximum exponent of any y4, for aEA, in this polynomial is two. 

We will find it most convenient to expand, and where necessary, cancel any terms 

within the square root and exponent. Equation 6.30 will also represent our chosen 

symbolic form for a CGM-potential. 

Note that due to the nature of derivatives they are signed. We will therefore 

represent the first derivative of a CGM-distribution as the sum of signed terms. 

Taking note of the sign, each term may either take the form of a CG-distribution 

or be the product of some symbolic variable and a CG-distribution. The CGM- 

derivative in Equation 6.29 may thus be represented by the symbolic form: 
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L 

sign, sgrt(fl, t) exp(f2, z(YA)) 
! =1 
M 

+E sign,,, y,,,,, sgrt(fl, m) exp(f2, m(yA)) (6.31) 
m=1 

Where fl, i and fl,,,, are positive real numbers, and f2, I(yA) and f2,,,, (yA) are poly- 
nomials in the variables yA where the maximum exponent of any ya, for aE Al 
in these polynomials is two. The sign operators sign, and sign,,, take the values 

-1 and 1 where appropriate. The term Ya, m represents some symbolic variable y,,, 
for aEA, required in m-th term of the second summation. Again, we will find 
it most convenient to expand, and where necessary, cancel any terms within the 

square roots and exponents. Equation 6.31 will also represent our chosen symbolic 
form for a CGM-derivative. 

We may define the initial conditional distributions of the random variables 
in our setup such that they have potential functions and derivatives which take 

our chosen symbolic forms. Let I. be a discrete variable for uEU fl 0 with 
Xpa(til C IU\u. If we let A= {u, pa(u)} then: 

fulpa(u)(iA) = exp{g(iA)} 

= sqrt {exp (2g(iA))} exp {0} 

Let Z,, 
1 be a spline interpolated continuous variable for ul E ui fl (l and 

Ui 9 U. Let Xpa(ul) 9 {1u, Zu\ul} and put A= {ul, pa(in)} then: 

ful lpa(ul)(XA) = exp{g(iA, zA)} 

= sqrt {exp (2g(i, 4, zA))} exp {0} 

The first derivative of fullpa, (v,, )(XA) with respect to za., for aE , (? A, is: 

afu, IPQ(uý)(xA) 
ßz4 = go(iA, zA) exp{g(2A, zA)} 

= sign {go(iA, zA)} sgrt 
{go(iA, 

zA)2 exp (2g(iA, zA))} exp {0} 

where sign {r} is 1 if r>0, and -1 otherwise. 

Let Z,,, be a conditionally Gaussian spline interpolated continuous variable 
for u2 E U2 (1 0. Let Ul 9 U, U2 9 U, and (Ul U U2) (1 Q=A. U U, ). Let 
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Xpa(u2) C {IU, Zu\u2, Yu} and put A= {u2i pa(u2)} then: 

112 
fu2lpa(u2)(2A) = exp - 

(zuz 
- µ(xpa(uz))) 2IIO(ipa(u2)) 2or2(zpa(uz)) 

11s 
= sqrt exp 2 

(zz 
-14 (xpa(uz))) 

{2ll2(pa(u2)) 

2ý (zpa(u2)) 

Let µ(xpa(uz)) = a(ipa(u2)) +ßl(ipa(u2))T zpa(u2)nU, +02(ipa(U2) )T (Zpa(U2)nU2 
Ypa(u2)) = 

a(ipa(u2), zpa(u2)) + >vErpa(u2) Qvy� then the first derivative of fu2lpa(u2)(XA) with 

respect to za,, for aE Ala, is: 

öfu2IPa(u2)(XA) 
- 

r" 
(zua 

µlxpa(ua))) 
-12 exp (i 

(zua 
- µ(xPa(ua)))(8za 2IIQ (ipa(ua)) 20r2 pa(us) 

) 

- sign 
{-Q 

a(ipa(ua), Zpa(u2))} sqrt 

{/2(iPa 
2), ZPa(ua))2 

2IIQ2(ipa(u2)) 

x exp - (1 ) 
(z2 

- µ(xpa(ua)))2 2a2 ipa(ua) 

11 

/ý2p2 
+ 

[sign 
y� sqrt N 

VEr 
211Q2(iPa(ua)) 

Paý4ý) 

x exp 
20r21 

(z2 
- µ(Xpa("a)))2 ) 

11 

(Zpa(ua) 

where 0 is the coefficient of zo, in µ(xpa(v, z)) 
if a0 u2 and 0= -1 if a= u2. 

Let Yu be a conditionally Gaussian symbolic continuous variable for uEU fl I'. 

Let Ul C U, U2 C U, and (Ul U U2) fl f2 = (U1 U U2). Let Xpa(u) {IU, ZU, Yu\u} 

and put A= {u, pa(u)} then: 

1_1z 
fulpa(u)(XA) = 2IIv(2pa(u)) 

eXp 2Q2(apa(u)) `y" 14 (xpa(u))) 

11 

= sgrt Z exp (yu 
- µ(xpa(u)))2 2IIQ (2pa(u)) 2ý (zpa(u)) 

Let p(xpa(uu)) = a(ipa(u)) + ß1(ipa(u))TZpa(u)nUl + ß2(ipa(u))T(zpa(u)fU2 Ypa(u)) = 

(I (ipa(u), Zpa(u)) +>VEFpa(u) Q�y� then the first derivative of f lpa(u)(XA) with respect 
to za, for aE(? A, is: 

S 
ujpa(u)(3A) 

-3 

(Yu 

- µ(XPa(u))) 2 

Sza - exp - 2( 
(Yu 

- µ(xPa(u))) 2IIv(ZPa(u)) `Zý l2Pa(u)ý 
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[sign{_ßa(iPa(u)zPa(u))} 
srt '32a(Zpa(u()7 zpa(u))Z 

2IIv IZPa(w)) 

x exp 
I-2or2(i (yu 

- µ(xpa(u)))2 
pa(u)) 

11 

2ý2 

+ 
[sign 

y� sqrt 
p" 

VEI'pa( �ý 

2IIv2(2pa(u)) 

1 
x exp 

(Yu 
- µ(xpa(u)))2 

2Q2(ipa(u)) 

where 0 is the coefficient of za in µ(Xpa(u)). 

A slight redefinition of the simplification rules discussed in Section 4.9 will 
be required to allow for the possible inclusion of a sign operator and a symbolic 

variable in the product forming the basic symbolic form. For the sake of brevity 

we will not include those details here. It should be noted, however, that one 

additional integration function will also be required. This is a specific case of the 

second integration rule required for Theorem 51 and may be defined, for c<0, as 
follows: 

x=+oo x=+00 b2 b2 f /x Exp a+ bx + cx2 Sx =f 
\x Exp a- 4c +c x+- 

X=-00 
2c 

ax 
t=00 

_2 
- 

kE 
Exp a- 4c 

x=+oo 
»EXP{ b2 

cx+ 2c 
Sx 

x=00 

_ -b 4 
Exp a- 4c 

6.10 Adding Evidence 

In this section we will consider the entry of a set of evidence £ onto the random 

variables in a hybrid system. A set of evidence may be entered into the system by 

entering the evidence on each individual random variable in turn. We shall assume 
that evidence is presented in the form that Xa =e for some aEK. In each case the 

evidence should be entered into every universe V containing the random variable 
Xa. We shall suppose that, for a universe V and xv _ (iv, zv, yv), we have the 

potential table ct*(xv) given in Equation 6.6 and, without loss of generality, let 
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Iv = (Ili 12) ..., Ipv), Zv = (Zi, Z2,..., Zev), and Yv = (Yi, Y2,.... Yv). Once a 

set of evidence has been entered into a system a propagation schedule should be 

passed in order to take account of that evidence and make the potentials consistent. 
Normalisation will ensure that we obtain the updated joint system belief. 

6.10.1 Discrete Evidence 

The updated potential table c; (xvlly=e) once the evidence £: I, = e, for vE Ov, 

has been entered is as follows: 

OE (ii, 
... , 

iv-l, iv+1, 
... , 

ipv, zv, yv) 

_ 

{(i1. 

�v_l, e, iv+i,. 
. �pv, ZV, yV) , 

aý ýZ1s 
... s iv-1, e, iv+l, 

... ' 
ipy, zy, yy) 

özl ,..., 

iv-1, e, ip, zy, yy) 

8Z9v 

(6.32) 

6.10.2 Spline Interpolated Continuous Evidence 

Let us assume that the spline interpolated continuous variable X,,, for VE (lv, 

has a knot e. Then the updated potential table q; (xviZu-e) once the evidence 
S: Z, = e, for vES ? v, has been entered is as follows: 

ýE (xvI 
Zv=e) - 

0E (iv, zl, ... ' zv-1, zvi-1, ... , zqv, yv) 

- 

ýo(iv, 
zi, -. ., z�-1, e, z, +1,..., zWýYO, 

Sg5(iv, zl,..., z�-i, e, z�+il..., zgy1yy) 

8z1 ,..., 
80z1,..., zv-i, e, zv+i,... 5zav5Yv) 

azv-1 9 

SO(iy, Z �..., zv-i, e, zv+i,..., zev, yy) 
8zy+1 ý... ý 

SO(iy, zl,..., zv-,, e, zv+1...., zgy, yy) 
Sz9v 

(6.33) 
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If, however, the spline interpolated continuous variable X,,, for vE , f2v, has 

knots z,,,,,,,, ýe< zv,, n�+i. 
Then the updated potential table ce*(xvjz ) once the 

evidence 6: Z� = e, for vE tlv, has been entered is as given in Equation 6.33 

with: 

4 (iv, zl, ... , z�-l, e, zv+l, ... , zav, yv) _ 

2lý*lzv, 
+nv) 

+ 0*(Zv,, 
+l)) + 

(4(zv, 
mv) 

(X(Z",, 
mv+l)) )(e - zv,,, ýv)3 

vv 
(3 ( *(Zv, 

mv+l) 
2- 

c*(zv, 
mv)) 

- 

(20v(zv,, 
nv) + 4v('zv, 

'mo+l)) (e 
- zv,,, ýv)2 by by 

+(k�(zv, m�) 
(e - zv, mv) + 4*(zv, mv) 

80 (iv, e, z, +,,..., zqy, yy) 

szn = 

gn(zv, 
mv) 

+ 
(c(zv, 

mv+') - 
On(Zv, 

mv» (e 
- , Zv, mv hv 

for n=1,..., v-1, v-{-1,..., qv 

and: 

by = (zv, 
mv+l - zv, mv 

) 

0*(zv, 
mv) = / (iv, zi, ... , zv-i, zv, mv, zv+i, ... , zvv, yv) 

0*(zv, 
m. +1) = c (iv, zl, ... , 

zv-I1 Zv, 
mv+l, 

Zv+l, 

. .., zav, yv) 

)= Orv(zv m 

bo(iy, zi, ..., zv-i, zv, mv, zv+i,... ez9veyv) 
' " 6zv 

Ov(zv�m 
+l) = 

JO (iv, zi, ... , z�-1, zv, mv+l, zv+l, ... , zgv, yy) 
v Szv 

m 
ýn(zv ) 

SO (iy, zi, ... , z�-i, zv, mv, Zv+1, .... zvv, yy) 
, o azn 

r gn( 
(zv m +l) = 

JO (iv, zi ..., ZV-l, zv, mv+l, zv+i, .... zev, Yy ) (6.34) 
, azn 

Here the function values have been interpolated using cubic spline interpolation 

while the derivatives are interpolated linearly since derivative data higher than 

the first derivatives is not available. 
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6.10.3 Symbolic Continuous Evidence 

The updated potential table 0; (xvjy0 e) once the evidence E: Y� = e, for vE Iv, 

has been entered is as follows: 

oE (XVIY, 
-e) _ 

ýE (ZV, zv, yl, ... , Yv-1)Yv+1, ... , yrv) 

_ 0(iviZVIy15..., yv-l)egyv+l,..., yrv)9 

60 (iv, zy, yl, ... 1 yv-1, e, yv+1, ... , yry ) 

Szl ,..., 

80 (ZV, zy, yl,... , yv-1, e, yv+l,... , Yrv) 

Szgv 
(6.35) 

6.11 The Waste Incinerator Revisited 

To illustrate the hybrid case we shall return to Lauritzen's waste incinerator prob- 
lem (Lauritzen, 1992). The CPN in Figure 6.1 shows the independence graph of 

the associated model with variables `Burning Regime' (B), `Filter State' (F), 

Figure 6.1: Causal probabilistic network for the waste incinerator problem. Dis- 

crete nodes are presented as black dots, spline interpolated continuous nodes as 

grey dots, and symbolic nodes as circles. 
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`Type of Waste' (W), 'CO2 in Emission' (C), `Filter Efficiency' (E), `Metal in 

Waste' (Mi), `Light Penetrability' (L), `Emission of Dust' (D), and `Emission of 

Metal' (MO). The variables B, F, and W are all discrete with states `stable' 

or `unstable' `intact' or 'defective', and `industrial' or `household' respectively. 
The remaining variables C, D, E, L, Mi, and MO are continuous. Of these, 

C, L and Mi will be spline interpolated and D, E, and MO will be represented 

symbolically. By construction the network contains both a spline interpolated node 

with a symbolic parent and a symbolic node with a spline interpolated parent. The 

junction tree corresponding to the graph of Figure 6.1 is given in Figure 6.2. This 

has been constructed by a process of moralisation and weak triangulation only. 
The cliques have been marked by ovals and the separators by rectangles. Note 

that the junction tree contains a mixture of both pure and hybrid universes. 

Figure 6.2: Junction tree for the waste incinerator problem. Discrete variables are 

presented in bold text, spline interpolated continuous variables as italic text, and 
symbolic variables as plain text. 

The marginal probabilities of the discrete variables B, F and W and the condi- 
tional distributions of the continuous variables C, D, E, L, Mi and MO associated 

with the model are given in Table 4.5. The numbers of knots, knot sequence ranges, 

and knot widths of the three spline interpolated continuous variables C, L and 
Mi are those given in Table 5.1. It should be remembered that only the 9,10 and 
15 internal knots of C, L and Mi, respectively, are actually needed to perform the 
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calculations. The choice of knots was made using the same techniques as those 

outlined in Chapter 5. 

The potential tables for the marginal distributions of the discrete variables B, 

F, and W consist of two numbers each. The potential table for the conditional 
distribution of CIB has (2 x9x 2) cells corresponding to the 2 levels of B, the 

9 internal knots for C, and the need for both a function value and derivative with 

respect to C. This table consists of numbers only. Similarly the potential table for 

the conditional distribution of Mi IW contains numeric values and has (2 x 15 x 2) 

cells corresponding to the 2 levels of W, the 15 internal knots for Mi, and the 
function values and derivatives with respect to Mi. The potential tables for the 

remaining conditional distributions, LID, DI (B, E, W), EI (F, W), and MO 
(D, Mi), all contain symbolic equations for function values and, where applicable, 
derivatives. The potential table for LID has (10 x 2) cells corresponding to the 10 

internal knots of L, and the symbolic function values and derivatives with respect 
to L. The potential tables for DI (B, E, W) and EI (F, W) are both (2 x 2) tables 

corresponding to the levels of their discrete components. The potential table for 

MO I (D, Mi) has (15 x 2) cells corresponding to the 15 internal knots of Mi, and 
the function values and derivatives with respect to Mi. 

The system may be initialised using the random variable assignment given in 

Table 4.6. A suitable propagation schedule may then be passed to ensure that 

the potentials are consistent with each other. The propagation schedule given in 

Table 4.8 is appropriate for this. The results are presented in the next section. 

6.12 Results 

Following initialisation and the passage of a complete schedule of active flows the 

marginal distribution of any random variable Xa, for aEK, may be determined 

from any universe containing that random variable by use of the marginalisation 

operator. Figure 6.3 presents graphs of the marginal distributions of the contin- 

uous variables in the Waste Incinerator problem in the absence of any evidence. 
The results obtained by use of the hybrid methodology described in this chap- 
ter are given in black. Results obtained using the exact methodology outlined in 

Chapter 4 are given in grey. 
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Figure 6.3: Graphs of the exact and hybrid marginal distributions of the contin- 
uous variables in the waste incinerator problem. Exact distributions are given in 

grey, hybrid ones in black. 
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The first two central moments of the marginal distributions of the spline inter- 

polated and symbolic continuous variables may be determined by application of 
the techniques discussed in Sections 4.10.2 and 5.9. Table 6.1 presents the means 

and variances of the marginal distributions of the continuous random variables 
in the waste incinerator problem together with the probabilities of the discrete 

variables. The results of both the hybrid and exact methods are given. 

Variable Type Hybrid Method Exact 

B Discrete (0.85,0.15) (0.85,0.15) 

F Discrete (0.95,0.05) (0.95,0.05) 

W Discrete (0.285714,0.714286) (0.285714,0.714286) 

C Spline (-1.85032,0.257314) (-1.85,0.2575) 

L Spline (1.48064,0.397735) (1.48036,0.398227) 

Mi Spline (-0.214331,0.214151) (-0.214286,0.21051) 

D Symbolic (3.03929,0.592909) (3.03929,0.592909) 

E Symbolic (-3.25357,0.502511) (-3.25357,0.502511) 

MO Symbolic (2.82494,0.743742) (2.825,0.740113) 

Table 6.1: Means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions for the 

waste incinerator problem. 

Figure 6.4 presents the graphs of the marginal distributions of the continuous 

variables in the presence of Lauritzen's evidence £: {W = Industrial, C= -0.9, 
and L=1.1}. The means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions 

given Lauritzen's evidence are given in Table 6.2. 

Figure 6.5 presents the graphs of the marginal distributions of the continuous 

variables in the presence of Olesen's evidence £: {W = Industrial, C= -1.6, and 
L=0.5}. The means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions 

given Olesen's evidence are given in Table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.4: Graphs of the exact and hybrid marginal distributions of the continu- 
ous variables in the waste incinerator problem given Lauritzen's evidence (W= 
Industrial, C= -0.9, L=1.1 ). Exact marginal distributions are given in grey 
and hybrid ones in black. 

Variable Type Hybrid Method Exact 

B Discrete (0.000128025,0.999872) (0.0122528,0.987747) 

F Discrete (0.999653,0.000346644) (0.999526,0.000473728) 

Mi Spline (0.500195,0.0099399) (0.5,0.01) 

D Symbolic (3.6191,0.092647) (3.60767,0.106179) 

E Symbolic (-3.89928,0.00233593) (-3.89834,0.0058195) 

MO Symbolic (4.1194,0.103591) (4.10767,0.118179) 

Table 6.2: Means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions for 
the waste incinerator problem given Lauritzen's evidence (W= Industrial, C= 

-0.9, L=1.1 ). 
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Figure 6.5: Graphs of the exact and hybrid marginal distributions of the contin- 

uous variables in the waste incinerator problem given Olesen's evidence (W= 

Industrial, C= -1.6, L=0.5 ). Exact marginal distributions are given in grey 

and hybrid ones in black. 

Variable Type Hybrid Method Exact 

B Discrete (0.691439,0.308561) (0.642434,0.357566) 

F Discrete (0.862364,0.137636) (0.785816,0.214184) 

Mi Spline (0.500106,0.00998236) (0.5,0.01) 

D Symbolic (3.44747,1.37972) (3.77448,1.73616) 

E Symbolic (-3.41826,1.45389) (-3.15035,2.06165) 

MO Symbolic (3.94766,1.39165) (4.27448,1.74816) 

Table 6.3: Means, variances and probabilities of the marginal distributions for 

the waste incinerator problem given Olesen's evidence (W= Industrial, C= 

-1.6, L=0.5). 
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6.13 Conclusions 

This chapter has shown how the techniques developed in previous chapters may 

be united to form a single, hybrid, framework. In particular we have shown how 

discrete exact, symbolic, and spline interpolated random variables may coexist 

not only within the same junction tree but also within the same universes of 

that junction tree. The key distinction between this approach and that taken by 

Dawid et al. (1993) is the level at which hybrid techniques may be employed. 
Our approach ties the computational technique to the random variable resulting 
in the formation of hybrid universes. The approach taken by Dawid et al. ties the 

computational technique to the universe producing hybrid trees. 

The hybrid tree approach will, in general, allow the inclusion of any suitable 

computational method (discrete exact, spline interpolated, symbolic, monte carlo, 

numeric integration, and so on). This feature makes for an elegant object orien- 

tated approach with a clear confinement of technical difficulties to the universe 
level, rather than that of the variable. While intra-universe computations are 

simplified by this approach, inter-universe computations may be more difficult to 

perform. Consider, for example, neighbouring universes which try to employ sym- 
bolic and monte carlo methods. Either one has to deal with computations between 

these two universes using some, possibly ad hoc, methodology or constraints must 
be put on the form of inter-universe computation which may occur. For exam- 

ple one could constrain the interaction between the two universes to some purely 

numeric relationship. The problems introduction by inter-universe computations 

may either cause an increase in universe size or force choices as to which methods 

may be employed in which universes. 

In contrast the hybrid universe approach makes no demands to increase uni- 

verse size requiring only a weakly triangulated graph upon which to build its 

junction tree. Both inter and intra-universe computations require a consistent 

methodology. If the hybrid universe approach is applied with the constraints on 
the interaction between Gaussian and non-Gaussian variables as described in Sec- 

tion 6.7 then it is fully implementable using only the methodology we developed in 

this chapter. The cost of such an approach may be seen in the increased complex- 

ity of the computations required. This may be particularly apparent in universes 

which inherit large functions formed as a result of the interaction between symbolic 

and spline variables. 
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If, for the waste incinerator problem in the absence of evidence, 'we compare 
the results generated by the implementation of a hybrid methodology with the 

exact results generated by the use of symbolic techniques we observe a high level 

of accuracy. This close comparison may be observed in the probability densi- 

ties, means and variances of the marginal distributions of the continuous random 

variables, and also in the marginal probabilities of the discrete random variables. 
However, a noticeable difference in the level of accuracy may be observed follow- 

ing the inclusion of evidence. Although such inaccuracies are slight in the case 

of Lauritzen's evidence, they are more extreme in the case of Olesen's evidence. 
Even if such accuracies may be deemed acceptable or even unavoidable it is still 
important to understand from where they are derived. 

The answer to this problem lies in the entry of continuous evidence on the 

spline interpolated variables (in our examples on C and L). The accuracy with 

which evidence may be added will be determined by a number of different factors 

yet all these factors relate to the location of the evidence on the joint probability 
density function. Recall that a different approach to evidence entry must be 

taken if that evidence falls on a knot or not. If, for a piece of evidence on a 

single random variable, evidence falls on a knot then, in the absence of any other 

evidence, evidence entry will be exact. If, however, that evidence falls between 

two knots then interpolation is required to enter that evidence. The closer the 

evidence is to one of the knots the more accurate evidence entry will be. As a 

consequence of this one way of increasing accuracy in the presence of evidence 

might be to increase the number of knots. Doubling the number of knots would 

shrink the knot width by half and would ensure that a piece of evidence were 
either as close to, or closer to a knot than it was before. The "cheat's method" 
would be to rebuild the interpolation lattice according to the observed collection 
of evidence to ensure that the evidence fell on an interpolation node and was thus 

entered exactly. 

Not only will accuracy depend upon the proximity of a piece of evidence to a 
knot, but it will also depend upon which part of the probability density surface 
it falls. This is because when splines are fitted accuracy tends to be measured 
in absolute terms. It is, however, accuracy in relative terms which will have an 
impact when adding evidence. Hence the more extreme a collection of evidence 
the less accurate the results are likely to be. An extreme collection of evidence will 
be one with a relatively low normalisation constant. Note that the normalisation 
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constant for the addition of Lauritzen's evidence is 0.022066 compared with only 
0.014452 for the addition of Olesen's evidence. This latter normalisation constant 
is still quite moderate. Suppose we were to observe some collection of evidence on 
the periphery of the probability density surface - here the normalisation constant 

will be very low and hence very difficult to model well in relative terms. This could 

result in huge discrepancies between the approximated and true results. Evidence 

entry should therefore be viewed with some caution in such circumstances. The 

most extreme collection of evidence would be one which fell outside of the inter- 

polation lattice. The realisation of such a collection of evidence would lead us to 

either redefine our model, or to reject that evidence as data errors. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

The primary objectives of this work were to develop techniques to facilitate the 

construction of PESs and to improve their useability. PESs provide a method for 

the specification and handling of the joint distribution of a finite set of random 

variables. They employ graph theory to decompose a large multivariate problem 
into a series of smaller interrelated multivariate problems, an approach which both 

structures and simplifies the solution. 

The techniques we have developed here are in keeping with this philosophy. 
We have extended the range of random variables which may be incorporated into a 
PES by the introduction of symbolic and spline methods. In particular, this work 

expands on the current literature's treatment of continuous random variables. 
Symbolic methods enable random variables to be modelled exactly through their 

probability density functions. This provides a modelling environment which has 

no loss of information in contrast to previous techniques which will only allow the 

handling of moments. It is also the most natural approach to PES construction 

which makes it compatible with other methodologies adopting the probability 
density function approach. 

While symbolic techniques have sought to make the modelling of well be- 
haved distributions computationally feasible, spline techniques have sought to 

open up the probability density function approach to less well behaved distri- 
butions. Splines simplify the application of the most costly operator required to 
implement a PES - that of marginalisation. The marginalisation of a spline inter- 

polated potential function with respect to a continuous random variable becomes 

simply an extension of discrete exact marginalisation. 

The probability density function approach to PES construction via the use 
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of splines and symbolics has the advantage that it may be implemented using a 

weakly triangulated network. This will, in general, enable the use of universes 

which are as small as possible - one of the key objectives of PESs. 

Handling probability density functions rather than a set of moments which 

provide an insufficient parameterisation of a joint distribution, enables a greater 

understanding to be gained of a multivariate system. A PES is supposed to encap- 

sulate an expert's knowledge. To maximise its usefulness the output it produces 

should be readily interpretable by expert and non-expert alike. A symbolic PES 

provides all the information required to plot joint or marginal distributions of sets 

of random variables. The incorporation of symbolic evidence provides a method- 

ology by which one variable's effect on the other variables in a system may be 
better understood. A spline interpolated PES provides all the information re- 
quired to plot the marginal distributions of the random variables it comprises. 
Such advantages make the phrase "a picture paints a thousand words" ring true. 

Which method should be employed in which PES will sometimes be a matter of 
choice. Ideally it is the most accurate method which should be implemented. This 

will tend to suggest that symbolic techniques are, in absence of any theoretical 

constraints, the most appropriate. In some cases, however, where full information 
is not required, numeric techniques may serve as a suitable replacement. Addi- 
tionally there may be a compromise to be made due to computational feasibility. 
A method may be deemed infeasible for theoretical reasons. For example, there 

may be problems in deriving a closed form solution. A goal of this thesis has been 
to make the theoretically feasible feasible. The techniques developed, however, 

are not necessarily feasible in practice. They may, for example, be too computa- 
tionally expensive to implement. Even in the discrete exact case computational 
problems can arise. Recall, for example, that a universe comprising just twenty 
binary variables will have over a million possible states. 

In general, the complexity of the underlying calculations required to tackle a 
problem will be reflected in both the size and complexity of the underlying data 

structures and the time taken to perform calculations. For the waste incinerator 

example Table 7.1 lists the times taken to: 

a) Perform preprocessing tasks: Initialise a PES, add evidence and pass a propa- 

gation schedule. 
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b) Perform postprocessing tasks: Determine the probabilities, mean and variance 
of the marginal distributions of every random variable in the system and, where 
appropriate, determine and plot the marginal probability density function. 

Timings are given for Lauritzen's numeric approach (Chapter 3), the exact 

symbolic approach (Chapter 4), the spline approach (Chapter 5), and the hybrid 

approach (Chapter 6). It should be noted that Lauritzen's approach, is given an 

unfair advantage in the fact that marginal probability density functions are neither 
derived nor plotted. Similarly for the spline and hybrid approaches no timings are 

presented for the generation of appropriate interpolation lattices. These omissions 

should be considered when passing any judgements on the results. 

Method Evidence Preprocessing Postprocessing Total 

Time Time Time 

Numeric None 35.43s 18.81s 54.24s 

Lautitzen's 31.16s 10.65s 41.81s 

Olesen's 31.18s 10.73s 41.91s 

Exact None 41.17s 710.05s 751.22s 

Lauritzen's 34.44s 533.80s 568.24s 
Olesen's 33.97s 561.89s 595.86s 

Spline None 790.51s. 339.22s 1129.73s 

Lauritzen's 744.42s 274.03s 1018.45s 
Olesen's 747.73s 276.77s 1024.50s 

Hybrid None 73.51s 216.43s 582.36s 
Lauritzen's 635.85s 1280.11s' 1915.96s 
Olesen's 3949.05s 7480.71s 11429.76s 

Table 7.1: A comparison of the computation speeds of the four propagation meth- 
ods outlined in this work. 

The times presented should be 'viewed as relative guides to the computational 
speeds of the four methods. All the examples were implemented using Mathematica 
2.0 for Students (a slower version of Mathematica 2.0) on low-end Macintosh 

systems. Displayed times were those achieved on a Macintosh Performa 6200 
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with 16Mb of memory and a Power PC chip operating at 75Mhz. The same 
calculations were achievable in four times the time on a (five year older) Macintosh 
LC with 10Mb of memory and a 68020 chip operating at 16Mhz. While such 
considerations may be viewed as inconsequential - the relative speed taken to 

perform the various methods being far more important than the relative speed 
of different computers - they do bear out the continuing increase in computer 
power. Computers are becoming more and more powerful as processors get faster 

and memory gets cheaper. These advances promise to improve the feasibility of 
computational techniques. This should, however, not be seen as an excuse for 
the creation, or use, of less efficient algorithms but it will certainly open up new 
possibilities for PESs both in terms of the size and complexity of problems which 
can be tackled. If anything this will demand the application of robust methods. 

While this work has concentrated on the introduction of symbolic and spline 
techniques into PESs, it has by no means exhausted these subjects. Our symbolic 
techniques explored the representation of Gaussian random variables and discrete 

random variables of infinite or indeterminate state space. We also discussed the in- 

clusion of symbolic parameters into PESs. While they are most useful and enabled 
a description of the basic foundations of computer algebra, pattern matching, and 
simplification techniques, the cases we have covered are, of course, limited. Tech- 

niques should be developed to extend these approaches to other distributional 
forms. One problem area we noted was that which stems from the marginalisa- 
tion of a potential function, with respect to a continuous random variable, which 
has no closed form solution. We solved this problem by introducing the spline 
interpolation of continuous random variables. What should one do, however, if 
one is faced with a problematic summation of a potential function with respect to 
a discrete random variable? This is an area requiring further investigation. While 
this work concentrated on the handling of continuous random variables, perhaps 
an equivalent work is required to explore the handling of discrete random variables 
which are not of the discrete exact case. 

We showed how splines may be used to represent continuous distributions in 
PESs. The particular propagation algorithm we implemented assumed that these 
splines had equally spaced knots. This approach has the desirable advantage that 
the order with which one marginalises has no impact on the result. In some cases 
the reliance on equally spaced knots may prove to be an unacceptable prerequisite. 
Consider, for example, a mixture distribution comprising two Gaussian random 
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variables. Let one have a very small variance in comparison to the other, and 
assume that their means are relatively far, apart. To fit an equally spaced spline 
to this distribution with any accuracy would require a knot width small enough 
to satisfactorily capture the shape of the underlying distribution with the lower 

variance. This constraint will imply that a very large number of knots will be 

required since the full range spanned by the two underlying distributions will be 
big in comparison to the required knot width. A more appropriate approach might 
be to concentrate knots around the means of the two underlying distributions 

the spread, number and knot width, of these knots being determined by their 

variances. This would result in a reduced number of knots with varying knot 

width. This would, in turn, improve computational feasibility with, perhaps, 
no loss in accuracy. Methods to sensibly implement such alterations should be 
investigated. 

In general the approximate results derived from a spline interpolated PES will 

approach the true results for that PES if one increases the number of knots in 

the system. The more knots that are added to a system, however, the bigger 

the computational problem. There is therefore a trade-off between accuracy, size 

and speed. To ensure the accuracy of a PES in the absence of evidence one can 

simply compare the univariate conditional distributions with their spline interpo- 

lations. How can one improve, or guarantee, accuracy when evidence is added? 
In our examples we compared exact results with approximate spline interpolated 

results to make a call over accuracy. In the "real world" when spline methods 

will probably be employed only because no exact method is appropriate we can 

not tell what degree of accuracy we have achieved. A solution to this may be the 
"cheat's method" which redefines the interpolation lattice according to received 
evidence. This may be inappropriate in large systems where a significant cost may 
be involved in rebuilding that lattice from scratch. Throwing in an extra point on 
the observed variables without readjusting the lattice on the unobserved variables 
may be acceptable and is certainly an area worthy of future research. 

Cubic spline interpolation effectively discretises a network into a set of points 
and slopes at those points. Investigations should be carried out into the relative 
merits of this approach and a linear spline approach which would need to employ no 
derivative information. This latter approach would effectively view a continuous 
distribution as a discrete exact random variable. Savings from the absence of 
derivative data may be turned into an increased number of knots. When would 
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this outweigh the value of the derivative data? 

The extension and improvement of other numeric techniques should also not 
be overlooked. We added simulation techniques to Lauritzen's numeric handling 

of the means, variances, and probabilities in mixed graphical association models. 
This enabled the generation of approximate probability density functions for the 

marginal distributions of the continuous random variables using kernel density 

estimation. In turn this provided a graphical way in which the non-expert may 
better interpret those marginal distributions using more than just their means and 

variances. 

The basic symbolic methodology we developed to model this framework is one 

which can robustly be adapted to suit purely numeric calculations. This requires 
the mean vectors, covariance matrices, and weights to be stored for each term in a 
CGM-distribution. In contrast to Lauritzen's scheme only a weakly triangulated 

network is required reducing universe size, and there is no loss of information. 

The cost of this approaches that the data structures concerned are not fixed in 

size and may grow on evidence entry due to the modelling of CGM-distributions 

rather than CG-distributions acting as a proxy for the calculation of means and 

variances. In contrast to symbolic techniques this approach would not allow the 
inclusion of symbolic evidence (if implemented purely numerically), and would be 

harder to reconcile with other techniques such as spline methods. It may, however, 

be faster and more space efficient. 

In conclusion, while this thesis has begun to answer a number of questions 

regarding how PESs may be extended to model new variable sets the answers it 

has provided are by no means exhaustive and this area is one which remains fertile 

for future research. 
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